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EUROPE AT THE EVE OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
(THE SITUATION IN EUROPE BEFORE 1789)
By 1789, Europe was composed of a combination of small and big states. The big states exercised a lot of pressure and influence on the small states.
The European states were divided into Western and Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe was composed of countries like Russia, Austria, Prussia and the Ottoman Empire or Turkey while Western Europe was composed of states like Britain, Holland, France, Portugal and Spain.
Politically, the independent states before 1789 were few and included Russia, Spain, Britain, France, Portugal and Turkey. Italy and Germany did not exist as independent states.
By 1789, most of Europe was characterized politically by old type of rule known as the Ancient Regime that controlled the lives and rights of the masses.
Independent states had constitutions that spelt out the rights of the rulers.  The independent states were under monarchies which included the following;
	The Bourbons under Louis xvi in France

The Victorians in Britain
The Czars/ Tsars under Czarina Catherine in Russia
	The Hapsburg under Joseph II in Austria

The House of Orange in Holland
The Sultans in Turkey/ Ottoman empire
Except in Britain, all these rulers were despots /dictators who restricted people’s freedom i.e. no freedom of worship, press, association etc. The worst dictators were the rulers of the Ottoman Empire and Russia.
In most of the European states, there were different laws and systems of administration in different provinces of the single country. In most of these states, there was no parliamentary democracy and in France, the parliament had last sat in 1614 (175 years ago)
Louis xiv of France summarized the Bourbon dictatorship by saying “the state is myself” while Louis xvi said, “the thing is legal because I wish it”. Only Britain was progressive and had a parliament where people’s interests were represented in government i.e. had two houses (chambers). The House of the Lords and the House of the Commons. 
 European states before 1789 were characterized by strong alliance between states and church i.e. the church controlled state policies. Most of the rulers claimed to rule by the will of God.
In France, the Ancient Regime / Bourbons derived its power from the Catholic Church, in Russia it was the Orthodox Church, in Britain, Holland, it was the Protestant church and in Austria, it was the Catholic Church. 
The period before 1789 in Europe had been referred to as the age of reason and enlightenment hence some people could criticize government policies though not openly but through publications/ Books hence exposed government weaknesses. Such political; philosophers included Voltaire, Jean Jacque Rousseau, Montesquieu, Jean Badin, Machiavelli, John Rock etc.
 European states were constantly at war amongst themselves. Examples include the seven years war between France and Britain over India (1756-1763), the American war of independence of 1776- 1783, (the Americans against Britain), Russia fought Turkey over the Balkans, Russia fought Austria over domination of Eastern Europe.
Socially European states before 1789 were characterized by social class divisions i.e. people were divided into different social classes i.e. the first class was known as Clergy who were rich, owned a lot of land and other property, were influential in government politics, free from taxation and had a lot of other privileges.
The second class known as the Nobility /Nobles who were also rich, owned land, dominated the army and police and other government posts. They were exempted from manual work, paid no taxes and also exercised a lot of influence in state affairs.
The third class was consisting of the commoners or peasants and middle class Bourgeoisie. The Bourgeoisie composed of the professionals e.g. Lawyers, Doctors, Traders and Teachers who were educated but disadvantaged. This class was the majority in number and was the most disadvantaged class who occupied the lowest step on the social ladder, belonging to a class was by birth or inheritance.
The third class suffered a lot of injustices i.e. owned no land, were heavily taxed, provided forced labour, served in the army by force, had no political power, were the most oppressed and exploited group.
Economically, most of the European states were backward but the degree of backwardness varied from one state to another.
Most of the European states were agro based apart from the progressive Britain. The states had poor technology performing, applying no manure or fertilizers to the land, had few animals and because of the poor technology, most of the animals did not survive in winter season.
The industrial revolution was slowly taking root beginning with Britain and Belgium in the 1780’s and spreading in other countries. Britain took the lead in inventing new better methods of farming, new technology of manufacturing and new entrepreneurial skills. Therefore wealth was in the hands of few people who were largely extravagant and wasted it in luxuries.
Because of the poor economies, the European countries were adversely or negatively affected by the bad weather conditions especially the severe winter and other natural calamities like famine. Russia and France were always the biggest victims.
In foreign affairs and diplomacy, there existed marriages between royal families in order to promote international relations. The countries also maintained ambassadors as a sign of good neighborhood.
The European states had standing armies recruited from the unemployed and dissatisfied section of society i.e. the third class. Many of the rulers depended on such armies for staying in power; therefore there was no nationalism in the sense of loyalty to the nation and that the only uniting factor was obedience to the king and religion.
The political, social and economic conditions in Europe before 1789 were the same and one would expect occurrence of revolutions all over Europe so as to bring the desired change.  However the revolution broke out only in France and not elsewhere in Europe. Why?

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION OF 1789
Revolution refers to transformation or change in the political, economical and social spheres of life of a given society.The French Revolution was therefore a gradual change that took place in the French society, it was an event not of one single month or year; it took a number of phases ranging from peaceful to violent. It lasted from 1789 to the rise of Napoleon. Even its origins stretched back into the 17th and 18th centuries.
The revolution transformed the politics and diplomacy of Europe, gave birth to new forms of politics, swept away the old system and brought new men into power. The armies were recognized, peasants got land from the nobles and church while the king and his wife ended up at the guillotine (killing machine).
CAUSES OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
Long term economic hardships which resulted into financial bankruptcy, was one of the causes of the French Revolution, there was wide spread mismanagement of the economy and unfair distribution of the country’s resources especially land. The nobles who were the minority owned large pieces of land.  The peasants therefore lived as servants/ tenants on the land of the nobles which incited them to revolt.
France was running bankrupt this was caused by corruption and embezzlement of public funds. There was a luxurious/ lavish spending of the king, his wife and the nobles. The bankruptcy made the king borrow money from the rich middle class Bourgeoisie which he failed to pay back and this made Bourgeoisie to revolt.
The bankruptcy also forced the king to introduce unfair taxes which annoyed the Frenchmen. The French peasants paid both direct and indirect taxes to the state, the nobles and the clergy. The taxation system was not only too unfair in a way of assessment but also complicated.
There was unreasonable spending or expenditure on costly foreign wars e.g. the seven years war of 1756-1763 between France and Britain and the American war of independence of 1776-1783. These wars forced the government of Louis to borrow from the middle class who were also not paid. This worsened the financial crisis because it increased the national debt.
Because of the economic hardships, the French masses lost confidence in the government of King Louis xvi and started criticizing it because of its seen financial indiscipline. It was this which created the revolutionary mood or desire among the masses to organize what came to be called the French Revolution of 1789 so as to put right the financial situation.
The economic hardships that led to the financial crisis made the government of Louis xvi not able to solve the effects of the 1788 winter season. This resulted into severe famine leading to shortage of food and starving. It created a hungry and angry group of people known as mobs on the streets of Paris.
Because of the economic hardships, King Louis xvi was forced to appoint efficient financial controllers e.g. Turgot, Necker and Calonne. These were financial ministers who were supposed to put right the financial situation. Unfortunately, they were dismissed because they suggested good reforms like taxing the nobles and clergy. Had Louis xvi, accepted their reforms, the financial crisis would have been solved and the revolution would not have occurred.
The economic hardships in France were caused by the king’s signing of a free trade treaty with Britain in 1788, where British goods entered France untaxed and therefore outcompeted French goods. This made the French manufacturers to be forced out of the competition. Industries were closed down, there was unemployment, poor living conditions, and general suffering of the masses and it was this situation that caused the French Revolution of 1789.
Failure to solve the financial crisis, the king on the advice of the nobles and clergy called the Estates General meeting (the parliament). This meeting was intended to find solutions to the problems of the financial/ economic hardships. But the members of parliament failed to agree on the sitting arrangement and voting procedure. It was this that made the members of the third class (majority) to declare themselves the national assembly and it was this that marked the beginning of the French revolution. Therefore, there was no parliament to make laws but the king and the nobles said “we own the law, the right to make our laws belong to us; we neither delegate it nor share it”
	Questions
How did the economic hardships lead to the outbreak of the French revolution? 
To what extent did the financial crisis in France lead to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?
Analyse the economic problems faced by the French by 1789

2. 	Long term political unfairness of the ancient regime and its inefficiency caused the revolution by 1789, France was under the Bourbon monarchy under King Louis xvi. This monarchy was referred to as the ancient regime. It caused the French revolution because it was characterized by dictatorship and abuse of human rights, absence of democracy and the king ruled as a dictator and claimed to have divine powers from God. Therefore, he was not answerable to any human nature or creature. This was seen when he said that” the thing is legal because I wish it” this meant that the king was supposed to be a dictator.
Kingship in the French society was hereditary that is to say, to become a king one had to inherit it from the fore fathers or fathers for example from Louis xiii to Louis xiv, then Louis xv and Louis xvi.
King Louis xvi was the head of state with all powers i.e. Judiciary, Legislature and executive and in ruling France, the king had no parliament to check his powers and the parliament which was supposed to be there last met in 1614 i.e. 175 years.
King Louis xvi also made political appointments to administrative offices. This was unfair and it caused the revolution because such appointments were based on favoritism than merit. In other words, people who were corrupt, inefficient, illiterate and ignorant were the ones who occupied such important posts and the rich and educated who qualified for such appointments had no chance because they belonged to the third class.
There was lack of clear Judicial system. It is said that by 1789, there existed two systems of law, the Roman law in the southern part of the country and the common law in the north.  France had 360 federal courts in different parts of the country and 28 courts in every town !. This was irritating to the masses, it caused confusion made the law uncertain and difficult to follow it therefore needed to be changed.
More so, there was no justice for the poor. Liberal judges were replaced by corrupt one. There was the absence of the rule of the law and there was arbitrary arrest using the famous “lettre de cachet”, which were common and imprisonment without trial. The nobles who were the majority and the rich oppressed the peasants leading to the revolution of 1789.
The political system was unfair in that the king controlled state revenue, he had developed the system of provincial intendants that supervised every detail of government and taxation and reported only to him.  I.e. he was the planner of the state and his pockets were the national treasury. This therefore gave him an opportunity to be extravagant and wasteful but the worst was that the country had no budget.
There was also unfairness in the political structures i.e. the clergy and the nobles were favored at the expense of the peasants. Key posts in the army, civil service were reserved for the nobles and clergy who were incompetent and corrupt. It caused anger to the Bourgeoisie who were educated leading to the revolution of 1789. 
There were miseries in the army and this caused the revolution, the peasants in the army were not promoted to high ranks, they were neglected, badly dressed and all the good things went to the nobles. It was against this background that when the revolution broke out instead of the army suppressing the revolution, it fraternized it. It was this that caused the French revolution of 1789.
	Qn; 	To what extent was the political unfairness of the French system the cause of the 	French revolution?
The existence of social classes in the French society, caused the 1789 revolution.The French society up to 1789 presented a divided group of people with a rigid pattern i.e. the society was divided into three classes and characterized by inequalities and these classes included the first class or estate (clergy), second class or estate (nobility) and third class or estate,(middle class and peasants)
THE CLERGY
The 1st class was also known as the clergy, this was a class of a group of people mainly composed of church servants, they were divided into two; the upper clergy composed of the Archbishop, Bishops and others and the lower clergy composed of the priests and catechists. The upper clergy as a class and the church at large were very rich while the lower clergy were very poor.
The upper clergy enjoyed a number of privileges/ entitlements and these privileges became a burden to the French masses for example they had special courts and they used these courts and laws to oppress the poor peasants.
In addition, the clergy were exempted (Excused) from taxation yet they were very rich as far as France was concerned and the burden of taxation was shifted on to the peasants. The church asked for tithe from the peasants and raised about 500 million francs which was not accounted for as it was enjoyed by the higher Clergy. It made them suffer a lot and hence the revolution.
The clergy in the French society were extravagant in spending and spent most of their time enjoying parties at the king’s palace instead of working and if they worked, they worked less but paid highly. The clergy and the Catholic Church in the French society were unjust, corrupt, oppressive, conservative and exploitative. They had turned the church into an institution which was neither holy nor religious but commercial. They had no love for equality and they argued that “It is impossible to sin in good company”. It was this injustice that made the philosophers to attack the clergy in the church and it was this which led to the French revolution of 1789.
To what extent were the clergy responsible for the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?




THE NOBLES
This class was also subdivided into three groups i.e. the greater nobility, lesser nobility and the nobility of the robe. The greater nobility were very rich, owned large pieces of land, occupied high posts in the government and they won these posts through favoritism. Their children attended good schools, got high ranks in the army and police.
Like the clergy, the nobles were exempted from taxation and they enjoyed special courts and laws and used the above to oppress the poor/ commoners. They were these privileges that caused discontent among the French masses and this led to the outbreak of the French revolution.
The lesser nobility and the nobility of the robe had few privileges i.e. they owned land and were exempted from paying some taxes.  However they were denied political power which they greatly desired. They never occupied high posts in the government. It was against this background that when the revolution broke out the lesser nobility joined the third class (peasants/ commoners) making the revolution inevitable (unavoidable)

THE COMMONERS/ PEASANTS/ THE THIRD CLASS
They were also divided into smaller groups i.e. the middle class also known as the Bourgeoisie and the peasants. The Bourgeoisie was an elite class mainly urban based and well informed. It was a professional class composed of lawyers, teachers, doctors, merchants, industrialists etc. They caused the French revolution because being educated and rich, they deserved some political and social status but instead it was taken away by the clergy and nobles because of their accidental births.
This class was against the oppressive system of the ancient regime. They hated the king, his dictatorship, lack of a parliament, unfair taxation, and lack of religious freedom and above all they hated the free trade policy between France and Britain.
 Politically, though they were educated, they were excluded from important government posts and the church. They also lacked freedom of speech, association etc yet they greatly contributed to the development of the economy so their lack of privileges made them bitter and it was this which made them organize the French revolution of 1789.
When the American war of independence broke out, the government of King Louis xvi borrowed money from the middle class but the government failed to pay them back. This added injury to an already bad situation so the middle class organized the revolution because they wanted to get back their money.
Apart from the middle class, were the peasants who were the lowest on the social ladder. They suffered from a number of injustices e.g. owned no land, property, paid a lot of taxes, suffered arbitrary arrests, imprisonment without trial and they were these injustices that led to the revolution of 1789.
The peasants paid unfair taxes like poll tax/capitation, tithe to the church, salt tax, land tax and feudal dues to the landlords, corvee which was an alternative to forced labour, vingtieme which was 1/20 of one’s wealth paid to the king and customs duty.
The social classes in France caused political grievances among the class of rulers (the first and second class) and the ruled (the middle class and peasants) in many ways;
The class system further promoted dictatorship of the first and second classes against the interests of the third class. Here the clergy and nobles welded power and suffocated constitutionalism against the wishes of the peasants. 
The class system in France gave room to the political philosophers, writers and thinkers to write and criticize the ancient regime and its leaders because of their arrogance, insensitivity, and incompetence.
The social classes led to failure of the estate general meeting when it was called to solve economic situation in France they failed to agree on sitting and voting procedure by insisting on seating according to their classes.  
In all, if Louis had been foresighted enough and had abolished the hated social classes, taxed the clergy and the nobles, perhaps the revolution would not have occurred but he failed and the third class remained unhappy and made them organize a revolution to put right what had gone bad.
Questions
“The French revolution of 1789 was largely a class struggle” discuss
To what extent did social class divisions lead to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?
Identify the privileges and the grievances of the clergy, nobles and the commoners/ third class.
4. 	The influence or the role of great political philosophers and free- thinkers, It was one of the 	most political factor which led to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789. The 	French liberal thinkers not only aroused the peasants against the church and the state but also 	brought to France the fruits of enlightenment and progress and these philosophers 	included;
Voltaire 1694-1778, he caused the French revolution when he wrote in his book “Letters on the English” He criticized the church because of its irreligiosity in nature. He said that the church was exploitative through its taxes, conservative and oppressive. He therefore helped to open the eyes of the masses against the church.
He also attacked the Catholic Church because of its religious persecution i.e. no other religions were allowed in France apart from Catholicism. He therefore advocated for religious freedom which had been undermined by the Catholic Church and the state.
Voltaire also attacked the privileges of the nobles and the clergy. He also hated the arbitrary arrests, imprisonment without trial, censorship of the press and he wished to introduce a liberal British system of administration. In general, Voltaire opened the eyes of the masses and showed them the injustices committed by the Church, Clergy and the Nobles.
Montesquieu 1689-1755, he was mainly political in his approach to his issues but not religious. He wrote a book called “the spirit of the wars” and suggested that there was need to limit the powers of the monarchy and the nobles. He also wished to end dictatorship and replace it with a system of checks and balances. He also advocated for separation of powers i.e. Independent Judiciary, Legislators and the Executive and wanted to maintain liberties of individuals through parliamentary debates. In all, he advocated for a government where the masses would elect their leaders.
Jean Jacque Rousseau 1712-1778, he wrote a book called the “social contract” he said, “man though born free, he is ever in chains” he therefore advocated for the government that could rule according to the will of the people and said that power lay in the hands of the people who could vote a leader into power but also vote him out of power.
He advocated for opening the government to the people on merit and not favoritism and he greatly attacked the ancient regime because it was oppressive to the peasants and he wanted the majority to rule but not the minority.
The Encyclopedists and economists, these were led by Denis Diderot and D’Alembert. Their task was to compile the existing injustices in the French society i.e. political, economic and religious injustices committed by the church and the state. They put their writings together and circulated them to the masses for easy reading.
The economist on the other hand advocated for abolition of taxes, improving the working conditions of workers and demanded for equality, liberty and fraternity. In general it can be said that philosophers led to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789 in the following ways;
Political philosophers made the masses politically aware of the injustices that existed and committed by the ancient regime. This was when the philosophers brought to France the fruits of enlightenment especially when they pointed out the injustices that existed in the French society through their writings.
The philosophers also attacked and pointed out religious intolerance (persecution) that was being practiced by the Catholic Church against other churches and they made the French masses ready for change or revolution.
Political philosophers also influenced the French masses and made them more ready or more informed about their rights and they inspired the masses to rebel against the oppressive ancient regime.
The philosophers also “armed” the French masses with reasoning and provided them with alternative system of government and the ideas of the philosophers came to be used as catch words or slogans or doctrines of the revolution, for example liberty, equality and fraternity.
However, the role of the philosophers in causing the French revolution should not be over exaggerated or over emphasized because by the time the revolution took place many of the philosophers had died for example Montesquieu had died by 1755, J J Rousseau died in 1778 and Voltaire had also died by 1778, so the dead could not lead the alive in the rebellion.
More so, philosophers never preached a revolution but reforms in the system e.g. a reform in taxes i.e. the taxes to be fair and to all and they wanted to do away with social classes and not the regime.
Other philosophers just wrote for the sake of writing i.e. they were writers, others were dramatists, others were poets who wrote for the sake of earning a living and not to cause a revolution for example Voltaire.
More so, philosophers did not write for France alone but wrote and attacked the whole Europe. Why the revolution occurred in France only shows that there existed evils that needed to be put right and should be noted that the revolution was led by the middle class but dominated by the peasants who never knew how to read and write, so the peasants never understood the words of the philosophers.
Question
To what extent did the political philosophers in France cause the French revolution of 1789?
The influence of democratic England caused the French revolution of France of 1789 because; England was looked at as the most democratic nation in the whole world with a liberal constitution, parliament and with independent organs of the state with progressive economy.
The French masses admired the democratic nature of England, their ideas and looked at life in India and saw that everything was far better in many ways e.g. they enjoyed their basic rights, ideas circulated freely, there was equality before the law, there was parliamentary democracy and a progressive economy. The above were lacking in France and it made the French philosophers to admire the same for France. It was this which made the masses to organize a revolution of 1789.
6. 	The influence of the American war of independence 1776-1783, America was a British 	colony and the Americans wished to be free from the British rule and this resulted into 	a 	revolutionary mood and by 1776, under the leadership of George Washington, the 	Americans waged war against the British.
France under Louis xvi wanted to revenge against Britain after losing India and Canada during the seven Years War. He sent financial and military assistance to the Americans to defeat the British under General Lafayette. The combined forces of America and France defeated Britain and America was declared independent and became the United States of America in 1785.
The American war of independence caused the French revolution in that this war drained the French treasury leading to further financial crisis. It was so because the government started borrowing from the middle class to finance the war but it failed to pay back and this angered the middle class. They organized the revolution so as to get their money back.
The American war of independence caused discontent among the masses leading to a revolution. This war inspired the French soldiers and masses with revolutionary ideas such as social equality, no taxation, without representation etc and it made the French masses to start questioning themselves that if they can fight and liberate others from oppression, why not liberate themselves.
The American war of independence led the French soldiers under General Lafayette to come back and form societies and it were these societies that were behind the organization of the French revolution of 1789. So it can be said that it was the influence of the American war of independence which led to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789.
Question

  How did the American war of independence lead to the outbreak of the French revolution of     1789?
Or
To what extent did the American war of independence lead to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?
7. 	The character of King Louis xvi caused the French revolution of 1789. King Louis xvi 	was 	a ruling king when the French revolution broke out and he came to power in 1774. His 	character greatly caused the revolution in many ways.
Louis xvi had a weak character or personality yet his administration needed a dictator at the time. He lacked the qualities of a good leader, had no sense of direction and clear mind which was necessary for control of the French society.
Louis xvi was inconsistent in his policies and this caused inefficiency. He was a king who would not stand by his word i.e. he would say this today and do the other another day on the advice of the weak nobles, clergy and above all the wife. The wife was the most hated figure among the masses and they used to refer to her as the “Austrian woman” called Marie Antoinette. Because of this there was a lot of resistance and this made the king unstable to make sensible decisions.
Louis xvi inherited a despotic system but he was too weak to exercise despotism i.e. he was a king in name and power but not character and yet strongly believed in dictatorship/ despotism and divine rule.
Louis xvi and his administration were lousy and loose and for that matter he never controlled the press. This gave chance to the philosophers and writers to expose the injustices that existed in his administration and because he was lousy, he accepted the advice of the wife and nobles. He also failed to carry out necessary reforms which would have stopped the revolution from occurring and the worst came when he refused to provide leadership for the revolution.
He lacked a strong will and political shrewdness to identify and make independent correct decisions. This was seen when he appointed and dismissed the financial controllers/ ministers on the advice of the nobles and the clergy e.g. he appointed Necker and Turgot who proposed good reforms but he dismissed them.
The King failed to call the Estates general meeting and when he was forced to call one, he was shy and not willing to preside over the meeting and see the three classes sit and also vote together and insisted on the old arrangement of sitting and voting according to classes. This forced the third class to declare themselves the National Assembly, it was this which sparked off the revolution.
In addition, King Louis xvi cried in front of the royal session. This was unfortunate and a sign of weakness when the king cried and failed to explain the financial situation in France. More so, the king was shy to preside over council meetings. He was also too catholic to challenge the Catholic Church with its injustice
Louis xvi lacked interest and commitment in governing the state. He spent most of his time in leisure seeking, hunting in the royal gardens, entertaining his wife, playing table tennis and therefore left state duties unattended to. This gave chance to the clergy and the nobles to exercise corruption of the highest order.
In 1781, King Louis xvi passed the law that restricted the promotion to only nobles as commissioned and the other classes to non commissioned ranks. This angered the other classes in the army no wonder when the revolution occurred instead of suppressing it just joined or patronized them.
The king was extravagant with state funds i.e. he spent lavishly and therefore wasted a lot of funds on himself, his wife, nobles and the clergy dining and wining at the king’s palace. It is said that Louis xvi had over 2000 horses and carriages. The king was also corrupt himself because he embezzled state funds. This worsened the financial situation in France hence the revolution of 1789.
Louis xvi was not foresighted (he lacked vision) e.g. he dragged France into expensive useless wars such as the American war of independence. He went ahead and borrowed funds which he failed to pay, there by worsening the economic hardships in France. Even though he inherited a lot of economic problems, he made the situation worse through incompetence, embezzlement, corruption and oppression.  
Louis xvi committed another blunder when he married an Austrian woman Marie Antoinette who was beautiful but less intelligent. She was strong hearted and insensitive to peoples suffering. She ill advised the king which made the king to make wrong decisions. She was an enemy of the French because she came from Austria the state that supported Britain to defeat France during the seven years war in which France lost India and Canada.
Louis xvi lacked control over the army, this is seen when he ordered the army to suppress the revolutionaries but instead the army joined the revolutionaries against him. This was so because the army was in poor state (was ill equipped, ill fed and ill clothed). The king had failed to improve the living conditions of soldiers which forced the army to turn against him.
Louis xvi went ahead and signed a free trade treaty with Britain in 1788, this treaty exposed French goods to stiff competition from the superior British products. This led to the collapse of the French traders and industrialists leading to unemployment and the general suffering of the masses.
Louis xvi was insensitive to the suffering of the masses, he failed to provide employment, failed to provide relief to the hungry people during the period of food shortages and above all he was very slow to respond to different situations. It was said that Louis xvi was largely responsible for the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789.
King Louis` carefree attitude towards the publications of the critical thinkers, writers, philosophers and encyclopeadists exposed the injustices of the regime to the French masses and this opened their eyes to injustices in the system leading to the organization of the revolution.
Louis xvi caused the revolution because he was too slow to react to situations which called for quick action, he for example failed to provide relief to the hungry, to control the revolution during its initial stage and contain the political philosophers with their critical works.

To what extent did the character and weakness of King Louis xvi contribute to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?
“The character and weakness of King Louis xvi was primarily responsible for the French revolution of 1789”, discuss
“The character of Marie Antoinette was primarily responsible for the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789,” discuss
8. 	The character of Marie Antoinette caused the French Revolution of 1789. Marie Antoinette was the queen of France by the time the revolution broke out.  She was from Austria and she caused the French revolution in the following ways; She was the most hated figure among the French masses because she was living a symbol in the French society which showed the defeat of France during the Seven Years War when Britain defeated France and she lost Canada and India and to despise her, the French masses used to refer to her as the Austrian woman.
More so, Antoinette was arrogant and ignorant of the need to reform France and at the same time she had no sympathy towards the peasant or the common man and she was not capable of understanding. She was strong hearted/ minded and lacked the powers of making sensible decisions. She even lacked wisdom to make proper judgments and more so, she ill advised the King to remain firm during wrong hours. It was this which led to the outbreak of the French revolution.
Marie Antoinette was too extravagant in spending and she consumed about 1/12 of France’s revenue and she wasted a lot of funds in organizing parties, wining and dining with the friends at the King’s palace. It is said that she owned 2000horses and 500 servants. She also had to buy four pairs of shoes every week and this partly contributed to the financial crisis leading to the French revolution.
Marie Antoinette “poisoned” the king’s mind and advised him to dismiss efficient and effective financial controllers like Necker and Turgot who had initiated good reforms which would have put the French finances in order and this worsened the financial crisis leading to the French revolution of 1789.
Marie Antoinette caused the French revolution of 1789 because she was proud and she was the centre of greedy people who detached themselves from the unprivileged class. In other words she promoted social classes in the French society and it partly caused the French revolution.
Marie Antoinette was greatly opposed to reforms which were put in France because she was less intelligent and knowledgeable but influenced the king’s decision; this created the state of confusion and caused the French revolution of 1789.commenting on the character of Marie Antoinette, Mirabeau once said “The king has one man around him, his wife”.
9. 	The desire for complete freedom. It is said that the French revolution of 1789 was caused by the desire by the French masses to be free, the French masses compared themselves to the rest of Europe and discovered that they had some freedom. They discovered that they were better off in many ways than their counterparts in other countries and because of this, they desired more freedom e.g. fairer taxation system, equality of all, political representation, no arbitrary arrests, no imprisonment with trials, religious freedom, association etc. When the masses realized that the ancient regime was reluctant in granting them their rights, they organized what came to be called the French revolution of 1789.
10.	The grievances of the peasants (the role of peasants in the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789). The peasants were the members of the third class who suffered a lot and had a lot of grievances and it were these grievances that partly led to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789. They lived under harsh supervision by the nobles, they were victims of unfair taxes, peasants lacked land, they were discriminated against, were denied political posts and rights, they were victims of letter-de-cachet (arbitrary arrests) and imprisonment without trial. Generally, the peasants in France lacked basic rights and it was this which made them to join hands with the middle class/ Bourgeoisie and organize the French revolution of 1789.

11. 	The grievances’ of the army.	It should be noted that the despotic rulers all over the world have succeeded in being dictators because they have the support of the army. Unfortunately, however, in France King Louis xvi lacked the support of the army and only depended on the foreign army to stay in power (Swiss Guard)
The army in France had a number of grievances which made them fraternize with the revolutionaries e.g. the army lacked basic requirements of a normal life of a soldier. High ranks in the army were reserved for the nobles. More so this army fought in useless foreign wars e.g. the American war of independence more over under conditions which seemed to be better than theirs. There was compulsory army service of about six years, worked under harsh conditions among others. Therefore it was no surprise that when the revolution broke out, instead of the army suppressing the revolutionaries, it joined them and made the French revolution inevitable.
12. 	The grievances or the role played by the middle class (Bourgeoisie) They were members of the third class or estate and had a number of grievances against the French government and it were these grievances that caused the French revolution of 1789.
The middle class seriously suffered from unfair taxation system which reduced their profit margin. In 1788, King Louis xvi signed a free trade treaty with the British where British goods entered freely in France and out competed the French goods. This resulted into closure of French industries hence unemployment.
Like the peasants, the middle class were denied an opportunity to take part in the political affairs of the country. They were also denied important posts in the government since they were reserved for the nobles. They lent money to the government of King Louis xvi during the financial crisis but the government failed to pay back so they lost their money.
The middle class complained about the absence of basic rights, no freedom of association, strict censorship of the press. They also complained about corruption and massive extravagancy, lack of constitution and parliament. They hated oppression and exploitation thus the French revolution. 
13. 	The role played by the Catholic Church (clergy) in the outbreak of the revolution	The church was a great institution in France before the revolution. It had assumed the position of a state in a state. The Catholic Church contributed to the outbreak of the revolution in the following ways;
The Catholic Church was an institution of despotism and it had formed an alliance with the state and because of this, the Catholic Church had great influence in the political, social and economic aspect life of the French.
The Catholic Church interfered with the political affairs in France, leaders of the church served more or less as political leaders. They ill advised the king to implement unpopular policies and it was this which angered the French masses leading to the outbreak of the revolution.
The Catholic Church in France enjoyed a lot of privileges e.g. it collected taxes mainly tithe from the poor peasants which taxes were exploitative. These exploitative taxes caused discontent among the peasants leading to the revolution.
The Catholic Church also practiced religious despotism or intolerance i.e. only Catholicism was recognized as a religion in France. Other religions were not allowed and therefore their followers were persecuted. We can therefore say that there was no freedom of worship extended to the non- catholic members and this made them to hate the government of King Louis xvi leading to the revolution.
The Catholic Church owned a lot of land in France at the expense of the majority peasants. It is said that the church owned 1/3 of the land in France and that this land was given to the church by the King. This made the peasants to go without land and become squatters in the church land for which they paid rent. It was a source of discontent to the peasants against the monarchy leading to the revolution.
The Catholic Church was paid a lot of money by the state yet they almost did nothing. This angered the peasants and the middle class Bourgeoisie who decided to revolt. More so, the Catholic Church practiced corruption and lived very luxurious life. This luxury contributed to the financial crisis which partly led to the outbreak of the French revolution.
The Catholic Church also promoted social inequality or divisions within the state and the church. The church supported the existence of the three classes but more so, it supported inequality within the church i.e. the upper clergy with a lot of privileges and the lower clergy with fewer privileges.
The Church clergy took fat and well paying political posts in the government working together with the nobles and the King. They oppressed the masses urging that, “it is impossible to sin in good company”. This was unfortunate, outrageous and therefore annoyed the peasants and some members of the Catholic Church (lower clergy) who also participated in the revolution when it broke out in 1789.
On 5th may 1789, the estates general meeting was convened and during that meeting, the Catholic Church Clergy joined the nobles and the King to insist on the ancient system of sitting and voting in the assembly. This caused a lot of disagreement which forced the third estates to declare themselves the National Assembly and it was this event that sparked off the revolution.

To what extent was the Catholic Church responsible for the outbreak of the French revolution?
The church practiced religious intolerance
It supported social classes
The church controlled education against the interest of the peasants
It was exploitative through its taxes
It enjoyed a lot of privileges from the state e.g. it was exempted from taxes
It oppressed the peasants using its courts and laws
The church leaders enjoyed fat salaries and jobs from the state
The church was conservative
The church was irreligious
It surrounded the King and ill advised him
It was an institution of despotism because it had an alliance with the state
The church controlled most of the land against the interests of the peasants

14. 	The effects of the natural calamities; before the revolution of 1789, unemployment was rampant in France. Industrialists had suffered from stiff competition from British goods because of the free trade treaty signed with Britain. Many industries were forced to close down, the standards of living became poor and life in towns became very difficult and expensive.
The above was made worse with the outbreak of the natural calamity that took place in 1788; it affected crops causing poor harvest. This was severe winter which made transport and communication very difficult. This situation caused famine and made many people to migrate from rural areas to urban centers hence causing desperate urban mobs who came to town looking for jobs. Unfortunately, jobs were not there. It was these people who became wild because of unemployment, shortage of consumer goods and the worst came when the government failed to provide immediate solutions to their problems. They organized themselves and led to the outbreak of the French revolution.
15. 	The dismissal of the finance ministers/ reformists It led to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789. King Louis xvi had appointed the reformist ministers like Necker, Turgot etc. on the advice of his wife, the nobles and the clergy; he dismissed them because they had suggested good policies. This made the French masses lose confidence in the government of Louis xvi and made them organize the 1789 revolution.

16. 	The calling of the estates general meeting caused the 1789 revolution, It was called in May 1789 at a place known as Versailles and it was led by Louis xvi himself. The estate general was the country’s parliament and all the three classes were represented i.e. the 1st class 308, 2nd class285 and the 3rd class 621.
During the meeting, Louis xvi asked the representatives to come with the list of grievances called cahiers and 60,000 complaints were made and they demanded for reforms which Louis refused on the advice of the nobles and the clergy.
The calling of the estates general meeting marked the beginning of the French revolution of 1789 in the following ways;
During the meeting, Louis failed to arrange the sitting order and the voting procedure. He wanted classes to sit and vote separately yet the third class wanted all people/classes to sit and vote together. When this failed, the third class got annoyed, moved out of the assembly and declared themselves the National Assembly and started the revolution.
The estates general had spent 175 years without meeting i.e. since 1614 and when it was called, the masses expected a lot of changes and when the changes failed to come through, the masses were annoyed and organized the French revolution of 1789.
The calling of the estates general meeting exposed the weaknesses of the ancient regime and the king. He failed to arrange the sitting order, voting procedure and called a meeting without an agenda.
The estates general meeting also provided an opportunity to the members of the 3rd class to meet in big numbers. They interacted, shared common grievances among themselves. It also gave the middle class an opportunity to mobilize the peasants that started the revolution.
 The estates general meeting further showed that Louis xvi was not interested in reforms but mere discussions and even failed to address the issues affecting the masses. It was against this background that the revolution took the direction it took.
The meeting gave chance to the peasants for the 1st time to demand their rights which had been denied for a long time e.g. equality before the law, abolition of arbitrary arrests, unfair taxation, freedom of expression, worship and when the above demands were not met/forthcoming, they made a revolution.
The estates general meeting showed that Louis xvi was a bad leader and that he was unable to encounter challenges and address them. So it was the calling of the estates meeting that sparked off the French revolution of 1789.
To what extent did the calling of the estates general meeting lead to the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789?




Reforms that were needed in the society.
Reforms in;
The army
Political reforms
Constitutional changes
Revive the estates general
	Separate the church and state
An inclusive and representative government
End dictatorship
Educational reforms
End class system
Land reforms
Economic reforms
Taxation reforms
Religious changes/worship
	Administrative changes in the ancient regime
	End the lettre de cachet and arbitrary arrests
	Removal of exemptions and extremes

End feudalism and serfdom
Great desire to end corruption and embezzlement
Check on gross graft
	Revive French foreign glory
Reforms in social- economic aspects like inflation unemployment
	SUMMARY OF THE CAUSES OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
Long term economic hardships which resulted into financial bankruptcy
Widespread mismanagement of the economy
Unfair distribution of the country’s resources especially land
Peasants lived as tenants on the land of the nobles
Long term political unfairness
Existence of social classes in the French society
Influence of democratic England
Influence of the American war of independence
The character of King Louis xvi
The character of Marie Antoinette
Desire for complete freedom
Grievances of the peasants 
Grievances of the army
Grievances of the middle class
Role played by the Catholic Church
Effects of natural calamities
Dismissal of financial ministers/reformists
The calling of the estates general meeting
THE COURSE /MAIN EVENTS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
The French revolution in 1789 had many events which formed the course of the revolution. These events had far reaching effects on the French society and they included the following;
The calling of the estates general meeting.
 It was called on 5th may 1789 by King Louis xvi to find the solutions to the financial crisis but this meeting had last met in 1614 i.e. 175 years and it was composed of three classes i.e. the clergy 308, the nobles 285 and the commoners 621.
During the meeting, the third class/commoners came up with a list of grievances called cahiers which they wanted to be addressed e.g. abolition of feudalism, ending the privileges of the 1st and 2nd class, equality before the law, equal opportunities in public posts and army, unfair taxation system and the church and the state to be separated.
Unfortunately, however, while the 3rd class wanted reforms, the 1st and 2nd classes wanted more privileges, this caused disagreements between the two parties and the King on his side failed to arrange the sitting and voting procedure of the people.
On 17th June 1789, the 3rd class declared itself the National Assembly. While there, they agreed to form a new constitution for France. So the calling of the estates general had a number of significance and they included the following;
The calling of the estates general meeting showed the strong unity and determination of the 3rd class to bring change in France and it was against this, that when they failed to get them, they walked out and declared themselves the National Assembly.
The estates general meeting was important in that it prepared ground upon which peasants presented their problems which they wanted to be addressed and they were 60,000 grievances and this showed the spirit of nationalism among French masses because they were able to air out their problems.
The estates general meeting also showed the disunity which existed between the 1st and the 2nd classes in that some members of the 1st and 2nd class disagreed with others and they quickly crossed and joined the 3rd class making the revolution inevitable.
The estates general meeting led to the abolition of the social classes and their privileges in general and in the process, they created social equality and order for all the French masses.
It was the calling of the estates general meeting that marked the 1st step in the down fall of the ancient regime because power shifted from the king, clergy and the nobles to the peasants who dominated the assembly and the events that occurred later.
The calling of the estates general meeting led to the formation of the National Assembly dominated by the 3rd class and this assembly took up the duty of drafting and passing a new constitution for France. In other words, the meeting gave France a new constitution for the 1st time since 1614.
The estates general gave the 3rd class a chance or an opportunity to demand for more reforms after achieving the 1st (constitution for France), so they went ahead and demanded for more political, social and economic reforms. 
The calling of the estates general meeting helped in identifying and exposing the weaknesses of Louis xvi. The meeting showed him as an opponent of change because he was not ready to initiate and later implement reforms, so he was anti reforms and anti revolution. From then on, the Frenchmen worked for his overthrow.
The estates general meeting sitting order and the voting procedure also made the 3rd or estate to declare themselves the National Assembly.
The calling of the estates general meeting led to the occurrence of other events of the revolution e.g. the Tennis Court Oath and the Royal Session that followed.
Qtn. 	Assess the significance of the calling of the estates general meeting in France.
The capture/ storming of the Bastille 14th July 1789.
 After the formation of the National Assembly Louis xvi, on the advice of the clergy and nobles prepared to use violence against the 3rd estates (the National Assembly). So he mobilized the Swiss regiment (guards) in the city of Paris to suppress the revolutionaries. This development made the revolutionaries to attack what used to serve as a prison (Bastille) where the victims of arbitrary arrests were kept. 
The revolutionaries proceeded and stormed the Bastille and in the process many of the revolutionaries were killed but they also succeeded in capturing guns and gun powder and it were these guns which were used in case of any attack. They also released the prisoners found there and this event had the following significance.
The fall/ capture of the Bastille symbolized the fall of despotism of the King. This was so because the Bastille was the prison for the victims of the Royal letter/warrant of arrest.
The capture of the Bastille sparked off riots all around France, because the French wanted to be free from all forms of oppression. The riots were therefore a reaction against the mobilization of the Swiss guards on the streets of Paris.
The event gave the revolutionaries guns leading to a period of bloodshed organized by the peasants against the nobles and the clergy.
This event led to the creation of the revolutionary army which replaced the Royal guards. This army was charged with a duty of protecting the gains of the revolution.
A good number of nobles and the clergy fled to exile led by Comte D’Artois. These became known as the émigrés who mostly went to Austria, Russia and England.
The fall of Bastille marked the second step in the downfall of the ancient regime. The first step was the formation of the National Assembly which was followed by the capture of Bastille by the peasants.
The storming of the Bastille also led to the rebirth of freedom. It included an act of bravery and there after the French government declared 14th July a national day in France. It is celebrated up to date as the Bastille Day (day when they got freedom)
The event also helped to bring together the common people behind the National Assembly giving them a chance to attack their true enemies.
From then, Paris became the centre of political activities in France (the headquarters of the revolution). Before this event; the centre of political activities was in Versailles.
The French men and women began to feel that they were real citizens of their nations. In the past, the peasants had been treated as slaves or subjects.
The declaration of the rights of man and citizenship.
 The National Assembly started drafting a new constitution for France influenced by the ideas of Montesquieu and the American war of independence. The national assembly drafted economic, political and social liberties of the people and how they would be safeguarded. These liberties included;
	Equality of all men (people) before the law

Freedom of press and speech
Freedom of opinion
The right to make laws and decide on policies that govern the country
The right to liberty
The right to security
The right to ownership of property
The eligibility of all citizens to public offices
The right to equitable distribution of income and natural resources
Freedom of worship
The declaration of the rights of man and citizenship in France by the revolutionaries had the following significances on the French masses;
It brought about legal equality and granted a number of freedoms to the French men and for the first time, the French were determined to denounce their King as their government.
The event swept away the old unfair political system and put in place a new fair political system of administration where the French masses were ruled basing on the constitution and the rights of men.
The event was important because it united the Frenchmen together in anticipation of more greater reforms and the masses were evenly hurried to support the revolution so as to gain better results.
The declaration of the rights of man and citizenship made the masses especially the peasants to get excited under emotional feelings and they started being violent and took rights in their own hands and started killing people in the country side in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
Louis xvi on his side refused to support the rights of man and even refused to sign the document which was to bring in changes. It made him an enemy of the revolution and later it led to his execution.
Confiscation of the church property and civil constitution of the clergy.
 When the revolution occurred, the wealth or property of the church was taken away e.g. land, even the church influence in state affairs was removed. Religious discrimination/ intolerance were stopped and the church became civil or state workers i.e. they were appointed and paid by the state. This made the revolutionaries to be hated by the Catholics and the Catholic Church.
Women’s match to Versailles; this was another event in the course of the revolution. It came when the King had refused to sign the declaration of the rights of man and a civil constitution of the clergy. This angered the revolutionaries who decided to go to Versailles and bring the King to Paris where he could be easily controlled and even provide the masses with food because there was shortage of bread in the cities.
The King’s flight to Varennes (Austria), June, 1791. 
After realizing that his position had become hopeless, the King decided to run away and go to Austria and join the emigrants and get support from Austria to fight the revolutionaries. Before he got to Austria, he was identified by the revolutionaries who arrested him and brought him back to Paris.
This event was important in that it showed how inconsistent King Louis was and it made him to be considered a traitor or an enemy of the revolution and France.
The formation of political parties/clubs.
 The revolutionaries put in place a constitution of France in 1791 and the King was supposed to sign this constitution which he refused. This constitution and the National Assembly brought new men on the political scene and these include; Lafayette who led the Feuillant club, Madame Roland who led the Girondins and others. It were these clubs which led to the formation of the violent committees which changed the revolution from peaceful to a violent one in what came to be known as the reign of terror. 






FRANCO- EUROPEAN WARS /FRANCE AT WAR WITH THE REST OF EUROPE 1792-1802
Why was the revolutionary France at war with the rest of Europe between 1792 and 1802?
Account for the outbreak of Franco-European war of 1792-1802
Why did Britain, Austria, Russia and Prussia get involved in war with France between 1792 and 1802?
The years 1792-1802 were years marked by increased conflicts between France and the rest of Europe or the neighbors.  During this period, France fought against Prussia, Austria, Britain, Portugal, Holland and Russia, among others and these wars came to be known as revolutionary wars or Franco- European wars or France at war with the rest of Europe.
CAUSES OF THE WARS
The existence or formation of violent different political clubs in France with different conflicting ideas caused the Franco European wars e.g. the Jacobins, Girondins, Feuillants, Cordeliers. These political clubs had different ideas, some wanted war against European powers so as to spread revolutionary ideas there e.g. the Jacobins while others wanted war to get an opportunity to overthrow the king, especially the Girondins war policy under Narbonne the minister of war
Franco European wars were as a result of differences in ideologies, some revolutionaries believed in the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity but others still believed in the Monarchy. Those who believed in the monarchy were supported by the European monarchs and this was a threat to the revolutionaries.  Also to the monarchs who wanted absolute powers so as to achieve their desires/ aims, European powers declared war on revolutionary France.
France had declared her readiness to give armed assistance to any European state which was still under despotic rule (dictatorship) i.e. the Edict of Fraternity, peace to the people and war to tyrants in 1792. This support was a clear invitation to the oppressed people to rise against the oppressors and the most affected countries were Austria, Prussia and others who could not leave this threat to go unchallenged. They in turn declared war on France leading to Franco European wars.
The existence of the émigrés from France, led to the outbreak of the Franco European wars. When the revolution broke out in France, the clergy and the nobles fled France to the neighboring countries like Austria. While there, they started organizing themselves to come back to France and suppress the revolution. In reaction to such a threat, the revolutionaries in France attacked the countries which kept the émigrés leading to the Franco- European wars.
The émigrés went ahead and mobilized about 20000 men in the territories of German elector of Trier, they also persuaded the Emperor of Austria and king of Prussia to issue the Piltnz declaration, the émigrés also refused to honor the 1791 decree of émigrés, such activities of the émigrés were bound to cause these wars.
The anti-revolutionary activities of king Louis xvi leading to his attempted flight to Austria or Varennes in1791, Louis xvi fled France to Austria to get military support to come back and suppress the revolution and his continued communication with the enemies of the revolution. This flight had negative effects on the King; he was identified as an enemy of the revolution. He was arrested, tried and found guilty of treason and on 21st January 1793, he was executed this act greatly annoyed the European powers who joined hands to fight against the revolutionaries leading to the Franco European wars.
Another cause of these wars was the execution of the king and the in January and October 1793 respectively greatly annoyed and threatened European monarchs by the revolutionaries and they needed to be stopped through war.
The extremism of the convention of 1792 and the rise of republicanism in France, their desire to spread it and the organization of the reign of terror by the republicans caused these wars. They hated the monarchical rule and threatened the other monarchs of Europe who chose to join hands against them.
Economic imperialism caused these wars; Britain was compelled to fight France because the French revolution had started threatening British trade. The French revolutionaries attacked and controlled River Scheldt which was used as a commercial route by the British merchants after signing the free trade treaty with France. France also denied Britain, Spain, Holland and German to access the Mediterranean and Black seas in the peace treaty of Westphalia 1648 hence economic sabotage. To safeguard their commercial interests against the revolutionaries, Britain and others declared war against France.
The confidence and success of the revolutionaries, right from the estates general meeting, the revolutionaries became increasingly determined after the success they had registered at home. This determination encouraged them to export the revolution beyond the borders of France leading to the Franco European wars.
The confiscation of the church property and the property of the nobles and other foreigners from German and other countries caused conflicts between the clergy, nobles and the revolutionaries.
The Brunswich manifesto of July 1792, this was a warning to France by the commander of the Austro-Prussian forces that if the revolutionaries attempted to make any attack against the royal family of France, this attack would be treated as an attack against other monarchs of Europe and it will be dealt with. The French revolutionaries treated this as a threat against the revolution which would not go unchallenged.
The declaration of Pilntz, this was an appeal to all monarchs of Europe made by the King of Prussia and the Emperor of Austria. They appealed to all monarchs to join hands and overthrow the revolution in France and restore the Bourbon monarchy. The king of Austria also asserted that what had happened to King Louis xvi would happen to any other monarchy in Europe hence the monarchs of Europe organized war against France.
The rise of Napoleon Bonaparte to power in France, he also wished to export the French revolutionary ideas to the rest of Europe. Napoleon had also desired to rule all over Europe and this would be done through military conquests hence the Franco European wars.
France fought war with Europe because of her expansionist policy by 1792 and onwards, she wanted to extend her borders up to Mediterranean in the south, the Alps in the East and the Rhine in the North and Pyrennes Mountains in the South East. This desire automatically affected other European countries leading to the Franco European wars.
The formation of coalitions, this was a system by European states to help one another in case of any military confrontation with another state. This system begun in 1792 when Austria, Sweden and Piedmont formed the first coalition which fought against France. Later during the reign of Napoleon 1, European powers joined together to overthrow Napoleon in the 4th coalition. Therefore, whenever France declared war against one European country, she ended up fighting many European states in a coalition.
The policy of war pursued by the Directory Government between 1796 and 1799. The Directory Government wanted to destroy Britain and Austria hence declared war against the two. In 1796, the Directory Government sent Napoleon Bonaparte to attack Austria through Italy in what became the Italian campaign where Austria was defeated. The Directory Government later sent Napoleon to fight Britain in the Egyptian campaign of 1798 hence more revolutionary wars.
The rise of Carnot and his policy of militarism. He ordered compulsory military training of all able bodied men. This made France raise a large reserve army of over 700,000 men which gave the French men false confidence that they could defeat any country in Europe. They therefore declared war on other European wars hence the revolutionary wars.
Rulers like the Duke of Wurtemberg and the Archbishop of Maritz and Trier had land in France in Alsace and Lorraine. With the abolition of feudalism in France, on 4th August 1789 they lost their land. When they protested to the revolutionary leaders in France, they were ignored hence joined other European powers in war against France which spread the revolutionary wars.
The death of King Leopold 11 of Austria and the rise of Francis 11. Francis 11 was militant and believed in total absolutism. He was also influenced by militarist advisors who pushed Austria into war against France in April 1792.
Hostility of the rest of Europe towards France encouraged the revolutionary wars. Austria had a marriage alliance with France i.e. Marie Antoinette had married Louis xvi. Spain was ruled by Bourbons related to the rulers in France hence when the Bourbon family was overthrown in France, the two monarchs declared war against France to restore their relative.



EFFECTS OF THE FRANCO EUROPEAN WARS
These wars between France and other European powers led to massive loss of lives to both France and her neighbors and to both civilians and soldiers and this led to depopulation in Europe as a whole and in France as a country.
Relatedly, these wars resulted into untold destruction of property, a lot of property belonging to the nobles and the clergy in Europe was destroyed by the revolutionaries.
There was also a negative/disastrous effect of the wars on France. The entirely unprepared French armies which had tried to attack Austria were defeated and forced to retreat almost without fighting (the French troops were initially defeated in the Franco- European wars)
The bourbon monarchy in France came to an end and it was replaced by the Republican government formed by the revolutionaries (the Convention Government). The King was arrested, tried and found guilty of treason to the nation and he was executed on 21st January 1793. It also led to the guillotine of Marie Antoinette in October 1793.
The wars contributed to the outbreak of the reign of terror in France. In the initial stages, there were internal enemies who were believed to be collaborating with foreign powers (the revolutionaries started using the law of suspect to arrest enemies of the revolution in France) It made France to be declared republic hence the declaration of the first French Republic on 21st Sept 1972 
It led to the economic decline in France and the rest of Europe. During and after the wars a lot of property was destroyed; resources were channeled into war to buy war logistics. Also created was instability which could not allow the smooth running of various economic activities like trade and farming.
The wars discredited the Girondins leading to the killing of its leaders such as Roland Madame, Brissort Verginiand. This was so because of the failures in the wars by the revolutionaries against Holland, Britain and Spain. This made the Jacobins to arrest the Girondin leaders and guillotined them. This in turn shifted power from the Girondins to the Jacobins.
The Franco European wars led to the killing of the Jacobins leader known as Marat. This was so because the Jacobins killed the Girodins leader. This killing and counter killing greatly weakened the political clubs.
 The revolutionary wars led to running away of more Nobles and Clergy from France to the neighboring countries hence increasing the number of émigrés. 
On the positive side, these wars led to the spread of revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity especially when the National Assembly issued the Edict of Fraternity and said that the revolutionary France would offer assistance to all oppressed people so as to liberate themselves from the oppressors and this led to the 1796 Italian campaign.
It were these wars and the revolutionary ideas that later led to the rise of liberalism (basic rights) and the rise of nationalism leading to unification struggles of Italy and Germany 1870-1871 respectively.
The Franco European wars led to the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte to power in 1799 in November. During these wars many experienced army men and politicians died or fled to exile and this created military and political vacuum which Napoleon had to fill. These wars also provided Napoleon with a plat form to display the military skills leading to his rise to power.
French boundaries were expanded beyond her natural size after occupying Germany and Italian states from Austria 1796-1797. This in turn promoted French foreign glory or prestige in the continental Europe.
Franco European wars led to unity and co-operation among European states aimed at solving European conflicts. This led to the formation of coalitions or alliances leading to the Vienna congress and later the congress system.
Qtn. Examine the causes and consequences of the wars between France and Europe 1792-	1802.

THE REIGN OF TERROR
The word terror means intensive fear. The reign of terror therefore was a period of intense/general insecurity which caused fear among the French masses. It was a period characterized by massive killing of the people masterminded by the Jacobins club under Robespierre and the victims of this terror came from every class but the most affected were the clergy and the nobles.
The reign of terror started on 9th March 1793 with the establishment of the military tribunal or military court and the reign of terror ended with execution (killing) of Robespierre on 29th July 1794.
CAUSES OF THE REIGN OF TERROR

Account for the reign of terror in France between 1793and1794.
Why did the peaceful revolution that began in 1789 eventually end up in the reign of terror?
“The reign of terror in France between 1793 and 1794 was inevitable” discuss.
The reign of terror was caused by the existence of the enemies of the revolution abroad. The revolutionaries had created internal and external enemies so there was an urgent need to stop the enemies if the revolution was to succeed. So the Jacobins club thought of a measure to deal with such a problem and they came up with what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The existence of violent political clubs with different ideologies e.g. the Jacobins against the Girondins. The clubs became the vehicles of the reign of terror because each club wanted to gain dominance over the other and so they started killing one another to reduce opposition e.g. the Jacobins killed the Girondins and the Girondins killed the Jacobins. 
Existence of émigrés on the border of France. These were the French masses that fled France because of the revolution. They became a threat to the revolution especially when they started mobilizing military assistance from Austria and Russia to force their way back to France and overthrow the revolution to restore order and the king. Such threats from the émigrés created panic, fear and the revolutionaries started killing the supporters of the émigrés in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The declaration of mans rights and citizenship. This gave the peasants more freedom moreover for the first time and therefore misused it and started behaving the way they wanted. This created a state of lawlessness and made people thirsty of bloodshed and started killing one another in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The civil constitution of the clergy led to the reign of terror. This was so because the constitution attacked the Pope and the privileges of the clergy. The Pope and the clergy opposed the constitution and to make the constitution work and be accepted by the Pope and the clergy, the revolutionaries started killing them in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The death of Mirabeau, who was the leader of the revolution; he was moderate and always controlled the revolutionaries from going to the extremes. Unfortunately, he died in 1791 and his death left a political vacuum that could not be filled and gave chance to the extremist revolutionaries to take the laws in their hands and started killing people in what came to be known as the reign of terror. Before he died, Mirabeau said “I carry with me the last rags of the monarchy”
The rise of inexperienced and young politicians, like Robespierre, Danton, Marat etc after the death of Mirabeau, these young politicians did not know how to handle political issues; they were poor, politically hungry and above all diehards/radicals. They resorted to the use of the reign of terror to eliminate the opponents in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The reign of terror was caused by the dismissal of the financial controllers or ministers e.g. Necker and Turgot who were seen by the common man as the protector of land and their rights. When they were dismissed, the hopes of the common man also died, it made them angry and they resorted to killing one another.
The desire by the revolutionaries to export their revolution beyond the borders of France caused the reign of terror. In order to export the revolution to other countries, there was need for a strong army and to get this army, the French masses were forced to join the army.  Whoever opposed this compulsory army service became a victim of the reign of terror. 
The existence of Paris mobs caused the reign of terror.  With the economic hardships, many people left their countryside to towns to look for employment and better conditions of living. Unfortunately, the jobs were not there and the conditions in town were equally bad. This led to the formation of the unruly/ uncontrolled group of people led by emotions and not reasoning commonly known as mobs. These people hated whoever talked ill of the revolution as they were considered traitors who deserved death.  It was this group that was behind the reign of terror.
The character of Louis xvi also caused the reign of terror when he failed to provide leadership of the fight against the revolutionaries and tried to escape to Austria to get help to stop the revolution. This attempt made the revolutionaries hostile and they identified him as a traitor or enemy of the revolution. He lost their sympathy and they killed him in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The killing of King Louis xvi and the wife caused the reign of terror in that it provoked several states like Austria where the queen came from. This act annoyed European monarchs who wanted to revenge the killing of the king and wife.  This led to the formation of the first coalition to attack France and overthrow the revolutionaries who in turn reacted by killing whoever supported the European states.
The rise of the Herbertists during the reign of terror, this was a group of people that emerged during the reign of terror. This group of people never believed in God but believed in the God of reason and they declared it as the new religion. Since the majority of the French were Catholics, they never supported the new religion and to force them to accept the new religion, they had to be killed because they were considered to be anti-religion and anti-revolution hence the reign of terror.
The existence of internal/civil wars caused the reign of terror. When France was at war with the rest of Europe wars occurred inside France e.g. in the district of Brittany and Toulon. The Catholics were against the killing of Louis xvi and against the attitude of the revolutionaries towards the Catholic Church. They also opposed the Republicanism and those who spearheaded these wars were killed by the revolutionaries in what came to be known as the reign of terror.
The rise of Robespierre and other sadists, when the revolution occurred, it gave chance to people who were blood thirsty to emerge, and among them were Robespierre, Danton, Marat and Rolland. Majority of them were doctors and lawyers who came to have been inspired by early philosophers like Jean Jacque Rousseau. It was these people who changed the peaceful revolution into the reign of terror when they started killing whoever was suspected of opposing the revolution.
The weakness of the French government right from may 1879, the government was weak, the king failed to control the revolution and provide leadership. He also failed to contain the mobs. This led to the storming of Bastille; people got guns which they used to kill the clergy and the nobles hence the reign of terror.
The disappointment of the working class. By 1792, France was still experiencing social and economic problems like unemployment, poverty, inflation, famine etc and because of these conditions, many Frenchmen started dying and others started killing so as to acquire property. 
Failure to own the support of all French men by the revolutionaries. This caused the reign of terror because some French men never supported the revolution and the new constitution. Those who did not support the revolution became the victims of the reign of terror.
In conclusion, the 1789 revolution started peacefully but ended into the reign of terror/ violence because the revolutionaries lost their strategies, principles, and experience and became led by extremists who killed one another. The reign of terror came to an end after the killing of Robespierre and his followers and a new government was put in place known as the Convention government.
   Summary of the causes of the reign of terror
Existence of the enemies of the revolution abroad
Existence of different political clubs with different ideologies 
Existence of the émigrés
Too much freedom (declaration of the rights of man and citizenship)
The civil constitution of the clergy
The death of Mirabeau
The rise of inexperienced and young politicians who were angry for dominance
Dismissal of the reformist/financial controllers
Desire by the revolutionaries to export the revolution beyond the borders of France
Existence of Paris mobs with the economic hardships
The character of King Louis xvi
The killing of King Louis xvi and his wife
Introduction of the new religion known as the Herbertists
The existence of internal wars
Rise of Robespierre and other sadists
Weakness of the French government
Disappointment of the working class
Failure to win the support of all Frenchmen by the revolutionaries

ASSESS THE IMPACT OF THE REIGN OF TERROR IN FRANCE
The reign of terror registered a number of effects in the political, social and economic aspect of life and they included the following;
It was the reign of terror that brought to an end the Bourbon monarchy and the ancient regime was replaced by the Republic following the execution of King Louis xvi.
The reign of terror led to the massive loss of lives in France, it is said that about 1700 people were killed, mainly nobles and clergy and Louis and the wife Marie were not spared and so was Danton, Marat, Robespierre and many others.
It was the reign of terror that led to the rise to power of Napoleon Bonaparte, because during the time of the revolution, Napoleon acquired military skills, experience and he associated with influential people who helped him to gain popularity hence his rise to power.
But also the reign of terror led to the death of many experienced politicians and senior army officers and this created a political and military vacuum which Napoleon quickly filled.
It caused a decline in the economy because of destruction of property and infrastructure and as a result of this, there was scarcity of commodities, unemployment, inflation etc which became the order of the day and the conditions of living greatly declined.
The reign of terror in France spoilt the relationship between France and the neighbors leading to Franco-European wars especially after the killing of Louis xvi and the wife Marie Antoinette. This annoyed the big powers who joined together to fight France.
The reign of terror forced a big number of nobles and clergy into exile and took refuge in neighboring states like Austria, Russia. They came to be known as émigrés who fled France due to excessive fear of the mobs and Robespierre.
The reign of terror made European monarchs/Kings to become more conservative and oppressive so as to stop the occurrence of a revolution/ terrorist activities as it was the case in France.  In countries like Russia, Austria and others, the rulers became more conservative.
The reign of terror created unity and order among the French masses because those who were suspected to be against the revolution were killed and this left France united and organized.
The reign of terror led to the decline/collapse of political clubs such as the Jacobins, Girodins because these clubs had become vehicles of the reign of terror.
The reign of terror led to the rise/putting in place of the Directory Government which was supposed to bring about new reforms in the political, social and economic aspect of life especially after the reign of terror. This government lasted between 1795 and 1799 until the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte.

THE COLLAPSE OF THE BOURBON MONARCHY 1793
The Bourbon monarchy or the ancient regime was the ruling family in France before the outbreak of the French Revolution. The bourbon rulers ruled France since the days of Louis xiii 1610-1643, Louis xiv 1643-1715, Louis xv 1715-1774 and Louis xvi 1774-1793. The collapse of the monarchy can be traced if one looked at the causes, course and some of the events or developments up to 1793.




FACTORS FOR THE COLLAPSE OF THE BOURBON MONARCHY.
The collapse of the monarchy was as a result of the actions of King Louis xvi who opposed two of the Assembly’s decrees and even dismissed some of the Girodin ministers including Roland. The decrees concerned the émigrés and the priests who had not taken the civil oath. They were to be punished and to be deprived of their living. When the King refused to sign the Decrees, it greatly undermined the Monarchy leading to its collapse in 1793.
The continued collaboration and communication of King Louis xvi with the enemies of the revolution and his attempted escape to Austria, to join with the émigrés abroad in countries like Austria and Prussia greatly angered the revolutionaries who turned against him and the monarchy leading to its collapse by 1793.
There was growing fear and suspicion against the Ancient regime and the bourbon monarchy by the French extreme revolutionaries. The monarchy was increasingly becoming despotic and exploitative towards the common man. 
The desire by the Girondin political club under the leadership of Madam Roland, Brissot, and Vergniand to overthrow the King and advocated for war against the other European states, and whose effects greatly affected the monarchy.
The role of Lafayette who changed the guards of the Tuilleries and recognized the National Guard in order to remove any possibility of it supporting the King. 
The rise and the influence of other political leaders who politically and generally hated the Bourbon monarchy especially the Jacobin leaders like Robespierre, and Marat. They carried out serious campaigns against the monarchy and its supporters leading to its decline.
King Louis’ attempted escape or flight to Varennes with the royal family in 1791 to get support to stop and suppress the revolution. He was discovered and ordered to be returned to Paris. This episode exposed King Louis that he was not pro-revolution. At Varennes the monarchy had died what remained was to bury it which came a year later.
The death of Mirabeau the elected President of the assembly in 1791, robbed the Bourbon monarchy the sympathizer, the defender and the advisor of the King and the monarchy. He was a moderate who had controlled the revolutionaries from going to the extreme. Before he died he realized that the monarchy was doomed and said “I carry with me, the last rags of the monarchy”.
The declaration of the Brunswick manifesto in July 1792 by the Austro-Prussian commander, the Duke of Brunswick. It threatened drastic punishment to Paris citizens if they dared to make any further move against the royal family and that any resistance to this proclamation would be treated as resistance. This manifesto increased the patriotic feeling among the French people to do away with the monarchy.
The election of a new assembly that came to be known as the National Convention Government on 21st September 1792 and the formation of the Republic that changed the calendar of the republic that showed date from 22nd September 1792 as the first year of the revolution. It even abolished the monarchy.
King Louis’ failure and opposing response to accept and sign the civil constitution of the clergy and the enmity that it caused with the revolutionaries. It had negative effects on the monarchy leading to its collapse.
The revolutionaries also found evidence of the Kings’ collaboration with the enemies of France among his papers in his office drawer in the Tuilleries. This made the life of the King and the monarchy short.
The hostility of the European monarchs towards the French Revolution made the revolutionaries violent towards the Ancient regime like the Pilnitz declaration and the Brunswick manifesto from Austria in 1792
The rise of emotionalism speared headed by the mobs who took the centre position in the revolution. They were led by emotions and not reasoning and they were behind the collapse of the monarchy by 1793.
The monarchy collapsed because of the existing situation of lawlessness in France. The chaos and confusion that was in the assembly greatly discredited the Bourbon monarchy that was led by King Louis xvi.
Bourbon monarchy decampaigned itself by its way of life, policies which were against the masses, and its social arrangements. It was characterized by corruption, embezzlement, exploitation through its unfair taxes, despotism and autocracy. All these worked together and led to the collapse of the monarchy.
There was imposition of heavy taxation and the burdens of heavy tributes, coupled with inequality and unequal distribution of the country’s’ wealth and privileges made the masses hate the monarchy leading to its decline.
The monarchy collapsed because it was financially bankrupt. This bankruptcy was as a result of extravagance, or wasteful spending by the King, Queen and the court notables, excessive expenditure on useless foreign wars leading to borrowing from the middle class and failure by the monarchy to pay back it made the monarchy lose reputation and credibility. 
The role of the political philosophers and writers. These great free thinkers through their writings or works greatly undermined the ancient monarchy as manifested in the declaration of the rights of man and citizenship and increased the revolutionary vigor.
The American war of independence led to the collapse of the monarchy. It made the monarchy lose resources; it inspired the French masses to revolt against the regime and made the army fail to support the monarchy.
The outbreak of the French revolution of 1789 in the society due to the political, social and economic injustices made the ancient regime collapse.
The monarchy also collapsed because of King’s failure to highjack the revolution on its eve and take or dictate the course to take and even control the revolutionaries or at most suppress it. So the revolution and the revolutionaries waved as the King looked on.
The role of democratic England with its progressive economy greatly worked against the monarchy and led to its decline. The revolutionaries and political philosophers wanted the English system to be introduced in the French society which led to the removal of the Bourbon monarchy.
Another factor for the collapse of the bourbon monarchy was the dismissal of the great financial ministers or controllers who had suggested many reforms that would have saved the monarchy from bankruptcy, the revolution and eventually collapse. When the monarchy dismissed these reformists it made the masses lose regard and loyalty they had for the regime.
The calling of the estates general meeting of 5th May 1789 to solve the financial crisis began the revolution which ended the life span of the monarchy.
The weakness in the personality and character of King Louis xvi the leader of the monarchy helped the regime to collapse. He was loose, lousy, carefree, extravagant, left state duties unattended to, weak in character and accepted to be misguided by the wife and those around him like nobles and clergy.
The unpopularity of Marie Antoinette the wife of King Louis xvi. She was the most hated figure among the French masses because of her Austrian origin, extravagance, her insensitivity to people’s cries among other things which led to the collapse of the regime.
The fall of the Bastille on 14th July 1789 symbolized the fall of the monarchy.
The match or demonstration of women to Versailles against King Louis xvi on 06th October 1789, led to the collapse of the ancient regime.
The introduction of the arbitrary arrests and detention using letter-de-cachet by the privileged class against the unprivileged class of the peasants made the monarchy look so stagnant, archaic and hated hence its decline.
The growing desire by the revolutionaries to defend and consolidate the revolutionary gains and protect France from both the internal and external enemies made them adopt measures that finally concluded the life of the monarchy.
The monarchy or regime collapse because it had out lived its usefulness. It had ruled France for so long and people were tired of it. It ruled France since 1610 to 1793 (183 years). More over it was characterized by conservatism, nepotism, extravagancy, negligence, dictatorship and gross abuse of human rights.
THE DIRECTORY GOVERNMENT 1795-1799
The French revolution which began as a revolt against the ancient regime later on became revolutionary leading to the reign of terror. After the reign of terror, the Convention Government was put in place and it was this government that ended the reign of terror. It was called a Directory government because it was headed by a group of 5 directors and two councils, unfortunately, these directors were inexperienced politicians and because of that, they committed a number of mistakes which discredited their government.
ASSESSMENT OF THE DIRECTORY GOVERNMENT
	Assess the achievements of the directory government between 1795 and 1799.
“The achievements of the directory government have been grossly 		    underestimated” discuss.

FAILURES/WEAKNESSES OF THE DIRECTORY GOVERNMENT
How successful was the directorate government in France of 1795 up to 1799?
The Directory government was characterized by corruption, embezzlement and inefficiency throughout its term of office i.e. most of the directors were fortune/self seekers who embezzled government funds thereby causing another financial crisis in France.
Because of corruption and inefficiency of the Directory government, there was violent/rebellions against the government. These rebellions were organized by the remnants of the Jacobins and Royalists. They were a reaction against the inefficiency of the government e.g. the Berbeuf rebellion who organized a rebellion of the equals.
The Directorate government failed to solve the problem of the Church i.e. the church property was confiscated by the revolutionaries and this made the church to oppose the Directory government and this greatly undermined peace and stability in France.
In its efforts to improve on the economy, France had to carry out a number of reforms. The directory government introduced a number of taxes which were heavy or unfair to the common men. These taxes caused discontent among the people leading to the outbreak of the internal rebellions.
Directory government over relied on the rich, middle class for its stay in power yet the majority of the French were poor and ignored as if they had no interests in them and this made it un popular.
It failed to organize free and fair elections first by introducing property qualification for one to vote/ to be voted and elections were manipulated and more often rigged in favor of the former leaders/ Directors, army/forced constitution i.e. for any dictator or government to stay in power, the army becomes instrumental in maintaining the dictator/ the government in power because the army is used to suppress resistance.
The directory government was made up of mediocre politicians who were not talented and lacked political experience to have a meaningful government. Because of that, they failed to address the problems of the country and instead promoted their selfish interests at the expense of the general public.
There were financial/economic hardships during the time of the Directory government. By 1796, the French government was running bankrupt, money had the least value and the cost of living was high, unemployment became the order of the day and the general standard of living went down. The government was composed of proud rich men who were arrogant and made no attempt to put right the situation. This further annoyed the masses making the Directory government unpopular.
More so, the Directory government was extravagant in public spending, the directors were expensive to pay and corrupt, the government had also created a large army of over 1,000,000 men so it needed a lot of money to maintain the army.
There was lack of parliamentary democracy. Though the parliament was in place, it only existed in name but had no powers to criticize. The government neither had powers to regulate its operations and the members of the parliament had to rig their way to parliament.
From the very beginning, the Directory government faced opposition from all political groups especially the émigrés who made the life of the government very difficult but later they were suppressed.
The Directory government and the Directors were divided. They began to openly disagree in principal and it were these disagreements which weakened it and it gave chance/opportunity to Napoleon Bonaparte to organize a coup and overthrow the government.
In its foreign policy, the Directory government failed e.g. in 1798, it carried out the Egyptian campaign which was under the command of Napoleon but the British forces defeated Napoleon on behalf of the Directory government.
It failed to control territorial gains brought by Napoleon e.g. France lost Switzerland; it also lost Egypt to Britain. Such losses/weaknesses made the Directory government very unpopular and because of this, it had to rely on Napoleon to attain power. It assigned him a number of tasks e.g. whiff and Grapeshot, Egyptian campaigns, Italian campaigns and these tasks/ campaigns were changed into a coup which put a final nail in the coffin of the Directory government.
THE SUCCESS OF THE DIRECTORY GOVERNMENT
Although the Directory government was characterized by a number of failures/ weaknesses, this government had some positive achievements for France between 1795 and 1799 and they included the following;
The Directory government in France restored peace and political stability and because of that there was law and order. It should be remembered that, the Directory government came to power after the reign of terror when there was a lot of political instability and lawlessness. So the Directory government gave the French men some degree of peace.
The Directory government led to the formation of a strong French army. The army was re-organised, expanded/enlarged, retained and equipped with modern weapons of a time and put under efficient commanders. It was this army which was used to maintain law and order but also to fight foreign wars that expanded the borders of France.
The Directory government won military glory for France and expanded the borders of France especially after defeating Austria, the traditional enemy of France and this army conquered the Rhine lands and part of Italy.
The government succeeded in suppressing/defeating internal opposition e.g. it ended the reign of terror, abolished the violent political clubs which had organized rebellions e.g. the Jacobins using the services of Napoleon.
The Directory government tried and exported the revolution and its ideas abroad/beyond the borders of France and it helped the oppressed people to gain their basic rights e.g. the Belgian revolution.
The Directory government succeeded in coming up with a new currency known as assignats. This was to check on the high rate of inflation and the poor economic situation taking place in France. So the Directory government is credited for having checked/fought inflation.
It also improved upon the economy of France by encouraging industrialization, introducing better methods of agriculture, transport, banking and promotion of trade and above all put France on a sound economic footing/stand.
The Directory government started on the process of codification of the French law which was later completed by Napoleon. In other words, the Directory government started some constitutional and administrative reforms hence checking political chaos/confusion.
It ended the violent political clubs with their violent activities. It should be remembered that it were these clubs which were responsible for the occurrence of the Franco-European wars and the reign of terror. The very political clubs caused confusion and anarchy in France and this claimed a number of French men.
The Directory government kept alive the spirit of the revolution, partly through revolutionary wars it fought by partly extending assistance to the oppressed using the slogan “peace to the people and war to the tyrants” by expanding the French borders.
The directory government released prisoners of war and this helped in creating stability in France and normalizing relationships with other European states.




EFFECTS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION ON FRANCE
Assess the achievements of the French revolution on France by 1789
The French revolution of 1789, started as a peaceful movement aimed at bringing about reforms but later turned out to be violent and it was the Directory government which put an end to the reign of terror.  This revolution therefore had a number of effects on France and they included the following; 
The evolution led to the collapse of despotism with the fall of the Bastille on 14th July 1789. The existence of Bastille was a symbol dictatorship and arbitrary arrests and detention its fall marked the end of dictatorship in France
The revolution brought about democracy in France for the first time and this democracy exhibited itself in form of liberty, equality, fraternity. Some administrative reforms were introduced on France.
It abolished the divine rights of the ancient regime/monarchy and replaced it with the Republican government which had popular support of the French masses.
The French revolution of 1789, led to the overthrow of the French government and King Louis xvi. He was arrested, tried, found guilty and on 21st January 1793 he was killed. His death led to the death of more people during the reign of terror.
The French revolution brought about new administrative reforms e.g. there was decentralization by creating new districts, new communes and cantons. These divisions led to improved service delivery to the people and they were later completed by Napoleon.
The French revolution led to the declaration of the rights of man and citizenship. For the first time the French masses were given rights like freedom of speech, worship, association, resistance against unjust arrests etc. This led to the creation of a constitutional government. In other words, the revolution swept away despotism.
Legal and Judicial systems of France were remolded/amended e.g. new courts of law were put in place. There was equality before the law, liberal judges were put in place, torture was stopped and there was separation of power i.e. Executive, Legislature and Judiciary.
The revolution promoted unity among the French masses. They spoke the same language, old provinces were removed which divided people and the social classes were abolished there by promoting social equality.
The revolution put in place the National Guard or army to replace the Old Royal Guard. This army was composed of all people of all classes and this gave chance to people like Napoleon who was a common man to become popular, hence his rise to power.
The French revolution caused wars between France and the rest of Europe (Franco-European wars) and this destroyed diplomatic relationships between France and the neighbors France lost resources and people because of these wars.
During the revolution, a number of political parties/clubs e.g. the Jacobin, Girodins among others emerged and newspapers started and carried out a number of political activities. These were new developments in France so it can be said that, the French revolution brought about political maturity in France for the first time.
The revolution abolished feudalism and feudal privileges in France i.e. feudal land was confiscated and distributed to the peasants.  Church monopoly over land was checked, therefore, the revolution brought about land reforms and for the first time, the peasants owned land.
Fairer taxation system was introduced and the nobles lost their rights over tax exemption and for the first time, every French citizen had to pay taxes. So it can be said that the French revolution brought about payment of fairer taxes in France.
Trade, Commerce and Industrialization were encouraged in France because of the revolution. This was so because, there was increasing manufacturing, agricultural production. Trade barriers were removed and this brought about free trade and easy movement of goods and services within and outside France.
The French revolution came up with a new currency reform and paper money known as assignat which had to be printed and circulated. The currency helped in controlling inflation in the country.
The revolution led to the introduction of the uniform metric system of weights and measures/scales. This had been chaotic and different in different parts. This was done to control exploitation of the masses by the merchants.
The revolutionaries achieved social equality. It should be remembered that, before the French revolution, the French society was divided into three social classes but with the outbreak of the revolution, the social classes that had divided the masses were finally abolished.
In the field of religion, a number of reforms were introduced e.g. religious monopoly of the Catholic Church was stopped and the clergy had to be elected and paid by the state. The power of the Pope was reduced, church land was confiscated, tax exemption was stopped. In other words, the revolution brought about religious freedom and the church and the state were finally separated.
A new calendar was adopted in France i.e. the practice of dating from the birth of Jesus Christ was abandoned and a new one was started i.e. 22nd September 1792 became day one of the Republic and months were named after seasons/climate.
Infrastructures like roads, railways, hospitals, schools etc were set up and schools were mainly teaching Math and Science, technical institutions and universities were set up and this improved literacy levels.
King Louis xvi was killed as an achievement to the revolutionaries and his death led to the death of many more people (French masses). There was also property destruction so it can be said that, the French revolution changed many Kings e.g. the ancient regime came to an end and the old order was replaced by the new order.
Summary of the effects of the French revolution
It abolished the divine rights of the monarchy
It led to the declaration of the rights of man and citizenship
It led to the overthrow of Louis xvi
A new constitution of France was drafted
New administrative reforms were introduced
There were Legal and Judicial reforms (separation of powers)
Promotion of unity among the French masses
Led to the formation of the national army
It led to the rise of political parties (political maturity)
Feudalism was abolished
Introduction of fair and single tax
Trade and commerce improved
A new currency was introduced
Introduction of uniform system of weights and sales
Social equality
Religious freedom
Introduction of a new calendar
Infrastructure development
Abolition of the ancient regime and the introduction of the new order

EFFECTS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION ON EUROPE
The French revolution started on 5th may 1789 against the ancient regime. This revolution   had profound effects on Europe and the effects were both positive and negative and they included the following;
The revolution led to the rise of political clubs in other countries aimed at putting in place new reforms e.g. by 1792, political clubs were organized in England, Scotland and in many other countries, political movements demanding for liberal reforms were formed e.g. the carbonari secret movement in Italy.

The French revolution led to the outbreak of revolutions in other countries (chain- reaction) e.g. in 1830’s and 1848, revolutions broke out in other parts of Europe and France became the headquarters of revolutionary movements and who ever wanted to organize the revolution adopted the French revolutionary ideas.
The French revolution scared the conservative governments of Europe who were dictatorial and this made these European states to adopt strict measures/initiate reforms to stop the occurrence of revolutions. In some countries, revolutionaries were arrested, imprisoned, exiled and others killed.
The French revolution of 1789 led to the French frontiers to be extended to include, the Rhines, Alps and other states like Germany, Italy and Belgium and as a result of this, France had to fight wars with her neighbors in what came to be known as Franco-European wars. As a result of these conquest, the French borders and size was enlarged and France became one of the big powers in Europe.
The Franco-European wars led to loss of lives, destruction of property, misery and general decline in economic activities as resources were redirected into war industry.
The revolution of 1789, led to the rise of nationalism among European states. This revolution was a foundation for the rise of nationalism, liberalism and democracy where European states wanted to liberate themselves from the French control e.g. the Germans and the Italians leading to unification struggles of 1870-1871.
The revolution led to the abolition of feudalism and serfdom in France and other European states like Prussia, Italian states etc. 
It also led to the birth and rise of constitutionalism as a measure to check despotism in France i.e.in 1791 a new constitution and reforms were introduced in local government and new system of communes came into place and were adopted in other states. 
The revolution led to the declaration of the rights of man and citizenship on August 1789 with much emphasis on the natural liberty and equality of all men and individual rights the very rights were adopted and used by other countries.
It was the revolution of 1789 which spoilt the relationship between France and other European Catholic state. It was so, because the revolution made the Catholic Church to hate the revolutionaries because they undermined the powers of the Pope and France as a catholic state fought fellow catholic states like Austria.
The 1789 revolution introduced the idea of diplomatic alliances or co-operation among European states in handling world affairs. This led to the formation of coalitions against the French revolution and France. 
It were these coalitions formed against the French revolution which later led to the formation of the Vienna settlement, later the congress system which restored the despotic rulers of Europe who brought back despotic tendencies leading to future revolutions. The Congress system later laid ground for future alliances, like the League of Nations and later the current UNO.
The French revolutionaries spread revolutionary ideas far/beyond borders of France and many European states. The masses for the first time tasted the fruits of the revolution i.e. liberty, equality and fraternity.
The French revolution led to the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte who carried out a number of conquests and conquered states like Italy, Belgium, German states and created Napoleonic dynasty (empire). Napoleon disturbed Europe for the next period of time as history showed.

Summary of the effects of the French revolution on Europe
The revolution led to the rise of political clubs
Led to the outbreak of revolutions in other countries
Shook the European leaders who were dictators
France occupied other European states
The revolution expanded the size of France
Loss of lives, destruction of property, misery and decline in economic activities
Rise of nationalism among European states
Feudalism was abolished in European states
Led to the rise of constitutionalism as a measure to check despotism in Europe
Spoilt the relationship between France and other European catholic states
Introduced the idea of diplomatic alliance among European states
Led to the formation of Vienna settlement
Spread revolutionary ideas beyond borders of France
Spread revolutionary ideas beyond borders of France
Led to the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte
Qtn.	Examine the effects of the French revolution on Europe.
    				













NAPOLEON BONAPARTE AND EUROPE    [1799-1815]
The history of France and Europe after the 1789 French revolution was dominated by the personality of Napoleon Bonaparte. He was born at Ajaccio on the island of Corsica in Genoa (Italy) in 1769. By birth napoleon was an Italian born to Italian parents. He only became a French citizen because Corsica was annexed by France from Genoa (Italy) a year before he was born.
Napoleon belonged to a family of 13 children 8 of whom survived death. He lived a poor life during his childhood but was lucky that in 1779 he was sent to the military academy of Briene and later in 1784 he joined the military school of Paris where he excelled in military science and mathematics. Because of his good performance in military science, he won a commission as a sub lieutenant of artillery at the age of 16.
While at the military school of Paris he mixed with the children of the nobles and thus felt the inferiority complex as a commoner. That is why he had an unhappy life as a student and was always moody, penny less but studious. That is why one of his teachers remarked that “the young star is made of granite but there is a volcano inside”. He spent most of his time reading historical literature, philosophical writings of jean Jacques Rousseau and read war novels; he was a close associate of maximillien Robespierre. These prepared him for his future career.
The rise of napoleon to fame and power is one of the most astonishing in history. From a humble background, napoleon ruled France and much of Europe for 15 years. During the French revolution, he was a member of the Jacobins club at the rank of a colonel. He proved himself as an able soldier and a great leader for example in 1793 he was entrusted with the expulsion of the British force which was aiding a royalist rising at port Toulon at the age of 25 he was promoted to the rank of brigadier.
In 1795 he saved the convention from a royalist insurrection commonly known as the “whiff of grape shot”, in 1796 he saved the directory government from the Babeuf plot, in the same year he led the military campaign against Austria in Italy (the Italian campaign) and in 1798 he carried out the Egyptian campaign.
On return he found the directory government divided among its directors and he carried out his coup detat of Brumaire in 1799. He became the first consul and in 1801 became consul for life. In 1804 he declared France an empire and ruled France until 1815 when he was overthrown by the allied powers.

FACTORS FOR THE RISE OF NAPOLEON TO POWER IN FRANCE
The role or effects of the French revolution of 1789 greatly contributed to Napoleon’s rise to power in 1799;
The French revolution overthrew Louis XVI and the ancient regime hence bringing the bourbon rule to an end in France. The overthrow of Louis XVI and the bourbon regime created a political vacuum that was too filled by napoleon Bonaparte.
The revolution abolished the hated social classes and the privileges that had been promoted by the regime. The revolution opened chances to peasants, the idea of equality and promotion for all was enhanced by the revolution which helped a common man like napoleon to rise to power.
The revolution also brought the idea of career open to talent under which any person of ability or talent would earn promotion irrespective of their social status and origin. Napoleon was a man of rare abilities and talent which he used to rise to power in 1799.
The revolution also led to the scarcity of artillery officers because of the death or running to exile of officers of noble origin during the revolution. Napoleon benefited from this scarcity by rising through military ranks first as a brigadier and then to the rank of a general within a short period of time. His rise to such high ranks in the army helped him to rise to power.
The French revolution also created revolutionary wars and campaigns in which napoleon participated as a commander e.g. He commanded the Italian and Egyptian campaigns in which napoleon and the revolutionary army brought glory to France. The campaigns exposed napoleon’s heroics and greatness as a soldier. When he organized a coup in 1799 he was massively supported by the army and the population hence his rise to power.
The French revolution created internal enemies which led to a number of revolts against the governments of the time such as the royalist insurrection against the convention (whiff of grape shot) and the Babeuf plot against the directory government. Napoleon was used by both governments to suppress both revolts thereby displaying his military brilliance and leadership qualities.
The revolution also came with ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity which needed to be defended at home in France and also exported to other countries of Europe. Napoleon exported these ideas through the revolutionary wars he faught which earned him popularity.
The French revolution also led to the rise of weak governments such as the convention and directory which were characterized by a lot of inefficiencies which left the masses discontented longing for a savior who came in the name of napoleon.
The revolution also created a situation of fear and insecurity of property and needed people to safeguard the revolutionary gains. Napoleon was seen as the right person to protect the revolutionary achievements hence his rise to power.
QN 1. 
To what extent was the French revolution of 1789 responsible for the rise 	to power of Napoleon Bonaparte in France?
QN 2.
” Without the French revolution of 1789 napoleon would have died a common man” discuss.
The weakness of the directory government.
The directory government rose to power after the reign of terror in October 1795 and lasted up to 1799 when it was overthrown by Napoleon.  
It was characterized by the following weaknesses.
The directors were men of mediocre talent and little political experience, their government was inefficient characterized by corruption and bribery, government failed to solve the challenges of the time which left the French discontented. The political vacuum created by this government needed an efficient leader who came in the person of napoleon.
The directory government was extravagant in public expenditure. It set up a large army which needed a lot of money for maintenance which led to over taxation of the masses thus increasing discontent of the masses and unpopularity of the government.
The directory regime was characterized by insecurity as a result of internal revolts which led to hiring of napoleon to suppress the revolts. This made napoleon famous at home leading to his rise to power.
The same government was also faced with many external wars such as the Italian and Egyptian campaigns which were also commanded by napoleon. These also exposed napoleon`s military and leadership abilities thus helping his rise to power.
The directory government failed to control inflation, unemployment and other social-economic challenges. The government presided over a poor economy with low levels of production and high levels of poverty which led to discontent among the masses and favoured napoleon`s rise to power.
The directors were divided and lacked harmony among themselves as they disagreed very often on minor issues which left their government weak.
The government failed to solve problems of the church leading to religious discontent in France. Napoleon promised to put religious issues right thereby winning mass support for his coup in 1799.
Napoleon also befriended most of the directors such as barras. Napoleon married Josephine daughter of barras with whom he was passionately in love. Josephine had useful aristocratic connections which helped napoleon`s rise to power. He was also a close friend to abbey seiyez and Lucien Bonaparte his brother who were members of this government and instrumental in his 1799 coup.
The directory government also narrowed the franchise by increasing property qualification. This denied many French peasants their rights to vote or be voted to public offices. The government therefore lost its credibility among the masses hence paving the way for the rise of napoleon to power.
QN. 
To what extent did the weakness of the directory government contribute to the rise of napoleon to power in France?
Napoleon`s military victories.
As a soldier and commander of the army napoleon participated in many wars or battles both at home and abroad in which he registered military victory and therefore became famous. He succeeded in suppressing many internal revolts against the directory government such as the royalist rising in Toulon, the Babeuf plot, the royalist rising against the convention (whiff of grape shot). He also commanded the Italian and Egyptian campaigns successfully. All these victories brought glory to France, portrayed napoleon as an efficient leader and a hero. When he organized a coup in 1799 he was massively supported hence his rise to power. 
 Napoleon’s personal ambition.
No doubt napoleon was a man of overwhelming ambitions. His ambitions can be traced from his childhood when he dreamt of liberating Corsica France and becoming the king of Corsica, his ambitions led him into the Italian and Egyptian campaigns, they made him tireless in activity and that`s why he slept for two hours only. His ambitions made him ruthless in his pursuit for power when he dreamt of building a French empire and use kings as his officials.
 Napoleon’s luck or fortune.
He was lucky to have been born a Frenchman and to have survived childhood. The island of Corsica had come into French possession a year before napoleon was born making him a French man by birth to qualify for any public office.
In 1792, napoleon was dismissed from the army after overstaying his leave but he was lucky to be recalled in1793 due to the scarcity of artillery officers hence maximizing his potential.
He was lucky to receive education with sons of nobles when he was actually a peasant. It was a rare chance for a peasant to receive education before the outbreak of the revolution.
He was lucky to escape the guillotine after Robespiere`s downfall in 1794 yet napoleon was his close associate, he was just imprisoned and later released.
He was lucky to elude / dodge nelson`s fleet when going to Egypt and when leaving Egypt when he left his army stranded.
He was also lucky that the friends he had were influential in the French politics such barras, sieyes, carnot etc and this made him famous.
When he carried a coup in1799, he had nervous anxieties and fainted and failed to address the assembly but he was lucky that his brother Lucien was there who swore to stab the heart of his brother if he did not keep the gains and interests of the French masses.
He was lucky that a revolution broke out at the time it did to give him all the possible opportunities.
He was lucky that the revolutionary governments were weak and unpopular and could thus be toppled without anybody supporting them such as the directory government.
 Napoleon`s character and personality.
He was intelligent, well read, educated and very ambitious for example, he was able to become a general at the age of 30. He was an opportunist in that things came at the time they were needed and as an opportunist , he was quick to exploit them to his advantage. He could even change opportunity into action very quickly.
He was courageous, confident, brave a man with extra ordinary brain, very resourceful and very energetic for example in war, napoleon’s presence in the battle field was equivalent to 40000 soldiers. He also had a lot of determination and it was as a result of his determination that he took up a disorganized army to the Italian and Egyptian campaigns against the strongest.
He was a diplomat too, he would crown his victories with peace such as the treaty of compoformio after he had defeated the Austrians in his Italian campaign.
He was also a genius and foresighted which explains why he kept aloof from the directory government knowing its weaknesses would ruin his future plans, he also abandoned his plans of liberating Corsica and instead took part in the French revolution which gave him a lot of opportunities for his rise to power.
 Napoleon`s education also contributed to his rise to power, he was widely read especially in revolutionary literature of great philosophers like jean Jacques Rousseau , he also studied maths, political science and history. He was well versed with a lot of knowledge about the art war and peace. He also greatly understood world politics having read the constitutions of many countries like Britain, turkey, Switzerland and others which sharpened his mind and helped him to rise to power.
The support of the army. Napoleon was a military genius who rose to higher ranks in the army within a short period of time. While at military academies of Brienne and Paris he made friends who supported him as the leader of the army in the various assignments. It was this army which gave him support when he organized the coup of Brumaire in 1799.
 Napoleon also had strong oratory abilities ie power of speech (he was a gifted speaker). He had a careful selection of words and powerful memory which impressed his followers both the soldiers and French civilians. For example while preparing for the Italian campaign he spoke and convinced  the army when he said “ you are badly fed and nearly naked – I am going to lead you to the most fertile plains in the world. You will find there great cities and rich provinces. You will find there honor, glory and wealth.” 
Within a few weeks of invading Italy he defeated the Austrian army and forced them to sign the treaty of campo-formio and liberated the Italians to whom he said “ people of Italy if the French army comes to break  the chains of bondage, greet it with confidence your property, religion and customs will be protected.”  Such convincing language won napoleon support of the army and the masses leading to his rise to power.
Napoleon`s humble background also provided him with the determination and courage to rise to power against all odds. He came from a poor family of 13 children 8 of whom survived childhood. While at school he was despised by his school mates and taken to be a social misfit.  He was penniless, friendless and had one meal a day which made him hardened and determined to break the chains of poverty. He welcomed the French revolution with open hands during which he became a disciple of Roussseau.
The annexation of Corsica, the Mediterranean island from Genoa by France in 1768. Napoleon was born a year after France annexed Corsica island from the Italian republic of Genoa which made him a French citizen by birth though he was an Italian by descent. He was therefore eligible to hold any public office in France, was able to benefit from French military training thus providing him the platform to rise to power.
 The technological and scientific advancement during that time also conditioned his rise to power. This was a period of industrial growth which brought advancement in transport and military hardware. These simplified organization and execution of military adventures from which napoleon benefited as an artillery officer his rise to power.
The role played by Carlos Bonaparte, napoleon`s father also conditioned his rise to power in 1799. His father forged a noble origin hence enabling his son napoleon to join the military academy of Brienne on a noble scholarship, where he excelled in military science and maths, later joining the Paris academy where he graduated as a second lieutenant in the French army. Had it not been for his father napoleon would not have remained a common Frenchman.  
 
The role played by Lucien Bonaparte.  Lucien was his brother and president of the council 500,he used his position to influence the assembly to accept napoleon when he said “ here is the man you have been waiting for, he will respect you, he will respect the revolutionary gains. He is my brother. If he fails, I will stab him in the chest”. He also saved napoleon from failure when he was beaten hence saving the coup from failure.
 Napoleon’s association with influential people like maximillien Robespierre and other army officers helped him to rise to power in a way that they helped him to learn military skills, to be vibrant and appealing at political public speeches. Napoleon learnt and was able to win support from the masses by promising political, social and economic changes hence his rise to power.
Napoleon’s marriage to Josephine the daughter of Barras who was one of the directors in the directory government. This marriage gave him aristocratic connections and greatly elevated his status from a simple army officer to a son in law which gave him chance to lead military campaigns that made him popular hence his rise to power.
 The military coup de `tat of Brummare in 1799 through which Napoleon captured power from the directory government.  The coup nearly failed and Napoleon nearly killed but he was saved by his brother and with the help of abbey sieyes and ducas roger, napoleon saved the coup hence his rise to power.
NAPOLEON’S CONSOLIDATION OF POWER.
After the successful coup of Brumaire, napoleon devised means of strengthening himself on the throne so he adopted a number of policies which included the following.
He abolished the directory government and established a new government called the consulate. He became the first consul and gave himself all the powers to appoint and dismiss government officers. He also had powers to make war or peace though there were other consuls such as Ducos roger and abbey Sieyyes.
Another step was to organize elections for the legislative assembly. He drew and prepared the list of candidates to stand for elections. These candidates of his choice would help him control France and in the end napoleon surrounded himself with friends who supported him and his policies.
After putting the legislative assembly in place, he abolished the old constitution and started the process of making a new constitution. Again napoleon dominated the process of making laws. The constitution allowed him to rule for two years but later he turned against the constitution and extended his term to four years then to ten years and finally made himself ruler for life and his position hereditary.
In 1804 through a referendum napoleon changed the government from a consulate to an empire. He automatically became the emperor and crowned himself. He assumed the title of emperor napoleon 1 and became a complete dictator.
Napoleon also consolidated himself in power by using the French revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity because these became the lasting symbols and gains of the French revolution.
He also set up a centralized system of administration by dividing the country into departments headed by prefects and also carried out other local divisions with all leaders answerable to him which helped him to control the country effectively thus consolidating himself in power.
Napoleon also adopted naked despotism by use of harsh methods of suppressing his opponents. Those who criticized him were dismissed from government; others were imprisoned, sent into exile or even killed.
He also employed spies in every sector and transformed France into a police state by establishing a strong police to deal with criminals. Efficient detectives kept napoleon informed about what was transpiring in different parts of France hence eliminating or reducing internal and external enemies.
Above all he censored the press to reduce criticism. The number of newspapers reduced from 70 to only 4 in Paris by 1810 all under strict state control, for he was quoted saying “ liberty is not for common people “. Newsmen who wrote against napoleon were either killed or exiled which scared many journalists who wanted to expose his weaknesses.
He reorganized the army by recruiting, training and equipping it. He used this army to maintain himself in power by using it to suppress rebellions and external enemies. He also used the army to fight wars of expansion and bring glory to France.
He also strengthened his stay in power by limiting the growth of intellectualism which would have resulted into opposition against him. He did this by banning the teaching of all liberal subjects such as history, literature, philosophy and political science.
He also transformed the French economy through improving trade relations, encouraging industrialization, improving commerce and agriculture. These gave a strong foundation for development and creation of employment to the French.
He also solved the long term problem between the state and the church by signing the concordat with the pope in which catholic religion became the religion of the majority in France and granted freedom of worship. This pleased many in France and strengthened his hold on power.
He practically contributed to the abolition of feudalism and serfdom in France through extensive land reforms thereby winning the loyalty of the peasants.
He was a patron of art and therefore restored and enlarged French palaces, beautified French city of Paris to become the leisure city of Europe eventually pleasing many glory seekers.
Napoleon`s principle of the legion of honor of 1802 that promoted hard work and patriotism created a big class of people of peasant origin who were loyal to him.
He carried out various education reforms which pleased many Frenchmen who had him at heart. His education reforms were aimed at producing citizens who were absolutely loyal to the state. He established many technical schools with the aim of improving French industrial sector. The University of France was founded with many academies which pleased many and strengthened his stay in power.
He emphasized the principle of equality by abolishing class divisions and their privileges thereby consolidating his reign among the peasants.
Napoleon also employed his relatives and friends in senior positions. It should be remembered that when he organized the coup, the assembly refused to accept his statement but his brother Lucien saved him. Therefore, since then he depended on his relatives and friends in his administration as mayors, governors and kings.
By the treaty of Amiens of 1802 between France and Britain, Napoleon pleased many Frenchmen whose opinion was in favour of peace. By this treaty, Britain restored the French colonies she had captured from France and in return Britain retained Trinidad and Ceylon. This also allowed him to concentrate on domestic reorganization.
He also strove to reform the tax system that pleased many peasants and middle class. The old tax system that exploited the peasants and the middle class was replaced with a fair tax system that was based amount of wealth and not social background.
He improved roads, constructed bridges and canals all of which improved transport and communication in France hence capturing the attention of many.
He pleased the middle class by establishing the value of the French currency on gold standards; he also set up the national bank of France in Paris to regulate financial affairs and support industrial growth, established a trade advisory board and put in place other trade incentives.
He closed the chapter of republican violence and uprisings and put in place peace and stability without sacrificing the achievements of the revolutions.
Finally, he involved France in an aggressive policy. This was because majority of the Frenchmen wanted foreign glory. So he started by defeating the second coalition of Austria, Britain, Prussia and Russia which won him the support of the French hence consolidating himself in power.

NAPOLEON’S RE-ORGANISATION / DOMESTIC REFORMS.
Between 1800 – 1810, napoleon devoted his energies to the internal reorganization of France. He set the to make the nation progressive and as a statesman, he gave France a number of reforms which survived even after his downfall. Some of the reforms made him to be referred to as a statesman or napoleon the great having fulfilled the expectations of the revolutionaries.
Napoleon and the Catholic Church (the concordat)
Napoleon was quick to realize that the majority of the French were Catholics whose feelings had been hurt by the French revolution. The revolution had created a big gap between the state and the church through the civil constitution of the clergy and confiscation of church property and the worship of reason. The directory government had also changed Sunday into a working day, all of which made the state and church bitter enemies.
Napoleon began by reconciling the church and state meanwhile his approach was that of a statesman as he said, “a state without a religion is like a ship / vessel without a campus “. He also said, “Religion is the cement of social order “. So in 1901 napoleon reached an agreement with the pope known as the concordat and the following were the contents of the concordat;
	Catholic religion was recognized as the religion of the majority but not all Frenchmen.
	Other religions were allowed to carry on their religious practices (freedom of worship was granted).

Church services / activities were to be supported by the state funds thereby maintaining the clergy as state servants.
Napoleon as 1st consul retained powers to appoint all high church officials such as bishops. Church meetings were to get state permission and napoleon would always have a state representative.
The pope also recognized the sale of church property / lands ie. those who had bought church land were to retain it.
The pope was not to interfere in the matters of the state. There was also to control elementary education.
With the friendship of the pope of Rome, napoleon hoped to have the alliance of the church wherever his power extended. He had reconciled the church and the state which strengthened his position. He had captured the peasant`s loyalty and also helped to restore social stability to a France that badly needed it at that time.
On the other hand however, the concordat annoyed the peasants who were not happy with the church control of elementary education. Staunch Catholics were not pleased by his failure to return the pope`s influence in France. The revolutionaries were not satisfied with napoleon`s changes in the church as one general remarked, “the only thing missing at this ceremony is the million dead men who died to get rid of this nonsense.
Napoleon and education;
Before napoleon came to power, the education system in France was disorganized and characterized by conflicts between the state and the church over its control. Napoleon’s skills as a statesman were witnessed in his education reforms. 
He established elementary and secondary schools and gave France a good foundation for the primary sector by giving scholarships to all without excluding the peasants. He built secondary schools, semi – military secondary schools, elementary schools that were left in the hands of the church. Secondary schools were set up in every commune controlled by the state where he encouraged the teaching of Maths, science, technical skills and military science.
In 1808, he founded the imperial university of Paris with 17 academies in different parts of France. The university was headed by a grandmaster appointed by napoleon. it was expected to control the education system of France. He also uplifted the institute of France for higher studies and research. Technical education and research were intended to produce self sustaining citizens and military education was to produce loyal and patriotic citizens.
However, fearful of parliamentary and legal French feelings, he passed the 1803 decree which banned the teaching of liberal subjects such as history, literature, political science and philosophy.
He was equally opposed to female or girl child education when he said, “ I do not think we need to trouble ourselves with any plan of instruction for young females…. Public education is not suitable for them because they are never called upon to act in public. Manners are all in all to them and marriage is all they look to”. This was a violation of the revolutionary principle of equality of all man.
He also under funded education by allocating a small fraction of the budget to the education sector and because of this many French children did not succeed in education.

Napoleon and the French legal system or law (code Napoleon);
The work which napoleon was afterwards praised of was “code napoleon”. This was a clear and definite statement of the laws of France as they affected every citizen. It was based on common sense and experience rather theory. Since 1789, the law had been in a constant state of confusion but with urgent demand and active assistance of napoleon himself, a specially appointed committee of lawyers completed the immense task of codifying the law.
Code napoleon covered a number of aspects such as the rights and duties of man, marriage and divorce, parenting, inheritance of property, religious tolerance, trial in public by open jury. The law had five codes namely the penal code, criminal code, commercial code, civil code and military code.
The code confirmed the right to private property, guaranteed private freedoms, equality before the law and unified the judicial system. It also abolished church and feudal laws.
However, code napoleon was criticized on a number of grounds; the family law made divorce more difficult causing family conflicts, sons were not allowed to marry under 25 years and girls under 21 years without the consent of their father. The code lowered the status of women and permitted a father to have his child temporarily imprisoned. It also retained the death penalty which was against the revolutionary spirit and above all it served to protect napoleon’s dictatorship. 
Napoleon and the Legion of Honor;
Napoleon came to power on merit and through hard work and so he tried to open the door to men of ability and talent irrespective of their social status and origin / birth. He used the Legion of Honor to encourage hard work.
The Legion of Honor was a reward given to people for a distinguished service to the state and showed that he was committed to merit and the career open to talent. Honors were given to people who excelled in politics, art, music, military and civil service such as Marshal Marat who was a son of an inn keeper. Honors made Frenchmen to work hard so as to be rewarded as stated by napoleon, “men are led by toys”.
To show concern for equality and hard work, napoleon allowed the émigrés to return home but as common men so that they would make their contribution to the nation. Using the Legion of Honor, napoleon’s officers became the best in terms of efficiency which made him successful and great.
However, it’s often said that the Legion of Honor created a class of privileged people equivalent to those of the ancient regime, rewards were mostly given to military officers and also promoted nepotism using his honors. However such a fact should be taken with caution because napoleon’s despotism was based on merit than the ancient regime which was based on birth.
Napoleon’s reforms in industry and commerce;
Napoleon was also interested in the French industry and commerce having inherited a desperate situation, especially the financial crisis and most aspects in the economy that had declined. He set up the chamber of commerce and industry and the advisory board for the manufacturers, imposed high tariffs on imports to protect local goods. New cotton machines were invented and factory laws were passed. As a result France witnessed a period of industrial development.
He is however criticized for having imposed high tariffs on imports which subjected the French to inferior home made goods. Heavy tariffs led to enmity with the neighbors.
Napoleon and local government;
The French revolution had created a lot of disorganization in local government in France. Napoleon tried to introduce reforms which became the basis of French administration even in modern times.
Napoleon retained the revolutionary divisions of France – the departments headed by prefects. But he also created new divisions called arrondisements to replace the districts. The arrondisements were headed by sub- prefects. The arrondisements were further sub divided into communes headed by mayors.
Napoleon directly appointed the heads of these divisions and each division had local councils as advisers. Napoleon centralized his administration by appointing the ministers, prefects, sub-prefects and civil servants. In his reforms, napoleon gave France excellently chosen officials, which made France strong and united.
Napoleon came up with the consulate system of government where he appointed himself as the first consul. He later assumed the title of emperor in 1804.
However, napoleon is criticized for over centralizing power and destroying the aspirations of the French people. He dominated the constitution making process and later became a dictator.
The ministers, prefects and sub-prefects were directly answerable to him. Even the central government was directly under his control. Such dictatorship and one-man control is what the 1789 revolution had tried to abolish.
In 1804, napoleon restored the ministry of police under Joseph Fouche, dominated by secret government spies. In 1810, he revived the prisons and allowed arbitrary arrests and detention without trial like it had been during the reign of Louis xvi’s letter de cachet.
Napoleon also revived censorship of the press which denied the French freedom of press and expression.  His repressive policies denied people their fundamental rights and increasingly became a dictator.
Napoleon and financial administration;
Before the rise of napoleon, the French financial system was in shambles. There was no bank, inflation was rampant, government revenue was squandered, forgery and bribery were high in offices.
Napoleon tried to correct all the above by creating the bank of France in 1800. The bank managed all government loans and revenue. The bank also issued stable currency based on the gold standard in 1801. 
He centralized and improved the collection of taxes from the local authorities which had encouraged embezzlement. He abolished undue profits on contracts and fraud on public services. The bank also regulated or regularized the system of stock exchange.
All the above reforms restored financial credibility which was very much needed at that time. It checked the extravagancy and wastefulness that had characterized the ancient regime and directory government.

Napoleon and public works;
Napoleon’s commercial, industrial, agricultural and financial reforms demanded improvement in public works. Napoleon is credited for having constructed roads, canals, and bridges, telegraph lines, etc. 
Marshy areas around towns   were drained, while sea ports and harbors were enlarged and fortified.  All in all napoleon’s public works made paris the most beautiful city in Europe hence it became a major tourist centre. Napoleon is credited for the idea of radiating roads.
Promotion of French culture, napoleon promoted and preserved French culture when opera houses were built, museums beautified and field with works of art and treasures looted from Italy.   The streets    of Paris and other major towns   were restored, street gardens replanted. Dance and drama, books about French culture were published and an academy of music, dance and drama was opened.
Napoleon and the army /Military.
Napoleon greatly re-organized the French army   and made it the most formidable force / strongest on the European continent. By removing   the   barriers of accident   of birth   as criteria for promotion, Napoleon’s reforms   turned   the French army in to the ablest and most efficient on the European continent.
The French army became one of the most well trained and equipped. Napoleon made longer the period of training for the army.
In all, France during Napoleon’s period became the land master of Europe, the strongest on land and was able to safeguard the revolutionary gains. It kept   law and order hence   political stability, economic prosperity and improved standards of living.
However, Napoleon is blamed for turning France into   a military state.   It was in order to maintain to maintain the military that Napoleon heavily taxed the Frenchmen.    Napoleon also used the army to attack the rest of Europe hence causing   unnecessary suffering.  It is said that by the end   of his reign in 1815, every French family had lost about 3 members because of the Napoleonic wars.
French agriculture was greatly improved upon eg swamps were reclaimed which increased the amount of land for crop farming. The government provided loans and other incentives to farmers which increased food supply hence reducing food shortages thus helping him to control power in France.
                      NAPOLEON BONAPARTE’S FOREIGN POLICY.
After becoming the first consul of France with powers to make peace and war, napoleon embarked on an aggressive foreign policy that saw France become the centre of European affairs. He gave France a dynamic foreign policy that added to his greatness.
The main aims of Napoleon’s foreign policy included:
The building of the French colonial empire;
He snatched the province of Louisiana from the king of Spain
French forces were sent to capture Haiti, san Domingo, Syria and Egypt
He held negotiations with the Tipu sultan to oust the British from India
With the of invading indie, he seized the Cape of Good Hope and Mauritius islands. His ambitions made England his enemy and England prepared to wage war against France.

His mercantile or trade policy;
Napoleon aimed at the expansion of French trade and the destruction of British trade
He established the continental system and forced European nations to accept it though it became a major cause of his downfall.
The policy of interference or exporting the revolutionary gains;
He interfered with the internal affairs of other nations inspite of the treaty of Amiens 1802.

He established republics in about six countries and posted his armies there.
He annexed piedmont to his empire
He interfered in the internal affairs of Switzerland where he dissolved the unitary constitution and set up a feudal constitution
He changed the name of the cisalpine republic of Italy and called it Italian republic
He annexed Holland to his empire.
The policy of interference and annexation proved to be useful to napoleon as it elevated his status in France.
Destruction of the Naval power of England. Napoleon regarded England as one of his greatest enemies. Also due to its being surrounded by sea, it was next to impossible to invade England by the land forces of France. Napoleon therefore thought of capturing the island of Malta from the British but England refused to surrender the island hence bringing war closer.
Revival of the ancient glory of France. Napoleon wanted to elevate the glory of France which could be done through military victories. His victories raised the prestige of France and for some time the French forgot the aristocratic rule of napoleon because of his largely successful foreign policy.
EVENTS OF NAPOLEON’S FOREIGN POLICY:
In foreign affairs, napoleon’s activities were dominated by wars;
 Napoleon at war with the second coalition 1800:
Napoleon got involved in military confrontation with the second coalition of Britain, Russia and Austria formed in 1797 to help Austria recover Italy and stop napoleon’s aggressive policy. At the battle of Marengo, June 14, 1800, the French defeated the main Austrian forces. The Austrians were again defeated in Germany at Hohenlinden on December 3, 1800.
The Austrians pleaded for peace and by the treaty of Luneville, 1801 France regained all the territories that she had secured under the treaty of campo Formio. Russia and Britain also separated following their conflicting interests over the Mediterranean. This brought the second coalition to an end.
Napoleon and the league of armed neutrality 1801:
Britain was not happy with French achievements; both the revolution and napoleon. She planned to suffocate France’s economic recovery hence tried to use her strong navy to capture all strategic positions in the world.
In 1796, Britain had captured the French west Indian islands of St.lucia and Malta in the Mediterranean. She used her naval power to search and capture all vessels trading with France which annoyed such countries.
To defeat Britain, napoleon convinced Russia, Sweden, Denmark and Prussia to form the league of armed neutrality to specifically hinder Britain from trading with continental Europe. Britain responded by attacking and defeating the Danish fleet at the battle of Copenhagen in 1802. Russia also withdrew from the league when Czar Paul was murdered and succeeded by Czar Alexander I who was opposed to France. France and Britain agreed to sign the treaty of Amiens, March 1802 to stop their conflicts.
Napoleon at war with the third coalition:
This comprised of Britain, Austria and Russia with the aim of driving France back to her original boundaries i.e. out of Belgium, Holland, Italy and the German states.
Napoleon militarily defeated the Austrians at the battle of ulm in October 1805. He also defeated a combined Austrian and Russian force Austerlitz in December 2nd 1805. Austria agreed to sign the treaty of press burg in December 1805 by which Austria gave up her control of Italian states to France, gave up her influence over the south German states to France and also lost Venetia, Istria, Tyrol and Dalmatia near Italy.
The Russians also asked for peace after being defeated at fried land in 1806 and by the treaty of tilsit in July 1807, Czar Alexander I accepted napoleon’s territorial control of the confederation of the Rhine and the grand duchy of Warsaw. Russia got Finland from Sweden and also got the Balkans.
In 1806 napoleon dissolved the holy roman empire (a grouping of German states and Austria) and set up the confederation of the Rhine out of the German states.
Napoleon’s dynastic policy:
Napoleon  through his aggressive foreign policy had defeated and conquered large areas of Europe by 1810. To consolidate his position and ensure continued loyalty of such conquered peoples, he placed his relatives and friends on the thrones of subject states.
His brother Joseph Bonaparte was made king of Naples in Italy and later king of Spain, his brother Louis Bonaparte was made king of Holland, his brother Jerome Bonaparte was made king of Westphalia (the north German states), marshal Marat was made duke of the German states and later king of Naples, he married off his sisters to Italian princes, he gave the grand duchy of Warsaw (Poland) to his friend the king of Saxony, a German state.
Such action made napoleon a master of a large area west of Russia. By 1810 the Napoleonic Empire included all Western Europe except Britain.
Napoleon and continental system, 1806:
The biggest remaining problem for napoleon to dominate Europe was Britain – which had proved superior at sea / had a strong navy. Napoleon realized that to defeat Britain, he had to break her economic strength.
To defeat Britain, napoleon adopted the continental system. This was an economic war aimed at destroying British overseas trade, to bring unemployment, financial chaos and general suffering that would force her to plead for peace.
By the Berlin decrees and Milan decrees of November 1806, napoleon declared the blocking of Britain and stopped all French allies from trading with Britain or her colonies. Napoleon also announced the confiscation of all British goods on the European mainland.
Britain also responded by issuing the “orders in council” in 1807 by which she also declared a blocking of all continental ports accepting napoleon’s decrees. Britain was to stop any outside country from trading with continental Europe. This economic war partly led to napoleon’s downfall;
Effects of the continental system;
It led to scarcity of British manufactured goods in France and other European countries which negatively affected their economies. Hence they started opposing napoleon i.e. Spain, Prussia, Russia, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Portugal and Italian states.
It made napoleon lose popularity among the European middle class because it affected their businesses. The continental system led to the shortage of goods and therefore high prices hence exploitation of the peasants.
The continental system led to conflicts between napoleon and the Catholics. In 1808, the pope had become tired of napoleon’s continental system and started trading with Britain. Napoleon responded by imprisoning him in 1809 which cost napoleon support of the Catholics in France, Austria, Italian states and the rest of Europe.
The continental system contributed to the rise and growth of nationalism among the population of the affected European states such as the Italian states which contributed to his downfall.
The continental system partly led to the Moscow campaign of 1812 which was very disastrous to napoleon because napoleon lost most of his experienced and trusted generals which later led to his downfall.
The continental system contributed to the formation of the forth coalition of Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia which finally defeated and expelled napoleon out of Europe.
Napoleon and the peninsular war:
One of the effects of the continental system was the peninsular war of 1808 -1809. Portugal had refused to implement napoleon’s continental system hence he planned to attack Portugal through Spain. After the conquest of Portugal, he overthrew the Spanish royal family and replaced King Charles iv with his brother Joseph Bonaparte.

This attracted hostility from the extremely backward and intensely catholic Spaniards who disregarded napoleon’s doctrines of liberty to fight for their independence. With British help the Spaniards fought a guerilla war fare which defeated napoleon’s army at baylen. The French army was also defeated by the British and Portuguese army at Vimiero. Napoleon had under estimated the Spaniards when he sent only 20,000 soldiers, he was quoted saying, “a country as full of monks as yours is easy to subdue.” But many French troops remained permanently tied up in Spain and this war turned out to be a disaster to napoleon in the following ways;
It contributed immensely to Napoleon’s downfall as grant and temporally observed, “The peninsular war was like an ulcer that drained napoleon’s strength”.  The war caused great loss of manpower to napoleon’s army and after this; napoleon was not able to win any other war against his enemies.
It increased nationalism among the Spaniards. Napoleon’s ideas of liberty and equality exported to Spain made him unpopular among the Spaniards who united to fight him.
The war also gave Britain an opportunity to acquire a base on the peninsula where they stationed their troops and consequently participated in the French defeat.
The war also gave moral confidence to other states in Europe to rise against napoleon such as in 1812 during the Moscow campaign when Russians rose in numbers and defeated napoleon.
Napoleon’s trickery or unreliable character was exposed by this war. He invaded Portugal through Spain or with Spanish help but later turned against Spain. After this war, no state was willing to ally with napoleon hence leaving napoleon isolated.
Napoleon and pope Pius VI.
Due to the severe social and economic conditions in the papal states, Pope Pius 7th was forced to condemn and reject the continental system   in 1808 as a spiritual leader.  It was not in order for him to support this system against Britain because it could affect his credibility   among the Catholics   therefore he gave free entry to British ships through    the papal states. This annoyed Napoleon and with a lot of anger. Napoleon told the Pope   that “No doubt your holiness is sovereign in Rome but I am the emperor”. My enemies shall be your enemies”, he therefore attacked and annexed the Papal States and imprisoned   the Pope Pius vii. This was a blunder which damaged Napoleon’s popularity among    the Catholics in France and the world at large. 
Napoleon and the Moscow campaign 1812 		
The continental system led to the Moscow campaign of 1812. This was organized by Napoleon against Russia. The czar Alexander I of Russia found himself fixed of being without British foods, declared himself neutral and started trading with Britain in 1811.
This treaty greatly annoyed napoleon who quickly prepared to attack Russia in the Moscow campaign of 1812, however, there were other grievances/misunderstandings between the Czar and Napoleon which caused the war.
Napoleon had failed to keep his promise to the Czar over the Balkans; i.e help Russia expand in C. Europe. The Czar had refused to give Napoleon his sister in marriage after Napoleon divorcing Josephine.
The Czar had refused to address Napoleon as a fellow emperor/ “mon frieze” but always called him general.
Napoleon had grabbed (taken) the territory of Oldenburg formerly ruled by the relative of the Czar which annoyed the Czar.
Napoleon hurriedly organized one of the largest armies in the history i.e 610,000 men with 32000 horsemen to invade Moscow in September 1812. Through the attack was during summer, the Russian winter caught up with the invading French army, yet the French army was not equipped with winter clothing hence many died of the severe cold conditions.
Napoleon continued on expecting to find food supplies for his soldiers in Moscow. At Borodino outside Moscow, a great battle was fought which the French won at the expense of 50,000 men and 30,000 horses.
As the Russians retreated, they carried out the scorched-earth method, burning down the city and anything of value. With no food and shelter, many more of the invading French soldiers died. It is estimated that by the time Napoleon thought of retreating from Moscow in 1812, about 2/3 of his army had died.
As the invading French army retreated, the Russians attacked them, killing a large number of them. In all of the 610000 soldiers who had crossed R. Niemen to invade Russia, were only 20,000 crossed it back. Of these, only 10,000 were of military value. For the first time in Europe, Napoleon registered his biggest humiliation. 
The Moscow campaign marked the turning point in Napoleons’ career was a boomerang.
Napoleon lost most his experienced / veteran soldiers in this campaign i.e managed to cross back to France with only 20,000 men.
Napoleon lost all his horses in this campaign i.e 32000. This rendered his army immobile/ could not move easily.
The failure of the Moscow campaign Napoleon apply harsh measures to raise conscripts / a new army. This undermined his support in the country, allies and satellite states.
The Moscow campaign also made Napoleon adopt harsh measures to raise revenue to finance his army and works/ increased taxation which made him more unpopular.
The Moscow campaign also made Napoleons’ most trusted generals to desert/leave him. These turned against him and even leaked his plans to the enemy. These include: 
	General Fouche - the chief of police

Talleyrand- chief of diplomatic service
Marshal Bernadotte- ruler of Sweden who advised the allies i.e. “when you face the marshals attack, when you face Napoleon retreat”.
The Moscow campaign made Napoleon appear a weak general with a weak army, defeated by backward Russia. This encouraged many countries to join war against Napoleon. 
The Moscow campaign gave the British the bargaining power to convince other European countries to join her in the war against Napoleon. This in 1813, she was joined by Prussia, Russia, Austria and Sweden to fight Napoleon.
The defeat in Moscow made Napoleon start using young inexperienced boys in his wars. Though Napoleon managed to raise a new army of 300,000 men, it is said that this partly trained always received further training while on the march to the war front. It is not surprising that he was easily defeated at “the battle of nations” of Oct 16th 1813.
The Moscow campaign physically drained napoleon and his army hence became fatigued/ too tired to fight any more wars immediately. Needed a lot of rest which the allies did not allow to him as they attacked him until his downfall.
The loss of the war in Moscow forced Napoleon to accept an amnesty / peace treaty proposed by the emperor of Austria in May 1813. Napoleon felt that he needed time to re-enforce and re-organize his forces in order to continue the war. He had just defeated the Prussians at the battle of Lutzen and the Russians at the battle of Bautzen in May 1813.
Note that Napoleon had never accepted a treaty dictated to him but because of his deteriorating military might, he accepted the treaty in 1813.
Napoleon and the fourth coalition;
The tide of disaster at the Moscow campaign 1812 encouraged napoleon’s enemies to form the fourth coalition. The shattering blow to the French in Russia inspired Prussia, Austria, Britain and Russia later joined by Sweden that was promised to receive Norway by the allies. The allies first sought for peace with napoleon through the Frankfurt proposal which was rejected by napoleon, forcing the allies to attack napoleon from three fronts ie Switzerland, Belgium and the Rhineland.
However, napoleon mobilized a force of a quarter of a million in a short period of three months with which he defeated the Prussian army at Dresden but the allies easily regrouped and at the battle of Leipzig (sometimes known as the battle of nations), the French forces were overwhelmed and forced to retreat through Germany with the allies in pursuit.
Napoleon put up a spirited fight in France but soon the allied forces led by the Prussian commander blucher marched straight to Paris. By the treaty of Fontainebleau of April 1814, napoleon abdicated or gave up the throne but was allowed the title of emperor, an income of 200,000 pounds and the Mediterranean island of Elba as his kingdom.
Just before his abdication, a provisional government was set up by the French senate. The provisional government was headed by Talleyrand, a former bishop and foreign minister of the republic and napoleon. This government arranged for the restoration of the bourbon rulers in France.
The allies restored Louis XVIII, the elder surviving brother of Louis XVI, who accepted to rule by the terms of a charter which guaranteed a parliament and a constitution. Shortly after, the allies signed the first Paris peace treaty which reduced France to her 1792 boarders.
They also met in November 1814 in Vienna congress which lasted up to June 1815 to find lasting solutions to European problems. Just before congress was concluded, news that napoleon had escaped from Elba reached the leaders who had met at Vienna. Upon his return, napoleon ruled France for a hundred days when he again established himself as master of France. The allies however confronted him and finally defeated him at the battle of waterloo in Belgium in June 1815 and his fate was sealed. He was exiled in the inaccessible island of st. Helena, in the south Atlantic where he died six years later in 1821. Europe would never again be troubled by his brilliant talents, his restless energy, his inflexible will and his lack of moral sense.
REASONS FOR NAPOLEONS’ DOWNFALL
Napoleon fell from power because of both his domestic and foreign policies. However, to a large extent his foreign policy led to his down fall. Among the factors included the following.
 His overwhelming ambitious character was a major cause for his downfall.
He was so ambitious that he was never satisfied with his conquests.  He is once quoted to have said “This little France is too small a field, great celebrity must be obtained in the East”. Denis Richards in  his book, “An  illustrated   History  of Modern  Europe, 1789-1984” observed  that  “Even if  he had  crushed  Europe  utterly , he would have  gone to the Turkish  empire,  to  India,  to America. A restless   demon   of  energy  drove  him  on , a demon  he  himself  was  aware  of when  he  loved  to  picture  himself  as  a  man of Destiny , driven on by  fate. His schemes were all too big he simply couldn’t last.” 
Therefore, his overwhelming  ambition led  Napoleon  to engage in  expensive  schemes which  he  couldn’t  fulfill  at  the  time . This ambition led him to his down fall.
 The continental   system also contributed to his downfall.
Napoleon aimed at destroying  British  economic  potential  and supremacy .British  ships   and goods were prevented  from  entering   any part and port  of  Europe   where Napoleon   had  control. But this finally led to Napoleon’s downfall l i.e.  
The rest of Europe depended on British goods for their survival.
Britain had a powerful navy and was the sea master. She could afford to sell her goods in other parts of the world i.e.   America, Australia, and the far East. 
France was no yet industrialized   and was just a continental   power. She also had no strong  navy  In all,   the continental  system  contributed  the downfall of  Napoleon  in the following  ways:
It led to scarcity of manufactured goods which led to wide spread suffering and hatred of Napoleon.
It made Napoleon to be hated by the Catholics in Europe in 1809.
It made Napoleon lose support of the Middle class traders in Europe.
It made Napoleon embark on the disastrous Peninsular War of 1808-1809.
It led Napoleon to embark on the disastrous Moscow Campaign. of 1812.
Old age or physical exhaustion and mental fatigue that led to loss of the strong sense of judgment and military stamina.
It has been said that like most Southern Italians, Napoleon   matured so early that at the age of 40, he was already too old. The old age  made Napoleon lose the strong  military  stamina , rapidity  and  surprise  that  had earlier  been the  pillars  of his success
The vast conquest.
 Napoleon’s   conquests were too vast to be under any effective control. It meant  that most  of  the  military  campaigns  had to be  called out  by his generals , who  unfortunately  were either  weak  or jealous  of each  other .I n  Spain,  the  generals   quarreled  and even refused  to help one another . In Russia, one general  tried to murder the other
Note that Napoleon had defeated nearly all   continental Europe. He had direct control in Italy, the Germany states, Holland, and Belgium, he had to direct   the affairs   in the satellite states i.e.  Spain Rhine confederation   etc. This was too big an area for one man to control.
Lack of a navy and presence of British naval superiority also led to his downfall.
The British naval strength and napoleon’s lack of one was a crucial factor in his downfall. Napoleon had always used the Dutch navy but Britain destroyed it in 1809, hence war on sea remained the monopoly of Britain. The failure to defeat Britain at sea had two negative effects;
It made napoleon resort to an indirect method i.e. the continental system which led to disaster.
It left Britain as the nucleus around which coalitions against France could be formed. Despite defeating several coalitions, the fourth coalition finally defeated Napoleon. 
 Growth of Nationalism and liberalism in Europe.
By 1814 the ideas of liberalism and nationalism had begun surfacing in Europe.  During his rule, Napoleon had forced many small nations under his rule. Hence whenever he ruled, his administration became a burden   to the people i.e in Italy, the German states, Netherlands (Holland) , Belgium was  , Denmark, Spain etc. 
Much as  he brought some freedom  to such oppressed  people , his administration was characterized by imposed  rulers  (his brothers  and relatives),heavy taxation,  censorship of the press , a strict secret police, arbitrary  arrests and imprisonment  without trial, harassment of peasants etc.
Such unfair policies led to the growth of nationalism, the desire for liberty from foreign rule and willingness to fight against Napoleon hence leading to his downfall.
Loss of a sense of judgment.
As the year progressed, Napoleon lost a sense of judgment of the possible. The clearness of vision and swift judgment that was characteristic of his earlier youthful years was lost as he desired greatness i.e.
	In 1809 he imprisoned the Pope against the better judgment of the concordat hence lost support of the Catholics.


	The Peninsular War of 1809_9 where Napoleon sent only 20000 troops hoping for quick victory. Later 300000 French troops ended up permanently tied up in Spain.


	The Moscow campaign of 1812 when Napoleon invaded his longtime ally Russia i.e.


	He had forgotten that his huge empire needed friends and allies, not enemies.


	Attacking Russia without winter clothing, hoping Russia without winter clothing, hoping for qung for quick victory.


	Attacking Russia because the Czar had refused to give Napoleon his sister showed lack of sense of judgment and priority.


	In his diminishing judgment, Napoleon thought that the fall of Moscow was not even would mark the end of Russian resistance. Moscow was not even the seat of the Czars. It was far away at St Petersburg.

	Napoleon had also lost clear judgment when he embarked on the Moscow campaign in the East while Britain remained undefeated in the West.


	Historians  have observed  that Napoleon  must have overworked  himself  and easily lost the sense of judgment   by quoting  his popular phrase ,”A normal man  sleeps for 2 hours,  a woman sleeps for 4 hours  and a fool for 8 hours. Such lack of rest made Napoleon wear out too quickly.

 Napoleon’s despotic rule.
Napoleon had become unpopular by 1814. In France, he drafted a despotic constitution, over centralized power and dropped   the liberal ideas of the 1787 French Revolution. In other areas of Europe, he adopted even harsher policies, all of which made him a common enemy of all European people and governments. 
New military innovations.
One of the major reasons for Napoleon’s downfall was the new military reforms by European governments. In Russia, reforms were carried out under St. Hardenberg and Minister Scharn Horst which brought the   government nearer to the masses.
By 1811, Prussia had 120000 men in reverse. All over Europe new military techniques and weapons were being developed. These were put to use to defeat Napoleon.
Increasing military decline.
Napoleon had created the largest and most powerful army on the European continent. But by 1814, this army had reduced to small numbers. Most of his generals had either died in the frequent wars while some were deserted .Yet Napoleon’s unending wars required experienced solders.
Unity of Europe or formation of coalitions against Napoleon.
One of the most vital reasons in the downfall of Napoleon was the unity of the entire   European army against him in 1813 and 1814. His misfortune was that the entire European army and resources that were mobilized against him were simply too much.
The territorial losses and diplomatic humiliations drove the government s of Europe in to an alliance against Napoleon which finally succeeded in overthrowing him. The allies of the 4th coalition had about 1.000.000 men fighting Napoleon’s army of 300,000 young experienced boys.
Natural law. 
As human beings, Napoleon Bonaparte had to succumb to the natural law. He could not last forever and when time came for his downfall, he had to go.
Role of Britain
Historical, hostility between Britain and Napoleon.
The Toulon incident of 1793.
Egyptian Campaign of 1798-99
Breaching of the treaty of Amiens, March 1802.
Britain destroyed the Danish fleet at the battle of Copenhagen, 1801 that Napoleon had wanted to use to attack her.
The role of Britain in organizing coalition against Napoleon eg 2nd, 3rd,  4th, coalition .
Britain sent the largest number of troops.
Always financed the coalitions due to her economic power.
Mobilized forces to fight Napoleon.
British naval and economic superiority became an encouragement to other European countries to her.
British desire to safeguard her economic interests made Napoleon’s continental system fail by issuing “Orders in council” 1807. This in effect,
	Deprived Napoleon 1 of his allies e.g. Spain.
Created new enemies e.g. Denmark.
	Stimulated nationalism.
Plunged Napoleon into expensive and disastrous wars eg the peninsular war.
Britain’s contribution at waterloo.
	Britain had forces in the army of occupation in France in 1814

At Leipzig, ‘The Battle of Nations” involving 500,000 men was fought on Oct.16th-18th, 1813. The allies included the British, Austrians, Prussians, Russians and Swedes under Marshal Bernadotte who had deserted Napoleon and joined the allies.
Napoleon was defeated, throwing the French forces back over the Rhine River. For the first time, the allies carried the war into herself since 1793. Czar Alexander 1 of Russia and the king of Prussia Fredrick William entered France on march 31st 1814. Napoleon abdicated (gave in power) on the 7th 1814. He was exiled to the island of elbo, off the coast of Italy. 
The allies met at Vienna and restored the Bourbon monarchy under Louis xviii. But Napoleon escaped from elbo in March 1815. Landed at Cannes in southern France overthrew the bourbons and ruled France for another 100 days.
On 18th June, the battle of waterloo was fought which ended napoleons’ career, the Napoleonic empire and Napoleonic error. Napoleon surrendered to the British forces and was exiled on the island of ST. Helena in the southern Atlantic where he died on the 5th may 1821.
IMPACT/ EFFECTS OF NAPOLEON’S RULE ON EUROPE.
By 1814, napoleon’s aggressive and expansionist foreign policy had greatly affected Europe. The effects were political, social and economic. His policies affected both small and big European nations. Emphasizing the impact of napoleon on Europe, David Thompson in his book “Europe since Napoleon” observed that, “if the French revolution had thrown Europe into a melting pot, Napoleon studied about making sure that much of the residue was removed and giving it a shape it was never to lose. Europe could never be the same again even after his downfall”.
Napoleon is credited for exporting the revolutionary ideas beyond French frontiers. The revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity were spread all over Europe. Napoleon destroyed the system of privileged classes and feudalism in the areas he had controlled and introduced his code Napoleon which ensured law, order and justice.
Through his activities of trying to unite the Italian states and Germany states under one leadership, napoleon indirectly facilitated the unification struggles of both countries. His fostered nationalism in those countries. i.e. people started thinking and working for their unity.
The period of Napoleon led to the expansion of the French frontiers. i.e destroyed the old boundaries where France was just a small country in 1790. By 1814, napoleon’s French empire covered Western Europe from the Baltic Sea to the Adriatic Sea, from Tagus to Niemen covering Italian states, Belgium, German states, Holland etc. napoleon created independent republics which he sometimes administered himself or appointed his friends or relatives to rule. i.e. 
	Joseph Bonaparte in Spain

Luis Bonaparte in Holland
Jerome Bonaparte Westphalia 
Marshal Muzat in Naples 
Marshal Bernadotte in Sweden etc
In such places, napoleon over threw the legitimate rulers. 
Napoleon is credited with instituting the code napoleon of 1804 which had several sub codes in it. The code corrected the chaotic French legal frame work, emphasized the rights of man, duties of a citizen, and confirmed the gains of the peasants from the revolution. The code napoleon was later adopted in many parts of the rest of Europe.
In 1801, napoleon signed the concordat with the pope. This settled the long standing conflict between the   French government and the catholic majority. The concordat also helped to reconcile France with the rest of the catholic world hence reducing on the hostilities. 
Napoleon introduced new reforms in the education system of France. Such reforms later became the basis of modern education in the whole of Europe. 
Napoleon also introduced the legion of humor in France which instilled the spirit of commitment, hard work and patriotism. People worked tirelessly to achieve efficient officers in Europe. Such a system was copied by other European countries. 
Also his reforms in local government and public works did not only benefit France alone but also other European countries where he had direct control like Belgium and Italy
Napoleon made efforts to centralize European markets under French control though his continental system. His idea became the basis of the current European Economic Community.
Napoleon set up the union of West German states known as the confederation of the Rhine in 1806. In all he put an end to the Holy Roman Empire which had dominated central Europe under control of austral.
In 1804, napoleon established a uniform system of weights and measures i.e the metric system which greatly facilitated trade. This was adopted by other European countries and became the basis of the current measures. 
Napoleon’s rule caused political unrest in Europe through his endless wars right from 1800-1813. Napoleon fought and defeated the 2nd coalition formed in 1797, defeated the 3rd coalition formed in 1805 and the 4th coalition formed in 1813.
The constant/ endless Napoleonic wars were further destructive to Europe of human lives and property.
These wars cost Europe millions of people. It is revealed that the wars cost France on the average of three children per family.
Likewise, towns, industries, roads, buildings etc were destroyed through the scorched earth policy which was adopted in many wars.
Napoleon’s continental system negatively affected European economies but especially that of France herself, Prussia, Norway, Sweden Finland, the papal states, Russia, Holland,etc it disrupted the prosperous trade between Britain and the rest of Europe. It caused economic insecurity, financial crisis, economic recess, unemployment, scarcity of essential goods and inflation.    
Napoleon imprisoned the Pope in 1809 which created a state of tension and conflict between him and the Catholics and between France and the rest of Europe.
Napoleon overthrew legitimate  rulers  in many parts of Europe .He replaced such rulers with his brothers  and friends .Such rulers included  the king of  Naples and Sicily , king of Spain , the Pope, the Princes of the German states etc.
His dictatorial policies ie censorship of the press, abolition of free debate and creative writing violated the freedom of speech and expression pronounced by the French Revolution of 1789.
His regime carried out a lot of social and economic exploitation to raise funds to sustain his imperial empire. In conquered areas, Napoleon heavily taxed the people to the benefit of France. However, towards the end of his reign; even the Frenchmen were heavily taxed to finance his war.
The Napoleonic nostalgia (longing for past glory) in Europe especially in France greatly undermined the credibility of the Orleans Monarchy i.e. between 1830-1848. The Frenchmen desired an adventurous ruler like Napoleon yet Louis Philippe was not hence undermining his rule.
In areas where Napoleon had control, he introduced reforms and revolutionary ideas that gave rise to new forces of nationalism, liberalism and democracy. These new forces disturbed Europe hence outbreak of revolutions in 1820, and 1848.
 Napoleon’s expansionist was greatly altered Europe. The balance of power in Europe was greatly changed though his military conquests and annexations. By the time of his downfall, he had turned France in to land master of Europe while Britain remained the sea master.
One of the most important effects of the Napoleonic era was that he forced the European governments to bury their differences and act in coalitions. This was to result in the concert of Europe \congress system after 1815. This act of working together provided the basis for the future league of Nations and the present day United Nations Organization.
In all, Napoleon Bonaparte has given historians an example of the damage that can result from dictatorship and overwhelming ambition ie. Too much power in the hands of one man. But Napoleon also gave Europe durable, social and economic reforms that have stood the test of time.
SAMPLE QUESTIONS:
” It was mainly Britain that was responsible for the downfall of Napoleon1” Discuss.
To what extent did Napoleon 1 live up to the expectations of the revolutionaries?
What was the most significant factor which led to the downfall of Napoleon the great?
	” It was Napoleon the Great’s own domestic policies which led to his downfall” Discuss.
	” The Moscow Campaign of 1812 was the turning point in the career of Napoleon 1” Discuss.

Account for the downfall of Napoleon 1.
“Without the French Revolution, Napoleon would have died as a common man” Discuss.      
THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT OF 1814-1815
	Background
Vienna settlement
Aims/ objectives
Principles
Assessment of Vienna settlement   


Following the defeat and the overthrow of Napoleon 1 in 1815, there was the growing desire by European powers to have peace and order. This forced them to join hands and organize a meeting in the Austria’s capital Vienna. This meeting was to discuss issues affecting them coming from the French revolution of 1789 and Napoleon’s militarism. The two were viewed as the greatest threat of peace, order and stability to the European monarchs.
Most of the work of deciding of the fate of Europe after Napoleon’s wars was done at the meeting/congress of Vienna but it should be remembered that the origin of the congress started early with the formation of the 4th coalition, the signing of the Chaumont treaty, the 2nd Paris treaty and the congress of Vienna and it was from here that European powers came up with a document or resolution that came to be known as the Vienna settlement.
The Vienna settlement therefore refers to the final outcomes, resolutions, deliberations or a document agreed upon and signed by the big powers during the meeting or congress (Vienna meeting) with the main aim of solving problems affecting Europe by 1815
Although representatives of all European states were invited, major decision making was reserved to the big powers of Europe and these powers included Austria as the host represented by the Chancellor Metternich, Britain represented by Lord Castlereagh Czar Alexander 1’ Russia and Austria was represented by Francis 1, France joined later but was represented by Bishop Talleyrand. Other powers present were Denmark, Bavaria, Sweden, Portugal, Spain and Cardinal Salby represented the Pope.
AIMS OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT
The delegates at Vienna were pre-occupied with a number of aims they intended to achieve and these included;
The big powers were concerned with how to ensure or maintain permanent peace and stability throughout Europe and avoid wars on the continent especially after the period of turmoil caused by the French revolution and Napoleon.
The big powers were also concerned with how to safeguard Europe against further French aggression and domination of the European continent.
The powers wanted to defeat and completely eliminate Napoleon and do away with his influence by keeping/maintaining him in permanent custody/prison at the island of St. Helena.
The big powers were also concerned with how to prevent and control the spread of the dangerous French revolutionary ideas to other European states because these ideas had proved to be the source of instability in Europe.
The powers were also pre-occupied with how to share the spoils of war amongst themselves in a way acceptable to all rewarding the victors and punish the vanquished.
The big powers met at Vienna because they wanted to restore the defeated kings/monarchs back to their legitimate thrones throughout Europe and this brought in the idea of the restoration of the monarchs or legitimate. 
The big powers wanted to bring back or to restore interstate economic corporation (trades among European powers because Napoleon had disturbed this through his continental system.
The powers wanted to forge means of maintaining effective alliance among themselves for a period of 20 years and this would help them solve problems affecting Europe.
They also wanted to stamp out sea pirates and ensure free navigation on major waters and bring back economic prosperity.
These powers wanted to stop attempts of any person like Napoleon to grab power, dominate and disturb other European powers.
PRINCIPLES THAT GUIDED THE STATESMEN TO ACHIEVE THEIR AIMS AND ENSURE PEACE IN EUROPE
Territorial re-adjustment/settlement.
This was intended to punish France and allies, strengthen or reward the victors by sharing the spoils of the war. For that case, France’s borders were reduced to those of 1792, later to 1790 after the battle of waterloo.
Russia got Finland which had been conquered from Norway, Bessarabia from Turkey and a big share from Poland. Prussia was strengthened by enlarging it so it was given Saxony, Swedish territory, Pomeranian and Rhineland states and German states. Austria also got some German states (39). She also received Lombardy and Venetia and shared Poland with Russia. Britain retained Heligoland, cape colony, Ceylon, St. Lucia, Tobago and Malta. Belgium was given to Holland and Luxemburg to form the United Kingdom of Netherlands.
How to stop further French aggression
In an attempt to check this, the allied powers created barrier/buffer states around French borders e.g. in the north east Poland and Belgium were united to form Netherlands.In the east the Rhine lands were put under Prussia, in the south Austria was strengthened by gaining Lombardy among others. To prevent French aggression more, the big powers stationed an army of occupation in Paris to crash any rebellion and France paid war indemnity
The principle of balance of power
This aimed at achieving equilibrium based on population and resources. The powers wanted to prevent any one state from gaining a dominant position in Europe to tilt power in its favor and therefore encourage future aggression, to achieve balance of power states agreed on the sharing of the spoils of the war in a way acceptable to all this was achieved through territorial re-adjustments.
N.B. look at the territorial re-adjustment
The principle of Legitimacy
This focused on restoration of legitimate rulers or kings and ruling families to their thrones who held their titles tight from long historical background but had been over thrown by either the French revolution or Napoleon and for that matter the Bourbon monarchy in France was restored under Louis XV111, Ferdinand 1 in Naples, Ferdinand vii in Spain, Orange house in Netherlands, Austria was given Italian states, the Pope given Papal states among others.  These rulers helped in stamping out revolutionary movements and maintained peace.
The principle of rewarding victors and punishing vanquished
The principle pre-supposed that all European nations that assisted in defeating Napoleon be rewarded accordingly and the states that conspired or supported or allied with Napoleon to aggress Europe to be punished. The principle also intended to teach a lesson to other states that some punishments would befall them in case they disturbed European peace, and for that matter Belgium was given to Holland and France was to pay war indemnity of 7 million francs. It suffered an army of occupation and lost territory.
The principle of how to maintain permanent peace and alliance for 20 years
It was resolved/ decided that in order to maintain peace and have permanent alliance, regular or periodic meetings or congresses were necessary to solve problems as they may arise or emerge and in this respect the following meetings were held; the 1st and 2nd Paris treaties, Vienna congress 1814-1815, Aix-la-Chappelle 1818, congress of verona1822, congress of St. Petersburg 1825 and London congress1827. This resulted into what came to be known as the congress system or the idea of concert of Europe.
The issue/ principle of navigation
Here rules and regulations regarding free navigation along or on major international rivers and seas were put in place e.g. River Danube and Rhine were declared free from navigation by all countries. Similarly, sea pirates or robbers on international water like Mediterranean and Black sea were dealt with. Britain was put in charge and a British naval squadron was set up and stamped out pirates, recovered stolen goods and set free captured slaves and this in turn promoted International trade.


The principle of stopping the spread of revolutionary ideas
It should be recalled that the settlement was dominated by absolute monarchs who were dictators and therefore hostile to revolutionary ideas, so they were determined to fight revolutionary tendencies and in this line, they restored legitimate rulers and hated anything Revolutionary. 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT
The settlement restored relative peace and stability in Europe, since the outbreak of French revolution and Napoleonic wars, Europe had been experiencing wars, so the statesmen at Vienna laid down measures which ensured peace for a period of 40 years till the Crimean war of1854 when there was a major war among the big powers
It marked the end of Napoleons era and disorder he had created. The settlement terminated Napoleon’s nightmare and adopted measures to prevent his return to disturb peace. The powers organized themselves and they defeated him at the battle of Waterloo by Admiral Blucher and Wellington, and exiled him to the island of St. Helena where he was kept as good as a prisoner until 1821 when he met his death.
Vienna settlement prevented further French aggression on the European continent. The statesmen created buffer states around the borders of France and neighbors of France were enlarged and strengthened i.e. Poland, Russia, and Austria among others and this ended the French aggression and this saved continental Europe from French expansionism.
Balance of power was achieved by statesmen at the end i.e. no state was to exercise absolute dominance over others. this was achieved through diplomatic sharing of distributed territories in the way accepted to all, Vienna settlement therefore left European powers in harmony and stronger than before. Russia got Finland from Sweden, Austria got Germany and Italian states, Prussia got Poland and England got Ceylon, Crete, Cape of Good Hope among others.
The delegates of Vienna passed a resolution to restore the legitimate rulers and ruling families on their legitimate thrones in Europe and they served selfish interests of Metternich but they also helped in maintaining peace in Europe by stamping out revolutionary movements and as a result Louis xv1 was restored in France, Ferdinand 1, Ferdinand V11, Papal states among others were restored.
Through territorial re-adjustment reached at Vienna by the delegates at Vienna, the map of Europe was re-organised or re-drawn and the old territorial boundaries created by Napoleon had to be destroyed, re-organised and France had to be reduced, Italian and German states given to Austria among others.
The size of France was reduced to that of her former frontiers of 1792 and later 1790, this finally created harmony between France and her neighbours.
The Vienna settlement promoted territorial integrity and independence of some states like Switzerland and the boundaries of each European state were redefined and this reduced or avoided boarder conflicts.
The Vienna settlement successfully suppressed the forces of Nationalism and Liberalism in Europe and in the end they brought about peace and stability by suppressing 1820 and 1830 revolutions wherever they had occurred i.e. Italian 	and German states.
The Vienna settlement initiated/revived constitutionalism first in France by granting the charter of 1814 and later in Europe. This charter gave France a parliamentary system of Government, granted some freedom, and maintained 	most of the revolutionary and Napoleonic gains.
The settlement granted independence and Neutrality to some countries like Switzerland and this settlement granted a number of liberties to the Swiss. This independence given to them was properly utilized for political, social and economic development and today Switzerland is a very important country where we find Headquarters of World Bank, I.M.F and I.C.R.C.
The settlement fought and chased sea piracy on International waters. This was done by setting up British naval squadron which managed to stamp out sea pirates, promoted international trade, recovered stolen goods, set free a number of captured slaves so it can be said that the co-operation which had been destroyed by Napoleon’s continental system and the settlement made international waters to be free for navigation. Like mediterirean and black seas and rivers Rhine and Danube
The Vienna settlement led to firm foundation for the formation of future international bodies/organization charged with a duty of maintaining peace in the world. It should be remembered that the Vienna congress was the first diplomatic peace meeting in the history of Europe. This meeting/ congress provided an example and alternative of settling disputes on a round table, peacefully and for that matter organizations like Paris treaty after Crimean war, Versailles treaty and League of nations after World War 1, U.N.O after World War 11 were formed but borrowing a lot from Vienna settlement.
Vienna settlement also solved inter-territorial conflicts between Russia on one hand and Prussia on the other over Poland and Saxony. This conflict was solved amicably/ peacefully yet this conflict was to result into a serious war, this was a great success to the settlement.
Vienna settlement initiated the formation of congress system or concert of Europe, this was intended to avoid conflicts on the European continent and for that matter a number of congresses were held i.e. Aix-la-chapelle, Troppau, Laibach, Verona congress, St. Petersburg and London congress etc.
The settlement at Vienna did not hold France responsible for the misdeeds/wars caused by Napoleon and for that matter France was invited to join the big four (4) to form the big 5 and France was made to return the stolen treasures and art pieces by Napoleon from other states like Italy, so the settlement normalized the relationship between France and other powers.
It compensated the states that had suffered under Napoleon 1 like the Pope got all his former territories, Sweden got Norway, Prussia gained Pomerania, Saxony, Westphalia and Rhineland, and Austrian power and influence was revived and a loose confederation of Germany with a parliament or Diet was established.
FAILURES OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT
Although a lot has been said in favor of the Vienna settlement, on the other hand however the Vienna settlement scored a number of failures because the delegates were human beings and therefore natural for them to make mistakes here and there either by error or omission.
The delegates ignored the growing forces of nationalism and independence which had helped in bringing about the downfall of Napoleon. Despite the desire to gain independence and democracy by the various states, the delegates ignored it and instead banded up/piled up nations and people as if they were goods to supply compensation here or constitute barrier states there. This was done in the name of controlling further French aggression and rewarding the victors and on that note, Belgium was given to Holland, Italy and German states to Austria etc. it was this blunder which caused instabilities in Europe in the years that came later.
Democratic and liberal ideas were also ignored i.e. no attempts were made to consider people’s needs or desires when determining their leaders. In this respect the statesmen at Vienna restored some of the worst and unpopular leaders in Europe e.g. the Bourbons in France (Louis XV111), Ferdinand 1in Spain, Ferdinand V11 in Naples. These rulers greatly oppressed and exploited people leading to discontent and later revolutions.
The statesmen at Vienna ignored the interests of small states. The Vienna settlement failed to win the support and sympathy of the small states. This was so because they were invited in the meeting as mere observers, without powers to make decisions, therefore, their views or interests were not represented. Worse still, these small states were shared by the big powers as piece of a cake. Gradually these small states broke away from the settlement because they failed to recognize the logic behind it.
The settlement frustrated the independence and unification of Italy, Belgium and German states e.g. Italian states of Lombardy and Venetia were given to Austria, so were the states of Tuscany, Modena and Parma. These states struggled for their independence and unification but Metternich frustrated their struggle.
The settlement and statesmen only restored relative peace in Europe but in the actual sense there was no total peace on the European continent because revolutions occurred in states like Greece, Italy, and Germany etc. therefore, to a lesser extent the Vienna settlement never attained total peace.
The settlement brought Russia into the affairs of western Europe, the settlement recognized Russia as a major power and confirmed this by supporting her claims over Poland and this marked the beginning of Russia’s interference in the Balkan region which caused future wars in the region e.g. the Crimean war.
The Vienna settlement and the statesmen were characterized by fear, suspicion, rivalry and counter rivalry e.g. Britain and Austria feared Russia and Russia greatly opposed Austria and the four feared France. Such fear and suspicion later failed the statesmen leading to its collapse.
In all its territorial arrangements, the settlement failed to achieve its desired goal because there was little that was permanent in that line like Polish people were dissatisfied and revolted so were the Belgians. 
The settlement failed because it was dominated by Autocrats/Dictators who were reactionary and only wished to promote conservatism or old order as opposed to nationalism or change i.e. the settlement appeared to be a league of dictators who wished to take Europe back to the 18th century.
It laid a weak foundation for the formation of the congress system leading to insecurity. This was so because statesmen wanted to revenge against France and Napoleon, and were pre-occupied by intrigue.
The delegates at Vienna were locked up with divisions in ideologies i.e. by virtue of their political differences e.g. Britain was a constitutional monarchy with a liberal constitution, Austria and Russia were dictators (absolute monarchs). Besides, the delegates had religious differences, some were Britain and parts of Prussia were Protestants and others were Catholics. In France, some were Catholics and others were Orthodox Christians i.e. Russia, they failed to compromise on touchy issues/serious and instead promoted their selfish interests.
The delegates were politically short sighted in that they failed to recognize the fact that conflicts would occur in future which would necessitate or demand for an international army and because of the mistakes they committed, revolutions occurred in Europe and there was no army to suppress them.
The statesmen at Vienna created imbalance of power instead of balance of power. European states came out of the meeting, some more powerful than others e.g. Russia and Britain gained immensely thereby creating more problems than they wished to solve.
The Vienna settlement and the statesmen brought in the era of Metternich system and his conservatism in Europe, they suppressed the forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy and it was this which led to the outbreak of 1830 and 1848 revolutions in Europe.
By restoring the Sultan of Turkey as the ruler of the whole Ottoman Empire and the Ottoman problems were not solved thereby leading to the Eastern question and Balkan crisis.
SUMMARY OF FAILURES OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT
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Delegates ignored the growing forces of Nationalism
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Democratic and liberal ideas were also ignored
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	Statesmen at Vienna ignored the interests of small states
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The settlement frustrated the independence and unification of Italy, Belgium and Germany states
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	The statesmen and settlement only restored relative peace in Europe
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It brought Russia into the affairs of Western Europe
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	The Vienna settlement and the statesmen were characterized with fear, suspicion and rivalry
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	It failed to impose because it was dominated by dictators
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It laid a weak foundation for the formation f the congress system leading to insecurity
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	Delegates were locked up with division in ideologies
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Delegates were politically shortsighted
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	Statesmen created imbalance instead of balance of power
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The settlement and the statesmen brought in the era of Metternich system

THE CONGRESS SYSTEM/CONCERT OF EUROPE
Background of the congress system
Aims and objections
Various congresses 
Assessment of the congress system
Collapse of the congress system
During the Vienna conference, leading statesmen resolved that in order to maintain peace in Europe similar several meetings would be organized; this led to the congress system whereby European powers agreed to hold regular congresses /meetings.
The congress system was a series or a number of diplomatic meetings or congresses organized by the big powers to discuss major problems affecting the European continent following the defeat of Napoleon 1 and for that matter, a number of meetings were held;
	Aix-la-Chapelle congress 1818

The congress of Troppau 1820
The congress of Laibach 1821
The congress of Verona 1822
The congress of St. Petersburg of 1825
THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA/QUADRUPLE ALLIANCE 1815
It was the 1st congress to be held following the defeat of Napoleon 1. It was attended by Russia, Prussia, Austria and Britain (big 4). These powers had the following aims and objectives;
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	To defend themselves against the possible attack from France
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	Agreed to discuss and maintain peace and stability
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	Meet in future meetings to discuss problems as they may arise
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Control the spread of the French revolution
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	Maintain Napoleon in permanent custody
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Divide disputed territories among themselves in a way accepted to them all
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	Balance of power 
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	To promote economic cooperation and prosperity on the European continent
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	To protect the restored legitimate rulers in Europe
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Agreed to continue excluding Napoleon and Bonaparte dynasty in Europe
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	To maintain or implement resolutions reached at the Vienna congress
In essence it was from this point that the congress system or the concert of Europe was born.
However, in the process of discussing, conflicts erupted between Britain (Lord Stewart Castlereagh) and Austria represented by Metternich. This was so because Britain never wanted to interfere in the affairs of other states but Metternich of Austria insisted on armed suppression of any revolution and even accused Britain of diverting aims of the congress system. This gave an open chance to Napoleon 1 to escape from Elba and rule France for 100 days until he was finally defeated and sent to the island of St. Helena.
HOLY ALIANCE 1815-1816
This was a league of the heads of states bound together in a Christian union of charity, love, peace and unity as proposed by Czar Alexander 1 of Russia. He said that leaders were to rule on Christian principles and act as fathers of the people and brothers to each other. The Holy Alliance was signed by Fredrick William (Prussia) Francis 1 (Austria) Alexander 1 (Russia) who urged that the leaders were dedicated by God and the defeat of Napoleon was a heavenly elected mission and Alexander 1 regarded himself as the conqueror of conquerors.
 The Holy Alliance however received a lot of criticisms and many leaders disapproved of it e.g. Lord Stewart Castlereagh of Britain called it “A piece of sublime mysticism and no sense” and prince Metternich called it “A loud sounding nothing and said that Czar’s mind was quite clearly affected” and Bishop Talleyrand of France dismissed it as a ridiculous contract and this made this alliance to fail and led to the calling of another alliance.
THE CONGRESS OF AIX-LA-CHAPELLE OF 1818
It was attended by the big four and France was admitted and allowed to attend and it was from here that the big four unanimously agreed to withdraw an army of occupation and invite France to join them and form the big five (5) because France had fulfilled her obligations as demanded by the big powers.
At the same time, the big four agreed secretly to operate against France if France disturbed the peace of Europe again but they also agreed to protect the Jews and intervene and suppress any revolution wherever it occurred. But, this also caused disagreements among the powers that it was wrong to protect despotic government and because of these disagreements, revolts occurred in Europe e.g. in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany, England etc and because of these revolts another congress had to be called.
THE CONGRESS OF TROPPAU 1820
The congress was called by Metternich to discuss problems in Europe at that time. There were a number of crises and they were considered to be dangerous and it was against this background that Metternich convened the meeting. However during the meeting, conflicts and division cropped up i.e. Britain and France suggested that this meeting was not necessary and so they just sent mere observers.
On the contrary, Austria, Prussia and Russia said that it was important to have this meeting so as to suppress the revolutions wherever they occurred. In fact the three (3) suggested to have a joint army which would restore order and the overthrown kings and they came up with what came to be known as Troppau-protocol. In this protocol, the powers agreed to intervene in states that had undergone revolutions. However, it was during this meeting that differences in opinion started appearing.
THE CONGRESS OF LAIBACH 1821
After adjourning/ ending the Troppau congress, the congress of Laibach was called. It was to implement the Troppau recommendations. During this meeting, the powers reluctantly formed an army to restore the overthrown kings and Metternich suggested they would suppress revolutions anywhere they would occur but Metternich was greatly opposed by Britain.
A number of disagreements continued to occur e.g. Britain had proposed to cross the Atlantic Ocean to go and suppress the revolution in South America. They also had a problem with the sea pirates on the Mediterranean Sea and this necessitated/ called for the formation of a joint Navy force to patrol the sea. This was not liked by Prussia and divided the congress and nothing much was resolved.
THE CONGRESS OF VERONA 1822
This congress was called to solve the problem of the Greek war of independence which had been organized by the Greeks against the Turkish administration. Russia supported the Greeks against Turkish because they were all Orthodox Christians. However, this was opposed by Britain and France because they feared Russia’s influence in the Balkan region.
This meeting was attended by Russia, Prussia, Austria, France and Britain but Britain was represented by mere observers because the representative Lord Stewart Castlereagh one of the founder members had suffered mental breakdown and he was left un guarded and succeeded in committing suicide and replaced by Lord Canning who had no fatherly love for the congress system and wished it to collapse. (“Things are getting back to the wholesome state again, every nation for itself and God for us all”). With such feelings from members, nothing much was achieved from this meeting and the Greek war problem was not solved but also left the congress system shaky.
In 1823, and 1824, a number of congresses were held but were not successful and it was the czar of Russia who called the congress of St. Petersburg 1825. Unfortunately the congress was characterized by disagreement and no serious issues were discussed and Britain never attended and this gave a hard blow to the congress system which later led to its collapse.
Qn; “The disagreements among the big powers greatly led to the collapse of the congress system” Discuss 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM
Qn; Assess the achievements of the congress system between 1815-1830
After overthrowing Napoleon 1, the big powers met at Vienna and discussed issues affecting Europe. They also discussed and agreed to have a number of congresses and this led to the formation of the congress system or the concert of Europe and this congress system scored a number of successes and they included the following;
Preserved or maintained peace, order and stability in Europe; the congress system was the 1st of its kind in the history of Europe and it’s credited for having preserved peace in Europe especially after the Napoleonic wars. The congress men laid down ways on how to maintain peace on the continent and peace was maintained at least for a period of 40 years until the outbreak of the Crimean war of 1854.This was done by suppressing 1820, 1821, and 1823 revolts in Spain, Portugal and the two Sicilies.
It promoted the idea of international diplomacy or co-operation, this was done through organizing diplomatic and periodic meetings where powers met and discussed issues affecting European peace and stability. This brought in the idea of the concert of Europe.
The congress system preserved or maintained the restored legitimate rulers who had been overthrown by the French revolution and Napoleonic wars e.g. in France the congress preserved Louis XV111, Spain Ferdinand1, in Naples Ferdinand V11 and these rulers helped in the maintenance of peace and stability in Europe.
The congress system disciplined and maintained Napoleon 1 in permanent custody at the island of St. Helena where he was kept as good as a prisoner never to disturb the peace of Europe again until he met his death in 1821 and the Bonaparte dynasty was kept out of European politics.
Revolutions occurred in Europe during the time of the congress system in 1818 and 1820s in different states in Europe because of the political, social and economic problems. The congress system however succeeded in suppressing these revolutions hence creating peace and stability.
The congress system laid down a firm foundation for the formation of future international peace bodies or organizations. It should be noted that the congress system was the 1st diplomatic peace keeping body in the history of Europe, so it provided an alternative of settling disputes on round table and left behind a legacy and a viable experiment for the formation of other bodies e.g. the Paris treaty 1856 after Crimean war, the Versailles peace treaty 1919, the League Of Nations, after World War 1, and UNO after World War 11 1945. These bodies played a vital role in maintenance of peace and stability in Europe.
The congress system restored and promoted international trade and it revived economic co-operation which had been disrupted by Napoleon’s continental system. The delegates at Vienna met and resolved to promote international trade and they made international waters free for navigation e.g. rivers Danube and Rhine and international seas like Mediterranean Sea and Black Seas.
The congress system further prevented French aggression by maintaining the created Barrier states around France and using the above, France was weakened politically and militarily and it never disturbed the peace of Europe again.
There was balance of power among European states; all powers came out of the congress satisfied because they had all registered the balance of power through sharing the distributed territories in a way accepted to all.
The congress system controlled the spread of French revolutionary ideas which started in 1789 and were these ideas which were responsible for instabilities in Europe, so the statesmen sat down and laid down measures which laid out the spread of these ideas.
The congress men reconciled France with other European powers at Aix la chapelle and they came to realize that their problem was not with France but Napoleon and also noted that without France, peace and balance of power would not be maintained, so France was re admitted to the big four (4) to form the big five (5) there by completing the concert of Europe.
The congress system maintained the redrawn map of Europe through territorial arrangements; this map of Europe had been changed by Napoleon when he established the Napoleonic Empire. It was the congress men who redrew the map of Europe.
The congress system controlled the forces of liberalism, democracy, nationalism from spreading to Europe. These forces were considered to be dangerous and responsible for disorder in Europe.

SUMMARY
Maintained peace and stability
Promoted the idea of international co-operation
Preserved legitimate rulers
Maintained Napoleon in permanent custody at the island of St. Helena
The congress suppressed the revolutions
Promoted international trade and made international waters free for navigation
Prevented further French aggression
Promoted the idea of forming future bodies
Balance of power was maintained
Prevented the spread of the French revolutionary ideas
Reconciled France with other powers
Re-drew the map of Europe
Controlled the forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy


FAILURES OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM
The congress system and the congress men were pre-occupied by disagreements and conflicts because of selfish interests. Here members failed to reach an agreement or common understanding because of selfish interests e.g. Britain and Russia.
Much as the congress system wanted to ensure peace and stability in Europe at least for a period of 40 years, in actual sense total peace on the continent was never realized because revolutions occurred in states like Italy, Germany, Greece etc and the congress failed to suppress them.
It failed to capture the support and sympathy of small states i.e. although they were invited; these small states were mere observers without powers to make decisions. Worse still, many of these small states were shared by the big powers as a piece of cake so gradually these states broke away from the congress because they failed to recognize the idea behind the congress. 
It was also blamed for maintaining dictators in form of legitimate rulers in order to maintain peace in Europe and for that matter dictators like Ferdinand 1 and Ferdinand V11 of Spain and Naples respectively were restored and even the Bourbons in France. These rulers were dictatorial, exploitative and initiated no economic reforms, little wonder therefore that the years that came later saw European masses turning against them e.g. in France because “they had learnt nothing and forgot nothing”. 
It failed to create an army to guarantee security and implement resolution of the congress system. Because of lack of an army, revolutions broke out in Europe one after the other and the congress system failed to suppress them e.g. 1820s and 1830s revolution.
It failed to settle or solve the Greek question during 1820s and 1830s, the Greeks revolted against their Turkish masters so as to gain independence, but in doing so, they needed the support of big powers. Unfortunately, however, the big powers had selfish interests in this matter and because of that the Greek question took long to be sorted out. 
It also failed/ ignored the growing forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy yet it were these forces which brought about the down fall of Napoleon 1 but the powers ignored them when they joined states together as if they were goods to supply compensation or serve as Barrier states e.g. Belgium and Holland.
It failed because it lacked experience; it should be noted that the Vienna settlement and later the congress system were the first international peace keeping bodies in the history of Europe so they lacked examples to copy from.
The congress men were divided over ideologies; this was so because they had different political backgrounds so it was natural and inevitable that these divisions had to occur e.g. Britain and France were Liberals (democratic) but Austria and Russia were conservatives and therefore were dictators. Besides, the congress men were divided along religious line i.e. Austria and France were Catholics, Britain and Prussia were Protestants while Russians were Orthodox Christians. Because of the above, divisions among the congressmen increased as they never agreed on a number of issues and this led to their failure. 
It was criticized for having introduced and maintained the Metternich system which was unpopular because it was characterized by dictatorial policies like suppression of basic social economic and political rights.
The congress tried to re-draw the map of Europe so as to check further French aggression. Unfortunately, the congress men ended up changing the balance of power and instead created imbalance of power i.e. some powers like Britain and Russia came out of the congress more powerful than the other states.
It failed to put in place an international court of law where international conflicts would be solved and because of that revolutions and conflicts occurred one after the other because there was no court of law to solve them and in the end the congress failed to maintain peace and stability.
It lacked clear guiding principles, had no agenda, no constitution, and work plan so it based on the principle of try and error and this was a serious weakness. 
In conclusion, it can be said that although the congress system failed here and there, it must be noted that the delegates were human beings bound to make mistakes here and there either by omission or accident after all they were not angels but in general/ to a greater extent the congress system scored a lot of success and left behind a legacy to be followed by other international peace bodies like League Of Nations and United Nations Organization.
SUMMARY
Disagreements and conflicts (self interests)
	Failed to maintain total peace
	Failed to meet the support of small states
Maintained dictators
Failed to put in place an international army to maintain security
Failed to solve the Greek question
Lacked experience
Congress men were divided over political and religious lines
Introduced and maintained the Metternich system which was unpopular
Failed to put in place an international court of law
Created imbalance of power
Lacked clear guiding principles
THE COLLAPSE OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM
Qn; Account for the collapse of the congress system by 1830.
The congress system was series of periodic meetings which were organized by statesmen in Europe. They stretched from 1818-1830 and a number of congresses were; the congress of Aix-la-Chapelle 1818, Troppau 1820, Laibach 1821, Verona 1822 and St. Petersburg 1825. By 1830, the congress system had collapsed and several factors have been put forward to explain why the congress had to collapse.
Britain’s isolationist policy in the affairs of other states led to the collapse of the congress system. This policy was started by Lord Stewart Castlereagh and was continued by his successor Lord Canning. The two had refused to intervene in the affairs of Spain, Naples, and Piedmont and in the American quarrels. Such actions made the congress weak because they encouraged states to organize revolutions and it were these revolutions which finally ended the congress system.
The death of the foundation members contributed to the collapse of the congress system e.g. Lord Stewart Castlereagh died in 1821 and replaced by Lord Canning, Czar Alexander 1 of Russia died in 1825 and was replaced by Czar Nicholas 1; Bishop Talleyrand was replaced by Richelieu. The new members lacked parental attachment, more so, the new members were ambitious and the only member who remained, Metternich was isolated. To sum up the whole situation, lord Cunning had this to say “things are getting back to the wholesome state, every nation for itself and God for us all” and these were conclusive remarks that completed the congress system.
Disagreements because of conflicting and different interests among the members. The congress system was characterized by disagreements and selfishness which brought about disagreements or conflicts. Although the members had good aims for its formation but at least each member had selfish interests to fulfill e.g. Britain had commercial interests and never wanted to interfere in the affair of others. Russia had interest in the Balkan region, Austria wanted to maintain her heterogeneous empire, and such conflicting and selfish interests could not allow the congress system to stay longer.
Mistrust and suspicion among the members made the congress system collapse; none of the powers trusted the other. Britain never trusted any country, Russia never trusted Britain, Russia and Prussia were suspicious of each other and the four never trusted France. Because of the above, there were constant disagreements; mistrust and it were these which undermined the existence of the congress system.
The policy of restoring and preserving despotic rulers in the name of legitimate rulers made the system unpopular and later led to its collapse. These rulers were restored in France, Naples, Spain etc. this made the congress system to be the centre of attack by people in such states because the restored rulers were despotic. It made masses to organize revolutions and these revolutions undermined the existence of the congress system.
The rise and growth of Nationalism and Liberalism led to the collapse of the congress system. in order to maintain peace and balance power, states and people were joined together as if they were goods and small states were shared by the big powers as if they were pieces of cake e.g. Belgium and Holland, Italy and Germany states. This caused the spirit of Nationalism to rise in such affected areas leading to the 1830 revolutions that ended the congress system.
Failure to win the support of small states or being insensitive to the interest of the minority right from the very beginning i.e. Vienna settlement and later the congress system, the big powers ignored the small states. They never gave the small states a chance to air out their interests and only attended as mere observers so lack of involvement and support from small powers led to limited membership and this made the congress to collapse.
Existence of different political ideologies brought about its collapse i.e. the members of the congress were divided along different political ideologies i.e. while Britain and France were Liberals and believed in constitutional monarchs, France and Austria on the other hand were despotic and believed in conservatism.
Lack of experience, it should be remembered that the congress system was the first international body to be established in the history of Europe so it lacked experience and had nothing to learn from and even did not know how to achieve its successes. The congress men were a group of “blind fellows” so they based their work on trial and error system.
The French aggression and Napoleonic wars that had brought the big powers together had not been solved yet the congress system was built around the common fear that France was an enemy and had been admitted in the congress system and Napoleon 1 had died, so lack of a common enemy made the congress system fail/ collapse.
Lack of clear guiding principles, no agenda, no constitution, and no work plan led to the collapse of the congress system. This was so because the congress had not been given the time of its operation or existence. It lacked co-ordination and sense of direction, it were the above that led to its collapse.
Scarcity of resources like arms and money, the congress failed to create a joint army so as to maintain itself or for that matter to prevent and suppress the occurrence of other revolutions in Europe i.e. there was no joint army to suppress these rebellions and the occurrence of these revolutions led to the collapse of the congress system.
Monroe doctrine was a policy of the America, introduced on December 2nd 1823; it stated that further efforts by European nations would be viewed as acts of aggression requiring US intervention. The doctrine was issued at a time when nearly all Latin American colonies of Spain, Portugal had achieved independence from the Spanish Empire.USA working with Britain wanted to guarantee that no European power would move in to interfere, so it became a defining policy in the survival of the congress system.
The congress system collapsed because it lacked an international court to solve problems among the members so there was disorder, lawlessness and disagreements among the members and the disagreements weakened the this system leading to its collapse.
The Metternich system; this system made the congress system unpopular. It should be remembered that it was Metternich who initiated the congress system and also the Metternich system which involved suppressive policies and applied them to countries like Italy and Germany states. Because the Metternich system was harsh, it made the masses to withdraw their support from the congress system.
The outbreak of the Greek war of independence, this war put the last nail in the coffin of the congress system in that the war divided the congress men e.g. Britain and Russia wanted the Greeks to be independent from Turkey. On the other hand, Austria and Prussia opposed this idea and this divided the congress leading to its collapse.
SUMMARY
There were series of periodic meetings
Britain’s isolationist policy
The death of the founder members
Disagreements
Mistrust and suspicion among members
Policy of restoring despotic leaders
Rise and Growth of Nationalism
Failure to win the support of small states
Existence of different political ideologies
Lack of experience
Lack of guiding principles (clear guiding principles)
Scarcity of resources
The French aggression and Napoleonic wars
Lack of international courts
The Metternich system
The outbreak of the Greek war of independence

THE RESTORED BOURBON MONACHY 1815-1830
The Bourbon family/Monarchy was the legitimate ruling family in Frane, it dated as far back as 17th century from the time of Louis XIII (1610-1643), Louis XIV (1643 – 1715), Louis XV (1715-1774), Louis XVI (1774 – 1793) however after the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789 and the rise of Napoleon I, the bourbon rule in France was brought to an end.
	
After the final defeat of Napoleon I at the battle of waterloo, the great powers met at Vienna and agreed to restore the legitimate rulers in order to have and maintain peace in Europe, the idea of restoring legitimate rulers was presented by Bishop Talleyrand who represented France in the Vienna congress. For that matter therefore Louis XVIII (brother to Louis xvi) was installed as the new king of France.

Louis XVIII ruled France between 1815 and 1824 and was succeeded by Comte D’ Artois later came to be called Charles X who ruled France from 1824-1830. The two were restored as bourbon rulers of France and they were only over thrown by the 1830 revolution.

The restored bourbon monarchy in France was different from the original bourbon monarchy in France before 1789 because the great powers who met at Vienna decided to make the restored bourbons a constitutional monarchy in order to prevent the occurrence of another revolution in France. The powers gave them constitutional charter of 1814 which was supposed to guide them as they ruled France, the constitutional charter was intended to limit excesses of the French restored bourbons or rulers and also limit the possibilities of another revolution in France.



The constitutional charter of 1814 had the following contents.
The king had to be a constitutional and not an absolute king.
The king was to be the head of the state with powers to appoint, declare wars, sign treaties of peace, commerce, alliances and he would be the commander of the army.
The charter set up a parliamentary system consisting of two chambers. i.e. chambers of peers and chamber of deputies. The chamber of peers was nominated by the king and acted as the high court and the chamber of deputies was to be elected by the people/ voters who paid 300 francs as direct taxes.
The charter provided for religious freedom/ religious tolerance was decreed.
It granted liberty / freedom of press.
Trial was by jury and all people were equal before the law.
Lettre de’ cachet or arbitrary arrests was never to return in France
All French men were eligible / qualified to have employment under the state.
The peasants’ land was not to be taken away by the bourbon rulers, all those who had purchased land and property of the church or the nobility during the revolution were guaranteed their possession.
It accepted the achievements of the French revolutions and Napoleon’s achievements.
Promotions to offices were to be on merit.

Louis XVIII on his part accepted the charter and agreed to be restored upon it. He was also given the duty of paying war indemnity imposed on France, he was to carry out economic reforms in France and because of that France was invited / admitted in to the Vienna Settlement / Congress system.
Frances’ admission to the congress system was mainly because Louis xviii was a sensible leader and a man of peace who believed in reconciliation with the French. Louis xviii was willing to forget the past and not to revenge against those who killed his brother (Let the bye gone be bye gone).

FRANCE UNDER LOUIS XVIII 1815-1824 AND HIS ACHIEVEMENTS
Louis xviii also known as Louis – Stanislas Xavier born 1755 – 1824, was a brother to Louis xvi, he was restored to power by the Vienna congress and ruled France from 1814 – 1824. Was also given constitutional charter that was to guide him during his term in office.

During his reign, Louis xviii scored the following successes:
He led to the reduction of war indemnity which helped France to pay the powers only a third of the initial amount. It was through his effort that an army occupation from Britain, Russia, Austria, and Prussia was removed from France. After withdrawing the army of occupation, Louis xviii embarked on re-organization of the French army to enable that army manage the security of France.

He also made attempts to see that France joined the European alliance after regaining the recognition of major powers. In 1818 France was invited to join the concert of Europe which ended French isolation by the European powers. French admission into the concert of Europe transformed the quadruple (big 4) alliance into the quarteruple alliance (big 5).

Between 1815-1819, Louis xviii tried to grant some freedom to the people of France e.g. there was freedom of worship and Association, he extended democracy and constitutional rule to the French. He tried as much as possible to rule according to the constitutional charter of the 1814 by respecting peoples’ fundamental rights, e.g. there was equality before the law and his administration provided security to peoples’ property.

He tried to contain the violent activities of the ultra-royalists. He granted pardon or set free all the prisoners who had been convicted on treason charges and was determined to establish peaceful co-existence of the ultra royalists and former revolutionaries as he once remarked “I will not be a king of two people”. 

Louis xviii also adopted reconciliatory approach during his administration i.e. he never sought for revenge e.g. Marshal Ney, one of Napoleons’ generals was incorporated into his government having been forgiven. Fouchie who served Napoleon as a police minister was named by Louis XVIII as a minister; this led to harmony among the French.
Working hand in hand with the European powers, Louis Xviii put an end to the spread of revolutionary ideas in France and abroad, he succeeded in keeping Napoleon in safe custody leading to peace and stability in Europe.

He preserved some of the French revolution and Napoleonic institutions / achievements e.g. the reforms in local government started by Napoleon were maintained, the Legion of Honor was maintained, code Napoleon and Napoleons’ economic reforms were preserved.

He set up a parliamentary system consisting of the chambers of peers nominated by the king and the chamber of deputies elected by the people who paid 300 francs in direct taxes.

There was right to private property during his regime, this was in accordance with the constitutional charter which provided that property, that had been confiscated from the nobles during the French Revolution would be maintained by the peasants.
He promoted home industries by imposing high taxes on imported manufactured goods to protect home industries from competition. He also encouraged financial reforms started by Napoleon I. this made him popular and also brought economic stability in France.

He also succeeded in reorganizing the French army and also retained some of Napoleons’ officers in the new army. He recruited young men to strengthen the army. He also encouraged promotions on merit rather than on birth rights.

He also registered success in foreign policy. This also won France foreign glory which also increased his popularity.
Louis XVIII appointed able and clear headed ministers who brought economic recovery and prosperity in France, e.g. Richelieu and Vincent 

Louis XVIII tried his level best to end despotism in France and warned his young brother who succeeded him never to uphold despotism as it was during the reign of Louis XVI because it was this despotism and refusal to embrace change that caused French Revolution and his death.
FAILURES OF LOUIS XVIII
Firstly, Louis xviii limited (narrowed) the franchise (voters’ population) using property qualifications e.g out 29 million voters in France only 100000 were eligible voters because they could pay 300 francs in direct taxes in addition to that, for some to be voted to the chambers of deputies, had to be forty years and above in addition to the 1000francs in direct taxes.

He became an ultra conservative leader after the murder of Duke De -  Beri  by louvel, a fanatical opponent of the bourbons, Duke De - Beri was the second son of Charles X he was in direct succession of the French throne. His assassination by the Bornapatists led to the introduction of suppressive policies and discredited Louis xviii.

He also failed to control extravagancy of the clergy from 1818. Louis xviii supported some nobles and clergy who wanted their land from the peasants. Because of this he was hated by the peasants and therefore met a lot of oppositions from the French masses. 

He also failed to control the activities of the émigrés who demanded for revenge and compensation as a result France witnessed the period of white terror from 1820 which caused instability and death.

He passed a law which set up a military tribunal and this tribunal was to try all supporters of the French Revolution and Napoleon I and in the process many were arrested tried imprisoned and killed e.g. General. Brune, Marshal Ney the bravest of the brave and by 1816 over 3000 supporters had been sent into exile / killed.

Louis xviii failed to satisfy the interests of many groups in France which led to social disharmony e.g. the traders/ merchants were annoyed by the high tariffs imposed on imports which affected their business, the ultra royalists who wanted their land compensation for the property they lost, the Bonarpatists who wanted foreign glory and the republicans who demanded for more rights / liberties.

He put the Education system under the Catholic Church control yet the French Revolution had abolished this, this was so because the church was very inefficient, discriminative and the French wished it to be under central government.

He carried out violent suppression of the peasant revolt of the 1816 which made his government unpopular. This violent suppression undermined attempts to reconcile the bourbons and the French peasants who were demanding for the guarantee of land ownership following the return of the nobles.

He imposed restrictions on political liberties and freedoms of the French e.g. He was forced to change the constitution and later dissolve the chamber of deputies and all political parties in order to give room to the ultra royalists. This made his government dictatorial.

He appointed the members of the chambers of peers, ministers from the nobles more than the middle class. This was unfair to democracy since there was no objective criticism to the government.  

Louis Xviii put the officers who had loyally served in Napoleon’s regime on half pay. This was unfortunate because this was open revenge, left many opponents disappointed and it showed that he was shortsighted and became unpopular.

Louis Xviii failed to improve the standards of living of the French masses. The economy continued to suffer the effects of the Napoleonic wars and no effort was put in place to reform the economy.

He failed to hide his love for monarchical leadership fashion, even when he knew that he was to rule according to 1814 charter but he regarded himself as a king by God’s Grace rather than the will of the people and that the charter was mere gift given to him to use while ruling.

He dismissed his liberal ministers e.g. Richelieu was fired and replaced by conservative villele who made changes in favor of the ultra royalists for instance, he changed the constitution and the elections were to be held every after 7 years which favored the royalists. 

He was influenced by the ultra royalists to disband the tri-color flag, the only symbol of the revolution. This annoyed the peasant leading to his unpopularity; in addition he forced many of Napoleons’ generals to retire from the army while others were put on half pay which failed his reconciliation strategy.

He started the scheme of compensating the émigrés who had lost property during the revolution. This led to over taxation of the peasants leading to his unpopularity.

He restricted and censored the press which was against the charter of 1814 that provided for freedom of press and speech. This followed the assassination of Duke De Beri  by the Bonapatists. He used censorship to eliminate liberalism and bonapatism from France.

Qtn. How successful was Louis Xviii between 1814 – 1824 in France? 


CHARLES X 1824-1830 (Comte d’ Artois)
 Comte D’ Artois also known as Charles X was a brother to Louis XVIII and ultra royalists. He came to power after the death of Louis XVIII and ruled France from 1824-1830 when he was overthrown by the 1830 revolution in France.  He was born in 1857 to Louis Dauphine of France and his wife Marie Josephine of Saxon.

The death of Louis XVIII robbed France of a realistic king and brought in an unrealistic king. This was so because Louis XVIII had learnt something and was ready for change. On the other hand, Charles X was an extremist and was totally opposed to anything revolutionary. Charles x was the leader of the émigrés and he was a strong believer in the divine rights and powers of kings. During his time as king of France, the French masses were disappointed because he was very determined to bring back the conditions that prevailed in France before 1789 showing that he had learnt nothing.

POLICIES OF CHARLES X (UNREALISTIC POLICIES).

Count D’ Artois was the leader of the émigrés when he became the king of France, he assumed the title of King Charles x. Charles x was determined to wage a war of revenge against those who had organized the French revolution and the supporters of Napoleon. In his view, he said those people were enemies who were not only mistaken but also sinful so he organized revenge against them and this was unrealistic.

From the very beginning, Charles x despised the nature of king Louis’ XVIII administration, i.e. he was a constitutional king and was not ready to be a constitutional king but to be an absolute one and was determined to go back to the past style of the ancient region. He even said, “I would rather chop wood than ruling under the fashion of the king of England”. This was unrealistic because powers and privileges had caused the 1789 revolution.

During his coronation Charles x revived the old ceremonies and he was crowned amidst a colourful ceremony after that he visited the hospital claiming to have powers to heal the sick with his holly touch, unfortunately the sick never got healed and instead many died, this made him very unpopular and indeed unrealistic.

In addition to his coronation, Charles x was very extravagant in entertaining his guests and this was unrealistic, it should be remembered that it was extravagance of the French crown which led to the outbreak of the 1789 revolution, to repeat the same extravagance of Louis xvi, Charles x showed that he had learnt nothing and forgot nothing.

Charles x was unrealistic because he revived the hated social classes in the French society yet these classes had been abolished by the revolution. More so he restored the privileges of the nobles and the clergy he even gave them back important positions in the government. This was unrealistic and it partly contributed to the downfall of the restored bourbon.

When he came to power Charles x embraced the policy of compensating the émigrés for what they had lost during the revolution and Napoleons’ era, the worst part of this was that he compensated the émigrés using funds from the peasants and the middle class, this was unrealistic and it made him unpopular.( £40m was to be paid to the émigrés which was raised from both direct and indirect taxes e.g. indirect taxes on public loans secured from the middle class was charged to raise this bill).

Charles x made the peasants to lose all the liberties they had acquired from the revolution for instance he censored the press, denied them freedom of worship, association, arbitrary arrests and detentions were the order of the day and abolished Napoleons’ reforms.

He restored the influence of the Catholic Church in state affairs, catholism became a state religion, he gave back the clergy their positions and committing a crime against the church was like committing a crime against the state, and this was unrealistic because he was taking France back to pre 1789 situation.

Charles x abolished the national guard or peoples’ army and replaced it with the royal guard which had no ability to defend the king, the state, people and their property moreover these royal guards were hated by the masses to bring it back was unrealistic. He feared that the National Guard which was dominated by the liberals, republicans and bournapatists would overthrow his government.
Because of the increasing opposition, Charles x adopted naked despotism i.e. he dissolved the parliament and the constitution, he changed the voting procedures, dismissed the liberal ministers and appointed conservative ministers, he dismissed the reformist minister martignac and replaced him with polignac, who was a former prisoner of Napoleon I and a strong ultra royalist who defended and promoted Charles X’s policies. This vividly showed that he had learnt nothing.
	
In 1830, Charles x passed strict laws known as the ordinance of St. Claude of 1830. They involved tight control of the press, banned political activities, destroyed the 1814 charter and declared a state of emergency when he said,” a government that has no right to take measures for the safety of the state cannot exist”. This increased the opposition against him and in July 1830 Charles x was over thrown by the revolution and fled to England.

REALISTIC POLICIES.

On the other hand however, Charles x is credited for having captured Algerian and made it a French colony by 1830 there by promoting French foreign glory and French troops were stationed there until the reign of Louis Philippe.
It’s also said that Charles x carried out economic reforms and France developed during his reign, there was industrialization and the French financial position generally improved.

REASONS WHY THE RESTORED BOURBON MONACHY                                COLLAPSED OR SHORTLIVED.
1. 	To what extent did the violation of 1814 charter to the contribute to the downfall of 	the 	Restored Bourbons?
2.	Why was the restored Bourbon monarchy so short lived?

Right from the beginning the restored Bourbon monarchy faced a number of challenges that contributed to it’s collapse in 1830. 

Firstly Napoleons’ attempt to come back and rule France for 100 days after his defeat at the battle of nations contributed to the weakness of this government.

Napoleon escaped from elba and landed in southern France, he was warmly welcomed by the French which forced Louis xviii to escape into exile. Napoleon ruled France for 100 days until he was defeated at the battle of waterloo. The coming of napoleon and the warm welcome received showed that he was still a popular leader in France.

The monarchy faced a problem of weak leaders e.g. Louis xviii was old and in poor health, so he left most of the responsibilities to his ministers. Charles x was not only radical (strong hearted) but also inefficient with many corrupt ministers who were preoccupied with the revenge policy against the supporters of the French revolution and Napoleon. 

The monarchy itself was unpopular right from the beginning it should be remembered that the French revolution of 1879 was organized by the French to overthrow the bourbons, a sign that the French were tired of the Bourbon monarchy therefore the Bourbons were imposed on to the French by the states men at the Vienna congress and above all the restored kings were despotic.

France was economically in bad shape during the reign of the restored bourbons. France was characterized by unemployment, poor working conditions, low wages, poor state of infrastructure, underdeveloped agriculture, poor housing, poor standards of living. All the above called for reforms in the economy but the restored bourbon monarchy lacked necessary resources to cause or bring reforms leading to their unpopularity and collapse.

The restored bourbon monarchy also suffered from internal civil wars which made it unpopular. Civil wars were caused by the ultra-royalists who were determined to revenge against the revolutionaries and the bournapartists. Therefore, civil wars and instabilities shortened the life of the restored bourbon monarchy.

The existence of many supporters of Napoleon I created problems for the restored bourbon monarchy. The French men were ready to forget the glorious days of napoleon I especially the reforms he carried out in France and the foreign glory he brought to France. The French always compared the restored bourbons to napoleon and they discovered that they had nothing to show and this made them unpopular leading to the collapse.

The restored bourbon monarchy was given a charter upon which they were to rule France. Unfortunately, the charter had a lot of conditions and was violated by the restored bourbon monarchy leading to its collapse e.g. the charter granted a lot of freedom to the French but it also gave kings the power to do away with the constitution or charter and his ministers as he wished this was a return to absolutism and caused conflicts between the monarchy and the French leading to its collapse in 1830.

The restored rulers had no experience in constitutional governance because they were used to absolute rule, it was against this background that when Charles x came to power revised the ancient times and abolished the charter in his words, he said,” I would rather chop wood than rule after the fashion of the king of England”.

Existence of many political groups with different political ideologies was a great challenge to the restored kings in France, there were republicans, legitimists, liberals, bournapartitsts among many others. All these groups had different interest were difficult to satisfy.

The activities of the ultra royalists were another problem to the monarchy. The ultra royalists organized white terror from 1816 through which they killed many supporters of the French revolution and napoleon. They also wished to regain whatever they had lost during the revolution and the Napoleonic era.

The restored monarchy failed to realize and appreciate the changes that had been put in place by the revolution of 1879 yet these changes had been welcomed by the French. The restored kings attempted to remove the reforms which caused serious opposition to their leadership leading to the 1830 revolution which finally defeated the restored kings in France..

Existence of un-necessary changes on ministers during the time of the restored kings in France led to its collapse e.g. during the reign of Louis xviii, Richlieu was replaced by villele as chief minister and during the reign of Charles x, Martignac was replaced by polignac as chief minister, these changes left the government in a weak position leading to its collapse.

The existence of religious intolerance during the reign of the restored kings led to its collapse, the catholic religion was the only recognized religion and the Catholic Church was given its position and influence in the state. This led to lack of freedom of worship which made the regime unpopular.

The restored bourbon monarchy under Charles x adopted naked despotism, issued strict laws, e.g. in 1830 issued the ordinance of St. Claud which removed all peoples’ freedoms and rights. This ordinance was resented (hated) by the French and it led to the 1830 revolution in France.



THE 1830 REVOLUTIONS IN EUROPE
The year 1830 witnessed an outbreak of revolutions in many parts of Europe. These revolutions were reactions against the unfair governments. The 1830 revolutions began with the July revolution in France against its restored bourbons and later spread to other parts of Europe such as Belgium, Poland, Italian states and they took place at the same time therefore it’s possible that they had a lot in common. Countries like Poland, Spain, Portugal, and Belgium, the Italian and German states also tasted the wave of these revolutions that started in France. Conflict between forces of change and the old order caused the wave of revolutions in most of the countries where they occurred.

CAUSES OF THE 1830 REVOLUTIONS.
The 1830 revolutions were caused by the unfairness of the Vienna settlement and the desire to undo that settlement. The statesmen either by mistake or omission restored dictatorial rulers (legitimate rulers), joined states and forced many to lose their independence or even failed to satisfy the interests of the small states. This made the settlement unpopular among the masses of the small states that were affected which increased the desire to undo the settlement.

The 1830 revolutions were inspired by the influence of the successes of the 1789 revolution in France.

The revolution came with ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity. It also spread the revolutionary traditions to other European states, it emphasized the overthrow of oppressive rulers and above all, it gave the people of Europe a plan of action. In 1830 therefore European masses were inspired by the success recorded by the 1789 revolution in France. 

Existence of the Metternich system and its oppressive policies also led to the 1830 revolutions. Metternich was the chancellor of the Austrian empire, he developed the Metternich system which was composed of a strong spy network, arbitrary arrests, censorship of the press, divide and rule, continuous use of force etc, these policies were against the progressive ideas of liberalism, constitutionalism and democracy the Metternich system affected almost all Europe and therefore partly contributed to the 1830 revolutions.

The 1830 revolutions occurred in Europe because the masses desired liberal reforms (the rise and growth of liberalism).  People in Europe developed the desire to determine their leadership through voting, people were demanding their rights to life and property ownership, people were demanding for equal treatment, there was also desire for constitution and democratic governance with representative parliaments. In countries where such liberties never existed, the masses organized what came to be known as the 1830 revolutions.

The weakness and eventual collapse of the congress system also contributed to the out breaking of 1830 revolutions. The congress system was supposed to act as an instrument of peace and stability in Europe. Unfortunately, the congress system and the congress men were characterized by conflicts and disagreements which weakened it and therefore led to the collapse of the congress system. Its collapse meant absence of any body or tool to maintain peace hence the outbreak of the 1830 revolutions.
	
Economic growth and industrialization in Europe. The two developments came with a number of changes, e.g. transport improved, trade and commerce boomed, etc. however, economic growth and industrialization came with a mechanization which led to unemployment as machines replaced workers, there were low wages given to workers, industries were characterized by poor working conditions and generally the life of workers became very poor which led to strikes and demonstrations across Europe hence the 1830 revolutions.

 Related to the above, economic growth and industrialization also resulted into the rise of the middle class. It was this middle class that financed the 1830 revolutions with the aim of improving the conditions of the masses and defeating despotism. This was common in France where the rich middle class spear headed the July 1830 revolution that overthrew Charles x.

The 1830 revolutions were also as a result of the economic hardships of the time. Between 1827-29, Europe was faced with a number of economic hardships such as unemployment, taxation, diseases, food shortages, corruption in governments, etc. These problems resulted from the policies put in place by the governments of the time. E.g. failure to put in place infrastructures like roads and railways, failure to regulate activities of the industrialists, etc. such economic hardships made the 1830 revolutions inevitable. 

The inspiration factor or chain reaction effect; the successful example of the July 1830 revolutions in France against Charles x inspired other states in Europe to organize revolutions. This was so because the revolution in France had succeeded in overthrowing Charles x and France was always looked at as a champion of the revolutionary movements. Therefore, European masses were encouraged to organize revolts because they expected support from the French.
		
The success of the1789 French revolution also inspired the outbreak of the 1830 revolutions. This revolution left behind the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity that inspired the oppressed in Italian states, Belgium, Poland and the Germans. The 1789 revolution became a point of reference and also taught them that power belonged to the people.

The role played by the intellectuals and revolutionary leaders also led to the 1830 revolutions. University professors, journalists, students and lawyers secretly fought against bad policies which encouraged the masses to join the movements. Their role was in mobilization and looking for support e.g. polignao in Belgium, Lamartine, Adolf Thiers and Lafayette in France.

The desire for national independence and unification also led to the 1830 revolutions in Europe. The Vienna settlement undermined the independence and integrity of states like Belgium, Poland, Italian and German states by placing them under foreign domination which frustrated their autonomy. The struggle for independence forced the Belgians and the poles to revolt while the struggle for unification led the Italians and Germans into revolts.





EFFECTS OF THE 1830 REVOLUTIONS IN EUROPE.
The 1830 revolutions in Europe led to the triumph of nationalism especially in countries where the revolts succeeded e.g. in Belgium and France. In Belgium, the nationalists succeeded in overthrowing their former masters (Dutch) and established an independent Belgium. In France, the nationalists succeeded in overthrowing the despotic regime of Charles X.

 Apart from France and Belgium the 1830 revolutions in other parts of Europe were crushed /defeated by existing regimes e.g.  The revolt in Poland was crushed by Russia and the revolts in the Italian states of Naples and Sicily were crushed by Metternich. These revolts failed because they were poorly organized, Leaders lacked adequate preparation, were divided and also lacked clear work plan.

1830 revolutions also led to the downfall of some European governments of the time.eg the restored rulers of France collapsed and the United Kingdom of Netherlands disintegrated.
On the other hand however the 1830 revolts led to the emergency of new governments e.g. in France after the defeat of Charles X, the Orleans monarchy came to power under Louis Philippe and in Belgium the nationalists succeeded in forming the Belgium government.

As a step to check the spread of the 1830 revolutions, oppressive laws were put in place in different countries to prevent the outbreak of similar revolts e.g. there was censorship of the press, denial of freedom of association, spying, etc. This was the case in countries where these revolts had occurred but failed.

On a good note, liberal reforms or institutions were granted in some countries especially those where the revolts succeeded e.g.  The Belgium parliament and constitution were graded. In France the masses were granted those basic rights.

1830 revolutions led to the re- drawing of the map of Europe. Because of these revolutions the United Kingdom of the Netherlands disintegrated and this led to the birth of the new Belgian independent state.

1830 revolts led to loss of lives and destruction of property e.g. industries were destroyed by the striking workers bridges were destroyed in Belgium .Many people lost their lives  in a conflict that involved  the Belgians and the Dutch.

1830 revolts led to the eventual collapse of the congress system because these revolts were direct reaction against unfairness of the Vienna settlement and the congress system.

1830 revolts led to the rise of new leaders on the European continents and it were these new leaders who influenced the politics of Europe in the next decades e.g. Louis Philippe became the new king of France and prince Leopold became the king of independent Belgium and the Duke of Luxernburg.

The 1830 revolts led to the strengthening of the forces of liberalism and democracy especially in Germany and Italian states .Among the Italians, the spirit of independence was strengthened among the citizens even after the failure of their independence and unification.

The 1830 revolutions also exposed the need for constitutional and liberal reforms in many European states where despotic regimes existed. E.g in Italian and Germany states.

 They also exposed the desire for autonomy or independence of some countries such as the Italian and German states.

The 1830 revolutions also influenced the occurrence of the 1848 revolutions in Europe .This was as a result of the failure of some revolutions in 1830 which was a good lesson to the leaders of such revolts.

The 1830 revolutions divided up the congress powers thus eventually weakened them leading to its collapse e.g. Russia, France and Britain supported these revolutions while others like Austria were against them.
	
QUESTION:
Examine the causes and consequences of the 1830 revolutions in Europe.
	
THE BELGIAN REVOLUTION OF 1830:
Holland and Belgium were joined together by the Vienna settlement leading to the formation of the United Kingdom of Netherlands. This was done as a measure or step to stop further French aggression. It was also to punish Belgium for conspiring with Napoleon against the rest of Europe. This union was not based on equal terms because the Belgians were forced to become second class citizens in the union. The statesmen at Vienna also ignored the difference between the Belgians and the Dutch. This made the Belgians unhappy leading to the outbreak of the 1830 revolutions in the kingdom.

CAUSES OF THE 1830 BELGIAN REVOLUTION.
Unfair representation in parliament, the constitution of the kingdom of Netherlands had established an arrangement which was unfair to the Belgians in terms of parliamentary representation. Numerically, the Belgians were 3.5million compared with the 2million Dutch.
However in the parliament the Dutch minority were given more seats than the majority Belgians which was unfair to the Belgians who outnumbered the Dutch. The Belgians also complained about the little powers granted to this parliament, such dissatisfaction encouraged them to organize the 1830 revolution.

The issue of language, in the kingdom of Netherlands, the Dutch language was declared the official language in the kingdom it was supposed to be used in public places and functions. Employment depended on how fluent one was in the Dutch language, this made the Belgians discontented because they were forced to use the Dutch language and many Belgians failed to get employment because they did not speak the Dutch language.    
  
Economic differences; Belgians were traditionally industrialists while the Dutch were predominantly agriculturalists and sea merchants which caused economic differences in preferred policies with the Dutch e.g. the Dutch preferred free trade policies while the Belgians preferred protectionism, the commercial laws in the kingdom of Netherlands greatly exploited the Belgians who felt that such policies aimed at suffocating their progress, which forced them to organize the 1830 revolution.

Unfair political appointments also contributed to the Belgian revolution. Most of the important political positions were occupied by the Dutch e.g. the king of the union was a Dutch (king William 1), out of the seven cabinet ministers six were Dutch, 30 out of 39 ambassadors were Dutch and of the 2000 army officers only 200 were Belgians. This state of affair made the Belgians feel cheated in the union with the Dutch and therefore organized a revolution in 1830 to fight for their independence.
	
The Dutch Censorship of the press; The Dutch government censored Belgian newspapers, correspondences and other forms of media yet the Dutch newspapers and other media houses were free from such censorship. In addition, Belgian newspapers were forced to write and print in the Dutch language for fear of dangerous information being communicated in the French language. For her, still liberal Belgian journalist were frequently arrested/ imprisoned and sometimes exiled. This lack of freedom of speech and press against Belgians led to the 1830 Belgian revolution.

The Belgians were also forced to pay the national debt incurred by the Dutch before the union was created. In order to carryout economic development, the Dutch borrowed money from Britain and France before the union was created, after the creation of the union the Dutch forced the Belgians to contribute to the debt payment yet the Belgians had not benefited from this debt. The Belgians therefore looked at this as economic exploitation by the Dutch hence the 1830 revolution.

Religious differences between the Belgians and the Dutch also contributed to the 1830 revolution in Belgium. The Belgians were staunch Catholics while the Dutch were Protestants, the Belgians hated Religious intolerance practiced by the Dutch because Protestantism was made a state religion.

The Belgians also favored church control of education while the Dutch preferred state control. Both the Catholics and Protestants were fanatics in their religious beliefs and therefore practiced prejudice against each other.

The unfair taxation policy in the kingdom of Netherlands also contributed to the revolution of 1830. The parliament passed a number of laws which were against Belgian interests eg a tax was introduced on bread which was a staple food for the Belgians while sweet potatoes (staple food for the Dutch) was not taxed. This was unfair to the Belgians because it affected their standards of living, raised a lot of discontent among the Belgians and therefore contributed to the revolution.

Differences in races between the Dutch and Belgians; The Dutch belonged to the German race while Belgians belonged to the Latin race, we can therefore say that the congressmen either by omission or commission made a mistake of uniting two people of different races. In the long run the marriage of two races failed to work out and in 1830 the Belgians organized to destroy this arrangement.
Desire to attain political independence by the Belgians also contributed to the 1830 revolution in Belgium. For a long period of time Belgians were subjected to foreign rule like at one time they were under the Roman Empire under Austria, then France during Napoleon’s era and after the defeat of Napoleon the Vienna settlement handed the Belgians to the Dutch. Therefore, after a long period of foreign domination, the Belgians organized a revolution in 1830 in order to attain permanent independence.

The collapse of the congress system also led to the Belgian revolution. The congress system forced and maintained Belgium under Dutch rule through the principle of rewarding victors, sharing the spoils of war and punishing Napoleon’s allies. When this congress system collapsed, the Belgians saw no reason for continuing being under the Dutch rule, they therefore organized the 1830 revolution as a means of defeating the arrangements of the congress system.

The revolution in Belgium was a result of the growing forces of Liberalism and Democracy. During the period between 1820 and 1830, Liberalism and Democracy had led to the revolutions in Spain and Italy in 1820; they also contributed to the Greek revolution of 1820 and therefore influenced or inspired the Belgians to revolt in 1830.

The 1830 revolutions in Belgium had some external influence especially from Britain. It has been argued that the Belgian revolution was encouraged by the British support. Britain already had a liberal parliament admired by many European states, Britain also favored the spread of liberalism all over Europe therefore, and such British influence greatly encouraged the Belgians to revolt.

The1830 revolution in Belgium was masterminded by the focused and intellectual revolutionary leadership of journalists, professors and merchants who mobilized, sensitized and provided the required guidance or leadership from the start of the revolution against the Dutch.

The success of the July revolts in 1830 in France against the restored Bourbons greatly inspired the Belgians to organize a revolution. Since the French succeeded in their revolution, the Belgians also expected to be successful, more so the Belgians expected support from the French because they shared a lot in common.  In addition France was regarded as the Headquarters of revolutionary ideas and therefore anything that occurred in France influenced the whole of Europe. (when France sneezes, the rest of Europe catches cold.)

SUMMARY OF THE CAUSES OF THE BELGIAN REVOLUTION:
1. 	The unfairness of the Vienna settlement.
2. 	Political discontent.
3. 	Unequal representation in parliament and civil service.      
4. 	Lack of political freedom (Belgian representatives had no freedom in parliament.)
5. 	Absence of a liberal constitution.
6.	 The need for political independence by the Belgians.
7. 	The collapse of the congress system.
8.	 The rise of liberalism and democracy in Europe eg Greek war which influenced Belgians.
9. 	The language question.
10.	 Economic differences.
11	Censorship of the press.
12. 	The national debt question.
13. 	Religious differences.
14.	 Church control of education.
15. 	The unfair tax system.
                                                                                                   
COURSE OF THE BELGIAN REVOLUTION OF 1830.
On 25th August 1830, the Belgian revolution begun with demonstrations by students in Brussels, these students emerged from a cinema hall and started demonstrating on the streets when they organized barricades all over the city.

The demonstrations in Brussels sparked off riots in many other provincial towns and the government was not in position to suppress these demonstrations and riots.
	
By September 1830 Brussels was under control of the Belgian revolutionaries mainly consisting of the Old Catholic Nobility and young middle class liberals.

The revolutionaries set up a provisional government in September 1830 and an estate general/ national assembly met. This national assembly voted to separate from the Kingdom of Netherlands, the provisional government also granted complete freedom to Belgians in October 1830.

The provisional government organized elections and a new parliament was put in place. This new parliament drafted a new constitution to Belgium and also confirmed the independence of Belgium.

The Belgians offered their throne to the second son of Louis Philippe (Duc de Nemours) but Philippe feared to annoy the British thereby withdrawing the candidature of his son for the Belgian throne. The Belgians finally gave the throne to prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg who was a relative of the British queen.

This development met mixed reactions from the big powers because the Belgian revolution was a reaction against the Vienna settlement of 1815. Some powers especially Austria and Prussia wanted to restore the union of the two (Dutch and Belgians) on the other hand France and Britain welcomed the revolution because of their personal reasons. For instance Louis Philippe of France, wanted to promote French foreign glory, Britain supported Belgium because they were neighbors sharing a coastline and therefore Britain never wanted any other power near this coastline as this would affect commercial interests of the British.

In November in 1830 a conference was held in London by Britain where the five powers were invited to discuss the Belgian question. During the conference, they agreed that Belgium be declared independent and Neutral.
However the king of Holland did not welcome or accept to lose Belgium from the union, he therefore attacked Belgium but within ten days with the help of Britain and France the Dutch were defeated by the Belgians.

Another conference was held in London in 1839 and the big powers recognized the independence and Neutrality of Belgium. Her neutrality and independence was only violated in1914 when Germany attacked France through Belgium leading to the outbreak of world war1




SUMMARY OF THE COURSE
The revolution begun in 1830 in Brussels.
It was organized by students who started the demonstration.
Revolution spread to other parts of the country
Belgian set up a provisional government in Brussels.
The National assembly drafted a new constitution for Belgium which also declared Belgium as an independent state.
The Belgian throne was offered to Duc-de-Nemours who declined the offer.
Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg throne became the 1st king of independent Belgium.
Another conference was called in London in 1839 which declared Belgium neutral and independent.

REASONS WHY THE BELGIANS WERE SUCCESSFUL:
The Belgians in their struggle against the Dutch registered success because they got support from the British and the French i.e. Belgians got moral, financial and military support during the conflicts against them advantage over the Dutch.

The collapse of the congress system and the Vienna settlement by 1830; Neither the Vienna settlement nor the congress system were still in existence. It should be remembered that Vienna settlement was responsible for the creation of the kingdom of Netherlands when they joined both Belgians and the Dutch therefore the collapse of the settlement and the congress system enabled the Belgians to acquire their independence.

The rise of nationalism and the determination among the Belgians to achieve their independence and become free people from foreign domination also brought success.

The unity among the Belgians also increased chances of success to their revolutions. Belgian Catholics, liberals, peasants and the middle class agreed to work in unity for the sake of their independence and freedom from the Dutch.

Military weakness of the Dutch; They failed to contain Belgian revolt because they were predominantly an agricultural state with a poor economy and therefore a weak army unlike the Belgians who were industrialists with a progressive economy that would support such conflict.

The Metternich system which had controlled occurrence of revolutions in Europe was not effective in Belgium. The Belgians used this opportunity to stage a revolution and succeeded. The Metternich system was effective in states such as the Italian and German states where such revolts were suppressed and therefore failed.

Numerically the Belgians used the advantage of their big population over the Dutch to organize a revolution and defeat their former masters.

The role played by the Belgians elite, their number had greatly increased and so they provided leadership to the revolution and their leadership role was crucial in its success.

The European powers that signed the settlement realized the mistake they made when they combined Belgium and Holland. In 1839, therefore they recognized the independence of Belgium and made her a neutral state at the conference of London.

Economic strength of the Belgians, being industrial, they were economically powerful compared to their counterpart the Dutch who were agriculturalists and unable to defeat the Belgians.

SIGNIFICANCE/ IMPORTANCE OF THE BELGIUM                        REVOLUTION IN EUROPE.
The Belgium revolution of 1830 was organized by Belgians against the Dutch masters in reaction to the forced union of the two countries Holland and Belgium to form the Netherlands, by the Vienna settlement of 1815, this partly as buffer state verses France and as a reward to Holland for helping in the defeat of France. The revolution had the following impact on Europe.

The revolution began on 25th. Aug. 1830 in Brussels and Dutch government/rule its major cause was nationalistic in nature.

The Belgian revolution led to the triumph of the Belgians over the Dutch. The Dutch lost control over the Belgians who were finally declared independent with a constitution and the king.

After declaring Belgium as an independent state, it was also declared a neutral state. No country was supposed to attack Belgium because of its neutrality. This remained the case until 1914 when Germany attacked France through Belgium, an act which violated her neutrality and therefore Britain had to declare war on Germany leading to World War 1.

The Belgian revolution showed the weaknesses of the Vienna settlement leading to its violation.  It therefore led to the collapse of the settlement and the congress system or European diplomacy when European masses got determined to destroy them.

The independence of Belgians inspired other nationalistic revolutions in Europe e.g. the polish revolution 1830 against Russia, the Italian revolution of 1930 and the 1836 revolt in Spain, unfortunately these revolts were suppressed by forces of conservatism.

It also inspired the 1848 revolutions in Europe e.g. among the Italians and the Germans who revolted in the 1848 revolutions and this resulted in the fall of Metternich with his conservative policies.
	
The Belgian revolution of 1830 led to the establishment of a constitution monarchy and the parliament of Belgium. The constitution of Belgium spelt out a number of freedoms and liberties that had been denied by the Dutch such as freedom of press association e.t.c
	
The 1830 revolution inspired the growth of liberalism in Europe which in turn undermined the works of conservative people like Metternich. It weakened the Metternich system in Europe.
	
After attaining independence, the Belgians carried out a number of economic reforms and developments.e.g. Infrastructural development, transport and communication were carried out between Belgium and other European countries like France and Germany, and this facilitated industrial growth, commerce and trade.

Belgians adopted the policy of protectionism which encouraged the growth of industries. European countries later benefited from these policies by buying industrial goods from Belgium.

It promoted European diplomacy which had almost collapsed. This was manifested in the London conference/treaty that was held/signed in 1839 which granted independence neutrality to Belgium.

The Belgian revolution also contributed to the unpopularity of Louis Philippe in France and eventually led to his downfall in 1848. This came about when Philippe withdrew the candidature of his son Duc-de Nemours from the Belgian throne in favour of a British nominee Prince Leopold of Saxe- coburg.

The revolution also promoted the position of Britain in Europe. This was so because the conference that settled and finally granted the independence of Belgium was held in London.
This conference increased British involvement in continental Europe
	
The revolution also created a marriage alliance between Belgium and France which improved their relations. This is because the new king of Belgium married a daughter of Louis Philippe.

It created strong enmity between Belgium, Britain and France one hand against Holland, Austria, Prussia, and Russia, on the other hand hence division was created among the major European powers by the Belgian revolution.
	
The Belgian revolution also led to the loss of lives and property in Holland and Belgium since it involved a war.

The Belgian revolution facilitated the disintegration of the Turkish empire because it inspired the rise and growth of nationalism or the desire for independence.

The map of Europe was redrawn with the emergence of an independent Belgian state and the creation of the grand duchy of Luxemburg.

The defeat of the Dutch - (Holland)by the Belgians weakened Holland militarily and economically compared with other European states.  

After the Belgian revolution, Britain abandoned her isolationist policy and became active in European affairs and even hosted the London conference of 1839 which granted Belgium independence and neutrality.


Questions
Assess the significance of the 1830 Belgian revolution in Europe.
What was the international significance of the Belgian revolution of 1830?
LOUIS PHILLIPE AND THE ORLEANS MONACHY:
Louis Philippe was born in 1773 to Philippe Egalite who belonged to the Orleans monarchy. As a young man, Louis Philippe was a member of the Jacobins club and so he fought in the revolutionary wars against Austria. However when Napoleon rose to power, Philippe was forced to go to exile first in Switzerland then England and only returned to France after the overthrew of Napoleon1 at the battle of waterloo.
In 1830, the French organized a revolution against Charles the X which led to the collapse of the restored Bourbons; this created a political vacuum which was later filled by Louis Philippe. In July 1830 Philipp was elected as a king of France with the title “the king of the French by the grace of God and the will of the nation he was a citizen”.
Louis Philippe also accepted to rule France according to the revised constitutional charter of 1830 which had brought in a number of changes e.g. France was to have an assembly with two houses or chambers i.e. the chamber of deputies and the chamber of peers, the new constitution also lowered taxes, it lowered the voting age which increased the franchise, it removed censorship of the press and the influence of the church in education.
Louis Philippe accepted to rule in these changes and the people had higher hopes in him. He was a clear headed, sensible, kind and well intentioned gentleman. He mainly came to power because of the support of the middle class and he himself belonged to the middle class.
QUESTION;
1. 	Account for the rise of Louis Philippe to power.
2.	 Why did the French welcome back in1830 Louis Philippe and reasons why they 	rejected him in1848.
        
SUMMARY
The success of the 1830 revolution in France and its liberal demands.
The downfall of Charles X.
His noble origin.
His revolutionary background.
His association with the middle class in France.
His association with influenced people such as Laffayeta.
His unique character and personality.
His association with all classes in France and the promises he made to the different classes.
His acceptance to the rule as a constitutional monarch.
His luck.
The fear for and unpopularity of republicans and socialists in France.

Louis Philippe rose to power because of the liberal demands of 1830 revolution and the success of the revolution in France .The 1830 revolution in France was against the unpopular regime of Charles X.
The revolution succeeded in overthrowing Charles X which in turn cultivated a ground for Philippe’s rise to power because it created a political vacuum in France. It is therefore a matter of opinion to urge that if Charles 10th had not been overthrown, Louis Philippe would not have risen to power.
His origin, Louis Philippe belonged to the Orleans monarchy so by birth he was a prince or an aristocrat. He was therefore liked by the monarchists .In addition he was a handsome man so he was liked by many French citizens. He also had support of the middle class group. Louis Philippe therefore rose to power because of the support of the monarchists, the middle class and other groups in France.
His revolutionary background; It is said that Louis Philippe and his father Philippe Egalite were strong supporters of the 1789 revolution in France. Louis Philippe also actively took part in the revolutionary wars against Austria, he was also a strong member Jacobins club which played a vital role in the overthrow of Louis XVI therefore this revolutionary background won him the support of the revolutionaries in France who hoped that he would consolidate and defend the gains of the revolution once in power.
His association with the middle class in France; for any leader to rise to power, the support of the middle class is crucial. Philippe was lucky that he belonged to the middle class and therefore won their support. Philippe had even adopted the middle class life style e.g. the dress code of having a walking stick, a cup and carrying his umbrella; his eating habits were of the middle class. The chamber of deputies which was to vote him to power was also dominated by the middle class so it was natural that he had to win majority votes.
His association with influential people such as Laffayete the veteran of the American war of independence ,Adolf    Thiers an influential republican etc. This made Philippe popular and it were these influential politicians who proposed his name for the French throne after the downfall of Charles x.
His personality and character, Philippe had a unique character which was very confusing and unpredictable, He led a simple life which made him popular and therefore liked by many I.e. he used to walk on streets of Paris unguarded, he carried his un umbrella and shared jokes with the children.  This kind of personality and character won him the support of the masses leading to his rise to power.
Louise Philippe also rose to power because of his different promises to the different classes of the people in France. He belonged to almost all classes which made him a compromise king because nobody knew where he actually belonged. He used this to win the support of the socialists; he also won the support of the Catholics when he promised to protect the position of the catholic religion. To the peasants he promised land and protection of their rights, to the liberals he promised constitutional reforms, and to the middle class he promised peace and protection of their property and wealth. This helped him to win the support of all the French leading to his rise to power.
He rose to power because he accepted the rule as a constitutional king by accepting the revised charter which was supposed to be the custodian of people’s liberties. This pleased many French people who then supported his rise to power.
He also rose to power because he was lucky. In the first place he was a prince and also faught in the revolutionary wars thereby attaching him to the revolutionary gains. He was lucky because he survived death during the revolutionary wars which led to the death of many French soldiers.

He was also lucky that the 1830 revolution succeeded in France leaving the french throne vacant for him to rise to power after the fall of Charles X, Philippe was also lucky that his name was proposed for the candidature of the French throne.
He also rose to power because of the fear for or the unpopularity of republicanism in France. It should be remembered that republicanism was very strong in France and would have taken over power during the elections of 1830; however the republicans had become unpopular to some French citizen because of the reign of terror which occurred in France during the first republic. In addition republicans had intentions of nationalizing private property which was a threat to the middle class hence the middle class supported Louis Philippe in order to protect their property.

LOUIS PHILIPPES’ DOMESTIC POLICIES
After his rise to power Louis Philippe embraced a number of programmes aimed at consolidating his stay in power. These programmes formed his domestic policies which later made him unpopular and met stiff resistance from his opponents and the policies included the following.
Dealing with opposition; Before his rise to power Louis promised many things to many different groups of people and when he failed to fulfill his promises, the different people or groups rose against his government e.g. the bonarpatists wanted French glory, legitimists wanted the return of the bourbons, the working class wanted improved conditions, Catholics wanted their position in the state returned and European powers doubted his legitimacy. The above, proved unfriendly to him so, how to deal with them formed his first domestic policy because they were tearing apart his empire.
Liberals; they were not happy with Philippe’s performance in foreign policy and at home agitated for more democratic rights. They constantly demanded that the 1830 charter should be followed, wished for parliamentary reforms and a change of corrupt ministers and wanted the king’s ministers to be approved by the Chamber of Deputies and directly responsible to it by its action. They also demanded for freedom of speech, press and association. They further demanded an opposition within the parliament which could enforce a change a decision.
Legitimists; these had generally discredited Philippe over the Belgian throne and wished the descendants of the Bourbons back to the French throne. They also greatly despised Philippe for being a middle class king; they hated his simple life and criticized him for being a constitutional king which left him unpopular in comparison to divine rights. They also despised his origin. They wanted to maintain their old privileges including ownership of land and tax exemptions.
Republicans. These wanted a president controlled by parliament under the constitution and a fresh vote. Like liberals, they aimed at the vote of all French citizens and were opposed to the narrow Franchise (200,000 out of 35m). They further hated the ‘Get Rich’ policy.
Bonapartist. The most serious challenge came from the Bonarpatists who were fed up of his boring foreign policy. They were Napoleon I’s former supporters who wished to revive French glory on the European continent through conquest and a vigorous adventurous policy. With the French army and masses at large, Napoleon I’s glorious days became nostalgic and wanted to replace Philippe with Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. The latter together with French historians especially Lamartine, Blanc, Theirs and others popularized Napoleon’s days hence robbing Philippe of the French popularity. This was more especially when Napoleon’s remains were brought from St. Helena to be buried off in Paris. Attempts were made in 1836 and 1840 to overthrow Philippe but failed. 
Catholics. The French Catholics especially the upper clergy were opposed to Louis Philippe’s plan in contrast to those of Charles X as regards the church. They wanted their former privileges like control of education,  exemption from taxation and regain their land from the peasants. They also wished for greater influence in government. Above all, Philippe’s policy in Belgium and Switzerland failed to satisfy their expectations.
Socialists. During Philippe’s home policy, French prosperity increased tremendously. However, this gave the capitalists an unfair share in the national privileges i.e. there was inequality of income and this gap was widened out of Philippe’s corrupt ministers in parliament. This was so especially with French industrialization of 1840’s which among others created unemployment, offered low wages, created poor working conditions but above all benefited a few. They also wanted a right of trade unions and demanded for voting rights of the working class. Consequently, the socialists, propagandists found a fertile ground to discredit the Orleans monarchy.
Elite; these were French intellectuals, journalists, writers, pamphleteers, academicians in institutions of learning, opinion leaders etc. They were against press censorship, narrow Franchise, poor working conditions and a corrupt government maintained by Guizot.
Many of the above groups tried to cross the king’s path to bring him down. Between 1830 and 1835, there were 6 serious revolts including an assassination attempt on the king. In Lyons, workers revolted for increased wages in 1830 and 1834. In Paris the Republicans tried to oust the king in 1832. Louis Napoleon Bonaparte also tried unsuccessfully in 1836 and 1840. Therefore Louis Philippe’s reign was characterized by revolts as a result of growing opposition at home.
Industrial development; Philippe’s rule was characterized by industrial development. During his time, Many industries were setup in different parts of France and this helped him to win the support of the capitalists, however as time went on the capitalists started minimizing expenses and maximizing profits. So they lowered the wages of the workers, working conditions became inhuman and this led to workers strikes and demonstrations and Philippe is blamed for doing nothing to improve the conditions of workers.
Philippe failed to carryout economic reforms; its’ said that Europe and France were undergoing industrialization which came with social and economic challenges e.g. child labour, unemployment, poor working conditions and low wages. Etc.
Philippe did nothing to improve the conditions of the people, more so industrialization created two classes of people the poor and the rich. In addition Philippe never constructed, roads, rails, and so peoples lived in poverty amidst prosperity.
Because of his failure to carry out economic reforms, he led to the rise of socialism under Louis Blanc. socialism intensified against Philippe and they advocated for private ownership of prosperity when he failed to do the above opposition increased and led to his downfall
Philippe strictly censored the press so as to reduce the growing opposition and criticism against him and and his government. News papers and other publications were controlled and this helped him to stay in power but later it led to his downfall because he violated the revised charter of 1830
Louis Philippe introduced strict laws and heavy punishments e.g. he introduced the laws against or burning political activities, workers strikes, etc.  Generally these laws were against peoples’ rights and it were these laws which made him unpopular and later led to his downfall..
Philippe never carried out constitutional or parliamentary reforms, it’s said that throughout his stay in power for 18 years he never organized fair elections and kept himself in power and if elections were organized, they were only for the rich, the poor were restricted by his chief minister known as Guizot who said that “People who wish to vote must work hard make money and qualify to vote, in other words Philippe was un democratic
The return of napoleon I remains from St. Helena for a descent burial; He did this in an attempt to win the support of the Bonarpatists but instead made them remember the good days of napoleon and they desired for another napoleon and they got one in the names of Louis napoleon Bonaparte (Napoleon iii) who promised to bring back the glorious days of napoleon I hence undermining Louis Philippe leading to his downfall.
Philippe’s personality and character caused him trouble as far his domestic policy was concerned. He was a citizen king, kind, walked on street unguarded, joked and played with children. At first this earned him popularity but later it earned him unpopularity. He was accused of being cheap and a shaming especially to the nobles who worked hard to see him lose power.
Because of the above reforms / policies, banquets were organized demanding for a change and it were these which led to the demonstrations and later turned into a revolution of 1848 that overthrew him and perhaps that marked the end of his rule.
Realizing the hopelessness of the situation, Philippe abdicated on 24th February 1848 and fled to England. The Republicans and socialists had played a big part and they now formed a provisional government in which the Republican poet Lamartine played a leading role. They organized a constitutional Assembly and the new constitution that was made fee a republic for the second time. Louis Philippe went by the same door he had entered.
Summary:
How to deal with his opponents 
Carrying out industrialization and winning capitalist support 
Failure to improve working conditions 
Failure to carry out economic reforms leading to economic hardships
Failure to carry out social infrastructural developments
Censorship of the press 
Never carried out constitutional and parliamentary reforms 
Denied people their basic rights
Return of napoleons’ remains
The unrealistic personality
Organization of reform banquets

			LOUIS PHILLIPES’ FOREIGN POLICY
Louis Philippe followed a peaceful but inglorious foreign policy and this caused discontent among the French masses which made him unpopular and later led to his downfall, his foreign policies therefore were characterized by the following features.
The Belgian revolt of 1830; the statesmen at the Vienna forcefully joined Belgium and Holland to form the united kingdom of Netherlands. This was to act as a better state to prevent the further French aggression, unfortunately however the Belgians hated this arrangement and in 1830 they revolted hoping to get assistance from France under Philippe who never assisted them.
The Belgians went ahead and revolted, fought and defeated the Dutch and they offered the throne to the son of Louis Philippe known as Duc De Nemours but the British did not approve on this arrangement and Louis Philippe withdrew the candidature of his son and the throne was given to Leopold a candidate proposed by Britain.
This event had negative effects on Philippe’s regime because it showed that he was a coward king when he failed to support the Belgians and when he withdrew the candidature of his son he annoyed the glory seekers, the Catholics but on the other side  he won the friendship of Britain and the middle class who desired peace
The polish revolt of 1830; Like the Belgians, the polish had been given to the Russians by the statesmen at Vienna. The polish hated this arrangement so they organized a revolution and also hoped to get assistance from France but like the Belgian, Philippe fearing the allies and wanting to maintain peace in Europe he refused to help the polish running from Russia to enter his country this annoyed his opponents and made him a hated figure and later led to his downfall.
The Italian revolution of 1830; By 1830 Italy was still a mere geographical expression, the statesmen at Vienna gave the Italian states to Austria by 1830,the Italians revolted also hoping to get assistance from the French but like the Belgian and polish. Philippe turned them down urging that “France a catholic state can’t fight a fellow catholic state - Austria. This act of not helping the Italians made Philippe a hated figure among many groups of people who wished to see Italy free and independent
The Syrian question of 1839-40; during the Greek war of independence, the sultan of turkey sought assistance from Egypt to crash the Greeks. In exchange the sultan of turkey, promised Mehemet Ali the territory of Syria and Crete, unfortunately the Greeks defeated the combined forces turkey and Egypt. After the Greek war of independence, the sultan of turkey failed to fulfill the territorial promises to Egypt. This forced Mahomet Ali of Egypt to forcefully occupy Syria. Ali sought the assistance of Louis Philippe and the two defeated turkey. This drew the attention of the big powers who called for conference in London excluding France. The act of excluding France annoyed opposition groups in France who proposed that France should punish the big powers, teach them a lesson never to exclude France again but Philippe turned down their proposal. This annoyed the French, who accused Philippe of being a weak leader, and even forced Adolf theirs to resign as chief minister and joined the opposition. He was succeeded by Guizot, a conservative whose influence and policies highly led to 1848 revolutions in France. 
 The Spanish marriage; in 1846, another situation arose in Spain which Philippe failed to exploit to his advantage. It was about the Spanish royal marriage of the queen Isabella and her sister ifanta were both unmarried and in view of the great importance of Spain to both Britain and France as Mediterranean powers, there was a lot of anxiety to ensure that they got married to the right persons. Britain and France were to supply or propose the husbands. Palmerstone of Britain put forward the duke of cardiz ( a German prince) and Louis Philippe  proposed his youngest son duc de montpensier. The two powers agreed that Isabella should get married to duke of cardiz and ifanta should be married to duc de montpensier. But the condition was that the second marriage should take place only after the first, and after Isabella had had children to succeed her. 
Unfortunately, Louis broke this agreement and the marriages were celebrated on the same day which gave equal chance to both sisters to produce a heir to the throne, but Isabella married an old man more over believed to be impotent meaning that Philippe’s grandchild would probably inherit the Spanish throne. Behind all this were certain important forces, British foreign policy was hurt by Philippe’s response to the Spanish royal marriages which also hurt his position in France especially among the middle class.
The Swiss revolt of 1846; the Spanish marriage contributed to the weakening of Louis Philippe at home especially when Palmerstone scored resounding diplomatic victory against him over the situation that arose in Switzerland in the same year (1846). In Switzerland, a civil war had broken out between the conservative Catholics against liberal (protestant) cantons over the form of government to be adopted. Palmerstone of Britain was anxious to mediate in the Swiss conflict but before his intervention, he secretly supported the liberals to win the war against the Catholics as soon as possible. The liberals defeated the Catholics before the conference, which was a blow to French foreign policy and Louis Philippe’s government. The defeat of Catholics annoyed the French Catholics but on the other had it made the liberals happy.
The Tahiti incident; Tahiti, an island in the pacific was a French colony during the time of napoleon I and French troops had been stationed on the island by napoleon. However in 1843, Britain demanded that French troops be withdrawn as they proved to be a danger to British interests in the pacific, to which Philippe cowardly accepted when he withdrew French troops. This caused him sharp criticism at home because it exposed him as a weak king, reduced his support at home hence making him unpopular.
French colonization of Algeria; In 1830, Charles x captured Algeria for France but only occupied coastal areas when he settled 2000 settlers. When Philippe came to power, he was urged by liberals to withdraw from Algeria but he ignored them and instead consolidated his rule by capturing the interior. However Abdel kader declared a jihad against France. Philippe sent general Bugeaud with over 100,000 soldiers. He captured the rebel leader in 1847 and colonized the whole country and in 1848 the number of French settlers increased to over 100000, which marked the expansion of the French empire, and in the process pleased French glory seekers.
The free trade treaty with Britain; the signing of free trade with Britain under which  British goods were supposed to enter France untaxed and this meant that the British goods out competed French products, this policy made Phillip to lose the support of the middle class because they   needed to be protected from competition caused by British goods.
By 1848 Phillip had annoyed everybody in France the French started organizing strikes and demonstrations and by February 1848 Paris was in a revolution again, this revolution was organized by republicans under Lamartine and socialists under Louis Blanc. Phillip was forced to abdicate the throne and he fled to England
THE DOWN FALL OF PHILIPPE
The circumstance under which Louis Philippe rose to power were bound to make his stay in power short lived e.g. he was the first elected King in the history of France and was not even a very popular King having won a mere majority votes of 219 out of 430 votes this shows that Philippe was not liked by all hence his downfall.
Philippe became a dictator; as already noted, Philippe was facing a lot of opposition from all groups in France and therefore to deal with such opposition he became despot, he passed harsh laws such as the law of association which banned all political parties, he passed the law against discussion and he censored the press among others. Such laws caused discontent among the French who later organized a revolution which overthrew him in 1848. 
His unfulfilled promises, when Philippe rose to power he made a lot of promises to many people such as the liberals, the workers, the peasants, the Bonapartist etc. and so their expectations became too much for Philippe to fulfill. The unfulfilled promises led to unpopularity of Philippe among different groups which led him down.
Louis Philippe also lost power because of his failure to put in place parliamentary and constitutional reforms. It is said that together with his chief minister Guizot Philippe disenfranchised the French using property qualifications, during his 18years of rule Philippe never organized any free and fair elections and he was a dictator therefore  the 1848 revolution was organized against his dictatorship which eventually led to his downfall.
Louis Philippe’s simple personality and character also contributed to his downfall; he was a simple and kind King who walked on the streets of Paris unguarded, played with kids. At first this personality and at first this character earned him popularity but later caused him hatred among aristocrats and intellectuals who accused him of being a weak king. Aristocrats wanted him to behave like Charles X which he failed to do and this contributed to his downfall.
Philippe also lost power because he failed to carryout economic reforms in France.  His reign was a total disappointment because majority of the French continued to live in abject poverty during a time of prosperity for the middle class, unemployment remained high in France, inflation was high, famine and general suffering of the people was the order of the day yet Philippe did nothing to the situation leading to his unpopularity and downfall.
The worsening economic and social conditions in France led to the rise of socialism and republicanism under Blanc and Lamartine respectively. Socialists were demanding for improved conditions for the workers and republicans demanded for democratic institutions of government. The two groups joined hands with the revolutionaries and their influence greatly undermined the position of Louis Philippe leading to his downfall.
Louis also lost power because he violated the revised charter of 1830 had which limited the powers of the King through a constitution and had also granted a number of rights and freedom to the people. unfortunately Philippe violated the charter e.g. when he denied voting rights to the poor etc. the violation of the 1830 charter encouraged the masses to rise in 1848 leading to his downfall.
Outbreak if the severe winter of 1847 which led to poor harvests and left many hungry, this was worsened by outbreak if epidemics in the same year. Epidemics like Cholera left many incapacitated these natural calamities provided room for people to withdraw their support because the regime was insensitive to the suffering of the people.
The return of Napoleon 1’s remains for a descent burial also created more problems for Philippe. It created a feeling among the French that Philippe was a weak king; It reminded them of the good days of Napoleon the great (Napoleonic nostalgia) and the masses therefore started demanding and indeed they got in Napoleon III.
The rise of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte who later became Napoleon III also contributed to his downfall, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte was Napoleon I’s cousin who through his writings advocated for a number of changes and also reminded the love and prosperity Napoleon I had brought to France such writings made the French to hate Philippe but also gave Napoleon Bonaparte III popularity.
The achievements of the previous or first governments also contributed to Philippe’s downfall e.g. Charles X conquered Algeria for France and made it a French colony unfortunately when Philippe’s rose to power he ignored Algeria as a French colony which annoyed glory seekers.
Philippe’s inglorious foreign policy also contributed to his downfall Philippe followed a peaceful foreign policy aimed at pleasing European powers, this made him a hated leader among the French. It is foreign policy was characterized by the failure to support Italians in 1830, failure to support Belgians. He refusal to supports the poles, his poor judgment towards the Syrian, errors committed during his failure to all support the Swiss Catholics and the free trade treaty with Britain which annoyed the middle class. The above results in foreign policy made him unpopular and hence his downfall; and the final trial to Louis came in 1948 when the French started to make revenge through reforms banquets.

They organized revolts and February 1948 forced him to abdicate his throne and that marked the end to Orleans monarchy rule and only gave way to Louis Philippe’s downfall.
The attitude of the army (National Guard) who fraternized with the revolutionaries instead of aiding the king to suppress the revolution.
Qn. 	
1. Account for the downfall of Louis Philippe by 1848.
SUMMARY:
Circumstances under which Philippe rose to power.
	Philippe became a dictator.
Philippe’s unfulfilled promises.
Failure to put in place parliamentary and constitutional reforming.
Philippe’s simple personal character.
Failure to carryout economic reforms.
Outbreak of severe winter in 1847.
The return of Napoleon I’s remains.
The rise of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte III.
Achievements of the previous governments.
Philippe’s inglorious foreign policy.
Organizing the 1848 elections.
Qn. 	2. Why did Philippe manage to rule France for 18years?

Louis Philippe ruled France for 18 years amidst criticism opposition and unpopularity because if the following:

During the Belgian revolution of 1830 Louis Philippe followed a peaceful policy by refusing to intervene on the side of the Belgians against the Dutch this saved his regime because had he intervened on the side of Belgium he would have declared war against the European powers that signed the Vienna settlement; therefore his regime survived because he remained at peace with the other European power.

During the Italian revolt against Austria Philippe still pursued a peaceful policy when he refused to extend assistance to the Italians he said France a Catholic state cannot fight a fellow Catholic state Austria, this won him the support if the Catholics in France, the middle class who favoured peace in the country so as to continue with their commercial activities.

When the poles organized a revolution against Russia Philippe refused to intervene on their side because he knew that this would bring him into direct confrontation with Russia and possibly other European powers hence managing to save his regime.

During the Spanish royal marriage Philippe disappointed and annoyed Britain and therefore lost a long time friend / ally and also the support of the middle class on the other hand however Philippe won the support of the French who were interested in an adventurous foreign policy and therefore stayed for 18 years.

Philippe ruled for 18years because of his character. Unlike his predecessors, he was a non – partisan. Though an aristocrat, he was neither a supporter of divine rights nor an ultra – royalists in action. He was neither a Republican nor a revolutionary Jacobin. He led a simple life and associated with the common man. Therefore he never aroused suspicion or attachment of any faction in favour of him. As a result, he managed to rule for 18 years despite opposition of home.
	The fact that he was not declared a republican in 1830, this saved Philippe from the great powers isolation. This for 18 years, Philippe was neutral in French political orientation while to the great powers, he was an aristocrat or legitimate as by the Vienna Act of 1815.

Louis Philippe had a strong support of the National Guard as a cornerstone of his leadership. Had it been the army other than the Liberals, Bonapartist, republicans that were annoyed by Philippe’s failure in Italy, Poland, Belgium or Switzerland, it is doubtful if he would have retained his throne by 1835. So he relied on the National Guard to suppress internal revolutions and strikes up to 1848 despite the pressure groups against him.

Most of the pressure groups intensified in 1840s. Although they had their grievances in 1830, their intensive attacks showed up in 1840s example by 1840, it is when the French working class experienced severs working conditions because of the French industrial progress. But it was not until 1846 and 1847 that Louis Blanc gained prominence in the French Republic focus. Bonapartist equally intensified in 1840s when Napoleon remains were brought from St. Helena to remind the people of the Napoleonic days. Also, it was not until 1840s that the French historian Lamartine began popularizing the colourful days of the revolution thereby dwarfing Philippe and Guizot. It was also not until 1843 that a united platform of opposition factions especially socialists and Republicans was achieved through reform banquets. Philippe was often indifferent towards them and it was not until 1848 when he tried to suppress them that the revolution sparked off. Therefore, the intensive campaign and propaganda and unity for pressure groups heightened in 1840s which carried France to the 1848 revolution.

Therefore his cautious foreign policy helped him survive for 18years. In order to legitimize his throne among European powers, he had to sacrifice many opportunities of action. Though opposition groups criticized him, he managed to win confidence of England and other continental powers. It was only in 1846 when France became successful over Britain in the Spanish marriages that he lost support of his continental ally and in 1848 he was overthrown.

Between 1830 – 1848, France lacked a strong personality of leadership by which pressure groups used unity their differences against Philippe. Besides, the divergent ideologies of his opponents equally made it hard to unite against him. Thus, Philippe exploited such division of interest to sustain his reign. It was not until 1848 that socialists, Republicans and the National Government fraternized to overthrow him.

The 1830 constitutional charter equally acted to limit exceptional powers over Philippe which could have aroused the revolution in 1830s. By the charter’s constitution, Philippe could never override national interests through special decrees in attempts to dissolve the chamber of deputies. Both chambers (peers and Deputies) could pass laws other than the king. It lowered tax qualification for Franchise and the church state alliance ceased. Therefore the charter calmed the fears of peasants over the church lands and checked his despotism over national legislation. Also the voting power was left to the upper middle class who were not critical of his rule as long as he satisfied their commercial wishes.

His peaceful reign won the confidence of peasants and middle class. Both classes were tired of French revolutionary as either through wars, bloody revolutions or violent sects. Such past instability e.g. in 1789, 1793 – 1794, 1815 and 1830 had been a cause of suffering and economic decline. Therefore the French majority wished for a peaceful era to sustain their progress leading Philippe to rule for 18years.

The economic progress which France enjoyed during his reign made Philippe rule for 18years. Although monopolized by a few, France felt economic progress in Western Europe next to Britain e.g. railways were built industries were set up, public works improved, production of French wine increased two fold, coal increased four – fold and machinery ten – fold. This was a credit to Philippe’s reign although it created misfortunes for the lower classes.

Looking at his domestic policy Philippe maintained a small franchise and avoided elections only a few middle class members qualified to vote and these were his friends the majority had no chance to vote him out of office and this policy helped him to rule for 18 years.

Philippe also passed harsh laws that helped him to maintain power e.g. he passed the law of Association which heavily punished those who formed societies / parties aimed at overthrowing him. He also passed the law against discussion which banned all political parties he arrested and imprisoned his opponents which drove the opposition into silence and gave him chance to maintain himself in power.

Philippe also censored the press and through this policy he was in position to control and contain public critisms against his government. It therefore became hard to expose the injustices on his regime hence maintaining himself in power.

His personality and character was very important to his stay in power. Firstly he had a confusing / unique character e.g. he never identified with one particular group of people so he was neither a Bonapartist, liberal, a legitimist nor a republican. This character and personality became hard for people to understand and therefore Philippe managed to survive in power for that long.

He ruled France for 18 years because he had the popular support of the middle class. This class dominated the chamber of Deputies; it owned factories and businesses and therefore financially support Philippe and his government.

The unpopularity of republicanism and socialism in France at that time also helped him to rule of 18 years republicanism had set a bad record in the history of France (During the reign of terror) this forced the French to hate it and agonizing support Philippe.

He had the support of Britain which helped him to retain power e.g. Philippe signed a free trade treaty with Britain which won him friendship to Britain there by escaping a military confrontation from Britain.

He also had a strong and loyal body guard and army that protected him. This army only failed protected him in power in 1848 which ended his rule.

Philippe had a strong spy network in the National Guard and police which uncovered many conspiracies against his government e.g. the republican assassination attempt on his life was uncovered before it materialized. In addition Louis Napoleon Bonaparte attempted to capture power in a coup in 1836 and the in 1840 but this was uncovered by the intelligence service of Louis Philippe. 

His corruption and bribery policy in the chamber of Deputies prolonged his stay in power e.g. his government gave juicy contracts to members of parliament and as decision makers the MPs always supported the king and kept him in power. This was especially possible through the services of loyal chief minister Guizot.

It was the Liberal Thiers who effectively controlled liberal attacks on the chamber of deputies against Philippe. When he resigned in 1840, he was succeeded by Guizot who had similar domestic and foreign policies as Philippe. It was Guizot who supported Philippe’s cautious and conservative middle class interests and equally had support of deputies. To Philippe’s advantage, Guizot maintained a strong hold of the Chamber of Deputies through bribery, corruption business advocation and was highly inclined to British interests. Though this was a weakness of government it enabled Philippe survive attacks in the Chamber of deputies up to 1848. Therefore theirs and Guizot helped Philippe to rule for 18 years in different ways.



THE AUSTRIAN EMPIRE AND PRINCE METTERNICH (1815-1848)
The history of the Austrian empire and Europe as a whole between 1815-1848 was dominated by the personality of Prince Metternich who became the Austrian chancellor under Emperor Francis Joseph I.
Austria was one of the major powers that took part in the Quadruple Alliance that defeated Napoleon I in 1815. She was also a strong participant in the Vienna settlement and thereafter the Congress System which gave Austria extra ordinary powers over many nationalities.
The Austrian empire was made up of many states (was heterogeneous). Austria controlled many nationalities that spoke different languages and had varying cultures. By putting together such a large number of different people, the Vienna settlement accidentally created a foundation for the rise and growth of nationalism and liberalism. These two forces threatened the survival of the Austrian empire in the 19th century when each nationality demanded for their independence. In all the Austrian empire controlled the Germans, Italians, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles, Hungarians, Croats, Romanians and at one time the Serbs.
Emperor Francis I together with Metternich were dictators, strong believers in the old order, believed in and maintained privileged classes, Catholicism was maintained as state religion and the forces of nationalism and liberalism were suppressed. Metternich regarded these two forces as the poisons of peace that had to be checked. The two leaders therefore employed strict policies in order to keep these forces out of the Austrian Empire in what came to be known as the Metternich system.

PRINCE CLEMENS VON METTERNICH
Prince Clemens von Metternich was born on 15th May 1773 in Coblenz in the Rhine province where his father George Metternich was serving as Austrian ambassador. Metternich was therefore from a noble family in Austria, an aristocrat who grew up to become conservative in political belief.
Metternich attained his education at the University of Strasbourg in France where he witnessed the French revolution and its effects like the Reign of Terror. His experience in France made him to hate anything to do with revolutions which he always referred to as the ‘’poisons of peace’’. He later studied at the University of Mainz where he specialized in diplomacy although he also had interest in science, history and astronomy.
Metternich was widely travelled, intelligent and informed. He was thoroughly educated and while boasting about his international abilities, he once remarked ‘’It is my habit to write to Paris in French, to London in English, to St. Petersburg in Russian, to Berlin in German, to Rome in Latin and to Greece in Greek’’.  
After university Metternich joined the civil service where he served as Austria’s foreign minister and was later appointed Chancellor of Austria, a position he held until his downfall in 1848.


As Chancellor Metternich pursued three separate goals namely;
Preserving European peace,
	Preserving the old order (monarchs and aristocrats with their privileges) against the new order of revolutionary ideas.
Maintaining Austrian empire from disintegration due to the new forces. To achieve these goals, Metternich developed a system known as the Metternich system which scored a fair degree of success in his goals and that’s why the period 1815-1848 is popularly known as the “Metternich age”.
POLICIES USED BY METTERNICH TO DOMINATE EUROPEAN AFFAIRS,                               1815-1848/ METTERNICH SYSTEM.
How was Metternich able to control European affairs between 1815 to 1848?
The Metternich system was a set of policies that were used by Metternich in his attempt to control or defeat the growing forces of nationalism, liberalism and democracy in the Austrian empire in particular and Europe in general. Using these policies, Metternich was able to manipulate European politics and was therefore able to control affairs in the Austrian empire and Europe. Below were the policies that made up the Metternich system;
One of the policies used by Metternich was diplomacy. As  a career diplomat Metternich encouraged diplomacy in solving European problems, e.g. Metternich was instrumental in convincing European statesmen to form the forth coalition that defeated Napoleon I. He played a central role during the Vienna congress and settlement which was a diplomatic effort to bring peace in Europe. Through this he managed to convince most of the European monarchs to hate forces of change. This clearly shows how Metternich became the coachman of Europe.
He also employed the policy of divide and rule especially among the Italian and German states. Metternich exploited the disunity among the Italian states which he divided into thirteen states and appointed his own princes as rulers in these states. The princes were always interchanged between states which helped him to control the growing forces of nationalism and liberalism.
Among the German states he organized them into a confederation and secured for Austria the presidency of the German parliament. As president, he used his powers to control the affairs of the Germans. He often allied with one state against another which crippled nationalism and liberalism among the German states.
Metternich also used the Catholic Church as his special ally in dominating Europe. He made catholic religion a state religion in his empire and banned all other religions hence promoting religious intolerance, which won him the support of the catholic folks across Europe and also the support of catholic clergy thus enabling him to dominate politics in Europe.
He also dominated Europe through censorship of the press and other publications throughout the empire which weakened liberalism. He centralized communication and correspondences in Vienna where he employed censor officials to edit newspapers, magazines, textbooks, other publications. Mails were also opened and resealed in order to prevent the spread of dangerous information, hence enabling him to dominate affairs in Europe.

Metternich also used propaganda in the Austrian empire. He employed false propaganda against forces of change. He successfully decampaigned the customs union of German states (the Zollverein) which would have become a strong force of German states under Prussian leadership thus enabling him to weaken the forces of nationalism and liberalism.
He used the natural gift of oratory to confuse, convince and finally threaten European monarchs of the dangers revolutions.
Metternich also used the espionage under which he employed a team of spies and detectives to collect vital information from people in schools, hospitals, universities, hotels and other work places. Metternich is even known to have spied on fellow statesmen in Europe and to historians Austria was a classic example of a police state. While lamenting about the strictness of the spy network, an Italian lady said ‘my daughter cannot sneeze because Metternich will know of it’. His daughter in law observed that Metternich could even be aware of the snoring baby at the corner of his empire.
He also employed force to dominate Europe and the Austrian empire. He operated a strong police and army which were used to crash revolutionary activities in his empire and Europe e.g. in the 1820s when he sent his army to restore Ferdinand 1 in Naples by force.
He also dominated Europe through the congress system. Using the congress he managed to influence the actions and thinking of many monarchs. Tsar Alexander I of Russia who had refused to follow the example of Metternich through his Holy Alliance was forced to repent and also embraced Metternich’s example when he said ‘ Today I deplore all that I said and did from 1815-1848. I regret the time lost: we must study to retrieve it. You have correctly judged the conditions of things. Tell me what you want and what you want of me and I will do it”.
He also dominated Europe through the restoration of legitimate rulers such as the bourbons in France, Ferdinand I in Naples, Ferdinand VII in Spain, Victor Emmanuel 1 in Piedmont-Sardinia and Pope Pius IX in the Papal States. He convinced the major powers at Vienna to restore legitimate rulers who would be depended upon in stamping out revolutionary tendencies in their respective countries.
In order to destroy opposition against his dictatorship, he employed the fiscal policy under which he overtaxed the masses with the aim of impoverishing them so as to weaken them and disable the revolutionary spirit among the disgruntled masses.
He also controlled the education system in the Austrian empire under which teachers and professors were forced to take an oath of allegiance to the Metternich system against their will, changed the curriculum when he banned the teaching of liberal subjects such as history and literature and banned all intellectual discussions and debate. In support of this policy, emperor Francis 1 of Austria clearly remarked that “ I want not scholars but good citizens, whoever teaches must do so according to my will and whoever keeps liberal ideas going must go or I will eliminate him.
FACTORS THAT ENABLED METTERNICH TO CONTROL EUROPE
	Question:
Why was Metternich able to control the European affairs between 1815-1848?	
“A couch man of Europe”. Is this a fair description of Prince Metternich between 1815-1848?
Metternich had rare qualities of being kind and ruthless. And these rare qualities won him many friends and sympathies which helped him to dominate European affairs.
A wide spread desire for peace after the period of wars in Europe also enabled Metternich to control Europe. Metternich claiming to be the champion of peace went ahead to organize the Vienna Congress to restore peace in Europe. The Vienna Congress later resulted into the Congress system, as a result majority of the states men in Europe supported Metternich and the Congress system which maintained him as an influential figure. 
His noble origin also enabled him influence Europe by birth Metternich was a noble and it was against this background that he was appointed chancellor of Austria. There was no way Metternich could have ascended to political leadership in Austria if he was not a noble. Besides Metternich strongly supported the restoration of legitimate rulers (fellow monarchs) who rallied behind him and supported his conservative policy.
The desire for monarchism as a form of government as opposed to republicanism. The monarchial system of government was still popular and many Europeans desired to be governed by kings and not elected presidents.  It should remembered that republicanism had showed a bad example especially in France where it had led to the reign of terror. Therefore when Metternich proposed the restoration of legitimate rulers he portrayed him-self as a supporter of monarchies hence making himself influential.
The down fall of Napoleon Bonaparte 1 also enabled him to influence Europe. Napoleon had over thrown many kings in Europe and encouraged a fair system of promotion on merit. During his reign a noble like Metternich would never rise to power. In addition it was Napoleon Bonaparte who had dominated European affairs during that period therefore his downfall created a vacuum that was filled by Metternich.
Metternich also had supported the Catholic Church and the catholic majority in Europe. Majority of the Europeans were Catholics and Metternich was himself a catholic. He therefore used this chance to gain support of the Catholics in Austrian empire. Appointments to political positions were based on the belief in the Catholic faith such a policy helped him to gain the majority support of the Catholics in Europe and even suppressed revolution wherever they occurred.
Most of the statesmen in Europe at that time were weak and therefore could be easily influenced by Metternich to support his conservative ideas or policies. The Czar of Russia one time confessed that,” Today I deplore all what I said and did between 1815-1818, regret the time lost, you have rightly judged the conditions of the time, tell me what you want and I will do it”.
The existence of a large class of peasants in Europe also enabled Metternich to dominate the continent. The majority of Europeans were predominantly peasants who had little interests in policies. The middle class was small and there existed very few intellectuals to finance and lead nationalistic uprising against Metternich. This therefore gave Metternich a chance to influence political affairs in Europe.
Metternich was widely travelled, thoroughly educated and linguistic which made him knowledgeable about Europe.  He once boasted that, “It’s my habit to write to Paris in French, to London in English, to St Petersburg in Russian, to Berlin in German, to Rome in Latin and to Greece in Greek.
Metternich’s early diplomatic experience also enabled him influence also Europe. He studied from France and was appointed as the ambassador to Berlin and Paris. He was later appointed foreign minister and then chancellor of Austria.  Such diplomatic experiences helped him to make many friends who later supported his policy.
The oppressed people who would have checked Metternich’s policies and influence lacked unity and were not co-ordinate e.g. when the Italian organized revolts in 1820 and 1830 their revolts were defeated partly because they were poorly organized and the leaders were divided.  Therefore Metternich exploited this disunity to his advantage.
Metternich had the unreserved support of his emperor, Francis 1 in his struggle against the forces of nationalism, liberalism and democracy. Metternich also got the support of other European monarchs which enabled him to spread his ideas of conservatism. In addition many European countries were engaged at home with local problems and failed to interfere with Metternich’s problems.
IMPORTANCE OF METTERNICH IN THE HISTORY OF EUROPE.
Question:
1: Assess the achievements of Prince Metternich in Europe between 1815-1848.
Metternich played an important role both in the internal politics of Austria and the entire European community between 1815-1848.  During that period Europe was faced with too many challenges that needed dynamic leadership in order to restore peace, security, law and order. As chancellor of Austrian empire Metternich provided leadership to Europe and below were his contributions during that period.
Prince Metternich together with Lord Castlereagh of Britain initiated the idea of defeating Napoleon and eliminate him from the European scene. This was done through coalition that were formed to defeat Napoleon Bonaparte 1 at Liepzig and later Waterloo. This maintained peace and stability in Europe.
Metternich was also credited for having used diplomacy to win the support of Britain, Russia and Prussia in so doing Metternich together with other statesmen of Europe became the authors of the Vienna Settlement and the Congress System. The arrangements played an important role in solving European problems diplomatically which in the end ensured peace and stability in Europe.
Metternich is important in the history of Europe because he managed to win the support of Britain, Russia and Prussia leading to the formation of the quadruple alliance which isolated and weakened France. In turn this helped Europe to check on further French aggression against other European countries.
Metternich was influential in the history of Europe because he initiated the restoration of legitimate rulers to their legitimate thrones. These rulers had been over thrown by the French Revolution and Napoleon. Consequently Ferdinand I of Naples, Ferdinand vii of Spain, pope Pius of the papal state, Victor Emmanuel of Piedmont and the Bourbons of France were restored.  This was done with an aim of preventing outbreak of another revolution and also to maintain peace in Europe.
Metternich also succeeded in convincing other statesmen at the Vienna Congress that their quarrel was with Napoleon and not France. As a result of his influence the powers at the Vienna Congress invited France to join them which transformed the quadruple alliance to the quintile alliance. This was done in the struggle to balance, maintain peace and stability in Europe.
Metternich prepared the guidelines and the principle that guided the European powers during the Vienna settlement and later the congress. It is said that he prepared 18 articles in less than 18 hours and his work took over 26 secretaries to write out a single copy.
He successfully suppressed the forces of liberalism, nationalism and democracy in Europe at large and Austria in particular. To achieve the above, he created a strong army which suppressed revolts and put in place an efficient spy network which succeeded among the Italian and German states. He also appointed foreigners as rulers in other countries and always relied on them to suppress nationalism. He extended privileges to the nobles and the Catholic Church who in turn enforced his policy. Because of his system in Italy and Germany Metternich earned himself a title “ROCK OF ORDER”.
He initiated and caused the calling of the 1814 – 1815 Vienna congress that resulted into the Vienna settlement of 1815 that helped in maintaining peace in Europe.
Metternich is praised for having expanded, protected and maintained the ramshackled Austrian empire. Before the Vienna settlement in Austria was a relatively small state but the Vienna settlement rewarded her for having fought during the defeat of Napoleon. The boarders of Austria increased to include Germany and Italy which he maintained under Austrian empire.
He is remembered for having championed and maintained the privileges of the nobles in Europe and Austrian i.e he brought nobles in the politics or center government and gave them positions. In turn they helped him to achieve his goals of fighting forces of change.
It is also on record that Metternich transformed Vienna from Austria’s capital to a city of diplomacy e.g. during his reign as chancellor Vienna hosted statesmen leading to the signing of the Vienna settlement. At Vienna the other congresses were also called leading to peace in Europe.
Metternich also succeeded in protecting Austria from dangerous foreign contacts. He did this way by issuing strict laws, he censored the press, he banned political activities, and he employed censor officials whose only duty was to open, read and receive mails entering Austria or moving out. This helped him to know whatever was going on in other countries.
Metternich is remembered for having initiated and endorsed what came to be known as the Metternich system. This system included a set of strict laws and policies that were used to control European affairs. They included laws such as a law against association, press, use of force, intimidations, divide and rule, among others. Such laws helped him to influence European affairs and in the end earned him titles such as “the rock of order”, “the police man of Europe “and “the coach man of Europe”.
Metternich is remembered for having suppressed nationalistic uprisings. Various revolutions and protests occurred in Europe during 1820’s and 1830’s but the 1848 revolution caught him unaware and they contributed to his downfall.
WEAKNESSES /FAILURES OF METTERNICH
  Although Metternich is credited for having played an influential role in European politics, he has been criticized on a number of grounds.
Firstly, Metternich maintained dictatorship or despotism in Austria as a country and Europe at large.  He did this through harsh laws and policies such as censoring the pres, banning political parties and associations, suppressing nationalism and liberalism using the army and the police, operating a spy network system, such policies promoted dictatorship in Austria and other European countries.
Much as Metternich initiated the Vienna settlement and the congress system he was also responsible for the collapse of the congress system in 1830. This was because he actively involved in the conflicts with other states men such as Lord Canning of the Britain, Czar Alexander I of Russia which led to divisions within the congress.   
Metternich restored dictatorial rulers in form of legitimate rulers. These rulers had been rejected by their subjects such as the Bourbons in France.  After their restoration by Metternich and the congress system they brought back the old hated policies which again led to the occurrence of the 1830 revolutions in Europe.
Metternich also denied the masses their basic rights. During his reign in Austria, freedom, equality and liberalism were suppressed. To Metternich these forces were the poison of peace because they inspired people to organize revolutions.
He also ignored the forces of nationalism, liberalism, and democracy. He continued to rule the Italians and Germans and suppressed their nationalistic and liberal feelings. Metternich’s opposition on nationalism and liberalism was shaped by the will of the emperor of Austria. ( Francis Joseph 1 ) who once declared that “ I want no good scholars but good citizens, who ever serves me must teach according to my orders, whoever is not able to do so must go or I shall eliminate him”.
Metternich also promoted religious intolerance in the Austrian empire by making Catholicism the only accepted /official/state religion and the other religions were not given the freedom to operate. Such religious intolerance prevailed in an empire that consisted of protestant nationalists and orthodox Christians. Such a policy was unrealistic and in the long run it encouraged such minor groups to struggle for independence. 
Metternich failed to initiate the economic reforms Austria e.g. there was no serious economic developments, instead masses were heavily taxed. Austria remained economically background compared to other European countries or states. Trade was affected by high tariffs and industry remained under developed, transport and communication was very poor and many parts of Austria remained remote. This left the middle class in Austria very discontented with the regime.
During the Vienna settlement and there after the congress system Metternich actively participated in resolutions that denied small states their independence i.e. when they were joined together to serve as Buffers in order to control French aggression e.g. when Belgium was joined with Holland. This delayed the maturity and independence of such states.
Metternich also failed to improve the education system in Austria when he put education under church control. The education system was strictly supervised by spies; he also banned the teaching of liberal subjects there by suppressing intellectualism in the Austrian empire.
Metternich initiated the Metternich system which was composed of strict measures and policies which denied Austrians there civil rights. The above weaknesses greatly contributed to the downfall of Prince Metternich in 1848.
He promoted inequality by favoring the nobility privileges to the ruling families and aristocrats in Europe and Metternich also favored feudalism which kept many parts of Europe undeveloped and backward.  This influenced the outbreak of the 1848 revolution in the Austrian empire and other European states e.g. Hungary.
 Much as he kept the Austrian Empire under his tight control, it remained disorganized and ramshackled for many years.





DOWNFALL OF METTERNICH
Death of his friends.
Rise of new personalities.
Outbreak of 1848 revolutions.
Demise of Congress system 1830.
Existence of vast heterogonous Austrian Empire.
Role played by other European states.
Failure to control public opinion / press.
Outbreak of severe winter 1847.
Fiscal / economic harsh conditions.
Metternich dictatorship / despotism.
Rise of Liberal minded Pope Pius IX.
Rise and spread of forces of Nationalism and Liberalism.

THE I848 REVOLUTION
The period between 1848 to 1850 was marked by wide spread revolutions throughout Europe. Countries like France, Austria, Italy and the German states were all affected by revolutionary upheavals. Italy was the origin of these revolutions which later spread to France and also inspired other Europeans to revolt.
The 1848 revolutions started in the Italian town of Perlano in January 1848. From Italy these revolutions first spread to France in February 1848. The 1848 revolutions then reached Austria on 1st march 1848 from where they spread to Hungary, Bohemia and Galicia. They reached the German states on 17th March, 1848. In Germany they occurred in the German states of Hannover, Bavaria and Baden. They also spread to Switzerland where they were defeated. From Switzerland they spread to the Ottoman Empire in the Turkish provinces of Walachia and Moldavia. These revolts later reached Spain.
These revolutions had a lot in common in terms of their causes and outcomes they occurred a generation after the Vienna settlement and Congress system therefore in their general outlook these revolutions were against the Vienna settlement.
Most of the revolutions failed apart from the Revolution in France against Louise Philippe and in Austria against Metternich.
Only two countries in Europe escaped the 1848 revolutions namely Britain and Belgium.
THE GENERAL CAUSES OF THE 1848 REVOLUTIONS IN EUROPE.
The desire to undo the 1815 Vienna settlement: in most of the European states there was that general desire to remove bad arrangement. The statesmen at Vienna made several mistakes in their attempt to restructure Europe and balance power by dividing smaller states.
Among others they bartered small states as if they were commodities and made some of them loose independence e.g.  Austria acquired German states and Russia acquired Poland these states therefore started struggling to destroy such bad arrangements and their struggle led to the 1848 Revolutions.
 The desire to overthrow oppressive rulers and their policies; the big powers that dominated small states put in place oppressive policies. In the Austrian Empire, Metternich exercised an iron hand over the people he controlled e.g. using his Carlsbad decree of 1819, any signs of liberalism and Nationalism were severely punished in Austria. In France, Louis Philippe’s government mainly depended on the middle class and they operated a policy of dictatorship.
In Prussia, Emperor Fredrick IV was a despot who opposed any forms of reforms in Prussia, besides these, rules were inefficient and corrupt. Most of them promoted the system of privileges to the Nobles and the Catholic Church.  Such policies denied the masses their liberties and freedoms leading to the 1848 revolutions.
Demand for domestic institutional reforms; in almost all European countries, there was a  demand for institutional reforms, i.e. people demanded for reforms in their constitution, extension of voting rights to all people, freedom of religion, speech  and race, freedom of association, freedom from arbitrary arrests and imprisonment e.t.c e.g.   in the Austrian  empire sates like Hungary and Bohemia wanted independent parliament on equal terms with Austria. They also demanded liberal constitutions that protected their civil and political rights.
The effect of Rapid population growth in Europe; By 1848, population growth in Europe was rated high yet the governments did not have plans to improve the welfare of the growing population. Population growth led to urban congestion, food and water shortages, unemployment, growth in the number of slums and the rapid spread of diseases. These conditions affected the social lives of the people. Revolutions were due to inadequate government response.
The few who were employed suffered from poor working conditions like low wages, congestion in factories with poor ventilation, long working hours and child labour was very common such condition created a revolutionary environment in countries like France, Austria, Switerland, Italian and German states.
The negative effects of industrial growth; industrial growth in Europe created two conflicting classes of people on the other hand was rich middle class/ industrialists /capitalists who owned the means of production and monopolized the benefits of industrialization on the other hand were the worker who suffered from the exploitation as they earned low wages, had poor housing and had poor health facilities yet government made no effort to improve these conditions. This forced the workers to form movements with the aim of over throwing their governments that supported exploitation.
The rise of socialism and republican ideologies; republicanism and socialism became strong political forces after 1830, socialists emphasized total abolition of capitalism and formation of state workshops where by government would employ maintain and protect the entire citizens, they also demanded for equality and extension of the franchise to the peasants.
Republicans emphasized the people’s rights to elect their leaders, people’s rights to make their laws, have an elected parliament and that it was the duty of the government to protect the people’s freedoms.
Wherever the peasants and workers came into contact with such ideologies their revolutionary spirit was awakened hence the 1848 revolutions.
The effects of rapid urbanization; In origin and inspiration most of the 1848 revolutions were largely urban. Industrialization in Europe led to large urban centers that attracted people from rural areas who were looking for jobs, in the end labour supply in towns out matched the rate of industrial development. This led to increased cost of living in towns, poor sanitation, created high rates of diseases spread. Such conditions created the desire for change and the existence of towns made the revolutions possible because towns supplied urban mobs that resisted government armies.
The desire for national independence; in some states the revolution were aiming at over throwing foreign rule and archiving national unity and independence. This was to rule in the following states; the Italian states wanted to throw out Austrian rule.
The German states also wanted to throw out Austrian domination.
Hungary, Bohemia and Galicia also wanted to throw out Austrian rule.
The poles were fighting for their independence from Russia.
They were also caused by the influence or inspired the success of the 1789 and 1830 revolutions in France. The 1789 revolution in France spread revolutionary ideas throughout Europe and these were sued as slogans in many countries during the 1848 revolutions.
The success of the 1848 revolution against Louis Philippe also inspired other revolutions in Europe. This revolution in France over threw Louis phillipe and forced him into exile in England. The success of the French revolution in 1848 inspired revolutions in Europe because other European countries had similar problems like those in France, besides other European states expected Military assistance from France because France, had become a champion of revolutionary ideas and movement. By March 1848 the whole Europe had been inspired and was in revolutions again.
The 1848 revolutions in Europe were organized against Metternich and his system. The Metternich system was made up of oppressive policies directed towards the suppression of nationalistic feelings and keeping the Austrian empire intact. Such policies included censorship of the press, use of force; sue of a strict spy network. E.t.c. all these policies caused a lot of discontent in the Austrian empire leading the outbreak of revolutions in 1848.
The influence of the scholars or intellectuals also led to the 1848 revolutions. Scholars like university professors and their students, lawyers and journalist provided the much needed leadership e.g. Mazzini in Italy led the Young Italian movement against Austrian rule in Italy, Louis Kossuth provided leadership to the Hungarian movement against Austria, In France Louis Blanc and Lamartine led the revolution against Louis Philippe the intellectual leadership inspired the masses into revolutions again.
The influence of the Rich middle class in Europe also inspired the 1848 revolutions. The middle class were a rich group who also contributed leadership by financing the revolutions; they claimed to have been the rightful people to occupy important positions in government but were denied by governments of the time. This therefore encouraged them to finance revolutions against the reigns of the time.
The effect of natural calamities and epidemics also contributes to the 1848 revolutions. Europe experienced along drought period which led to poor harvest and therefore famine the worst hit population was the urban population and the poor peasant. Unfortunately, governments of the time did so little to improve the conditions of the dying masses thus creating a revolutionary climate.
The 1848 revolutions also coincided with a period of epidemics especially cholera, typhoid and plague. These originated from the East (China) around 1844 and spread to Europe and Eventually USA. These epidemics greatly affected the poor living them physically and physiologically tortured and therefore hostile to their governments.
The collapse of the congress system in 1830 also inspired the 1848 revolutions; the congress system had been put in place to maintain peace and stability in Europe and by 1830 this arrangement was no more. It’s therefore a matter of opinion to urge that the collapse of the congress system which was an instrument of peace inspired many people to organize revolutions against their governments in 1848.
Summary of the causes of 1848 revolutions.
The desire to undo the Vienna settlement.
The desire to overthrow oppressive rulers and their policies.
Demand for domestic institutional reforms.
The effect of rapid population growth in Europe.
The negative effects of industrial growth.
The rise of socialism and republican ideologies.
The effect of rapid urbanization.
The desire for national independence.
Influence of the success of the previous revolutions.
They were organized against Metternich and his system.
The influence of scholars or intellectuals.
The influence of the Rich middle class in Europe.
The influence of natural calamities and epidemics.
The collapse of the congress system.

COMMON FEATURES OR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1848 REVOLUTIONS
Qtn.
Discuss the common features of the 1848 revolutions in Europe?
Much as the 1848 revolutions occurred in different European countries its s evident enough that these revolutions had a lot in common in terms of their origin causes, course and out come as discussed below.
All these revolutions were inspired by a common cause to destroy the unfair arrangements of the Vienna settlement of 1814/15 e.g. the settlement had imposed foreign rule on the Germans and Italians and therefore neglected the ideas of liberalism and nationalism and it was this that caused the revolutions among the Germans, the Italians, Hungarians, the Poles e.t.c.

In the Italian and German states, the 1848 revolutions were aimed at attaining nationals unity and independent. This was so because these states had been subjected to foreign rule of Austria.

Most of the revolutions demanded for political social and economic reforms. E.g In France the masses wanted voting right, press freedom, freedom of speech and Association e.t.c. the Austrians and Hungarians were demanding for similar freedoms and liberties from the Austrian government.

The revolutions were organized by a middle class i.e journalists, lawyers, professors, capitalists and university students E.g. in German states the revolution was led by professors and students, in Italian states the revolution was led by Mazzini, a university graduate, In Hungary the revolution was led by Louis Kossuth a lawyer and in France led by Lamartine a republican and Louis Blanc a socialist, All these belonged to middle class in their different countries.

They originated or started from towns and cities (they were urban and were mainly dominated by urban dwellers, they occurred in towns and cities like Milan, Vienna, Paris, among others. Being urban based, its automatic that they lacked the participation of the up country masses (peasants)  it was against this back  ground that they were easily suppressed since they lacked the majority support of the masses who were peasants.

The 1848 revolutions are believes to have occurred in less industrialized  states i.e  they occurred in agricultural states that were backward .these were states that were affected by bad weather which affected the harvests of the farmers and resulted  into famine forcing the people to revolt.

The revolutionaries in different countries employed similar methods or tactics during the revolutions e.g. they all adopted the French revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity as their slogans, they also organized strikes and demonstrations to achieve their desired goals.

Most of the revolutions registered partial success but later they were suppressed except the one in France. E.g. in Italy Mazzini and Garibaldi succeeded in overthrowing the pope (Pius VII) and even established a republic in Rome but with the support of Napoleon III of France Mazzini and Garibaldi were defeated and the pope was restored. In Austria the Austrians succeeded in overthrowing Metternich but the Austrian forces suppressed the revolutions later.

The 1848 revolutions and revolutionaries were characterized by divisions and also lacked clear principles and method of achieving their goals. Most of them lacked clear leadership, were disorganized and had different political agendas. E.g, in the Italian states, revolutionaries were divided over leadership as some preferred the leadership of piedmont while others preferred the leadership of the pope.

The 1884 revolutions lacked foreign support wherever they occurred. This was so because they took place almost at the same time and in many states therefore each state was busy or pre occupies with its own revolutions. In other states like the Italian states revolutionaries did not want foreign support while the Germans were still proud and arrogant to involve foreigners in their struggle.

Most of the revolutions were sparked off by the negative effects of the 1847 bad which led to poor harvest famine and later epidemics. 

EFFECTS OF 1848 REVOLUTIONS

Qtn:
Examine the significance of the 1848 revolutions in Europe
Most of the 1848 revolutions failed or were suppressed. However despite their failure these revolutions registered some social and economic reforms in Europe. E.g. Serfdom, Feudalism heavy taxation and privileges of the nobility were abolished especially in Austria and Hungary.

These revolutions led to the downfall or regimes and also the rise of new regimes e.g. in France the revolutions led to the downfall of Louis Phillip and the rise of the second French republic under Napoleon III which led to the revival of Bonarpatsim in France.

The 1848 revolutions marked the end or down fall of Metternich and his era. Metternich was over thrown together with his dictatorship and this opened the way for progressive politics in Austria and Europe at large.

These revolutions also strengthened the forces of liberalism, nationalism and democracy in countries like Italy and Germany in those two countries these revolutions led to the unification of Italian and German states.

These revolutions led to the emergency of new personalities in politics of Europe e.g. Bismarck in Germany rose to the political scene, Count Carmilo Cavour and Victor Emmanuel II rose to the political scene in Italy and Napoleon III in France. These personalities influenced and dominated European affairs in the years that followed the downfall of Metternich.

The 1848 revolutions restored militarism in countries like Austria and Prussia due to the rise of the new personalities. In France Napoleon II brought back militarism that characterized the first Bonarpartist reign.

Despotic rulers remained shaken in all affected states even in states where revolutions failed. The despots/ Dictators were taught a lesson that liberalism and nationalism had become popular forces in Europe which forced the dictators become liberal.

In states where the revolutions failed the leaders carried out a revenge campaign against the revolutionaries’ e.g.  In Hungary leaders like Kassuth were forced into exile, In Hungary Kossuth was even nicknamed the Hyena.

1848 revolutions demonstrated the importance of the middle class in influencing European politics. Most of the revolutions were funded and organized by the middle class registered small support from the peasant.

The revolutions were generally destructive as they presided over massive loss of lives and destruction of property because of mob justice that was employed by revolutionaries.

The congress system which had presided over peace in Europe was given the last blow by these revolutions. Most of the work which was put together by the statesmen at Vienna was dismantled as those revolutions mainly challenges the unfairness of the Vienna settlement and congress system.

In Italy and Germany nationalists were fighting for unity. These nationalists came to realize that if unity of their states was to be realized some wars had to be fought hence the need to strengthen their armies. (Italians and Germans formed strong and well equipped Armies).

In many countries where these revolutions occurred the liberal demands of the revolutionaries were not realized. In Austria and Prussia assemblies / parliament were dissolved and constitutions were withdrawn, there was further suppression of freedoms in such states in the post-revolutionary era.


WHY THE 1848 REVOLUTIONS FAILED (General causes for failure)
Disunity and lack of co-ordination among the states and political groups there was division among the political groups that participated in the 1848 revolutions such as the republicans, socialists, federalists and monarchists. There was division based on classes i.e. the middle class against the peasants and workers especially in Italy and Prussia. Division came as a result of differences in the interests and because of such differences the many groups could not combine efforts to defeat existing regimes and hence they were easily defeated.

Lack of effective mobilization, the revolutions were urban based and hence excluded the rural peasants due to poor mobilization. This concentration of the revolutions in town greatly undermined their chances of success.

The intervention of foreign powers on the side of the monarchs also led to the failure of the 1848 revolutions e.g. Russia helped Austria to defeat the revolution in Hungary and the French  restored the Pope in Rome against the interests of Italian revolutionaries.
The elite leadership by professors, journalists and university students had two negative effects on the revolutions, in the first place it distanced the revolutions from the masses who imagined that they had no role to play secondly the elites lacked the practical political realities so they failed to mobilize the poor.

The revolutions advocated for socialism which was not popular in Europe at the time, Socialism threatened the wealth of the middle class hence most of the middle class members supported the existing governments against these revolutions.

Towards the end of 1848 and early 1849 most governments in Europe had effectively come up with programmes to address social and economic hardships such as unemployment and poverty. Therefore some revolutionaries realized that there was no more need for continuing with the revolutions.

Nationalism as an ideology was not well spread in countries that were affected by the revolutions. The personal interests of some princes were still deep rooted in Italy and Germany which gave an upper hand to Austria. Specifically some princes never wanted to loose power in the name of national unity.

The effects of epidemics in Europe during that period also contributed to the failure of the revolutions. Epidemics of typhoid, cholera and plague affected central Europe and these diseases left behind a lot of debts and physical handicaps which undermined the people’s strength and the fight for freedom.

The failure of revolutions elsewhere contributed to the failure of the 1848 revolutions. On 31st. October, 1848 the Austria army had succeeded in suppressing the revolution in Vienna. In France Gen Cavaignac succeeded in suppressing a popular revolt on Paris and in Italy the revolutionaries were meeting serious difficulties. In all the forces of conservations succeeded because they had large reserves of troop to suppress the revolutions in their areas.

However to some extent the 1848 revolutions succeeded for instance Metternich the hated common figure in the Austrian Empire was exiled to England like a criminal.

In Hungary social classes and serfdoms were abolished and relatively better economic reforms were put in place.

In France Louis Philip and his ministers were overthrown and sent to exile. This gave chance to the rise of Napoleon III to power and the formation of the 2nd French republic.

In Germany social and economic reforms were realized which reduced the general suffering of the masses.

In Switzerland the 1848 revolutions succeeded in establishing a new federal and liberal constitution for the Swiss replacing the old conservations regime in Switzerland.

Finally the 1848 revolutions succeeded in establishing a new federal and Liberal constitution for the Swiss replacing the old conservation regime in Switzerland.

Finally the 1848 revolutions succeeded because they strengthened nationalism and liberalism in Europe. They encouraged the Italians and Germans to struggle for their independence leading to the unifications of Italy and Germany.

In Denmark a liberal constitution and democratic institutions were initiated while in Holland the middle class were elected to the parliament for the first time.

Qtn:
To what extent were the 1848 revolutions in Europe successful?
How successful were the 1848 revolutions in Europe.







WHY DID BRITAIN AND BELGIUM SURVIVE THE 1848 REVOLUTIONS?
Britain had a comprehensive constitution. Unlike other European states mostly German and Italian states, the British were fully and effectively represented in the parliament and government as well therefore people in Britain were in full support of the government. 

It had a stronger economy in Europe. The problems of famine starvation and financial crisis which were experienced in many other European states were never experienced in Britain this therefore explains why Britain survived the wave of the 1848 revolutionary movements.

The 1789 French revolution and Napoleonic wars did not impact so much on Britain like other European states which experienced the 1848 revolutions. Britain resisted influence of the 1789 French revolution and Napoleonic wars which were so instrumental in the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions. This also accounts for her survival of the revolutions.

 The oppressive and exploitative Metternich system which partly conditioned the outbreak of the 1848 revolution was not permitted any chance of existence in Britain. This also helped Britain to survive the violent waves of the 1848 revolution.

Liberal institutions and feeling were so much sympathized with ns catered for in Britain unlike other states. In the states like Germany, France, Italy and Austria liberal institutions were suppressed which compelled their citizens to revolt.

The epidemic disease which broke out in many other European states did not spread to Britain. The outbreak of the epidemic diseases like cholera, typhoid, e.t.c. contributed to the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions in the affected states of which Britain was not among hence her hands remained clean.

The negative impacts of the industrial revolution which contributed to the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions were not experienced in England and Belgium. As they were the first states to undergo industrial revolution in factors congestion and unfavourable working conditions.
The location of Britain also helped her survive the 1848 revolution movements. Britain is an Island surrounded by water which served as a natural barrier. In addition to the revolutionary states which perhaps would have incited a revolution. Britain only welcomed peaceful refuges like King Charles X from France. 

Leaders in Britain were clear headed and foresighted. E.g. palmers tan was skilled in reading the political barometer of the time. On the contrary leaders from mainly. Austria (Metternich) and France Louis Philippe and Guizot were insensitive and myopic this conditioned the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions.

Britain solved the problem of population increase which contributed to the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions in Germany, Austria and Italy mainly Britain transferred her excess population to her overseas colonies like India this alleviated the problem of unemployment and idleness in Britain hence its wise to say that her survival of the 1848 revolts was not by accident but by design.

The isolation policy perused by Britain during the period of the congress system in Europe helped her to survive the 1848 revolts she remained clean and out of the revolutionary grounds in Europe this was not the case with Austria which was holding the banner of the congress system and no wonder therefore she experienced the revolutionary shock.

Britain had granted self-government to her subject states. i.e In Mata, Egypt, Cape town, Heligo land to mention but a few, this was not the case with other dominant states in Europe like Austria which had direct control over the Italian and German states thus the rise and growth of nationalism in the Italian and German states affected Austria directly this was a different story in the British empire.

Finally Britain didn’t have an privileged class like the nobles/clergy which had become a centre of concentration therefore this also partly helped her to survive the 1848 revolutions which brought suffering in Europe. The British conservatives realized the importance of the middle class, thus the middle class and the conservatives formed social unity which was lacking in many European states by 1848.

UNIFICATION STRUGGLES
ITALIAN UNIFICATION STRUGGLE
Italy did not exist as it is known today until 1870. This country according to Metternich was a mere geographical expression. It only became a state after its unification. Italy had been divided into small, weak and vulnerable states which could be occupied by any aggressive power.
It should however be noted that, it was during the revolutionary and the Napoleonic era that the Italians for the first time tasted the fruits of unity and learnt to work and think beyond their smaller states when Napoleon I forged some form of unity and reduced the 12 states to three and put them under his brother Jerome Bonaparte.
Following the defeat of Napoleon I at the battle of waterloo, the Italian states were re-divided and put under foreign domination by the statesmen at Vienna. From that time on, the Italians formed revolutionary groups or movements and made attempts to unite various Italian states that included Piedmont, Sardinia, Lombardy, Venetia, Parma, Modena, Tuscany, Popal states, Naples, Sicily etc and made an attempt to destroy the bad arrangements of the Vienna settlement.
Unfortunately however, the efforts of the nationalists or freedom fighters were all along suppressed by the reactionary forces e.g. the 1820 and 1830 revolutions organized by the carbonari (charcoal burners) and revolutions organized by Mazzini (1830) with his young Italian movement (Y.I.M) and the 1848 revolutions. This meant that there were obstacles or problems that stood in the way of the unification of Italy.
OBSTACLES/FACTORS THAT HINDERED/DELAYED THE UNIFICATION OF ITALY
QN 1. Account for the delay in the unification struggle of Italy before 1850
QN 2. Why did the struggle for Italian unification remain a complete failure up to the mid of 1850’s.
The position of the Pope and the negative influence of the Catholic Church hindered the unification of Italy. The Church and the Pope were a very conservative force in Italy and naturally the Church and the Pope were opposed to national liberal movements and the Pope had the support of all Catholics in Europe. The very Pope Pius V11 refused the nationalists to attack Austria arguing that “a Catholic State Italy should not attack or fight a fellow Catholic state Austria”. It was against this background that Mazzini and Garibaldi attacked and overthrew the Pope and established a Republic only to be suppressed by Napoleon 111 and restored the Pope.
Differences in ideology/lack of a common plan, It was an obstacle that delayed the unification struggle. From the beginning, the nationalists were divided and had not agreed on a common government to form i.e. some like Garibaldi and Mazzini wanted a united Italy with a Republican government, others wanted Italy under the Pope while others wanted a Constitutional Monarchy headed by the King of Piedmont. These differences as regards the means to achieve the desired goal and plan to take in uniting Italy became an obstacle that hindered the unification of Italy.
The unfairness or bad arrangement of the Vienna settlement, it hindered the unification of Italy in many ways e.g. after the defeat of Napoleon, the statesmen divided and created 12 small, weak states and put them under the Austrian foreign rule. Austria oppressed and exploited these states and it became very difficult for them to unite.
The unfairness or the effects of the Congress system like the Vienna settlement. The Congress system greatly hindered the unification of Italy in that during the Congress of Troppau, the Congressmen signed the Troppau protocol where they agreed to suppress all revolutionary movements including the Italian movement of 1820’s.
The negative effects of the small and weak states created by the statesmen, these states wanted to remain independent, each ran its own affair and did not want to think together as Italians and with such thinking, the unification of Italy remained a dream.
The effects of the Metternich system, it was an obstacle that hindered the unification of Italy. It should be noted that, it was Metternich and others who called and signed the Vienna settlement which divided Italy into small states and put them under foreign rule and in order to fight the forces of liberalism and nationalism, Metternich employed harsh rules that came to be known as Metternich system. This system suppressed the Italian nationalists to the extent that one Italian commented that “using the spy network, Metternich could be aware of a snoring baby at the corner of his empire” and it should be remembered that it was Metternich who referred to Italy as “mere geographical expression” so the Metternich system was a great obstacle to the unification of Italy.
Poverty or economic backwardness of most of the Italian states, it hindered the unification of Italy because most of the states depended on subsistence agriculture with poor technology, lacked industries and sizeable middle class group of people who would have financed and championed the struggle/provided leadership, there were no roads, no railways, yet they were crucial in the development of the country economically. Even trade was still low, generally the Italians lacked resources to finance the struggle.
Military weakness of the Italian states compared to military strength of Austria. It was yet another obstacle to the unification of Italy. Austria had both direct and indirect control over the Italian states. These states tried to organize a revolution in 1820, 1830 and 1848 but the Austrians suppressed these revolutions simply because the Italian nationalists lacked strong and well trained army which would have challenged the Austrian forces, so the weakness of the Italian army greatly hindered the unification of Italy.
Differences between Agricultural south and Industrial north, apart from lack of common plan, the Italian nationalists in their struggle to unify, were affected by economic differences e.g. the northern part of Italy were rich and prosperous with developed infrastructures and industries while on the other hand the southern part of Italy was a barren plateau and mainly depended on Agriculture and therefore poor and backward. This sharp difference between the two always caused disunity and made the unification struggle to remain a dream.
The geography of Italy, or the topography of Italy was quite poor, it had a rugged terrain that made movement quite hard and communication in the Alps Mountain was difficult and this made the gospel of unification not to reach easily across Italy.
Differences in outlook and acts of betrayal that characterized the nationalistic movements before 1850, the leaders of the movement were different with different views or outlook e.g. Charles Albert refused to attack Austria because it was a Catholic state, Mazzini and Garibaldi preferred a Republic, Cavour and others preferred a constitutional monarchy while the others wanted the Pope. Such differences in outlook kept the Italians divided and betrayed one another to the advantage of the Austrians.
The influence of France/ France’s patronage over the Pope, France as a major power worked against the Italian cause. It should be remembered that in 1848, Mazzini and Garibaldi attacked and overthrew the Pope and established a Republic there. They also carried out a number of reforms and the Pope fled to France and sought assistance from Napoleon 111 who readily offered it and in 1849 the Pope was restored and the French troops were stationed in Italy (Rome). This act greatly affected the activities of the Nationalists making the unification of Italy fail.
Lack of foreign support or aid, for a long period of time, the Italian Nationalists failed to realize the importance of foreign aid against Austria in their struggle yet the Italians were both politically and economically disadvantaged in the sense that they lacked the necessary resources to finance the struggle and some Nationalists like Mazzini never wanted foreign support and this was self defeating because Italy was poor and it was Cavour who realized the importance of foreign aid and after getting it Italy unified. One can therefore argue that without foreign aid, Italy would not have unified.
Lack of clear leadership made the unification of Italy delay; most Italian leaders were not revolutionary. More so, they were divided, some wanted a Catholic leader (Pope), others wanted Charles Albert who turned down the offer and Mazzini and Garibaldi were not visionary enough to provide the leadership needed. So lack of clear leadership greatly delayed the unification of Italy.
Lack of mass mobilization or support; it delayed the unification of Italy in that the majority peasants did not offer their support to the movement because the movement was restricted only to the middle class who were few in number and the majority peasants remained ignorant, illiterate and uninformed about the need for unity and independence. So the absence of the support of the peasants greatly incapacitated the unification struggle.
Lack of a model state; Italian states had been divided by the statesmen at Vienna and put under foreign rule of Austria. This kept these states in a weaker position so that there was no single state which would come up and provide leadership or champion as a leader state upon which other states would unite themselves until the emergence of Piedmont and Sardinia.
Social backwardness and illiteracy delayed the unification struggle, 90% of the majority Italians were illiterate with no political ideas or interests and because of poverty, most of the Italians did not get the chance to acquire education, therefore, they remained illiterate and backward in thinking and the unification struggle or self rule never made sense to them.
Apart from illiteracy, there existed cultural, religious and language differences among the Italians. This kept them divided and made the unification struggle almost a complete failure because the Italians shared little in common e.g. some spoke Italian, others Latin and others French so they were mixed up.
The influence of foreign powers; for a long period of time, Italy had been under the control of foreign powers e.g. Spain, France during Napoleon 1 of 1796 and Napoleon 111, Russia when it suppressed revolts and Austria. So Italy had become a hunting ground for the foreign powers which plundered Italian resources. This kept Italy in a weaker position and it could not fight for its unification and independence until after 1850.
Lack of a developed, strong middle class group of people of industrialists and elites who could provide leadership and the necessary resources (finance) to achieve the desired goals greatly hindered/delayed the unification struggle.

SUMMARY
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FACTORS THAT FAVOURED/FACILITATED THE UNIFICATION OF ITALY
Why were the attempts to bring about Italian Unification more successful from 1850- 1870 than 1848-49?
Account for the factors that facilitated the Unification struggle between 1850-1870
Italy was a mere geographical expression composed of small and weak states under foreign rule and these states were Lombardy, Venetia, Tuscany, Parma, Popal states, Naples, Piedmont, Sardinia, Sicily among others, so the attempt to bring these states together (unification) remained a complete failure before 1850. However, from 1860 to 1870 a number of factors or events favored its unification and they included the following;
The emergence of Piedmont as a model leading state to solve the problem of lack of a model state, Piedmont emerged as a leading state ready to provide leadership in the unification struggle and Piedmont became the headquarters of the unification struggle, other states joined Piedmont to complete the unification struggle.
The downfall of Metternich; the 1848 revolutions overthrew Metternich and his repressive Metternich system and with his downfall, the Italians recorded victory because his downfall made the collapse of Metternich system and it was the Metternich system which had prevented the existence of the forces of Liberalism, nationalism and democracy.
The success of the 1848 revolutions in France which led to the rise of Napoleon 111 who in one way or the other assisted the Italians in their struggle, also the success of the revolution in France inspired the Italians to revolt and overthrow the Austrian foreign rule.
The rise of Cavour (soul) favored the unification struggle; he was an important personality who worked hand in hand with other personalities in the final winning of the unification and independence. He made a firm ground upon which the unification of Italy was achieved, his energy, skill and political foresightedness helped Italy to win foreign support. He re-organised the economy, expanded and trained the Italian army among others. it can therefore be said that, without the efforts of Cavour, the unification of Italy would not have been achieved at the time it did or it would have remained a dream.
The rise of Pope Pius who was liberal, he was instrumental in the promotion of the unification. Pius was a liberal thinker, anti-Austria and he accommodated a number of political reforms, he even gave amnesty to political opponents. Such assistance and thinking promoted people’s hopes and finally led to the unification of Italy.
The influence or effect of 1789 French revolution; these effects spread in Europe with revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity. In Italy, these ideas were exploited by Napoleon 1 and after his down fall, the Italians developed strong feelings to chase foreign rule after testing the fruits of unification of Italy.
The rise of Victor Emmanuel 11 in Piedmont; he emerged/rose and he was ready to provide leadership which was needed in the unification struggle working with Cavour, Victor carried out a number of reforms which were instrumental in the unification exercise so his coming solved a number of problems but above all, he solved the problem of lack of clear revolutionary leader which helped in the unification of Italy.
The role played by secret nationalistic revolts of 1820, 1830 and 1848 especially the Carbonari and the Young Italian Movement. These movements helped the Italian masses to identify their enemies, in fact it can be said that it were these secret movements that opened the eyes, ears and mind of the people to struggle for their unification and independence.
The successful political, social, economic and military reforms led to the unification of Italy. The unification had been hindered because of the weak political, economic backwardness and poverty. However, with the rise of Cavour and Victor a number of reforms were carried out in Piedmont and these reforms were crucial in the unification struggles. Credit goes to Cavour and Victor who initiated such reforms.
The role played by Giuseppe Mazzini and his Young Italian Movement; Mazzini was very instrumental in the unification of Italy, he was a mobiliser commonly known as the political prophet. He amended and identified the past mistakes; he even made the Italians aware of the need to struggle for their unity through his party (Y.I.M). Mazzini spread the gospel of unification, the gospel rang the bells which awakened the Italians from sleep and it was because of this that he won the title of political prophet.
The role of Napoleon 1 in 1796; during the Italian campaign, Napoleon conquered Italy and for the first time Napoleon brought the fruits of unity and made the Italians to work and think together although they remained under foreign rule but at least he had sowed seeds of unification to the Italians.
The role played by intellectuals e.g. Giacomo, Leopold and Alexander among others; they helped in the unification of Italy by exposing the injustices committed by the Austrian foreign rule, they provided leadership and mobilized the masses to fight for their unity and independence.
The role played by the moneyed class, merchants and workers in towns, working closely with peasants in rural areas helped much in the unification exercise of Italy and their role led to the liberation of Naples, Sicily, Lombardy and Venetia.
The role played by Bismarck in Prussia; Prussia like Italy also wanted to unify and for Prussia to achieve the unification and independence wars had to be fought e.g. Franco-Prussian war. During this war, France was defeated and forced to with draw her troops from Italy (Rome) and this gave a chance to Italians to unify.
The effects of Crimean war; the Crimean war helped Piedmont to win diplomatic sympathy and assistance from the big powers. After the war, the big powers held a meeting in Paris known as the Paris Conference and during the conference, Cavour sought the assistance of the big powers which they readily offered and it led to the unification of Italy.
The role of Felice Orsini incident against Napoleon 111 of France, Orsini attempted to assassinate Napoleon for having refused to assist the Italians and it was this assistance which helped the Italians to win their unity and independence.

THE MAKERS OF ITALIAN UNIFICATION
GIUSEPPE MAZZINI 22ND JUNE 1805-10TH MARCH 1872 (POLITICAL PROPHET
Examine the role played by Giuseppe Mazzini in the unification struggle of Italy
Assess the role by Giuseppe Mazzini in the unification struggle of Italy.

Mazzini was born in 1805 in the Italian state of Genoa; he acquired some education up to university level. He had the ambition of becoming a lawyer but when a revolution broke up in Naples, in the 1820’s, he abandoned his ambitions and joined the revolutionaries against Austria.

Mazzini was instrumental in the unification struggle of Italy in that he greatly preached against the Austrian rule and by so doing, he aroused the political awareness of the Italians because of his preaching’s and it was against this background that he earned the title of the “political prophet” because of the gospel of unification he preached.
His role was also seen when he joined the Carbonari (secret movement) mainly composed of charcoal burners in 1820. This movement mainly operated in Sicily, Naples, and Piedmont where he identified himself as a true Italian nationalistic and he took part in a number of revolts organized by the Carbonari. Unfortunately, these revolts were suppressed by Metternich.
Another role played by Mazzini was seen when he founded a political group known as the Young Italian Movement. This group or party was composed of the youths but at the same time it appealed to all Italians to unite together and overthrow the Austrian rule. Using this party, Mazzini mobilized a big number of Italians against the Austrians.
Mazzini working with Garibaldi the soldier, they organized a number of revolutions e.g. in Piedmont against Austria and it was through his efforts that Piedmont was liberated and after that Piedmont provided leadership (model state) upon which the unification of Italy was won.
Mazzini is credited for having identified the major obstacles that stood in the way in the unification of Italy i.e. the unfair arrangement of the Vienna settlement, poor leadership, divisions, and ignorance among others that they had hindered the unification struggle and he attempted to solve the above problems through his gospel. It was this which helped in the winning of the unification and independence of Italy.
Mazzini still working with Garibaldi, the two attacked defeated and overthrew the conservative Pope and established a Republic and carried out a number of reforms in Rome. This was a positive move because it sowed the seeds of unity in the future. Unfortunately the two were suppressed by Napoleon 111 of France, the Pope was restored and the French troops were stationed in Rome until 1870.
Mazzini suggested a number of political and economic reforms and it were these political reforms that helped to create a strong economy which was needed in the unification struggle of Italy. These reforms were later adopted by other personalities like Cavour.
Mazzini also attempted to overthrow Charles Albert who was not revolutionary in 1833. However, he was defeated together with his party but at least he sowed the seeds that helped in future revolutions of 1848.
On the other hand however, Mazzini is criticized on a number of grounds e.g. he was more of a thinker/dreamer than a practical statesman and it is said that he did a lot of talking to attract the masses instead of carrying out practical politics.
Mazzini is criticized because he was defeated on a number of occasions in the revolutions he organized. It was so because he lacked adequate preparation and well trained army to challenge the professional and reactionary army of Austria and he did not have the support of all Italians because his party only appealed to the youths.
Mazzini was shortsighted in that the political group he formed only appealed to the young ones and he failed to appreciate the importance of other groups of people in Italy yet they were instrumental if the unification was to be achieved.
Mazzini and Garibaldi committed serious offence when they attacked, defeated and overthrew the Pope and established a republic in Rome. This was unfortunate and it earned them enmity from Catholics yet their support was necessary in the final winning of Italian independence.
Mazzini failed to seek/recognize the support of foreign power (foreign aid) and he insisted that the unification struggle of Italy was for the Italians alone yet Italy was economically and politically backward and without foreign aid the unification struggle of Italy would have remained a myth or a dream.
Despite his weaknesses, Mazzini is remembered as one of the outstanding Italian nationalist best described as a “political prophet” because he kept the spirit of the unification alive. Unfortunately he died in 1862 before witnessing the fruits of his efforts but he remained instrumental because he rang the bells that awakened the Italians from sleep through his gospel.
SUMMARY
Born in 1805
He read books up to university level
In 1820, he joined the revolutionaries
He preached against Austrian oppressive rule
He joined the Carbonari (secret movement against Austria)
He founded a revolutionary group known as Y.I.M
He mobilized the Italians against Austria
Together with garibaldi they liberated Piedmont
They attacked and defeated the conservative Pope and carried out reforms
Initiated political economic reforms
He attempted to overthrow Charles Albert but failed (learnt lessons for future revolutions)
However,
	He was not practical but a thinker/dreamer

He was defeated in a number of occasions in revolutions he organized
He did not have a well trained army and lacked adequate preparations
He was shortsighted/myopic and formed a political group only comprised of the youths
He made a blunder when he attacked defeated and overthrew the Pope
He failed to seek support from big foreign powers
He died in 1862 he remained an instrumental person in the unification struggle of Italy.

CAMILLO CAVOUR (soul) 1810
QN Assess the role played by Camillo in the unification struggle of Italy
QN Examine the role played by Camillo Cavour in the unification struggle of Italy
Cavour was born in 1810 from a noble family in Turin the capital city of Piedmont. He acquired university education and later joined the army then politics. He was the one who guided Piedmont in the struggle to achieve Italian unity and independence.
The appearance of Cavour on the political scene in Piedmont changed the course of the unification struggle in that his contributions led to the unification of Italy. He succeeded where others failed, it was so because he was a diplomat, statesman, a true politician, widely travelled, foresighted and always exploited opportunities and above all he was practical unlike Mazzini a thinker.
Cavour began his career by founding a News paper illRisorgimento (Italian Resurrection), using this newspaper, Cavour mobilized, sensitized and kept the independence struggle alive especially after the disappearance of Mazzini.
Through the newspaper, Cavour was also able to advance the ideas of the unification struggle and his desire for a constitutional monarchy and the news paper helped him to propagate the unification struggles throughout Italy and this raised people’s awareness.
Cavour as the founder and editor of a newspaper, he became popular in Piedmont and by 1848, he had become a Member of Parliament and it was from here that he was appointed as the Minister of Commerce and Agriculture, later he was appointed Minister of Transport and Communication and in 1852 he was appointed Prime Minister.
Using the above posts, Cavour carried out a number of reforms which greatly strengthened the economy of Piedmont and it was against this background that Piedmont became the leading state in the unification struggle.
Cavour carried out a number of economic or financial reforms and such reforms solved the economic backwardness which was one of the major obstacles to the Italian unification e.g. he developed roads, railways and other communication networks all of which promoted industrialization and trade and it increased the size of the middle class group of people who financed the unification struggle.
Cavour gave out loans to carry out investment in the field of Agriculture, Transport and Scientific Research. He also encouraged foreign investors by giving them loans and free trade. This policy strengthened the economy of Piedmont which helped in the unification exercise.
He is credited for carrying out military reforms, Cavour was aware of the military weakness of the Italian states since 1820’s so he undertook serious steps to reorganize and build a strong army. He expanded, trained and equipped it with modern weapons of the time and it was this army which was sent to fight alongside the allied powers/big powers in the Crimean war of 1854-1856. This won Piedmont the support of Britain and France necessary in the unification exercises.
He also carried out religious reforms, before he rose to power; there was a big gap between the Nationalists and the Catholic Church. He solved this problem by reducing the Church influence in State affairs, religious laws which interfered with state laws were abolished and church control of education was stopped. The conflicts between the Pope and nationalists were reduced and this won Cavour the support of majority Catholics in the unification struggle.
Cavour sought support from the big powers (foreign aid) unlike Mazzini and Garibaldi; Cavour realized the importance of foreign support in order to bring about unification of Italy. He came to realize that Italy alone would not fight and win a big war without foreign support, so he took part in the Crimean war and after the war; he got the support of Britain, France which helped him to unify Italy. 
After the Crimean war, the big powers called a conference in Paris where Italy under Cavour was invited. This enabled Italy a small state to sit with the big powers and during the conference the Italian unification issue and oppressive rule of Austria was raised. It was from here that Cavour won the support of Napoleon 111 and the two signed the treaty/pact of plombiers where the two agreed to fight Austria at the battles of Mangenta and Solferino leading to the liberation of Lombardy.
Cavour played another role of preventing or stopping Garibaldi from attacking the Pope again because Cavour knew that this would bring him into close conflict with Austria and France who were Catholics and the guardian of pope. In so doing, in one way or the other, he facilitated the unification struggle.
Cavour is credited for having won and changed the attitude of Victor Emmanuel 11 towards the unification struggle. The two teamed up, re-organised the economy of Italy and put it on sound footing, they also made a number of political and military changes which made the unification struggle to succeed.
On the other hand however, Cavour is criticized on a number of grounds e.g. he over relied on foreign support to win the unification of Italy there by making Italy appear a weak state and to his opponents, Italy never won independence but granted.
 During the wars, he fought against Austria, he was betrayed by Napoleon 111 who withdrew and signed a peace treaty with Austria known as Villa-Franca treaty. This incident annoyed Cavour and he decided to resign as a Prime Minister and this caused the setback in the unification struggle.
Cavour is blamed for not liberating Rome and left it under the Pope, so he never completed the unification struggle and he annoyed Garibaldi when Cavour sold Nice and Savoy to France.
In his attempt to re-organise and modernize the economy, Cavour carried out a number of reforms and to finance them, he overtaxed the masses yet the majority of the Italians were poor and to strengthen the army he introduced forced Conscription (forced army) and this caused opposition against him.
He died in 1861 before tasting the fruits of his efforts, his death robbed Italy one of the true statesmen who worked hard for the unity and independence of the Italians. To the Italians, he is remembered as the maker, the architect and the soul of the Italian state.
SUMMARY
Born 1810 in Turin
University graduate
Formed Resurrection newspaper and he was the editor
It made him popular
Mobilize masses 
Keep the spirit of unification alive
Assumed a number of important positions
Reforms in economic field
Reforms in financial field
Reforms in the army 
Reforms in the religious field
Foreign aid
Liberated states like Lombardy
Prevented the soldier to attack Pope
	Allied with Victor Emmanuel (leadership)
However,
He relied on foreign support to win the unification of Italy
Was betrayed by Napoleon 111 through the Villa-France treaty
He is blamed for not liberating Rome and left it under the Pope
He overtaxed the masses to finance the reforms he carried out
He died in 1861 before tasting the fruits of his efforts
His death robbed the Italians as he was one of the true statesmen

GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI (SOLDIER) 1807
QN Assess the role of Giuseppe Garibaldi in the unification struggle of Italy
QN Examine the role of Giuseppe Garibaldi in the unification struggle of Italy
He was a native of Savoy born in 1807, he did not acquire education because he escaped from his parents at the age of 15 and became a fisherman and later joined the army. While in the army, he was brave and courageous despite his little education.
He was instrumental in the unification struggle of Italy when he joined hands with Mazzini. The two took part in the revolution of 1830 but failed, he was arrested, imprisoned and condemned to death but he managed to escape and fled to France and later to South America. While there in the country called Uruguay fought against Brazil, again he was arrested and imprisoned. After serving his sentence, he was released and it was from here that Garibaldi learnt Guerilla warfare, tactics and skills and he used these skills to form a private army he preferred to call it a thousand red shirts and he used this army to return to Italy.
In 1848, Garibaldi and Mazzini organized a revolution against Austria, they even attacked and overthrew the Pope, established a republic and carried out a number of reforms only to be suppressed by Napoleon 111 and he was sent into exile again in Sweden.
In 1859, he came back re-organised his red shirts and succeeded in liberating the two states of Sicily and Venetia and it was through his effort that Rome was liberated and added to Piedmont.
Garibaldi fought during the Austria-Prussian war in 1866, here he was defeated, and he surrendered and abolished his red shirt. He retired and became a farmer but he is remembered as one of the outstanding soldiers whose military activities helped in the unification struggle of Italy. He died in 1882 after witnessing the fruits of his efforts. He was a great man who devoted his life to the Italian cause.
SUMMARY
He was a native of Savoy born in 1807
Did not acquire education and ran away from parents
He was a fisherman and later joined the army
He joined hands with Mazzini in the 1830 revolutions
Managed to escape from prison in France
Fled to Brazil in Uruguay where he fought and was arrested again
He learnt guerilla war fare tactics and skills
Formed a thousand men red shirts
In 1848, he and Mazzini organised revolution against Austria
They attacked and overthrew the Pope
He re-organised his red shirts and succeeded in liberating the two states of Sicily and Venetia
He fought during the Austria-Prussian war in 1866
He died in 1882 after witnessing the fruits of his efforts

KING VICTOR EMMANUEL 11
He was a son of Charles Albert the king of Piedmont, he was vital in the unification struggle of Italy in as much as he accepted leadership which was much needed if the unification of Italy was to succeed.
He was also important when he accepted to work with Cavour and even appointed him in a number of posts like Minister of Agriculture, Finance and Prime Minister.
Victor together with Cavour carried out a number of reforms in the political, social and economic aspects of life. Those reforms put Italy on a sound footing and it was this which helped in the unification struggle after establishing a strong economy.
Victor Emmanuel11 is credited for having carried an adventurous policy and took part in the Crimean war and it was after this war that the big powers offered him foreign aid which was essential in the unification of Italy.
He also granted a liberal constitution and made a number of constitutional reforms which was the first step towards an independent Italy and accepted to provide leadership for the whole Italy by 1861.
SUMMARY
Provided leadership
Appointed Cavour in different posts
Carried out reforms
Carried out an adventurous foreign policy e.g. Crimean war
He was a liberal king
NAPOLEON 1
He sowed the first seeds of the unification struggle of Italy when he carried out the Italian campaign; he conquered Italy, carried out a number of reforms and forged some kind of unity there, the Italians built on this later.
NAPOLEON 111
He was a leader of France and gave both moral material and military support to piedmont and it was this military assistance which helped in the liberation of Lombardy especially after the Crimean war.
POPE PIUS IX
He finally became a liberal one and supported the struggle, he even granted amnesty to political opponents and he solved the conflicts between the church and the Italian nationalists.
OTTO VON BISMARCK 
During the Austro-Prussian war of 1866 and during the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871 Bismarck helped in the liberation of Venetia and Rome respectively and it was the liberation of Rome that completed the unification of Italy.
CHARLES ALBERT
He helped in the unification of Italy as the first king of Piedmont, he carried out some reforms and his death helped and led to the rise of Victor Emmanuel 11 who was influential in the unification of Italy.
FELICE ORSINI
He was an Italian nationalist living in France; he tried to assassinate Napoleon 111 and his wife but failed. He was arrested and during his trial, he reminded Napoleon 111 of his promise to help the Italians. This forced Napoleon 111 to meet Cavour and signed the treaty of Plombiers hence becoming directly involved in the Italian unification struggle.
ITALIAN PHILOSOPHERS
The role of writers, philosophers and intellectuals also added momentum to Italian unification. Abbey Gioberty, Mazzimo De Azeglio, Giacomo Leopold and Alessandro etc. condemned Metternich use and Austrian domination of oppression of Italians. They wrote poems, novels, books that were critical of Metternich and Austria e.g. Giacomo Leoparch wrote a book “my prison” in which he exposed how Austrian authorities tortured Italians in prisons and Alessandro wrote Betrothed in which he described how Austria had degraded Italians in Europe through oppression and exploitation. All these writings inspired Italians with revolutionary emotions that made it easy to mobilize them for unification by 1870.
ITALIAN BUSINESSMEN, PEASANTS AND WORKERS
The overwhelming patriotism of Italians these groups facilitated the unification process by 1870. The unification was massively supported by the middle class in the urban Centres Peasants, and Members of Italian National Society. This support made it very easy for Cavour and Victor Emmanuel 11 to mobilize against Austria i.e. in 1859 and 1866.
It was also because of Patriotism that in 1860, Italians in Central duchies of Parma, Modena, Tuscany revolted on their own and voted for a union with Piedmont in the referendum that was held to determine their faith.
STEPS TAKEN IN THE UNIFICATION STRUGGLE OF ITALY
The unification struggle of Italy took a long course and it is believed that it started during the revolutionary era when Napoleon Bonaparte carried out the Italian campaign in 1796. He attempted to unify the Italians but left them under foreign rule, he brought them the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity but later he became a dictator and Italians got tired of him and were determine to overthrow him but at least he had sowed the seeds of unity.
After the final defeat of Napoleon, Italy was placed under the Austrian rule which was oppressive, this led to secret movements of 1820’s.  However, these movements/revolutions of 1820’s were suppressed by the Austrians. Despite their failure, these revolutions at least showed that the Italians wanted to be free and independent.
Another stage involved Mazzini with the young Italians movement; he was behind the organization of the 1830 revolutions against Austria. But like the 1820’s, the 1830 revolutions were suppressed because the nationalists lacked proper preparations, massive involvement. Never the less, these revolutions kept the spirit of resistance alive.
Between 1846-47 a number of reforms, were carried out in Italy and it was during this time that there was change of policy or altitude by Charles Albert and pope pius and it were these policies or reforms that helped in the final winning of Italian independence and unity.
In 1848 revolution were organized and they aimed at attaining unity and independence but like the 1830, the 1848 revolutions were equally suppressed by the Austrians even then these revolutions succeeded in teaching a lesson to the nationalists that they needed adequate preparation, strong army, economy etc. if they were to achieve their desired goals.
Between 1850-61 this stage was mainly dominated by victor Emmanuel II working with camillo Cavour the prime minister.
The two championed the unification cause in that they carried out reforms, in education, army, trade, banking etc and above all it were these two who won the support of foreign power especially after the Crimean war and this helped in the unification exercise.
Another stage was dominated by the personality of Garibaldi and a thousand red shirts he conquered Sicily, Naples, Venetia and Rome and joined them to piedmont-Sardinia.
The last stage came in 1870-71 with the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war. The war helped the Italians to liberate Rome which was under Napoleon 111 to with draw his troops which were guarding the pope and this enabled Garibaldi to match over, by 1870, a united Italy was declared independent with its capital city Rome and victor Emmanuel II as the king of united Italy.
QN.   Identify the role played by foreign powers in the unification of Italy.




THE ROLE PLAYED BY FOREIGN POWERS IN THE UNIFICATION STRUGGLE OF ITALY
Before 1815, the Italians had started the struggle to unify using secrets movements like carbonari, the young Italian movement among others but they did not achieve much because several obstacles or hindrances stood in their way. Among them was the Austrian oppressive rule and failure by the Italians to seek foreign assistance/ aid from the different big powers they later accepted to offer their support to the Italian nationalists.
ROLE OF FRANCE
France was the first country to offer help or assistance to Italy in 1796 during the Napoleonic Italian campaign when Austria was defeated by Napoleon B. And Napoleon spread revolutionary ideas there.
Napoleon I (France) also left behind a number of achievements in Italy which were in the field of social and economic. These reforms were later important in the unification exercise of Italy.
Another personality from France was Napoleon III. He helped in the unification of Italy when he liberated Lombardy after giving assistance to Sardinia.
ROLE PLAYED BY SWITZERLAND
Provided shelter or refuge to Mazzini while in exile Switzerland where he re-organized his Y.I.M through the calen
THE ROLE OF PRUSSIA
Prussia under Otto von Bismarck allied with the Italians to attack Austria during the Austro-Prussia war and the end result of this war was the defeat of Austria and the liberation of Venetia to piedmont- Sardinia.
Prussia also assisted the Italians during the Franco-Prussian war of 1870. During this war the Italians were given more awareness but most important of this war made France to withdraw her troops from Rome that contributed to the final unification of Italy.
THE ROLE OF BRITAIN
Britain offered assistance to Italy inform of military especially after the 1856 Crimean war and Paris conference and this helped in the final liberation of Lombardy.
In 1860, Britain allowed Garibaldi with his a thousand Red shirts to liberate Naples and Sicily using port marsalla.
Britain was also instrumental in the liberation of the central Duchies/ states of Modena, Romagna, Parma and Tuscany.
Britain also offered financial assistance during the reign of Cavour and this helped in the improvement of roads, industries, financial institutions thereby over coming economic hardships. 
THE ROLE OF RUSSIA
Russia assisted in the unification of Italy by refusing to assist Austria against the Italian states. This was so because Austria had refused to help Russia during the Crimean war of independence (Russia’s neutrality)
The Czar of Russia in the names of Alexander persuaded Prussia to recognize the liberation of Modena, Romagna, Parma and Tuscany
ROLE OF BELGIUM
Belgium extended financial support to Piedmont through Cavour, this support strengthened Piedmont’s economy and army which were crucial in the unification exercise of Italy
ROLE OF AMERICA
After escaping from prison in France, Garibaldi fled to America. While there, he hid himself from the masses and was offered moral support by the Americans. It was from America that he learnt the tactics of Guerilla warfare which he later employed against the Austrians.
In conclusion;
Before 1850, the unification of Italy was almost impossible but after getting the support of foreign powers in terms of moral, military, financial and other materials. The unification of Italy was finally accomplished by 1871 so without foreign aid/ assistance the unification of Italy would have remained a dream.
QN. To what extent did foreign powers contribute to the unification of Italy?

THE GERMANY UNIFICATION 1850-1872
One of the major problems that faced Europe after the Vienna settlement was the question of Germany unification. The history of Germany like that of Italy in the middle of 19th century was that the country lacked integrity and independence and that it was divided into weak and small states e.g. Prusssia, Bavaria, Wurtenburg, Hanover, Baden, Saxony, Holstein, Baden, Hassel-Nassau, Rhineland, Frankfurt etc so Germany lacked identity and the nationalists between 1850-1870 struggled to attain unity, identity and independence.
The Roman Empire was the one in charge of German states but this empire had been destroyed by Napoleon 1 and most of the German states had been taken over by Napoleon. Following the defeat of Napoleon by the big powers, Germany states were re-divided and placed under the Austrian rule. This move was resisted/resented by the Germans and started struggling for independence and unity but their struggle proved a failure/futile. This was so because there existed a number of obstacles that had to be solved if the unification of German had to be achieved.


OBSTACLES/FACTORS THAT HINDERED THE UNIFICATION OF GERMANY
QN; Account for the delay in the unification struggle of Germany before 1860
The unfair arrangement of the Vienna settlement of 1814-1815 delayed the unification of Germany. Peace makers at Vienna wanted to destroy everything that Napoleon had created, so they embarked on the program of destroying Napoleon’s confederation of the Rhine lands and formed thirty nine (39) small Germany states and placed them under Austria and the presence of Austria in German states greatly hindered the unification struggle.
The negative effects of the Metternich system blocked all the chances for the Germans to unify. The system was anti-revolutionary, anti-liberal and it was repressive and even Metternich himself wanted to create a powerful Austrian empire by keeping German states in a weaker position. So Metternich and his system suppressed all nationalistic movements using all policies like censorship of the press, use of decrees, espionage system, false propaganda, banning associations etc. due to the above, the German unification had to delay.
The weakness of German Diet (parliament), it was formed in 1815 at Frankfurt, it was weak, inefficient and in effective to bring about the unification of Germany. The Diet failed to initiate constitutional reforms and the delegates lacked experience, they were divided and worse still, they wasted a lot of time discussing minor issues and declined when important issues arouse. It was against this background that Austria wasted no time to suppress them.
The Austrian imperialism/dominancy over Germany states was another obstacle that stood in the path of the unification of Germany. By race, Austria was German and Austria dominated the German politics and army and the very Austria was not ready to allow the creation of a united and strong Germany. So Austria kept German divided and without independence.
The influence of small states, these states had developed their own identity and proud of their own independence so they were not willing to abandon their own independence. These states hated the idea of being under Prussia, this was because they feared to lose their ideas, identity and independence. So while the small states wanted to maintain their identity, on the other hand they were making the unification struggle a failure.
Lack of foresighted/ revolutionary leadership to champion the unification cause, the unification of Germany delayed because they had no foresighted leader to lead the Germans e.g. Frederick William iv rejected leadership saying he was too religious and diplomatic. He also feared the mighty power of Austria, so lack of foresighted leadership greatly disabled the unification struggle.
Lack of mass support/mobilization delayed the unification of Germany, like the Italians, the Germany unification rested in the hands of the few. It only appealed to a small section of the Germans i.e. the intellectuals (middle class), the peasants/masses in upcountry were less concerned, so they remained ignorant and uninformed about the unification struggle/cause.
Poverty or economic backwardness of the Germans, Prussia which was ready to provide leadership in uniting the Germans was economically poor and majority of the Germans lacked land and land was in the hands of a few Junkers, even industrialization had not taken deep root. The infrastructures were still poor and if Germany was to unify, it needed a strong economy which was not there.
Ideological differences and lack of common plan among the German nationalists, it delayed the unification exercise. On a number of occasions, the nationalists disagreed on a common plan to follow because of ideological differences, even the parliament they put in place was characterized by differences and disagreements. In that, some nationalists wanted a monarchy while others wanted a republic and because of these differences the nationalists never agreed on any plan and this hindered the unification. 
Religious differences delayed the unification of Germany; the nationalists were in a dilemma of religion. It should be noted that Austria which controlled Germany was Catholic and Prussia which wanted to champion the unification cause was essentially Protestant in religion. This therefore caused conflicts and division among the nationalists along religious basis i.e. the Catholics against Protestants.
France’s hostility/attitude towards the unification of Germany, France never wanted to see a free and independent Germany especially during the reign of Napoleon 111. He was hostile and unfriendly to the whole scheme, he feared a big competitor who would challenge her militarily and history proved this right during Franco-Prussian war of 1870.
Lack of foreign aid, like the Italians, the Germans before 1860, had never realized the importance of foreign support in their struggle against the Austrians. They were proud o0f their culture yet they were poor and without foreign aid the unification of Germany would have remained a complete failure.
Military weakness, the German nationalists were not backed by militarism even feared to employ militaristic people like Bismarck e.g. when William IV said “Bismarck can only be employed when the Bayonet reigns” and the Germans had no strong army to challenge the mighty Austrian army.
Failure of the 1848 revolutions against Austria, this revolution aimed at overthrowing Austria with its oppressive rule to attain unity and independence. When the revolution failed, it was a setback to the nationalists and it gave Austria another chance to dominate the Germans once again.
Danish imperialism, the Danish control of Schelswig and Holstein; these were Germany states but under Denmark’s control, the Danes denied the  Germans the opportunity to come together until the rise of Bismarck who organized war against Denmark and liberated the two states.
The role of Bismarck and the position of Prussia in the politics of Europe, it should be remembered that before 1848, Bismarck was against the unification especially when he was in the Frankfurt parliament. It should also be noted/remembered that Prussia was an active member at the Vienna settlement which divided German states and placed them under Austria yet it was Prussia to champion the unification struggle. it was against this background that it was resisted by other states hence delaying the unification of Germany.
SUMMARY
Unfair arrangement of the Vienna settlement 1814-1815
The negative effects of Metternich system
The weakness of German Diet
The Austrian imperialism
The influence of small states
Lack of foresighted/revolutionary leadership
Lack of mass support/mobilization
Economic backwardness of German states
Ideological differences
France’s hostility
Lack of foreign aid
Religious differences
Military weakness
Failure of the 1848 revolutions against Austria
Danish control of Schelswig and Holstein
Role of Bismarck and the position of Prussia in European politics
FACTORS THAT FAVOURED THE UNIFICATION OF GERMANY
The role of Bismarck as a statesman, Bismarck was instrumental in bringing about the unification of Germany. He was widely travelled hence knowledgeable as far as European politics were concerned, he was brave and foresighted. He had a strong belief in Prussia and helped to make Prussia the leader of the Germany unification struggle.
The Vienna settlement 1814-1815, despite the fact that the Vienna settlement greatly hindered the Germany unification, it somehow helped in the struggle to unite the Germans. The settlement emphasized that every leader was to provide a liberal constitution to his subjects. This meant that the Austrian leadership had to give a liberal constitution to the Germans which kept the spirit of German nationalism alive. Germany university professors and students used this opportunity to demand for more reforms in the 1830 and 1848 revolutions.
The formation of the customs unions of the Germany states (Zolverein), the customs union was meant to consolidate the trading partnership among the Germany states. It was started by Prussia and later joined by the other German states. The union brought about economic co-operation and later encouraged political union of the Germany states.
Economic growth of Prussia and other Germany states, Prussia gained strength and embarked on economic growth. She encouraged industrialization, infrastructural development and education reforms intended to consolidate her economic power in preparation for leadership that was needed in the struggle to unite the German states.
The role of different groups, these groups included intellectuals, the businessmen, the Protestants and the liberals. The intellectuals such as lawyers, doctors were fighting to get a German identity (nationhood), businessmen wanted a large market for their prosperity, the liberal demanded for democratic political institutions and the Protestants were fighting for internal balance of power. All these demands by different groups of people encouraged unity which fostered the unification struggle.
Change of leadership in Prussia, Frederick William iv who was anti-unification ran mad and died in 1858 and was replaced by Frederick William 1. William 1 shared similar qualities with Bismarck i.e. they were both militant and wanted to see a united Germany. They embarked on programmes to reform the army and the general political and economic life of Prussia. The reforms put in place by William1 prepared Prussia to provide leadership that was badly needed.
The rise of nationalism and liberalism in Germany, by the 1820’s, these forces had gained strength among the Germans. The Germans were tired of the oppressive rule of Austria and the Metternich system, this made the Germans to demand for free institutions such as a democratic parliament, above all, the Germans demanded for the expulsion of the Austrian rule from the Germany soil.
The role played by the Prussian army, it was one of the most important factors that led to the success of the Germany struggle. King William 1, chief minister Bismarck, minister of war Von Roon and Defence chief Von Moltke strengthened the Prussian army to challenge the Austrian strength. The army was expanded, re-organised trained and equipped with modern weapons of the time. This very army was used to fight and defeat the Danes, the Austrians and the French leading to the final unification of the Germans.
The success of the first (Diet) parliament, by 1848, the German Diet had started discussing matters concerning German unification. This parliament laid a strong foundation upon which the liberals started demanding for a national constitution, a liberal parliament and a united and independent Germany. Although this parliament was weak, characterized by division and inefficiency, it kept the Germans hopeful and the spirit of unification alive.
The success of the 1848 revolution against Austria, this revolution succeeded in overthrowing Metternich and his system and the overthrow of Metternich in Austria made him lose the firm grip over Germany and it gave a chance to the revolutionaries in Germany to demand for liberal reforms, unity and independence after all Metternich who had suppressed them was no more.
The role or support of big powers (foreign aid), like Italy, Germany could not have unified without foreign support, so the unification of Germany greatly relied on the support of the big powers e.g. Germany to defeat Denmark, it relied on the support of Austria and to defeat France, Germany relied on the support of Austria and to defeat Austria, Germany relied on the support of both France and Italy.
The role of the philosophers, these people greatly wrote and preached against the Austrian rule that was oppressive and exploitative and the philosophers demanded that people should rise up against the Austrians and be left free and independent. Such philosophers included Fiche and Hegel
The role played by Napoleon 1, he was the leader of France, in 1807, he conquered German states and joined them together but placed them under his rule and the 39 states were reduced to three. This was some form of unity which the revolutionaries used to bring about the final unification of Germany by 1870.
SUMMARY
The role of Bismarck as a statesman
The Vienna settlement of 1814-1815
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Economic growth of Prussia and Germany states
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Change of leadership in Prussia
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The role played by the Prussian army
The success of the first German Diet
The role played by foreign powers
The role of the philosophers like Fiche and Hegel
The role played by Napoleon 1

THE ROLE OF BISMARCK IN THE UNIFICATION STRUGGLE OF GERMANY
QN; Examine the stages through which Bismarck brought about the unification of Germany.
QN; Assess the role played by Bismarck in the unification struggle of Germany.

In the unification struggle of Germany, one outstanding person probably equivalent to Cavour of Italy was prince Otto Von Bismarck who played a vital role in the unification of Germany. Born from a rich family which was aristocratic, well educated, travelled and a Junker (belonged to the landed class).
Before joining politics, Bismarck had hated liberalism and he despised democracy. He was a man fond of smoking cigar, drinking and fighting with his friends in bars. He believed in the greatness of Prussia and wanted the King of Prussia to be the king of united Germany. By everything, Bismarck was the right man for almost every job, he succeeded where others failed, and that is why the unification of Germany was attributed to him.
A number of factors had hindered the unification of Germany especially during the reign of William Frederick 1V because William was not militaristic and he even feared to employ Bismarck. However, in 1858 William ran mad and he was succeeded by William 1.
William 1 had progressive ideas with a lot of ambitions to make Prussia the leader of German unification, so he embarked on plans to expand the army and even appointed the two ministers of war and he improved the economy among others. These developments needed money and to raise this money, William imposed taxes on to the masses and presented the budget to the Diet (parliament) mainly dominated by the liberals for discussion.
The budget was rejected by the liberals in the Diet and the King was merely forced to resign but he was advised to summon Bismarck from Paris and in a brief telegram the message read, “Danger in delay, hurry”. Upon his return, Bismarck was appointed a minister president of Prussia and this marked the beginning of his career.
Upon becoming minister president, Bismarck’s first role in the unification struggle of Germany was to support King William 1 and his plans. He encouraged him not to resign but to fight until the end and the two gentlemen embarked on progressive plans for Germany.
His second role was to encourage the King to continue with is programmes and to expand the army. This was so because, Bismarck knew that Germany would not unify without a strong army and he said,” Might is to decide issues and not right” and it was this army which he used and he successfully defeated the Danish, Austrians and the French.
His next step was to divert his attention and interests to the liberals. He came to realize that what led to the failure of the 1848 revolutions were the endless speeches and debates of the liberals and he embarked on the program of suppressing them and said, ” Germany has its eyes not on Prussia’s liberalism but on its might, the great questions of the day will not be decided by long speeches and resolutions of the majority but by blood and iron”. At once Bismarck dissolved the parliament and fresh elections were organized and many liberals were eliminated.
After eliminating the liberals, Bismarck worked with William and introduced a number of economic reforms e.g. taxes were imposed, Roads and Railways constructed, Trade was promoted, Investors were encouraged in Prussia and by 1864, Prussia had one of the strongest economies in Europe.
He reduced the sharp criticism and anti-war propaganda from the liberals. Bismarck censored the press, dismissed liberal civil servants, arrested, imprisoned and sent to exile many of them.
After eliminating the liberals, strengthening the economy, censoring the press, Bismarck strengthened the Prussian army, trained and equipped it with modern weapons of the time and placed them under the command of Von Roon and Von Moltke and he remarked, “ the God of the battle will throw the dice that decides” implying that to unify Germany, wars had to be fought as later history proved.
Bismarck in unifying Germany greatly relied on the past mistakes committed by the earlier nationalists and he came up with new plans of action i.e. creating a strong economy, army, winning the support of the masses and by fighting the three wars as history showed.
THE DANISH WAR OF 1864
The Danish war of 1864, Bismarck brought about the unification of Germany after fighting a series of wars. No doubt, before 1870, Bismarck was a war monger but at the same time intelligent and diplomatic in that he used force where necessary, needless to mention, he used diplomacy to compliment force. In other words, Bismarck used force and peace to bring about the unification of Germany.
The Danish was a result of the two Germany states of Schleswig (dominated by the Danish) and Holstein (dominated by the Germans). The question of this two was who should own them and in what capacity. This was decided by the London conference which put them under Denmark but remained semi- independent. It was King Christian 1V who completely took over these states and they asked Prussia and Austria to liberate them from Denmark and Bismarck could not lose this chance/opportunity.
Using the policy of divide and rule, Bismarck isolated Denmark from allying with any power and Austria and Prussia agreed to attack Denmark. After the war, Austria was given Holstein (Germans) and Prussia took Schleswig (Danish). The aim of this according to Bismarck was to prepare for war against Austria at a later date and stage.
THE AUSTRO- PRUSSIAN WAR OF 1866
The Austro-Prussian war 1866 (7 weeks war), Bismarck had used the support of Austria to fight against Denmark and he arranged for another war but this time against Austria. It should be remembered that during the Frankfurt parliament, Bismarck had violently attacked Austria and identified her as an enemy of Germany. So Bismarck started unifying Germany but this time, Austria was the enemy who had to be sorted out and what caused the war between the two was Austria’s partition of Holstein which had majority Germans. This move made the Germans and the Austrians uncomfortable and war had to be fought.
Seeing that war was inevitable, Bismarck started playing his cards well and he started by buying off Napoleon 111 of France and won his support by promising him not to interfere and in the end he would be rewarded a territory in the left bank of river Rhine. Unfortunately, Napoleon 111 agreed to this proposal but was not written down anywhere for future references. This was so because, Napoleon 111 expected the war to last long and that the war would exhaust the two powers such that Napoleon 111 would come in as a mediator and take the lions share.
As for Piedmont (Italy) Bismarck exploited the long term hatred between Italy and Austria and also promised the Italians Venetia if they joined and fought the Austrians and as for Russia, Bismarck helped them to defeat the Polish rebels and Britain was not interested and still believed in her isolationist policy.
This development angered Austria and it accused Prussia (Bismarck) of instigating trouble, accusations and counter accusations over Holstein began. It was this which made Austria to declare war on Prussia and at the battle of Sadowa, Austria was fought and defeated. The war lasted for seven weeks and that’s why it is sometimes called the seven (7) weeks war. It was a great step in the unification of both Italy and Germany in that Prussia defeated the Austrian oppressor. It also partitioned Holstein to Prussia and Italy acquired Venetia.

THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR 1870-1871
After defeating Austria, Bismarck was left with only one threat to complete the unification of Germany and that is France. He planned to fight France at his own time and his reasons for the war were;
CAUSES
Bismarck did not conquer the southern parts of Germany including the Rhine lands and this made Napoleon 111 to attempt to conquer them. Bismarck quickly published publically Napoleon’s interest of conquering these German states. This made German states hate Napoleon 111 and to rally behind Bismarck.
The desire by Bismarck to complete the unification of Germany made him fight the Franco- Prussian war. After defeating Denmark and Austria, the only obstacle in the way of Germany unification was France so Bismarck started provoking France into war e.g. publishing France’s intentions of conquering German states (the Rhine lands)
The support of Italy, since the seven weeks war against Austria, Italy and Prussia became more united for the success of their unification e.g. by 1870, the only obstacle to the Italian unification was that Rome was still under the French troops guarding Pope Pius 1X. So Bismarck fought the Franco- Prussian war to force France to withdraw from Rome and to complete the Italian unification and at the same time weaken France to complete Germany unification.
Bismarck’s fear of France’s mighty/power made him fight the Franco-Prussian war. Traditionally, France was recognized as a power in Europe (land monster) and to win German unification, Bismarck had to defeat France and do away with that belief/feeling and it was the very feeling which made Napoleon 111 to have claims over Germany states.
The desire by Bismarck to make Prussia a big power and war was to prove this. Bismarck in the struggle to unify Germany and to show the world that Germany was not young and weak, Bismarck had to fight wars. First the Danish war, Austrian war and the next one on the agenda was France so as to complete Germany unification and make it powerful.
Napoleon 111’s ambitions to restore the lost French foreign glory, it should be remembered that France had been defeated during the Mexican adventure and during the Spanish question. Napoleon 111 had to fight the Franco- Prussian war to revive the lost home glory/prestige.
The Franco-Prussian war was fought because of the success in the previous wars made by Bismarck e.g. Bismarck was successful against Denmark and against Austria and after these wars; Prussia emerged as a military power. This confidence drew Bismarck to fight France in what came to be known as the Franco-Prussian war.
The economic growth of Prussia inspired her to fight war against France, Bismarck carried out a number of economic reforms in the process of unifying Germany. The economic growth in turn led to military strength/growth that enabled Prussia to wage war against France.
The uncompromising character of Bismarck made him fight the Franco-Prussian war. No doubt Bismarck was militaristic and he had even voiced his intentions to unify Germany through the use of force (blood and iron), this thinking made the war inevitable between Prussia and France.
Failure by Bismarck to honour the concession/agreement/promise he made with Napoleon 111. During the seven weeks war, Bismarck promised Napoleon 111 a territory in the Rhine lands which he did not honor and instead published Napoleon 111’s intentions which annoyed him and made war inevitable.
The influence of Napoleon 111’s wife empress Eugenia Maria Montijo, she was a war monger and strongly supported her husband to fight war against Prussia calling it “my war” under the pressure of the wife, Napoleon had to fight.
The Spanish succession dispute, when the Spanish throne fell vacant, it was either France or Prussia to suggest a candidate to fill it. Bismarck out played Napoleon 111 and supplied the candidate. The prince was known as Leopold of Hohenzollen, this caused the conflict between France and Prussia and war was to solve the problem.
The immediate cause of the Franco-Prussian was the E.M.S telegram. Following the proposal of the Prussian candidate, two were the Prussian candidates. Napoleon 111 sent an ambassador demanding that William 1 withdrew the candidate of Leopold. Bismarck instead changed the telegram to read that France wanted to conquer the Germany state and even insulted the ambassador. This annoyed napoleon 111 and waged war against Prussia.
In general, the Franco- Prussian war was planned fought and France was defeated. Napoleon 111 was forced to resign, Prussian troops took over Paris, and Germany conquered Alsace and Lorriane. She also suffered an army of occupation paid war indemnity and humiliation. At Versailles in the Hall of Mirrors, German’s unity and independence was declared so the Franco-Prussian war led to the unification of Germany. It led to the long term hostility between Germany and France, it marked the end of Bonapartism and napoleon 111, it showed that Bismarck was a great man and without him the unification of Germany would not have been achieved and William 1 became the King of united Germany and Bismarck the first Chancellor.
EFFECTS OF THE FRANCO- PRUSSIAN WAR 1870- 1871
France was defeated at the battle of Sedona having been isolated from all possible help from European countries like Russia, Britain and Austria because all had peaceful alliances with Germany.
It led to the signing of the treaty of Frankfurt in 1871 between Germany as the victor and France as a defeated power and the treaty had the following terms;
	France lost Lorriane and Alsace to Germany

France had to pay war indemnity of 200 million pounds for war damages 
France was forced o demilitarize her forces to the levels consistent with domestic security/safety
German states of Baden, Bavaria, Wuternburg were added to German and France lost.
France was to suffer an army of occupation
Franco- Prussian war led to the completion of unification of Italy, when Rome was finally conquered by the Piedmontees army after withdrawing the French troops guarding the Pope.
The Franco-Prussian war led to the final unification of Germany after the annexation of the south German states to the United Kingdom of Germany which was declared/proclaimed in the hall of mirrors at Versailles and Kaizer William 1 as the first king of Germany.
The war weakened the aggressiveness of Russia; Russia wanted to use this opportunity to conquer a large part of Eastern Europe but the Paris peace treaty after the Crimean war reduced Russia’s ambitions.
The war changed the balance of power in Europe and Germany emerged as one of the most powerful new states in Europe and France lost her traditional position
This war elevated/increased the status of Bismarck in international politics; he became an international broker who directed/controlled European affairs. There after e.g. in 1878, Berlin’s congress was called and chaired by Bismarck himself, in 1884-1885, Berlin conference was called and chaired by Bismarck.
The Franco-Prussian war intensified the scramble and partition of African states i.e. when France lost Lorriane and Alsace, Bismarck encouraged her to rush to Africa to compensate for the loss and Germany also wanted to show the world that she was strong (struggle of the fittest or colonies are for rich countries)
The Franco-Prussian war led to the downfall of Napoleon 111 and the end of the second French empire (Bonapartism) and gave birth to the third French empire under the leadership of Mac Mahon.
It led to the loss of lives and destruction of properties, it is said that over 200,000 French troops were killed during the struggle
It increased the hostility between France and Germany and made France to desire to revenge against this defeat and humiliation. This later led to what came to be known as the alliance system and the arms a race leading o the outbreak of World War 1.
QN: Examine the causes and effects of the Franco-Prussian war of 1870
OTHER PERSONALITIES IN THE UNIFICATION STRUGGLE OF GERMANY
KING KAISER WILLIAM 1
He was by training a temperate soldier who rose to the throne after the death of William1V who ended in madness. He was vital in the unification of Germany in that;
He appointed two important military minds who were anti-liberal to key positions in the Prussian army i.e. Von Roon as minister of war and Von Moltke as chief of Defence
William together with Von Roon and Von Moltke raised a strong Prussian army and it was this army which fought the wars of unification.
William 1 accepted to provide leadership to the unification struggle and this leadership was very important in mobilising the masses, carrying out a number of developments that enabled the unification exercise.
It was William 1 who recalled Bismarck from Paris and right away appointed him minister president with full powers that he used to bring about the unification of Germany.
VON ROON
Roon was the minister of war anti liberal, anti-Austrian and a brilliant soldier. As a minister of war, he proposed an increase in the Prussian army from 500,000 to 700,000 troops.
After increasing this army, Von Roon trained and equipped this army with modern weapons of the time.
Working with William 1, Roon demanded from the Prussian Diet a considerable increase in taxes to facilitate his policies. However this proposal, met resistance from the parliament leading to the appointment of Bismarck.
VON MOLTKE
He was the chief of the general staff of the Prussian army; in that position, Moltke provided the much needed efficient and effective leadership of command to the Prussian army that fought and defeated Denmark, Austria and France.
NAPOLEON 1
He was the first to try and forge some kind of German unity when in 1806 joined together German states to form the Rhine Confederation and carried out a number of reforms until he was defeated in 1814.
NAPOLEON 111
He provided Bismarck with the peaceful support/alliance during the Austro-Prussian war (seven weeks war) in 1866 which led to the defeat of Austria and the annexation of Holstein.
THE LIBERALS
In the Frankfurt parliament, they demanded for liberal democratic political systems. They also proposed amendments to the military laws as a condition to accept the new taxes proposed by William 1 
THE INTELLECTUALS/ WRITERS
Intellectuals such as Steuben, Hegel and Fiche were educated people; through their writings or teachings they revived and raised Germany nationalism and the desire to be free and independent.


THE BUSINESSMEN
They played a vital role in financing the unification struggle and the activities and solved the problem of poverty that hindered the unification struggle.
THE MEMBERS OF THE FRANKFURT DIET
They laid a firm foundation upon which other nationalists based on to bring about the unification of Germany.
QN: Assess the role played by Otto Von Bismarck in the unification struggle of Germany
QN:” Bismarck was primarily responsible for the unification of Germany” Discuss

THE EASTERN QUESTION 1815-1878
The Eastern Question was one of the main issues which disturbed Europe between 1815-1878. From the 14th century to the 17th century, the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) had entered Europe and conquered the people of the Balkan region/states/peninsular. Such people/states included the Bulgarians, Albanians, the Serbs, Romanians, Hungarians, Greeks, Yugoslavia, Wallachia, Moldavia, and Macedonia among others.
It also crossed and conquered some of the Asiatic races and Northern part of Africa like Libya, Algeria, Egypt, Tunisia, Crete, Ionian isles (islands), Malta and Cyprus among others.
During the time when the Empire was expanding, most of the conquered states were Orthodox Christians who had been conquered by Moslems but at the same time they were harsh and oppressive.
The Ottoman Empire was therefore made up of numerous subject Nationalities with different backgrounds, cultures, norms, interests, languages, religions etc and their master the Moslem Turks oppressed them with all sorts of injustices, so this caused confusion and mistrust in the empire leading to conflicts.
The Ottoman Empire expanded and reached its apex and it became a threat to other European states like Britain, Austria and Russia among others because of its aggressiveness and expansionism.
The Eastern Question therefore was a term used to describe the various attempts by the conquered states to attain their independence leading to the decline of the Ottoman Empire. OR

The Eastern Question referred to the period of the 19th century that was characterized by unrests, conflicts, turmoil and confusion that existed in the Empire, emanating from Turkey’s expansion and its failure to contain the diversities.

Because of the existence of different people, races, cultures, customs etc, these people could not stay together in one way or the other peacefully. So they started struggling so as to achieve their independence. This made the Empire shaky and it appeared like a melting pot and it was against this background that Czar Nicholas 1 of Russia referred to the Ottoman Empire as the “sick man of Europe” 
TURKEY AS THE SICK MAN OF EUROPE
Why was Turkey referred to as the sick man of Europe during the 19th century?
Was it justifiable to describe Turkey as the sick man of Europe during the 19th century?
The nature and composition/size of the Empire, it was too big to be controlled effectively. It was heterogeneous with different people of different nationalities with different interests, customs and religions. These people were conquered by force and not by plebiscite. They proved to be the source of trouble especially when they started demanding for independence. They made the empire unstable and they could not control the Nationalities, that’s why Nicholas referred to the empire as the sick man of Europe.
The continuous decline of the Ottoman Empire in the administration and the loss of military strength, the army that was much needed for the survival of the empire was also weak, so the administration and the army could not keep the empire intact and the leaders overthrown or conquered started acting independently e.g. Ali Pasha of Jemina who declared himself independent and made the empire sick.
The outbreak of a number of revolts or rebellions e.g. the Greek war of independence 1821, Syrian Question 1831, Crimean war of 1854 and failure by Ottoman Empire to suppress these rebellions showed that Turkey was really the sick man of Europe.
The crumbling or collapsing of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey was crumbling at rapid speed as far as her imperial foreign integrity was concerned in relation with other powers e.g. former colonies of the empire started breaking away one after the other and declaring themselves independent or being conquered by other powers yet Turkey had no capacity to control them and Indeed Turkey was a sick man.
The mal-administrative or bad policies of the empire qualified her to be called the sick man of Europe. Turkish administration at home was becoming unpopular because of its bad policies i.e. the administration was oppressive, exploitative with corrupt officials who embezzled tax payer’s money and made life difficult for the conquered people which caused a number of rebellions in the empire a sign of a sick man.
The weakness and the incompetence of the 19th century Sultans/leaders of the Ottoman Empire e.g. Sultan Mohamood 11 and Sultan Abdul Majid; they were weak and incompetent to effectively control the empire. They remained true to themselves and this widened the gap between them and the conquered people a symptom of a sick man.
Economically the Ottoman Empire was exploitative through its taxes and tributes and what worsened the situation was the corrupt nature of the Turkish officials who embezzled the funds which would have been used to better the lives of the conquered people. Even the methods used to collect taxes, left a lot to be desired satisfying the view that Turkey was sick.
In addition, there was economic decline of the empire. Before the 17th century, the economy of the Ottoman Empire was strong and stable; it controlled trade on the Black sea and Mediterranean Sea. It also controlled all strategic places of the world e.g. Constantinople port but during the 19th century, the empire stated collapsing in commerce and trade, sea-faring because of corruption and embezzlement and because of the rise of Britain due to industrialization, it took over economic activities which had been monopolized by Turkey. This led to loss of wealth a sign of a sick man.
Religiously, the Moslem Turks discriminated and under looked their subjects who were Orthodox Christians and on a number of occasions, they referred to them as inferiors/infidels and when the Christians organized a rebellion, the Moslem masters suppressed them with a lot of brutality and this drew the attention of the big powers like Russia who intervened to safeguard the Christians indeed Turkey was sick.
The role/influence of leading personalities also made Turkey to be referred to as the sick man of Europe e.g. Alexander Hypslanti and Capbistrious. They were Greeks; they wrote and greatly criticized the oppressive and exploitative Turkish rule. Even Nicholas 1 referred to Turkey as the sick man of Europe. They created a sense of resistance among the conquered people against the Turkish rule e.g. the Greek war of independence.
In 1839,Turkey invaded Egypt and the effects of this invasion were disastrous i.e. Turkey was defeated by the Egyptian forces and was forced to surrender and in the process, they lost Syria to Egypt not until Britain intervened, gave back Syria to Turkey but all the same, Turkey had already shown signs of a sick man.
During the Greek war of independence, the Sultan of Turkey sought assistance from Mehemet Ali of Egypt to defeat the Greeks and promised him territories of Damascus and Syria. Unfortunately, the combined forces of Turkey and Egypt were defeated by the Greeks and this made the Sultan refuse to honor the promise he had made to Ali. This forced Mehemet Ali to attack Turkey and in the process, Turkey lost Damascus and Syria satisfying the view that Turkey was really a sick man of Europe.
European interests in the Balkan peninsular made her to be referred to as the sick man of Europe. This was so because, these powers had hidden interests in the empire e.g. Russia under Nicholas 1 wanted Turkey to collapse so as to take control over vital strategic places, areas on the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea. Russia also wanted to share in the monopolized trade by Britain and converted Constantinople and the control of international trade on international waters (Mediterranean and Black Seas). Russia also claimed to be a guardian of all Orthodox Christians all over the world and the guardian of Slavonic races in Europe and wanted to see them free. It was against this background that Nicholas 1 referred to Turkey as the sick man of Europe.
Britain never wanted the sick man to die but also never wanted any other power enter into the Ottoman Empire especially if that power was Russia. This was so because, Britain wanted to monopolize the trade in the Balkan region and control strategic ports of Constantinople.
France involved herself in the Ottoman Empire because she wanted to promote her economic commercial interests in the empire, promote her foreign glory, share in the monopolized trade by Britain, protect the Catholics but above all, protect the holy places of Bethlehem and Jerusalem.
Austria also wanted strategic positions in the Ottoman Empire e.g. River Danube. Austria also hated Russia’s expansionism in the Balkan and above all Austria wanted to gain back her prestige/ position in Europe, so it can be said that, the interest of the big powers in the Balkan region in one way or the other contributed to Turkey to be referred as the sick man of Europe.
SUMMARY
The nature and composition (size) of the Empire
Continuous decline of the Empire
Outbreak of rebellions
Administrative weakness
Bad policies/mal-administration
Weakness of Ottoman leaders (Sultan)
Exploitative nature of the Empire
Economic decline of the Empire
Religious conflicts in the empire
Turkish invasion of Europe
Influence of personalities
Interest of big powers
The declining strength of Turkey’s imperial foreign integrity
Turkey’s involvement in disastrous wars like Syrian question and Greek war of Independence.

THE GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE OF 1821-1832
The Greek war of independence was the first event of the Eastern Question which took place in 1821. The Greeks were among the subjects of Turkey and belonged to the Slavonic race something which kept them close to the Russians. By the time the Greeks organized their revolution, their conditions of living were not too bad because they had some freedoms like freedom of worship, education, free from compulsory military service and had land among others. Despite the above the Greeks revolted because of a number of factors;

CAUSES OF THE GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
The desire for independence or nationalism
The harsh/bad administrative policies of Turkey
The collapse of the ottoman Empire (sick man of Europe)
Influence/Encouragement by the big powers to the Greeks
Religious question/differences
The hanging/execution of the Orthodox leader on Easter Sunday
Outbreak of rebellions in other areas of the Ottoman Empire
The desire to revive their past glory
The role played by the Greek secret society (society of friends)
The role of the Greek leaders
The role of the Greek merchants
The influence of the 1789 French revolution
The weakness of the Vienna settlement
Unfair taxation system
Rise of the forces of liberalism and democracy
The role played by the Greek philosophers
Why and how were the Greeks able to attain their independence by 1832?
The desire for independence caused the Greek war of independence, the Greeks were not happy with being under the Turkish foreign rule because it was oppressive. It enslaved them and denied them their basic rights, so they organized a rebellion/war intended to liberate them from the Turkish harsh rule and attain independence.
The harsh policies of the Turkish governors or administrators caused the Greek war of independence. The governors who were Moslems were more oppressive, despised the Greeks who were Orthodox Christians, discriminated them, denied them big posts and this angered the Greeks and forced them to get rid of the bad rule of the Turkish governors.
The political/economical collapse of the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) in the 19th century; slowly but surely, the empire had started on its systematic journey to decline. This decline of the Empire encouraged the Greeks to revolt because the empire had lost the ability to suppress rebellions which had occurred within the empire and the Greeks exploited this weakness leading to the Greek war of independence. 
The influence/encouragement given to the Greeks by the big European powers e.g. Britain caused the Greek war of independence. For a longtime, Russia had given support to the Greeks to revolt against their master. This was so because, Russia wanted Turkey to collapse and that is why Nicholas 1 referred to her as the sick man of Europe. More so, Russia wanted to set her foot hold (influence) in the Ottoman Empire. Russia also wanted to take part in the monopolized trade by Britain. But above all, Russia shared a lot in common with the Greeks (religion and race), so the support of big powers to the Greeks caused the Greek war of independence.
Religious differences between Greek Orthodox Christians and Moslem Turks; some historians say that the main cause of the Greek war of independence was not political but religious. The Turkish who were the controllers of the Greeks were predominantly Moslems who looked down their subjects who were predominantly Orthodox Christians and constantly referred to them as inferiors, denied them religious freedom. So the sharp difference between the two groups of people made it difficult for the two to reach a compromise and it made the war occur.
The hanging of the Orthodox leader on Easter Sunday caused the Greek war of independence. The incident which sparked off the war was about Turkish officials who hanged the Orthodox leader on Easter Sunday accusing him of insighting resistance against Turkish officials. It was a minor religious issue which turned out to be political and it caused the war.
The outbreak of rebellions in other areas of the empire; the Greeks exploited this chance to wage a war against his masters who was mehement Ali who had conquered some parts from Turkey Serbia revolt. This development encouraged the Greeks to organize a rebellion and achieve their independence.
Social injustices committed by the Turks against the Greeks such as persecution, imprisonment of the Orthodox Christians.
Influence of exiled Greeks in Britain, France and Russia with their liberal ideologies especially the elites, merchants and people like Hypslati.
The desire to revive their past glory, culture, language, beliefs and customs; it is said that the Greeks were the first people to be civilized. They were respected in many ways, had a unique culture and generally progressive. However, when they were conquered by the Turkish Moslems, they started referring to them as inferiors. The educated Greeks could never accept this, so they organized the war so as to revive their culture, pride, conscious and attain independence.
The role played by the Greek secret society known as the Society of Friends. This society or movement encouraged the growth of the spirit of nationalism and the desire to defeat the Turkish by Greeks. The movement revived the old cultural glory, promoted unity, mobilized the masses and made them ready for the war against their masters the Turkish.
The role played by the Greek leaders was instrumental in causing the Greek war of independence. These leaders were Alexander Hypslanti and Capolitious. The two encouraged the Greeks to rise against the Turkish masters and it were these two who started the rebellion in the provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia and this sparked off a revolution in other parts of the country.
The role played by Greek merchants; they controlled commerce and trade and they were prosperous/wealthy but they were discriminated in all aspects of life by their masters the Turkish. They denied them political rights, no freedom of worship and trade among others and since they had the money, they financed the war and made it possible to occur.
The influence/impact of the French revolution of 1789 with its revolutionary catch words like liberty, equality and fraternity/peace to the people and war to the tyrants. The French Revolution had far reaching effects on the people of Europe and the Greeks could not escape such effects and it were these effects of the revolution which inspired the Greeks to revolt.
The weakness of the Vienna settlement and the Congress System; by the time the Greeks organized their war of independence, the settlement and the congress had started showing cracks of collapse. It should be remembered that, the settlement and congress aimed at stopping the revolutions so as to maintain peace and stability in Europe but at the same time some members of the settlement and congress supported the revolutions e.g. Russia such weaknesses gave an open chance to the Greeks to revolt.
Desire for a number of reforms e.g. Education, economy and fair taxation system; the Turkish administration imposed heavy taxes on to the Greeks, even the method of collecting their taxes were equally bad. People were mistreated and their property confiscated for failure to pay the tax and what made matters worse was that the tax collected ended up in the hands of the corrupt Turkish tax officials. This caused resentment among the Greeks who organized the war to free themselves. 
The rise of the forces of liberalism across the European continent caused the Greek war of independence. These forces were strong and they inspired the Greek masses to revolt so as to be free in their country and stop the mistreatment caused by the Turkish administrators.
The influence of the Greek philosophers who through their writings inspired fellow Greeks to rebel against the oppressive and exploitative administration; such philosophers included Klores who wrote and spread nationalistic feelings among the Greeks leading to the Greek war of independence.
The corrupt nature/tendencies of the Turkish officials who were exploitative and oppressive to the Greek peasants

THE COURSE OF THE GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
The Greeks succeeded in staging a revolt against their Turkish masters mainly because the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) had become a sick man of Europe and the Greeks exploited this opportunity to organize war against the Turks and attain independence.
The Greek war of independence started in the provinces of Moldovia and Wallachia under the leadership of Prince Alexander Hypslanti in March 1821 using a small force and he declared the two provinces independent of Turkey but also wanted to liberate other parts of Greece and revive their culture.
His activities in the two provinces were barbaric i.e. he killed a big number of Turks officials and innocent Moslems and because of this he lost the support of Czar Alexander 1 of Russia.
The Greeks continued with the war against Turkey and the Turkish were defeated because of the barbaric nature of Hypslanti. The Turkish leaders organized a war of revenge and killed about 30,000 Greeks in the city of Chios and about 27,000 in the provinces of Macedonia. It was during this incident that the Greek patriot/orthodox leader was hanged on the Easter Sunday and this drew the attention of the big powers.
After seeing that it was hard to defeat the Greeks, the Sultan of Turkey sought assistance from Mehemet Ali of Egypt under his son Ibrahim Pasha but the joint force of Egypt and Turkey was defeated by the Greeks.
The Czar of Russia felt sympathetic to the Greeks and intervened but Britain did not want Russia to intervene alone on the side of the Greeks, so in 1827, a conference was called in London and it was during this meeting that Greece was declared independent but still under the lordship of Turkey but Austria and Prussia refused to sign this treaty because it would lead to the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. This divided the Congressmen and the congress system leading to its collapse.
After realizing that Austria and Prussia were supporting Turkey, the Turkish continued occupying some Greek Provinces of Morea not until a joint force of Britain, France and Russia attacked Turkey and at the battle of Navarino bay, Turkey was completely defeated.
In 1832, another treaty was called in London and it was this meeting which declared Greece completely independent with Otto the Prince of Bavaria as their King and to achieve the above, the Greeks used the following measures;
	They revived their past cultural glory i.e. they came up with the mode of language only known to them and it helped them to forge unity.


	They adopted and used nationalistic liberal and revolutionary ideas of Western Europe i.e. the French Revolution of 1789 ideas (liberty, equality and fraternity) which they used to mobilize one another.


	They also formed Secret Society known as the “Society of Friends”, it brought about unity, helped to identify the enemy, mobilized the masses and aroused the spirit of nationalism.


	The Greeks used the support of other European powers to achieve their independence and they greatly relied on the support of Russia, Britain and France especially during the treaty signing in the London Conference.

It were the above that helped the Greeks to attain independence and it marked the first phase of the Eastern Question, it showed that indeed Turkey was sick, it also showed the interest of European powers, it ended the congress system but at the same time it marked the beginning of the 2nd phase of the Eastern Question. 
SUMMARY	
The war started in the provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia in 1821.
It was led by Prince Alexander Hypslanti.
He was cruel/barbaric and killed many Moslem Turks.
He lost the support of Russia because of his barbaric ways.
The Sultan of Turkey revenged and killed over 57,000 Greeks and the Orthodox leader on Easter Sunday.
The war drew the attention of the big powers leading to the London Conference of 1827
Greece was declared semi-independent.
Turkey continued to control Greece until the battle of Navy Bay.
In 1832, the London Conference declared Greece completely independent
Prince Otto of Bavaria became the first King of Greece
They revived their past Greek cultural glory to attain independence
They adopted revolutionary ideas of Western Europe
They formed the secret society i.e. the Society of Friends
They used the support of big powers e.g. Russia, Britain  and France
Why and how were the Greeks able to attain their independence?


THE EFFECTS/SIGNIFICANCE OF THE GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
The Greek war of independence which started in 1821 ended in 1832 and this war had a number of effects which included the following; 
It was the Greek war of independence which led to the establishment of an independent Greek state free from Turkish foreign rule and for the first time the Greeks were under a Greek leader president Prince Otto of Bavaria in 1832.
The Greeks for a long period of time had been under the Turkish control which was oppressive and exploitative but because of the Greek war of independence, the Greeks were able to free themselves from the oppressive rule of the Turks. In other words, they attained their basic rights.
The Greek war of independence marked the 1st phase of the Eastern Question and it was this event which marked the beginning of the disintegration/collapse of the Ottoman Empire showing that Turkey was really a sick man of Europe.
It was the Greek war of independence which marked the final collapse of the congress system. This was so because, members of the congress system stood on opposite sides against each other e.g. Britain, France and Russia supported Greece while Austria and Prussia supported Turkey. Such divisions weakened the congress system leading to its collapse.
France lost the support of the great powers because he had supported Mehemet Ali of Egypt and was excluded in the later meetings.
The Greek war of independence exposed the European interests in the Balkan region especially Russia which had a lot of interest in the Ottoman Empire and Russia wanted to see Turkey collapse so as to set her foot hole in the region to satisfy her political, social and economic interests.
Louis Philippe in France lost support among the masses and European powers having supported the wrong side. This contributed to his down fall.
It was the Greek war of independence which led to the rise and growth of the spirit of nationalism among the Balkan races. They learnt lessons from the Greeks and they started demanding for their independence e.g. Serbians, Syrians among others.
The Greek war of independence led to the occurrence of future conflicts/wars among big powers. It should be remembered since the days of Napoleon 1, big powers had never fought any major war but the Greek war of independence caused future wars e.g. Crimean war of 1854-1856 which was fought by the big powers.
The Greek war of independence resulted into massive loss of lives on either side i.e. many Greeks were killed by the Turkish officials and many Turkish were killed by the Greeks e.g. 30,000 Greeks in the province of Wallachia 27000 in the province of Macedonia and there was property destruction as a result of this war
The Greek war of independence swept away Islamic influence and cultures from the Greeks and led to the revival of the ancient Greek cultural practices.

This war intensified conflicts between Britain and Russia over the Balkan region leading to the straits convention of 1841 and the Crimean war of 1854-1856.
It was the Greek war of independence which inspired the 1830 and 1848 revolutions in Europe which were aiming at attaining either national unity/independence or liberal reforms
It led to the signing or calling off of London treaty of 1827, and this had consequences like the collapse of the congress system.
The Greek war of independence intensified the previous conflicts between the Greek Christians and the Turkish Moslems and it were these conflicts which readily weakened the Ottoman Empire hence becoming the sick man of Europe.
It led to the signing of the treaty Adrianople in 1829 which concluded the Greek war of independence
It was the Greek war of independence 1821-1832 which marked the beginning of the 2nd phase of the Eastern Question i.e. the Syrian Question 1831-1840
It exposed the hidden interests of the big powers in the Balkan state e.g. exposed Britain’s double standards, Russia’s claims of protecting Orthodox Christians, Britain’s protection of her economy, interests against Austria and Prussia’s non intervention.
SUMMARY
Inspired the 1830 and 1848 revolutions in Europe 
Led to the establishment of the independent Greek state
The Greeks attained their basic rights
Marked the 1st phase of Eastern Question
Marked the beginning of the Ottoman Empire
Marked the final collapse of the congress system
Exposed European interests in the Balkan region
Led to the rise and growth of nationalism among Balkan states
Led to the occurrence of future conflicts e.g. the Crimean war 
Resulted into massive loss of lives
Swept away Islamic influence and culture from the Greeks

THE SYRIAN QUESTION 1831-1840
The Syrian Question marked the 2nd phase of the Eastern Question, it should be noted that during the Greek war of independence, the Sultan of Turkey sought assistance from Mehemet Ali of Egypt to suppress the Greeks and promised him territories of Damascus, Crete, Morea and after the war Ali demanded for his promise which the Sultan refused to honor because they were defeated in the war. This made Ali to attack and occupy Syria.
The Sultan appealed to the big powers to assist and stop Mehemet Ali’s advance in the Balkan region and a meeting of big powers was called to solve this question and Ali was given Syria but he was to surrender other parts which he did and perhaps that marked the 2nd phase of the Eastern Question but also the beginning of the 3rd phase.
SUMMARY
Marked the 2nd phase of the Eastern Question
Sultan of Turkey sought assistance from Mehemet Ali to suppress the Greeks
The two were defeated by Greece
Sultan refused to fulfill his promise and Ali occupied Syria by force
Sultan appealed to the big powers to stop Ali’s advance to the Balkan region
A meeting was called to solve this question
Ali was given Syria but was to surrender other parts 
It marked the end of the 2nd phase and the beginning of the 3rd phase of the Eastern Question.

THE CRIMEAN WAR 1854-1856
The Crimean war came after a number of wars fought between Russia and Turkey but the Crimean war was on a wider scale because it involved many countries such as Britain, France, Piedmont and Turkey on one hand against Russia
The Crimean war marked the beginning of the 3rd phase of the Eastern Question. It was a great war fought since the days of Napoleon 1. This war destroyed European peace which had lasted for 40 years and it ended in 1856 with the calling of the Paris Treaty/Conference.
The Crimean war was fought because of many reasons/factors, some were serious while others were not and it is against this background that this war has been described differently by different historians. Some called it wasteful, others useless, expensive while others called it accidental while at the same time others called it disastrous. The war was caused by a number of factors and they included the following;


FACTORS/CAUSES OF THE CRIMEAN WAR
The Crimean war was caused by the long term Russia’s ambitions in the Balkan region on one hand and the dislike/mistrust to this policy/ambition by other European powers. For a longtime, Russia wanted to extend her influence in the Balkan region so as to control strategic economic places of Constantinople to protect the Orthodox Christians, the holy places e.g. Jerusalem, Bethlehem etc and Russia wanted to see Turkey collapse and it was against this background that Czar Nicholas 1 of Russia referred to Turkey as the sick man of Europe. So Russia’s ambitions in the Balkan region caused the Crimean war.
The scramble/struggle/quarrel over the guardianship/protection of the holy places caused the Crimean war. This was between France and Russia; the two countries claimed to be the rightful guardians of the holy places of Jerusalem and Bethlehem. The struggle to control them caused misunderstanding between France and Russia and eventually caused the Crimean war.
Russia’s claim to be the guardian/protector of the Orthodox Christians in the Ottoman Empire caused the Crimean war because European powers looked at Russia’s claims as a threat to other powers. They thought that Russia wanted to use that claim to extend her influence in the Ottoman Empire. This created a war feeling among the European powers who had to fight Russia in what came to be known as the Crimean war.
The desire to destroy despotism/dictatorship in Russia caused the Crimean war. Britain and France regarded Russia to be the pillar of despotism in Europe because Russia had denied her subjects the basic rights for a longtime e.g. the Hungarians, the Polish among others. Such anti liberal tendencies made Britain and France join hands in any way against Russia aimed at destroying despotism and the Crimean war served this purpose well.
The Crimean war was fought on personal ground/reason between Napoleon 111 of France and Czar Nicholas 1 of Russia. Nicholas had stubbornly and repeatedly refused to recognize Napoleon 111 as an emperor brother as it was the culture among European powers while addressing their fellow monarchs instead Czar referred to Napoleon 111 “my friend” instead of emperor brother. This annoyed Napoleon 111 who looked for an opportunity to teach Czar a lesson not to call him a friend again.
The Crimean war was also fought by Napoleon 111 because he desired to revenge on Russia for the defeat and humiliation of his uncle Napoleon 1 during the Moscow campaign 1812. During this campaign, Napoleon 1 was defeated with his 610,000 soldiers and it was partly because of this defeat that Napoleon 1 lost power and according to Napoleon 111, 1854 Crimean war was the right time and chance to revenge. 
More so, Napoleon 111 fought the Crimean war because he wanted to revive/restore the past French foreign glory as it were during the days of his uncle Napoleon 1. He also wanted to recover/restore the lost territory from France during the Vienna Settlement.
The Crimean war was fought by the big powers because they failed to respect the balance of power politics in Europe. It should be noted that during the Vienna settlement and the Congress system, European powers had agreed upon balancing power such that there was no single power/state to endanger the peace of the continent. However, this concept was violated by Russia when she occupied the Balkan state thereby causing imbalance in power so the Crimean war was fought to maintain balance of power politics in Europe.
The sickness/weakness of the Ottoman Empire caused the Crimean war; by 19th century, the Ottoman Empire had become sick/weak and it had collapsing subjects/ conquered states started breaking away one after the other and were taken by others or declared themselves independent e.g. Greece, Moldavia and Wallachia among others. All these were symptoms of a sick man (Turkey), this therefore drew the attention of the big powers making the Crimean war inevitable.
The struggle to control major or vital economic places in the Balkan region caused the Crimean war especially between Russia and Britain each struggled to have a larger market and at the same time protect the home industries. To make matters worse, Russia started challenging Britain in the struggle to control strategic places like Constantinople which led to the Crimean war.
Some historians believed that the collapse of the Congress system and the unfairness of the Vienna settlement by 1830 and the absence of the peace making people like Metternich and Lord Castlereagh of Britain caused the Crimean war. Metternich by then was known as the coachman of Europe working together with Castlereagh of Britain by the time of the Crimean war neither the Congress system nor the peace making people were there to stop the occurrence of the Crimean war.
The role played by leading personalities of the time caused the Crimean war through their activities e.g. Czar Nicholas 1 of Russia, Napoleon 111 of France, Mahmoud 11 of Turkey, Stratiford British ambassador among others. These personalities in one way or the other caused the Crimean war.
Russia’s occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia July 1853 caused the Crimean war. These provinces were semi-independent and were mainly composed of majority Orthodox Christians and Russia claiming to be the guardian of all Orthodox Christians chose to occupy those provinces yet they were still under Turkish rule. This made Turkey seek assistance from Britain and France who in turn sent an ultimatum calling Russia to vacate the provinces. When Russia refused, the Turkish army attacked knowing that she had the support of Britain and France. Other powers joined later and made the Crimean war a reality.
Russia’s sinking/destruction of the Turkish warships at Sinope in 1853; It was this event which sparked off the Crimean war. It came as a result of Russia’s occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia. When Russia failed to withdraw from the two provinces, Turkey mobilized her warships on the black sea to attack Russia but Russia reacted first and destroyed the Turkish ships and during the incident, many people were killed. Britain and France regarded this event as hostile, unfriendly and unnecessary act of large scale murder and it was this which sparked off the Crimean war.
SUMMARY
Russia’s interest in the Balkan states
The desire by France to control the holy places of Bethlehem and Jerusalem
The desire to protect the Orthodox Christians against the Turkish
The desire to destroy dictatorship in Russia
Personal conflicts/misunderstandings between Nicholas 1 and Napoleon 111
The desire to revenge against the Moscow defeat 1812
The desire to revive the lost glory by Napoleon 111 of France
Failure to respect the balance of power by the big powers
The sickness/weakness of the Ottoman Empire
The desire to control major economic places
The collapse of the Congress
Unfairness of the Vienna settlement
Absence of peace loving people
The role played by the leading personalities of the time
Russia’s occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia
Russia’s sinking/destruction of Turkish warships
THE EFFECTS OF THE CRIMEAN WAR
The Crimean war was fought by big powers e.g. Turkey, Britain, France and others against Russia’s desire to set her foothold in the Balkan region. This war was fought between 1854 and 1856 and it had long term and immediate effects and both positive and negative and they included the following;
The Crimean war was concluded/led to the signing of the Paris peace treaty of 1856 and it was this treaty which had a number of terms e.g. the Balkan region especially the Black sea was to be demilitarized, R. Danube was to be free for navigation by all powers and that Turkey was to treat her subjects equally and fairly.
Since the war was concluded by signing a peace treaty in Paris (France), it promoted French foreign glory/status as France and Napoleon III became popular which helped Napoleon III to consolidate his position in France.
Russia was defeated by the big powers as an outcome/effect and this gave Turkey a breathing space, in other words, the Crimean war checked Russia’s influence in the Ottoman Empire.
It was the Crimean war which led to massive loss of lives due to massive killings and untold property destruction. This was so because of the heavy military and navy operation employed. It is said that some people died of war directly, others because of poor sanitation, others because of epidemic diseases like pneumonia, typhoid and cholera.
Because of the many people that were wounded during the war, it led to the founding of modern nursing and improvement of medical services. It was during this time that Florence Nightingale took charge of the wounded and saved a number of lives and it was Florence who started the nursing profession but it came as a result of the Crimean war
The massive loss of lives and war destructions led to the formation of an international group of volunteers to save life and this led to the formation of the International Committee of Red Cross (ICRC)
The two provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia predominantly occupied by Christians finally obtained self rule and seized/stopped being part of the Ottoman Empire and this was agreed upon by the big powers.
The defeat of Russia during the Crimean war gave encouragement to the Russian nationalists to rise against their oppressive regime and demanded for liberal reforms like end of social classes, feudalism and heavy taxes.
The Crimean war reaffirmed the independence of Turkey especially after the defeat of Russia and the big powers agreed that no European state had the right to interfere in the affairs of Turkey and Turkey was given a special position and recognized as one of the big powers of Europe.
The Crimean war forced Turkey to guarantee equal and fair treatment to her Christian subjects meaning that the Crimean war ended religious persecution and oppression that existed in the Ottoman Empire.
The Crimean war helped in the final unification of Italy, it should be remembered that Cavour of Piedmont took part in this war on the side of the big powers and after the war during the Paris treaty, Cavour aired out grievances of Italy against Austria and it was from here that he won the support of France and Britain leading to the unification of Italy.
The Crimean war taught a lesson to the big powers, they came to realize the need for better preparation and organization in order to avoid large scale disaster to mankind, they also learnt to solve their conflicts through negotiations on a round table than resorting to war
The war reduced the population of Europe; this was so because millions of people died during and after the war and many others were wounded and it was against this background that, this Crimean war sometimes referred to as “wasteful, useless, expensive war ever fought in the history of mankind”
The war worsened the delicate relationship between Russia and France and for that matter neither Russia nor France was willing to ally/cooperate with another. In other words the Crimean war spoilt the European diplomacy
The Crimean war marked the end of the 3rd phase and beginning of the 4th phase of the Eastern question known as the Berlin Congress 1878
Assess the impact of the 1856 Paris treaty on Europe 
SUMMARY
It led to the signing of the Paris treaty of 1856
It promoted French foreign glory/status
It made Napoleon 111 popular
Russia was defeated by the big powers
It led to massive loss of lives
It led to the founding of modern nursing
It led to the formation of International group of Volunteers hence ICRC
The defeat of Russia gave encouragement to the Russian Nationalists to rise against the government
Wallachia and Moldavia became independent and received self rule
It re-affirmed the independence of Turkey
It forced Turkey to guarantee equal and fair treatment to the Christians
It helped in the final unification of Italy
It taught a lesson to the big powers
It reduced the population of Europe
It worsened the delicate relationship between Russia and France
It marked the end of the 3rd phase and beginning of the 4th phase
	
APPORTION RESPONSIBILITY TO THE CRIMEAN WAR
“Russia was primarily responsible for the outbreak of the Crimean war of 1854-1856” Discuss.
Several historians have tried to apportion/distribute the responsibility for the outbreak of the Crimean war several times but with a lot of difficulties. However, what is important was that whichever country that took part in the Crimean war can be squarely blamed for the outbreak of the war and these countries included the following;	
RUSSIA
Russia caused the Crimean war in that for a long period of time, Russia wanted to set her foot hold/interest in the Balkan region and it was this Russian imperialism in the Balkan region which met stiff resistance from other powers like Britain making the Crimean war occur
Russia caused the war because of her leader Czar Nicholas I who constantly referred to Turkey as “the sick man of Europe” and Nicholas wanted to see Turkey disintegrate and take over
Russia is blamed for causing the Crimean war because of her claim to be the rightful guardian of all Orthodox Christians in the Balkan region. This attracted the attention of the big powers and eventually led to the outbreak of the Crimean war
Russia caused the Crimean war when she revived her claims of the guardianship of the holy places in Palestine i.e. Bethlehem and Jerusalem against France who also claimed to be the rightful guardian hence conflict and war
Russia caused the Crimean war when she claimed to be the rightful guardian of the Slav speaking race in the Balkan region. It was resented by other powers especially Britain and France hence leading to the Crimean war
Russia caused the Crimean war because she wanted to have a share of the monopolized trade by Britain in the Mediterranean and Black seas. This automatically caused conflict between Britain and Russia hence the Crimean war
It was the Czar/leader of Russia and Nicholas I who stubbornly refused to recognize Napoleon III as a leader/emperor/brother and instead referred to him as “my dear friend”. This annoyed emperor Napoleon III who longed for an opportunity to teach Czar a lesson and this opportunity came in 1854
Russia is also blamed for attacking and occupying the two provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia which were both Turkish subject states. This drew attention of the big powers who demanded Russia to vacate the two provinces and when Russia failed, the war was inevitable
Russia is also blamed for causing the Crimean war because she refused/failed to respect the balance of power politics and diplomacy and even refused to respect the resolutions of the Straits Convention of 1841
It was Russia which sunk/destroyed the Turkish warship- flotilla at Sinope leading to the killing of many innocent lives. This act was regarded as hostile, barbaric and unfriendly, it annoyed the big powers and decided to fight Russia in what came to be known as the Crimean war.
BRITAIN
Britain is blamed for causing the Crimean war because for a long period of time Britain had dominated important  international trade on international water and  was  rivaled by other  powers  especially Russia which  wanted  to  share in that  trade  hence  conflicts  and war.
It was Britain which feared Russia’s imperialism/ expansionism in the Balkan region and it made her risk fighting the Crimean war so as to stop Russia.
Britain more than any other power wanted to preserve / keep the sick man Turkey alive and was  ready to do anything  even if  it meant  war to keep the sick man alive.
Britain together with France hated Russia’s despotism/ dictatorship and the two were determined to join hands together and fight Russia’s despotism leading to the Crimean war.
It was Britain who send her troops through Dardanelles to attack Russia in 1854 this violated the straits convention of 1841, it destroyed the peace process and it led to the Crimean war.
Britain supported France’s claims / revival of the guardianship over the holy places of Bethlehem and Jerusalem in Palestine against Russia causing the Crimean war.
N.B Austria and Prussia were not active in the Crimean war and therefore cannot be blamed for causing the war.
TURKEY
Turkey caused the Crimean war because she had become weak socially, politically and economically and it was this weakness which made Nicholas 1 to be referred to her as the Sick man of Europe.
Turkey is blamed for causing the Crimean war because she constantly mistreated the Orthodox Christians / subjects in the province of Wallacha and Moldovia hence attracting the attention of Russia leading to their occupation which sparked off the war.
It was Turkey who refused to grant independence and rights to her subject states even when she knew that she was weak to contain / control such states hence making these states break away one after the other.
PIEDMONT (ITALY)
It caused the Crimean war because she wanted to win the support of the big powers so as to accomplish her unification struggle against Austria and it was against this background that she fought the war even when she had no conflict with Russia.
FRANCE
France under Napoleon III caused the Crimean war because Napoleon III of France was ambitious; he wanted to appear big by reviving the French foreign glory as it was during the reign of Napoleon I.
France caused the Crimean war because she actively took part in the struggle for the control of the holy places in Palestine (Bethlehem and  Jerusalem )  which  she had  neglected and  this drew the attention of Russia and it caused the  conflict  between  the two leading  to  Crimean  War.
France  caused the  Crimean war  when  the leader  Emperor Napoleon III wanted to  teach  a lesson to Tzar Nicholas I of Russia  who rudely refused to address him as Emperor/ brother and instead   referred to  him as  “My  dear  Friend”.
France like Britain and Russia also had economic interests in the Balkan region and never wanted to be left out in controlling this trade and the strategic economic places like Constantinople and Adrianople.
France feared and hated having a strong neighbour like Russia who would in turn destabilize her politically. So France fought the Crimean war to keep Russia weak.

PERSONALITIES THAT CAUSED THE CRIMEAN WAR
To what extent was Napoleon 111 responsible for the outbreak of the Crimean war of 1854-1856?
NICHOLAS I
He played a vital role that led to the outbreak of the Crimean war in that he promoted Russia’s expansionism/imperialism in the Balkan region there by annoying other European powers like Britain and France
Nicholas worked hard to see the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and it was Nicholas who referred to Turkey as the sick man of Europe contrary to the French and British policies
Nicholas I encouraged the Pan-Slav movement/ the spirit of nationalism among the Slav speaking races and made them struggle for their independence as it was the case in the two provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia.
It was Nicholas who claimed and desired to protect the Orthodox Christians who were being persecuted by their Muslim Turkish masters and it was partly this which led to the outbreak of the Crimean war.
Nicholas caused the Crimean war when he conflicted with Napoleon III of France when he refused to recognize as an emperor and instead referred to him as a friend hence annoying him and later it caused the war.
Czar Nicholas I had unlimited economic interests/desires in the Mediterranean and Black sea so as to challenge/share the British monopolized trade/economic interest in the region hence conflicting with Britain.
It was Nicholas who invaded and occupied two Turkish provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia and this drew the attention of the big powers against Russia and it caused the Crimean war.
It was Nicholas 1 of Russia who sunk the Turkish warships at Sinope, November 1853 and during this incident, many innocent lives were lost and it attracted the attention of the big powers referring to it as hostile and barbaric.
Nicholas 1 of Russia diplomatically attacked/insulted the British ambassador Lord Stratiford; this was a diplomatic insult to the person and the country of Britain.
Nicholas under estimated/undermined the reactions of the big powers when he carried out his policies like expansionism, economic interests, destroying Turkish warships. He did not know that such policies might attract the attention of the big powers hence causing the Crimean war.
SUMMARY
Nicholas 1 promoted Russia’s expansionism and imperialism
He referred to Turkey as the sick man of Europe
He encouraged the Pan-Slav movement/spirit of nationalism
He claimed to be the guardian of Orthodox Christians
 He conflicted with Napoleon 111 when he referred to him as a friend
He had unlimited economic interests in the Mediterranean and Black Sea (share trade with Britain)
He invaded and occupied the two provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia
He sunk Turkish warships at Sinope
	He diplomatically insulted the British ambassador Stratford
He undermined the reactions of the big powers
NAPOLEON III
Napoleon III caused the Crimean war when he revived the old French claims over the holy places of Jerusalem and Bethlehem and this made him conflict with Nicholas I of Russia
Napoleon III also caused the war because of the desire to revive the lost French foreign glory, he became aggressive because he wanted to please his supporters at home but also wanted to be like his uncle Napoleon I
He caused the Crimean war because he wanted to protect Turkey and her independence against Russia’s imperialism. This automatically was bound to make the war occur
Napoleon III caused the war because he wanted to fulfill his personal hidden interests/motives e.g. he wanted to revenge against Nicholas (Russia) for the defeat of his uncle, also he wanted to teach Nicholas a lesson for refusing to recognize him as an emperor
SULTAN MAHMOUD (TURKEY)
He was the Sultan/leader of Turkey and caused the Crimean war when he discriminated and persecuted his Christian subject hence drawing the attention of the big powers
It was him who refused to grant independence to his subject states and continued oppressing them e.g. the Serbs, the Bulgarians and others
He also failed to take control over the holy places of Jerusalem and Bethlehem and this made France and Russia to struggle over them for the rightful ownership
Mahmoud failed to maintain the Ottoman Empire as a strong state and this gave an opportunity to subject states to break away one after the other or to be conquered by the big powers like Russia and that is why Nicholas 1 referred to her as the sick man of Europe
LORD PALMERSTONE
He wanted to maintain the independence of Turkey against Russia’s imperialism and preserved British interests in the Balkan region against Russia’s interests hence the war
He was aggressive and a war monger and believed in wars to solve problems that’s why he took part in the Crimean war
He caused the war because he failed to respect the earlier diplomatic treaties aimed at solving European problems e.g. the treaty of Unkiar Skelles and the Straits convention
LORD STRATFORD DE-REDCLIFFE
He was the British ambassador and caused the war because he was reckless in his policies towards Turkey and Russia. He refused negotiations to end conflicts in the Balkan region, in fact he shared traits with Palmerstone
It was him who advised Turkey to open up war against Russia at the Sinope incident and it was this incident which sparked off the Crimean war
LORD ABERDEEN (British prime minister)
He caused the Crimean war because he was weak willed but at the same time a war monger. He advised Palmerstone and Stratford to be adamant, reckless and even encouraged them to fight against Russia.


PRINCE MENSCHIKOFF
He was Russia’s ambassador, a strong believer in war to solve problems. It was him together with Nicholas 1 who conflicted with the British Ambassador (Stratiford) leading to diplomatic insults and later the Crimean war.
CAVOUR OF PIEDMONT
He caused the Crimean war because he wanted to win the support of the big powers in his struggle to unify Italy from Austrian rule.
THE BERLIN CONGRESS 1878
After the final defeat of Turkey in the Turko-Russian war of 1877-78, Russia forced the Sultan of Turkey to sign the San-Stefano treaty. This treaty had a number of terms and they included;
	The treaty created a new country known as “Big Bulgaria”

It also gave independence to Serbia and Montenegro
It also gave Russia the right to control a big part of Turkey
However, the San-Stefano treaty was rejected by the big powers because it gave Russia a chance to control the big part of the Balkan region and because of this, other powers would be stopped from trading in the Balkan region especially Britain, France and Austria. These powers threatened to fight Russia or else the San-Stefano treaty be nullified. It was against this background that Bismarck called European powers to an International meeting known as the Berlin Congress.
The Berlin congress therefore was a meeting held from June-July 1878, Germany or Bismarck as a host and other powers in attendance were Austria-Hungary, France, Britain, Turkey, Russia.  Bismarck served as the chairman.
EVENTS LEADING TO THE CALLING OF THE BERLIN CONGRESS
The Berlin Congress was called and chaired by Bismarck and it was to solve problems in the Balkan region. It was attended by countries like Germany, Britain France, Austria-Hungary and Turkey and the following events led to its signing or calling.
The outbreak of the Crimean war 1854-1856, during this war, Russia was defeated and the Paris treaty was signed which partially checked Russia’s interest in the Balkan region but the interests were not permanently checked.
The outbreak of the Turko-Russian war of 1877; during this war, Russia defeated Turkey and even occupied the important seaports of Constantinople and Adrianople. This threatened other powers who also had interest in the region and this led to the calling of the Congress in Berlin
The signing of the San Stefano treaty 1878; this treaty came as a result of the defeat of Turkey by Russia. The San Stefano treaty increased Russia’s influence in the Balkan region especially after the creation of big Bulgaria which was under Russia. This threatened and annoyed other power almost causing a war, so the Berlin congress was to stop this immediate war.
The Sultan’s mistreatment of the Christian subjects; the Sultan of Turkey discriminated, oppressed, exploited and even killed many Christians. This drew the attention of the big powers leading to the calling of the Berlin Congress.
The continuous decline of the Ottoman Empire in the 2nd half of the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire had become too weak to maintain itself and because of this, other powers especially Russia picked interest in her referring to her as the sick man of Europe. This was against the wishes of other powers who threatened her (Russia) hence the calling of the congress.
The outbreak of nationalistic struggles in the Balkan region; here subject states broke away one after the other from Turkey e.g. the Greek war of independence, Bosnia, Herzegovina also broke away from Turkey. This encouraged other states to do the same to save Turkey and for this a conference had to be called.
The collapse of the Austrian empire and the rise of Germany; after losing German states, Austria turned her attention to the Balkan region to compensate for the loss.
The Bulgarian atrocities/massive killings; here many Christians in the Bulgarian states were killed by the Turkish Moslems and this attracted the attention of the big powers leading to the calling of the Berlin Congress.
WHY WAS THE BERLIN CONGRESS CALLED
The Berlin congress was called by Bismarck to settle European problems concerning the Eastern Question and to stop the immediate war which was about to occur between the big powers on one hand against Russia.
The congress was called to revise/destroy the San Stefano treaty with its terms which were reached after the war between Russia and Turkey. This treaty was looked at as dangerous because it gave Russia a chance to dominate the affairs in the Balkan region.
The congress also aimed at checking the over growing Russian ambitions in the Balkan region. Russia wanted to take over control of Bulgaria so as to protect the Slavs speaking race and the Orthodox Christians in the empire/region
Russia wanted to control the strategic economic places of Constantinople and Adrianople and this drew the attention of the big powers. It caused tension among the powers almost causing the war, so the Berlin congress was to check on the above
The Berlin congress was called to re-divide or partition the big Bulgaria which had been created by the San Stefano treaty and for that matter, Bulgaria was divided into three parts i.e. Bulgaria proper, Romania and the third section was given to Turkey
The congress was called to force the Sultan of Turkey to promise reforms in the treatment of the Christian subjects, so this congress was to end religious persecution in the Ottoman Empire
It was also called to grant total independence to former Turkish subject states that anxiously needed their independence e.g. Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria among others
It was also called to solve the big problem that existed between Austria-Hungary and Bosnia Herzegovina. Bosnia Herzegovina wanted to be free from Austrian rule so the congress was to solve this but unfortunately, it failed.
Britain, France and Russia attended the Berlin congress because they wanted to solve problems in Turkey which had made her the sick man of Europe i.e. while Britain and France wanted to have the sick man by taking over control.
The Berlin congress was called purposely to promote the states of Germany as a big power and Bismarck as an international mediator/broker
SUMMARY
To stop the war between Russia against the big powers
To revise the San Stefano treaty
To check the growing Russian ambitions
To stop tension and later war among powers over strategic places
To re-divide the big Bulgaria into three
To force the Sultan to grant reforms to the subject
To give total independence to Balkan states
To solve problems between  Austria-Hungary and Bosnia-Herzogovina
To stop Turkey from crumbling
To promote the position of Germany and the status of Bismarck

THE OUTCOME OF THE BERLIN CONGRESS
Assess the impact of the Berlin congress of 1878 on Europe
It was called and attended by European powers such as Austria-Hungary, Turkey, France, Russia, Britain and Germany as a host. It was mainly to solve problems that existed among the big powers in the Balkan region. This congress had both positive and negative outcomes and they included the following;
The Berlin congress of 1878 checked Russia’s ambitions in the Balkan region; this was done through destroying or revising san-Stefano treaty with its terms
It succeeded in stopping the occurrance of a major war among the big powers against Russia over the Balkan region but this was temporary because later in 1914, World War 1 broke out
The Berlin congress succeeded in destroying/dividing the big Bulgaria into three parts. It was a success because formerly it was under Russia’s control and by dividing it, the congress checked Russia’s imperialism in the Balkan region.
The Berlin congress helped countries like Britain and Austria-Hungary to acquire additional territories e.g. Britain got Cyprus islands and Austria-Hungary got Bosnia-Herzegovina, Russia on the other hand was given to Serbia and France was given to Tunisia
The Berlin congress granted independence to former Turkish subject states and countries like Serbia, Romania, and Montenegro got their independence from their colonial master the Ottoman Empire
The Berlin congress at least maintained peace and stability in the Balkan region and in Europe at large, for a period of 36 years not until the outbreak of World War 1 1914
The Berlin congress promoted the status and position of Germany and Bismarck in Europe i.e. Bismarck became an international broker and became to be known as the man of peace and Germany gained foreign glory because the congress was held in Germany (Berlin)
On the other hand however, the Berlin congress had a number of negative effects/impacts e.g.;
The Berlin congress sowed the seed of hostility between Austria-Hungary and Serbia over Bosnia and Herzegovina. These two provinces were under Serbia but the Berlin congress gave them to Austria-Hungary there by ignoring their nationalistic feelings and it was this which caused World War 1 in 1914. 
The Berlin congress temporarily checked Russia’s advance/interests in the Balkan region but in actual sense or in reality, Russia was not completely chased out of the Balkan region and not all problems were solved by the congress leading to future problems
The congress caused suspicion and mistrusts between Germany and Russia; each suspected the other, it can be said that the Berlin congress spoilt the relationship between Russia and Germany
It was the Berlin congress which led to the formation of the alliance system among powers and it was this alliance system which divided Europe into two hostile camps i.e. the triple alliance against triple Entente and it was partly this alliance system which caused World War 1
It failed to protect Turkey from collapsing/disintegrating because Turkish subject states broke away one after the other e.g. Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia and this made the lifespan of the Ottoman Empire short
Even the Sultan of Turkey refused/rejected the terms of the congress i.e. He continued mistreating his Christian subjects and the years that followed saw Christians suffering and many died in the process
The congress made the Ottoman Empire to be humiliated especially when the empire was made to lose territories and forced to accept the terms set by the big powers as if Turkey was not big
The Berlin congress also humiliated Italy; it was not invited, it even never gained any territory as is it was not a big power.
The Berlin congress suffocated Balkan nationalism especially when it put the Balkan states under foreign control of Austria-Hungary (Serbia) and this caused World War 1
It also made Russia unhappy and made her feel cheated and mistreated by other powers. Russia lost territories, lost influence in the Balkan region and this bred hostility between Russia and Germany.
In conclusion, the Berlin congress never stopped Balkan states from demanding their independence, they organized wars in 1912 and by 1913, Russia was not completely chased out of the Balkan region and Turkey was not stopped from being a sick man of Europe and it was against this background, that Disreali the British Prime Minister commented/said that “in supporting Turkey, Britain backed a wrong horse” and mean while the Eastern question remained unanswered.

SUMMARY
POSTIVE IMPACTS
Checked Russia’s ambitions in the Balkan region
The congress succeeded in stopping the occurrence of a major war
The Berlin congress succeeded in dividing big Bulgaria
The congress helped countries like Britain and Austria-Hungary to acquire additional territories
It granted independence to former Turkish subject states
The congress promoted status and position of Germany and Bismarck
NEGATIVE IMPACTS
Sowed the seed of hostility between Austria-Hungary and Serbia
Russia was not completely chased out of the Balkan region
Caused suspicion and mistrust between Germany and Russia
Led to the formation of an alliance system among powers leading to WW1
Failed to protect Turkey from collapsing
The Sultan of Turkey rejected the terms of the congress
The congress made the Ottoman empire humiliated
The congress also humiliated Italy
It made Russia unhappy and felt mistreated
Failed to solve the Balkan crisis leading to 1912-1913 wars
	



THE BISMARCK’S ERA 1870-1890
It should be remembered that after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871 and following the defeat of France, Bismarck finally unified Germany at Versailles in the hall of mirrors and Bismarck became the first chancellor of Germany and started controlling the affairs of Germany in particular and Europe in general.
Bismarck had a number of aims within his mind regarding the new Germany and it were these aims which shaped his domestic and foreign policies and they included the following;
Bismarck aimed at strengthening the economic, political and military power of new Germany so as to make it a super power.
He also wanted to eliminate all political opponents or elements and carry out development in the country i.e. he wanted everything to be for Germany and the Germans without the French, Polish, the Danes because these races would disturb and break up the new empire.
He aimed at maintaining internal and external security so as to consolidate his political, social, economic and military gains for his new empire.
After defeating France and humiliating her during the Franco-Prussian war, Bismarck aimed at isolating and keeping France in a weak position but at the same time keep Germany strong and this led to the birth of the alliance system.
Bismarck wanted to eliminate liberalism, socialism and Catholicism from the face of Germany i.e. he was anti liberal, anti socialism and anti Catholicism.
He wanted to promote German’s position (as a big power) and promote his name/status, that’s why the period between 1870 and 1890 is referred to as the Bismarck’s era.
SUMMARY
	To strengthen Germany in all aspects

To eliminate his political opponents
To maintain external and internal security
To isolate France and keep her weak without an ally
To eliminate liberalism, socialism and Catholicism
To promote the position and status of Germany and Bismarck




BISMARCK’S DOMESTIC POLICIES
To what extent were Bismarck’s domestic policies successful between 1871 and 1890?
In carrying out his domestic policies for his new Germany, Bismarck started with manipulating the political affairs of the time and his first policy was to make a new constitution of 1871. This was a document of his own making and this constitution gave Prussia a superior position in Germany and according to this constitution, the King of Prussia automatically became the Emperor of Germany Empire with powers to appoint new other officers and he was the head of the armed forces. So coming up with a new constitution for Germany Bismarck gave Prussia a special position; it gave the King of Prussia to be the Emperor with powers to appoint other officers.
Another policy concerned putting in place a new parliament and this new parliament consisted of two houses or chambers i.e. Bundesrat with 58 members and the majority were Prussians and the Reichstag composed of 400 elected members. Bismarck used this parliament and the constitution to promote his policies.
After putting the above in place, Bismarck embarked on the policy of suppressing opposition. Generally, Bismarck was anti democracy and even the constitution he put in place was a mere shadow and the parliament was composed of his own people and other parties or opponents had no say in the politics of Germany. To deal with the opposition, Bismarck used the policy of divide and rule and he dealt with one enemy at a time and he was successful.
Bismarck and the conservative Junkers (landed class); these were landlords, purely conservative and slow to adapt to new changes and majority of them dominated the Reichstag. This group opposed Bismarck’s industrial development, free trade and democracy. To defeat them, Bismarck allied with liberal party and they were defeated.
The liberal party and Bismarck, as time went on; Bismarck discovered that he could not antagonize the Junkers for long, so he allied with the Junkers against the liberals. This was so because, the liberals were industrialists, intellectuals and greatly opposed to Bismarck’s dictatorship, they demanded for more power in the parliament and wanted a republican type of government. Using the policy of divide and rule, he defeated them.
Bismarck and the Catholic Church; the Catholic Church greatly opposed Bismarck when it created its party known as Catholic Centre Party (C.C.P). It should be remembered that the Catholics were not happy with Bismarck since the days of the unification of Germany and Germany looked at Catholicism as a threat because he was a protestant, so neither could German Catholics forget that it was Bismarck who attacked France, humiliated her and Rome was taken away by the Italians after overthrowing the Pope. It was from this time that the Catholics hated Bismarck and even formed the C.C.P to oppose him.
Bismarck had also opposed the powers of the Pope, he denied the Catholics their freedom, he removed them from sensitive positions and allied with the protestant, and defeated the Catholics using the policy of divide and rule.
Bismarck and the socialists; these were inspired by the founder of communism known as Karl Marx, their interests were to protect the workers, improve their living conditions and to fight against private ownership of property, to defeat them, Bismarck allied with the liberals and Catholics.
Insurance act; like in other opposition groups, Bismarck did not want to continue fighting the Catholics, so he relaxed fighting the socialists by improving the conditions of working, increased their salary, stopped child labor and gave insurance policies like insurance against sickness, accidents, old age pension among others and this pleased the socialists.
Peace and promotion of industrialization; during his time, peace and stability prevailed in Germany and as a result, trade and commerce increased, there was industrialization, urbanization, gave tax holidays to investors, loans among others and Germany became the workshop of the world.
Bismarck and the merchants (middle class), he appeased them through the policy of protectionism in order to promote industrialization, Bismarck abandoned free trade in favor of tariffs. This shielded Germany industries from cheap foreign goods and he won the support of the middle class.
Administratively, Bismarck carried out a number of reforms i.e. he set up a federal government to ensure effective administration because his empire was composed of different people and different states and he allowed them to run their own affairs but still under the central government. The above made Bismarck successful.
FAILURES OF BISMARCK’S DOMESTIC POLICIES
He failed to defeat socialism
The constitution was his own making i.e. he manipulated the constitution
The parliament was mainly dominated by the Prussians
He appointed the Prussian king as an emperor
He was against democracy in dealing with opposition
He used the policy of divide and rule and therefore he divided the people of Germany
He annoyed the Junkers by allying with the liberals
He annoyed the liberals by allying with the Junkers
He annoyed the Catholics by undermining the powers of the pope, by allying with the Protestants and by defeating the Catholic states i.e. France and Austria.
He annoyed the socialists by denying them their rights and by allying with the liberals
He annoyed the middle class by allowing free trade
SUCCESS OF BISMARCK’S DOMESTIC POLICIES
He created a new constitution for Germany
He put in place parliament with two houses.
He suppressed opposition (using divide and rule)
He suppressed the Junkers
He suppressed the liberals
He suppressed the C.C.P
He suppressed the socialists/communists
He improved the conditions of workers by issuing the insurance act
He promoted peace hence development
He promoted commerce and trade by attracting foreign investors
He promoted home industries through protectionism
He carried out administrative reforms i.e. federal government
He promoted industrialization

BISMARCK’S FOREIGN POLICIES
Examine the main features of Bismarck’s foreign policy between 1871 and 1890
To what extent was Bismarck’s foreign policy successful between 1871 and 1890?
After the Franco-Prussian war, Bismarck created enmity between Germany and France; this was so because of the defeat and humiliation suffered by France at the hands of Germany. Enmity was created because France was to suffer an army of occupation, pay war indemnity, lost territories like Alsace and Lorraine. A few years later, Bismarck was surprised to see that the third French Republic had paid off her obligation and therefore the army of occupation was withdrawn from France.
In 1871, Bismarck embarked on the scheme of isolating France from an alliance with any other power; he therefore encouraged France to take part in the scramble and partition of African colonies and while there (Africa), France would clash with other powers but Germany would remain in a strong position.
Bismarck had a number of aims in carrying out his foreign policy and these aims included the following;
	He wanted to maintain peace and stability in Europe

Maintain European democracy
Balance power among the European states
To safeguard the position of Germany
He sought to fulfill the above aims through a number of policies like;
Isolating France from potentials allies, maintain good relations with other powers, strengthen the forces of conservatism and anti revolution, prevent Russian imperialism in the Balkans, maintain a sound Germany economy and Germany supremacy. 
His first foreign policy started with the signing of the Frankfurt treaty; it came after the Franco-Prussian war. This treaty was unfair or hard on France but good for Bismarck and Germany in that, the treaty stated that France was to suffer an army of occupation, to pay war indemnity and to lose Lorraine and Alsace.
The other policy was the threat to use force on France (war of nerves in newspapers). Within a short period of time, France had paid off all her obligations to Germany e.g. war indemnity of 200 million pounds had been paid, an army of occupation had been withdrawn from France’s soil and France had embarked on re-armament program and by 1875, under the third French Republic, France had started threatening Germany again.
As a result of the above, Bismarck threatened to attack France, if France did not stop her programs. Fortunately, Tsar Alexander 11 of Russia and Queen Victoria of England intervened and Bismarck did not fight against France.  By not fighting France, here Bismarck showed that he was a man of peace but he also succeeded in preventing Britain and Russia from being France’s friends, so he was successful in isolating France.
Bismarck and the alliance system, It started in 1872 with the signing of Dreikaiserbund alliance (the league of the three emperors) i.e. Emperor William I of Germany, Joseph Francis of Austria-Hungary and Tsar Alexander II of Russia.
The three powers unanimously agreed to promote conservatism and fight the forces of socialism, maintain peace and fight any power which attacked one of the three especially if that power was France. Using the above, Bismarck was successful in that he managed to isolate France and kept her in a weaker position and therefore unable to fight a war of revenge but at the same time keeping Germany strong and this helped him to maintain peace and stability in Europe.
Bismarck and the Balkan crisis/affairs of 1875-78; it mainly came with a number of events including the Bulgarian issue, the Serb-Turkish war 1876, Russo-Turkish war 1877 and the signing of the San Stefano treaty 1878. The above led to the calling of the Berlin congress of 1878. 
By the 14th century, the Ottoman empire was strong and had conquered a number of states but by 19th century, the empire had started on its systematic journey to decline (sick man of Europe) and subject states started breaking away one after the other and this made states like Russia to intervene and this attracted the attention of the big powers almost causing another major war.
Sensing danger, Bismarck called the Berlin Congress; it was to solve the conflicts in the Balkan region regarding the weakness of Turkey and stop the possible war between the big powers against Russia.
By calling the Berlin congress, Bismarck showed that he was a man of peace, a honest broker because he stopped the possible war among the powers, prevented Russian influence in the Balkans but also promoted his status and that of Germany and granted independence to some states (ref: the effects of the Berlin Congress) but at the same time, he kept France isolated and denied her an ally especially Britain.
However, during the Berlin congress, Bismarck annoyed Tsar Alexander II of Russia after siding with Britain and Austria-Hungary during the Berlin congress-Russia accused Bismarck of dictating the terms over her and Russia withdrew from the league of three emperors.
As a result, Bismarck hurried and confirmed his new friendship with Austria-Hungary and this led to what came to be known as the Dual alliance which was defensive against Russia and France. Looking at this, Bismarck was successful and a man of peace because he succeeded in isolating France and still retained friendship with Austria-Hungary.
Bismarck and the triple alliance 1882; this year witnessed Bismarck’s further isolation of France, it came when Bismarck admitted Italy into the Dual alliance of Germany and Austria-Hungary and now Italy to form the triple alliance. This alliance lasted until 1914 and it came when France occupied Tunisia an Italian possession there by annoying Italy. The three agreed to assist each other in case France attacked one of the members, so this alliance was both defensive and offensive.
Looking at this alliance, it can be said that, Bismarck was a man of peace who knew when to play the right card at the right time. He succeeded in isolating France but keeping Germany strong. Unfortunately, it was this triple alliance which later in 1914 caused World War 1
The Berlin conference of 1884-1885, this was another major feature of Bismarck’s foreign policy; it identified him as a man of peace and a champion of European politics and diplomacy. During the second half of the 19th century, there was the scramble/struggle for colonies in Africa by European powers. During this race, a number of conflicts/crisis, like the Anglo-Germany conflict, Congo crisis, Niger crisis, Fashoda crisis, Agadir crisis among others occurred, such conflicts almost resulted into war.
At this time Bismarck had not shown much interest in acquiring colonies and used to refer to them as useless and said “colonies are not worth a single bone of a German soldier” but with time, Bismarck had to join colonial struggle because colonies were regarded to be a symbol of greatness “colonies are for rich countries” or “struggle of the fittest”.
Sensing war and claiming to be a man of peace and champion of European politics, Bismarck called the Berlin conference where European powers partitioned/divided Africa amongst themselves without resorting to war. Here Bismarck showed that he was a man of peace because he avoided a possible war among the powers over the colonies. The conference also promoted his status and Germany. He succeeded in isolating France but above all, he made Germany to acquire colonies like Togo, Tanganyika, Cameroon, and Namibia among others.
The revival of Dreikaiserbund alliance 1881; after losing friendship with Russia in 1878 during the Berlin congress, Bismarck realized that maintaining enmity with Russia would give France a chance to enter into an alliance with Russia since the two were at bad terms/loggerheads with Germany. Bismarck decided to renew his friendship with Russia and the two agreed to aid each other in case of any attack and this was possible with the death of Alexander II and the rise of Alexander III who was friendly to Bismarck. Here he was successful, because he won back the lost friendship with Russia but also succeeded in isolating France.
The secret treaty with Russia1887; in 1885, Bulgaria which was under Austria revolted and got her independence with the support of Russia and this almost caused war between Austria-Hungary and Russia. In addition, Bulgaria invited Germany for assistance, this made Russia to blame Germany for interfering in her affairs and France wanted to use this opportunity to ally with Russia. It was here that Germany signed a secret treaty known as Re-Insurance treaty with Russia. Looking at this, Bismarck was successful because he got back the friendship of Russia and he succeeded as a man of peace but also isolated France.
His alliance system or policy therefore went hand in hand with developing a strong economy and army and avoided conflicting with Britain but also succeeded in isolating France. So it can be said that Bismarck promoted peace in Europe hence qualifying to be the man of peace. He also controlled European diplomacy but on the other hand, he is blamed on grounds that in his attempt to isolate France, he initiated the alliance system which became dangerous when he left office.
He also never left France isolated permanently and France concluded an alliance with other powers (Triple Entente) to counter balance the triple alliance. It was this alliance system which divided Europe into two hostile Blocs/ camps and it was partly this which caused the world catastrophe known as World War 1 1914.this came after the death of William I and rise of William Kaiser II who soon disagreed with Bismarck and made him resign in 1890.
Examine the main features of Bismarck’s foreign policy 1870-1890.
How successful was Bismarck’s foreign policy 1870-1890.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF OTTO VON BISMARCK
The period 1870-90 in Europe was dominated by Bismarck with his system of alliances and diplomacy which helped him to promote peace in Europe and this came to be referred as the Bismarck era.
Bismarck was one of the most fascinating personalities in the history of Modern Europe. He promoted a league of monarchial powers of Russia, Austria- Hungary and Germany through the 1872-1873 “league of three emperors” (Dreikaiserbund alliance) .
He was successful in stopping the French from the re-organization programs of revenging against Germany after her defeat during the Franco-Prussian war.
He disorganized the French militarization exercise by not allowing her to manufacture dangerous weapons in 1875 and this promoted peace in Europe and that’s why he came to be known as a man of peace.
He fought against the socialists with their tendencies which were the cause of the revolutions in Europe
He diverted war between the great powers when he called the Berlin congress in 1878 which solved the Balkan crisis.
He promoted the alliance system that partly maintained peace in Europe like the Dual-alliance 1879, the 2nd Dreikaiserbund of 1881, triple alliance of 1882, the secret Re-insurance of 1887 and all this protected the interests of Germany.
He convened the meeting of European powers1884-1885 known as the Berlin Conference that partitioned Africa without recourse to war.
He restricted for sometime Germany’s foreign policy from not taking part in colonial acquisition and this lessened the great powers conflicts hence promoting peace.
He maintained the Anglo-French relations by diplomatic ties.
The 1871 Frankfurt treaty/settlement, Bismarck kept France unable to wage a war of revenge against Germany by introducing a number of terms against France like an army of occupation was stationed in France, paid war indemnity, lost territories among others.
He diplomatically checked the Russian expansionism into the Balkans something that would have caused war among the European states.
He was behind a series of negotiations between Britain, Austria and Italy 1885-1887 resulting into Mediterranean agreements which preserved the status quo in Turkey and Balkan region.
He diverted the French attention from Alsace and Lorraine and encouraged her to occupy territories in Africa.
 He discouraged the growth of the Germany Navy and avoided naval rivalry with Britain.
He arranged, fought, defeated and concluded the Franco-Prussian war leading to the unification of Italy; this in turn led to the establishment of the Germany Empire in 1871.
He gave Germany a new constitution and parliament which had some kind of democracy
He suppressed the catholic centre party and the Catholic Church which was causing political confusion in Germany
He crippled foreign competition over Germany’s economy by introducing the policy of protectionism.
There was development of the iron and steel industries using the ores from Lorraine taken away from France.
He gave protection to the big land owners/Junkers of East Prussia that increased the production of grain
By imposing tariffs on imported goods Bismarck boosted domestic production in Germany
The Germany manufacturers benefited from his change of passive policy in 1884
He established the common currency and a banking system of Germany
He unified the commercial system of Germany using  the Zollverien
Promoted efficiency in the postal systems and established Railways
He established chemical and electrical industries.
He strengthened the Germany Army by frequent recruits equipping it with modern weapons and placed it under efficient commanders.
He transformed and developed the education system in Germany
He defeated the dogma of Papal infallibility which interfered with the politics of Germany 
He struggled to prevent any Anglo-French alliance in Europe that would be directed towards Germany and he succeeded in keeping France isolated for some time
Bismarck’s diplomatic skills and alliances succeeded in maintaining the balance of power and status quo and preserved peace for a period of over 20 years
After 1884, he changed his policy and acquired for Germany colonies and increased the German prestige and glory
Bismarck made Berlin the centre of diplomacy in Europe by convening the two meetings there i.e. Berlin congress and Berlin conference.
He promoted social legislation that improved the social welfare of workers (insurance of workers against sickness, accidents, working hours, invalidity and old age in Germany.

THE GREAT WAR OR WORLD WAR 1 1914-1918
In 1914, the world witnessed the Great War as the first total war in modern times in human history. It was the first of its kind fought between the triple alliance of Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy against the triple entente of Britain, France and Russia; it began in August 1914 and lasted for four years i.e. 1914-1918. So many forces were involved; a number of warring states, the size of the armies and civilians, the deadly weapons used the colossal expenditure of life and money.
 It is said that about 32 countries got involved and it broke out as a result of what seemed to be a local issue between Austria-Hungary and Serbia over the double murder at Sarajevo. However, it’s important to note that this was a local issue which would have been solved by the powers concerned but there existed long term conflicts that caused tension and made war conditions ripe and only needed a spark to start the war and that spark came on 28th June 1914.
CAUSES OF WORLD WAR 1
Qtn.	Account for the outbreak of World War 1 1914
SUMMARY OF THE CAUSES
The alliance system
Economic imperialism leading to colonial struggles
Nationalism leading to nationalistic movement
The effects of Franco-Prussian war
The arms race/military preparedness
The double murder at Sarajevo
Rivalry among European powers i.e. Anglo-Germany rivalry
The role played by the press
The aggressive character of Kaiser William 11
The wide spread ignorance 
Racism in the Balkan region
Mishandling of events
The alliance system,
 After the defeat of France in 1871, Bismarck initiated what came to be known as the alliance system in his attempt to isolate France, strengthen and defend Germany interests. Unfortunately, it was this alliance system years after the death of Bismarck which led to the outbreak of World War 1.
The alliance system started with the Dreikaiserbund alliance/ league (Russia, Germany, Austria-Hungary) of three emperors of 1872 and the formation of the counter alliances e.g. the Dual alliance of France and Russia 1892, Anglo Japanese alliance of 1902, Anglo-French Entente of 1904 and the triple Entente of 1907 (France, Britain and Russia)
The alliance system caused World War1 in many ways; the alliance system divided Europe into two hostile camps/blocs i.e. the triple alliance of Italy, Germany and Austria-Hungary as opposed to the triple Entente of Britain, France and Russia.
It was the alliance system which made big and small states to belong to either camp and behave in a way which was to cause the war in the near future e.g. Serbia against Austria.
The alliance system made local or small disputes to turn out to be international/big e.g. the incident between Serbia and Austria-Hungary over the double murder.
The alliance system promoted aggressive foreign policies among the European powers e.g. Germany excessively became aggressive as far as her foreign policy was concerned and this was not welcomed by Britain and it caused misunderstandings among powers leading to World War1.
The alliance system created political and military identity i.e. European powers small and big had to belong to a particular camp and this had become a political fashion/style.
The alliance system started by Bismarck created unnecessary conflicts between or among powers e.g. the conflict between Serbia and Austria was uncalled for.
The alliance system made European states more secure and carried out their economic and political ambitions for instance, France counted on the support of the allies to revenge and recover for the lost territories of Lorraine and Alsace.
Alliance system removed the sense of fear and restraint from the powers and this made small states like Serbia could not fear to kill the prince and comply with the Austrian ultimatum knowing that she had the support of Russia.
It was the alliance system that put in place dangerous event/incident of the arms race and military preparedness. Here European powers competed over the manufacturing weapons of mass destruction and Britain took the lead followed by other countries of either camp for both offensive and defensive purposes.
The alliance system created solidarity among the powers of the triple entente to pool resources together in preparation for the soon coming war in terms of arms, manpower and funds this hastened the situation for the war.
The alliance system created a situation which resulted into press war between Keiser William II of Germany and the French representative who began the press war and this spoiled the relations among powers.
The alliance system reconciled France and Britain in 1904 and this led to completion of the Entente cordiale and later Britain with Russia in 1907 hence the triple Entente this led to the creation of a strong camp ready to challenge Germany and allies camp. It also ended the French isolation in Europe and it encouraged her to revenge against Germany.
The alliance system caused suspicion, rivalry, fear and tension among the powers. There was accusation and counter accusation and this increased with the murder of Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand with the wife in the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina known as Sarajevo. It was this which led to the outbreak of World War 1
The alliance system made European states big and small to become stubborn and even refused to respect the need for peace e.g. Serbia became stubborn and refused to listen to the ultimatum given by Austria.
It was the alliance system which made countries to play diplomatic intrigue and skills and the alliance system left no room for compromise so it can be said that it was the alliance system started by Bismarck that created a delicate situation in Europe which later led to the outbreak of World War 1 especially after the death of Bismarck.

How did the alliance system lead to World War 1 of 1914-1918
To what extent was the alliance system responsible for the outbreak of world war 1  

Economic imperialism/ colonial rivalry or argument among European powers;
 This caused international tension that later resulted into World War 1, this line of argument declares that competition between nations for trade, colonies and spheres of influence produced the conflicts of interest which resulted inevitably in war. Imperialism was as a result of industrial revolution which led to industrialization leading to the demand for colonies in Africa, Asia and Europe where powers needed areas to acquire raw materials, large protected market for finished goods and areas for future investment.
Imperialism caused conflicts among the powers especially in Africa e.g. Moroccan crisis, Fashoda crisis, Congo crisis, Anglo-Germany conflicts, Agadir crisis among others. In Europe conflicts were seen between Austria and Serbia, Austria and Russia, these conflicts of interests almost powers  to go to war because of rivalry and hatred among powers until Bismarck called the Berlin conference of 18814-1885 and European powers partitioned Africa without fighting but later these conflicts resulted into World War 1 
Imperialism was also witnessed when France lost Alsace and Lorraine to Germany after the Franco-Prussian war. This made France to desire for an opportunity to revenge against Germany and recover the lost territories and that opportunity came in 1914.
Imperialism was also seen in Asia where powers conflicted over who to control Afghanistan and Manchuria (China). Here European powers also conflicted and it could have been one of the issue/events that led to World War 1 later.
In Balkan region, Austria-Hungary controlled Serbia and this resulted into conflicts between the two powers and it was this which eventually led to the murder of Duke Franz Ferdinand, the Austrian prince and the wife Sophie and it was this murder which sparked off World War 1
Imperialism caused conflicts; rivalry, hatred and antagonism among powers and it were the above that made war inevitable in 1914.
More so, imperialism accelerated the arms race and military preparedness, here big powers competed over the manufacturing of weapons for both offensive and defensive purposes and it was the arms race which later led to World War 1.
Imperial interests were seen when Kaiser William 11 constructed the Berlin-Baghdad railway line that brought him into conflicts with Britain, France and Russia and it made them fight World War 1.
Imperialism also led to the strengthening and the formation of new alliances where European powers were divided into hostile camps i.e. triple alliance against triple Entente and this intensified rivalry, suspicion, hatred, accusations and counter accusations that made World War inevitable.
How far did imperialism cause the outbreak of World War 1?
The rise of nationalism, Nationalism was a strong feeling or love for one’s nation and the desire to be independent. Nationalism or Nationalistic feelings pre-occupied Europe during the 2nd half of the 19TH century and it caused World War 1. 
Nationalism rose among the Balkan states and it led to Balkan wars. These states in the Balkan region wished to be free from foreign rule of mainly Austria and Turkey which had occupied most of these states, when they started demanding for their independence, conflicts/wars emerged and it were these conflicts which eventually resulted into World War1 e.g. Austria against Russia, Montenegro against Turkey and Serbia against Austria.
Nationalism was further seen with the emergency of new powers on the European map i.e. Italy and Germany in 1870-1871 respectively. To achieve their independence for instance, Germany had to fight wars e.g. Austro-Prussian, Franco-Prussian wars leading to the defeat and humiliation of France. And intense nationalism grew in Germany and Italy after their Unification and this changed the balance of power
Nationalism caused economic imperialism when big powers in Europe wanted to dominate over small states or colonize them in Europe, Africa and Asia e.g. Austria against Serbia, Germany occupation of Alsace and Lorraine.
Nationalism made France develop the spirit of revenge against Germany for her defeat and the desire to regain her lost territories of Alsace and Lorraine but also restore her past glory on the continent.  
Nationalism caused the feeling that some countries were more powerful than others and this was seen in different ways in different countries e.g. Jingoism (Britain), Chauvinism (France), Pan-Germanism (Germany), Pan-Slavinism (in Slavs speaking races). These feelings later made these countries proud and were filled with the desire to show their greatness by fighting World War 1.
Nationalism was demonstrated when European powers showed interest in acquiring colonies in other parts to prove that they were strong and they came up with slogans like “colonies are for rich countries”, “ the struggle for the fittest”, such feelings caused suspicions among powers and it made World War later to occur.
It was nationalism which made European powers big and small to embark or intensify the manufacturing of dangerous weapons (arms race) and military preparedness with the desire to defend national interests. This caused suspicion; fear etc among powers and it caused World War 1.
Nationalism made the Germans to believe that they were a superior race basing on Charles Darwin and that the Germans were always successful in warfare e.g. 1864 Danish war, 1866 Austro-Prussian war, 1870-1871 Franco-Prussian which they won, so the Germans believed that future victories were certain in future war.
Nationalism made Bismarck initiate the formation of defensive alliances (alliance system) like the triple alliance 1882 and counter triple alliance after the defeat of France, here Bismarck wanted to weaken and isolate France but strengthen Germany. He also made France to lose territories and this made France to desire revenge for the defeat and loss of territories. It was this which made them fight World War 1 by 1914.
High spirit of nationalism led to the collapse of international diplomacy and powers instead focused on national issues rather than European interests. Like their failure to disarm as demanded by the conference at Hague 1907 and London conference 1912.
Need to defend selfish national interests made powers conflict e.g. William’s building of a strong naval base was against Britain and France’s interests.
Nationalism made states collide with one another for instance Russia –Austria-Hungary, and Austrian control of Bosnia-Herzegovina leading to Austro-Serbian rivalry leading to the assassination of Prince Ferdinand the Archduke which sparked off the war.
Nationalism caused press war or propaganda between Germany and Britain especially after the double murder.
Qtn. To what extent was nationalism responsible for the outbreak of World War 1?
THE ARMS RACE
Amidst the forces of antagonism, there came the problem of the arms race and military preparedness towards the end of the 19th century. This was a period of intense competition of manufacturing arms or weapons and it came as a result of technological development which took place in Europe.
The first country to industrialize equally took the lead of manufacturing of these weapons and it was this which increased international tension and later led to the outbreak of World War 1.
In 1906, Britain started the competition when she manufactured one of the dangerous weapons of that time known as the Dreadnought warship. These were the most dangerous weapons that appeared on scene, later on other countries like Germany joined the race and by 1914, Britain had 18, Germany 9 and the competition went on until it resulted into war by 1914 when small states/big states had armed to teeth.
Other European powers never wanted to be left out of this struggle, so they went ahead and started manufacturing weapons like tanks, flame throwers, poison gas, aero planes like German zeppelin and landmines among others. Also went ahead with military preparedness under which they enlarged, strengthened, trained and equipped their armies in modern war fare. It is said that by 1914, Germany had 4.3 million armed men and France had the capacity to field/present 3.5million soldiers and Russia about 4million men in uniform.
The arms race was worsened by Germany who in addition to manufacturing weapons started preaching the inevitability and the desirability of war and started popularizing Charles Darwin’s theory of survival of the fittest and to the Germans war was the best way of eliminating the unfit ones and create space for the fittest.
Warm temperatures rose and it became almost impossible for countries to slow down the arms race. This race made countries to lose confidence and trust on one another and this caused panic, accusations and counter accusations but above all, it made countries proud and filled with the desire to fight.
The arms race changed the balance of power in favor of Germany and it was the arms race which became one of the most important factors in the outbreak of World war 1 because each country/power wanted to test its arms or weapons and this could only be achieved through war, so it was the arms race which caused World 1War.
How far was the arms race responsible for the outbreak of World War 1?
The effects of the Franco-Prussian war and the emergence of Italy and Germany on European scene and the change in the balance of power
There is a general belief among the historians that the emergency of Germany and Italy during their unification struggles changed the balance of power and it caused World War 1 in that;
For Germany to unify it had to fight and defeat many countries e.g. it fought and defeated Denmark, Austria and then France, the defeat of France left her humiliated, lost territories, lost people, paid war indemnity and suffered an army of occupation.
No possible measures were put in place to prevent the war of revenge between France and Germany, no wonder when Austria declared war against Serbia. Instead of Germany assisting Austria to crush Serbia, Germany instead attacked France through Belgium there by violating Belgium’s neutrality.
In addition, Franco-Prussian war led to the emergence of strong and united Germany that wanted to show the whole world that she was not young and weak but mature economically and militarily and it was united Germany which initiated the alliance system, joined the arms race, took part in colonial struggles that caused conflicts which later led to World War 1.
The rise, wild temper and uncompromising character of war monger Kaiser William 11 of Germany
He rose to power after the death of William 1 and he caused World War 1, it was Kaiser William 11 who disagreed with Bismarck and forced him to resign yet it was Bismarck who had controlled European affairs and after his resignation, there were no any other statesmen who could control European affairs.
Kaiser William 11 was reckless in his attitude towards the arms race and became stubborn and even refused to listen to Disarmament talks and instead went ahead and militarized Germany to the extent that his army went beyond mere defense and this gave every reason to other powers to fear and embarked on the arms race which led to World War 1.
Kaiser William had a negative attitude towards the English race and this forced Britain into an alliance with France, Russia, differed on naval policy and his congratulatory message to Boers i.e. the Anglo-Boer war.
Kaiser William 11 made Germany to enter into colonial race leading to colonial struggles with other powers like Britain and France in Africa and Asia and it were these colonial conflicts (imperialism) which led to the outbreak of World War 1.
More so, Kaiser William intensified the naval superiority challenging British navy; this automatically caused conflicts between Germany and Britain over the manufacturing of war ships (Dreadnought).
Kaiser William 11 was arrogant, abusive, and ambitious and he made himself conflict with everybody/power and this caused World War 1.
Kaiser William 11 is blamed for having caused World War 1 especially when he gave a blank cheque to Austria. This cheque was meant to facilitate war against Serbia after the double murder at Sarajevo.
When the double murder occurred in Serbia, Austria issued an ultimatum (harsh condition) to Serbia which Serbia was supposed to comply to within 48 hours and when it failed, Austria declared war on Serbia. Among the powers and personalities, it was Kaiser William 11, who reacted first and attacked France and Russia and this sparked off World War 1.
The role of the press
Much as the press is good for mobilizing the masses, it has been a cause for international conflict e.g. radio presenters, Journalists, Newspapers like the London times among others engaged in Newspaper war especially between Germany and Britain and there was news attack and counter news attack.
The very press over exaggerated the Austro-Serbian issue of the double murder, the very press went ahead and called for Austrian retaliation (revenge) against Serbia, so the press caused the excitement and war temperatures rose high among powers and caused the 1914 World War 1.
Widespread ignorance of what war would be like
This was so because there had been no major war since 1856, so countries started militarizing themselves by creating an alliance, training, arming and equipping their armies with modern weapons of the time without knowing the end result of these wars, so countries started misusing the armies they created. This caused tension, suspicion and fear among the powers leading to World War 1
The rise of racism and political rivalry especially in the Balkan region caused World War 1
The Balkan region caused World War 1, it mainly manifested itself between Serbia and Austria, the Serbians were tired of being dominated by the Austrians. It was also evidenced among the Germans who prepared themselves for war and even went ahead and believed that they were the best race and that the civilization of the whole world should be carried out by the Germans and had strong belief that they had been successful in the first wars and that they would be successful even in future wars, such feelings were made worse with the rise of Kaiser William 11 of Germany.
The double murder of Prince Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie at Sarajevo the capital city of Bosnia
It was the most immediate cause of World War 1, the murder took place on 28th June 1914 when the Austrian Prince and wife were on a state visit in Bosnia, a Serbian youth Garrilo Princip belonging to the Serbian national movement killed the two, the motive of the killing was easy to identify i.e. the Serbians were tired of Austrian rule and needed their independence
Prince Ferdinand was the heir prepared for Austria-Hungarian throne because Joseph the King of Austria was 84 years of age only waiting for his death and the murder of the heir was looked at as direct planned Serbian attack on the Austrian monarchy by killing the heir and this caused World War 1 in many ways.
The murder caused panic, it spoiled diplomatic relations, intensified rivalry, accusation and counter accusation and made war ripe bearing in mind that other conditions had already cultivated a fertile ground for war.
The double murder incident worsened the already bad relations between Austria and Serbia, and it led to Austria’s determination to completely destroy Serbia and if Austria wanted to destroy Serbia so was Serbia to destroy Austria. Therefore it was this incident which sparked off the war between Austria and Serbia.
The Sarajevo incident strengthened the alliance system between Germany and Austria and this prompted Germany to issue a blank cheque to Austria thus strengthening the Dual alliance and Russia also strengthened her alliance with Serbia and this encouraged Serbia to reject the Austrian ultimatum.
The double murder widened the already rift between the triple alliance of Germany, Austria, Bulgaria and against the triple entente of France, Britain, Russia and later USA, Serbia, Japan and Italy.
The Sarajevo incident intensified nationalism among European states and these worked together to cause world war one
The incident intensified the arms race and militarism and enabled big powers to implement their war plans and started testing the weapons they had manufactured or stock piled.
There was also mishandling of the murder event/crisis by the stake holders e.g. Germany’s issuing of a blank cheque to Austria, it meant that Germany was sponsoring the war against Serbia, even Russia’s backing of Serbia and German’s attack on France through Belgium complicated the whole situation and made World War inevitable
What made matters worse was the passing of the ultimatum by Austria-Hungary to Serbia after the murder of the prince by Serbia and Serbia was to accept the ultimatum within 48hours but the ultimatum was also designed in a way that Serbia would not accept it and it had the following terms;
	Serbia was to hand over all anti-Austrian elements in her territory

Serbia was to dismiss all officials whom Austria objected
Austria was to enter Serbia and supervise all the suppression of the anti-Austrian elements
Serbia was to accept the Austrian troops to patrol her territory to find out the murderers 
The above were to be fulfilled within 48 hours
Serbia was willing co-operate and even accepted the first two demands and suggested that the other demands should be submitted to the international court at Hague (Netherlands). Austria refused after knowing that she had the support of Germany so Austria on 28th July 1914 attacked Serbia and Russia under the pretext of protecting Serbs mobilized her troops (it strengthened the Russo-Serbian alliance), Germany warned Russia and France not to mobilize troops which was ignored by the two.
The incident enabled the European powers to implement their war plans like the Germany air war plans and Anglo-French naval plans all these led to the war.
On 1st August1914, Germany attacked Russia, on 3rd August 1914; Germany attacked France through Belgium thereby violating the London treaty of 1839 that granted Belgium independence and neutrality. On 4th August 1914, Britain attacked Germany and so the world was at war. World War 1 was fought, it was between the triple alliance and the triple Entente, it ended in1918 and Germany and the allies were defeated.
Qtn. To what extent was the double murder responsible for the outbreak of World War 1?

REASONS WHY THE ALLIES WERE VICTORIOUS
The allies included Britain, France, Russia, later U.S.A and others who defeated Germany and the allies including Austria-Hungary, Italy and others. They were successful because;
The allies were many in number numerically, the allies outnumbered the central powers i.e. the allies had 27 states while Germany and friends were only 13 states.
The allies defeated the central powers because Britain had effective command on seas i.e. she had a very strong royal navy almost unchallengeable by any other power even if that power was Germany
Germany made a blunder and attacked a neutral Belgium hence violating the international treaty of London that gave Belgium independence, so Germany was an enemy of many states (aggressor)
Germany committed other blunder of her unrestricted war fare and she sunk ships without warning and in the process, Germany destroyed the American sub marine and it was this incident which made America to join World War 1 on the side of the allies.
When the war had just started in 1914, Italy which had been a member of the triple alliance defected and joined the triple Entente. This was another blow; it denied Germany and the allies a vital military ally.
The allied powers defeated Germany and the allies because they were geographically disadvantaged because states like Austria-Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria and others were located right in the centre of Europe. This made it easy for Britain and allies to surround them and starve for them from re-enforcement.
The allied powers were endowed with capable leadership i.e. they were lucky that their leaders were militarily foresighted e.g. Professor Wilson Woodrow of U.S.A, Lloyd George of Britain, Clemenceau from France and Premier Orlando of Italy. It were these leaders who planned, fought and won the war.
Most of the states in the allied camp were developed countries with strong/sound economies, developed industries, strong military capacity given the level of technology of those countries which enabled them to manufacture weapons. On the contrary, apart from Germany the rest of the members of the triple alliance were backward.
The defeat of Germany greatly weakened her side and it led to the defeat of her allies one after the other e.g. September 1918, Bulgaria was defeated, October Turkey was defeated, November Austria was defeated, so it became difficult for them to continue o they surrendered.
Outbreak of rebellions in Germany by 1918, most Germans felt that they had suffered enough from the 4 years war and started resisting the Kaiser William 11 and his government, they organized strikes, demonstrations and shouted down with Kaiser and he had to resign, he fled to Poland and perhaps that marked the end of World war 1 and a new government was established in Germany known as the Weimer Republic and it was this government which accepted and signed the Versailles peace treaty.
APPORTION RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OUTBREAK OF WORLD WAR 1
Historians do not agree when it comes to apportioning responsibility for the outbreak of World War 1, but when each country is analyzed then war blame/guilt is shared by all the powers that took part in this war.
NB. Bulgaria, U.S.A and Turkey cannot be blamed for the outbreak of World War 1; even Italy cannot be blamed for the outbreak of World War 1 because they joined the war a little bit late. However, Italy can be blamed on grounds that she took part in the alliance system which was initiated by Bismarck (triple alliance)
Italy can also be blamed because she kept on hovering/moving from one camp to another and this caused tension among powers leading to World War 1.
RUSSIA
Russia caused World War 1 in that she actively took part in Bismarck’s alliance system when he formed the league of the three emperors first but later the very Russia crossed and joined the alliance. On the side of Britain and France leading to the formation of triple Entente.
For a long period of time, Russia claimed to the guardian of the Orthodox Christians and the Slavs speaking race in the Balkan region. It was against this background that Russia openly supported Serbia after the double murder and when Austria attacked Serbia, Russia was the first to act.
Russia caused World War 1 because she actively participated in the arms race and military preparedness, yet it was this arms race which caused tension, fear, and suscipicion and made World War 1 occur.
Russia’s imperialism in the Balkan region led to the rise of nationalism among the Balkan states e.g. Serbia’s nationalism against Austria led to the double murder and it was the double murder which sparked off World War 1.
When Austria attacked Serbia, Russia was the first to mobilize and when Germany demanded that Russia should demobilize, Russia refused. This made Germany to declare war on her hence World War 1 .
FRANCE
After her defeat in 1870 by Prussia (Germany), France lost her territories of Lorraine and Alsace and therefore she wished to revenge against this defeat and recover the lost territories and this made France to long/desire for an opportunity came in 1914.
France’s readiness to join and form alliances especially after Bismarck caused World War 1. France joined and formed a number of Entente e.g. with Russia and Britain and it were these alliances that divided the continent in two hostile camps hence causing World War 1.
France’s military buildup for both offensive and defensive and her active participation in the arms race and filled with the urge/desire to fight a war of revenge against Germany and recover lost territories caused World War 1.
France caused World War 1 because she recovered very quickly after the Franco-Prussian war and this quick recovery proved to be a threat to Germany. It caused tension between the two parties and this made World War 1 inevitable
France’s imperialism/participation in the colonial struggles for glory and prestige in Africa caused colonial conflicts e.g. in Morocco and Tunisia. The colonial tension or conflict (imperialism) later caused World War 1.
France is blamed for having failed to demobilize after being warned by Germany and this forced Germany to attack her but through Belgium.

BRITAIN
Britain caused World War 1 like France, Britain never wanted to be left out or isolated so she entered into alliances or Entente e.g. Entente with Japan known as Anglo- Japanese alliance of 1902, with France Entente Cordiale of 1904 and later formed the Triple Entente of Britain, France and Russia which lasted until the outbreak of World War 1.
It was Britain which started the arms race when it started manufacturing dangerous weapons e.g. dreadnought, gunship and this made other powers to do the same and this went hand in hand with military preparedness and it was this which led to World War 1
Britain played an active role in the colonial struggle for economic interests in Africa and in the Balkan region leading to colonial conflicts (imperialism) and this led to the outbreak of World War 1.
The British press propaganda especially the London times caused World War 1. There was press war between Britain and Germany and the press called for war.
It should be remembered that when Austria declared war on Serbia, Russia and France mobilized but Britain never reacted quickly to show sign for or against the war, may be had Britain shown any sign of fighting the war, Germany would not have attacked Russia and France.
When Germany attacked first, Russia and then France through Belgium, this act made Britain to declare war on Germany on 4th August 1914, and this made all the big powers to get involved in the war.
SERBIA
Serbia cannot go without blame after all it was Serbia which was the author of the double murder which sparked off World War 1. May be if Serbia had not killed the Prince and his wife, may be the war would not have occurred or it would have occurred may be at a later date.
Serbia can also be accused because she was an active member of the triple Entente composed of Britain, France and Russia (alliance system) and it was the alliance system that caused World War 1
Serbian nationalism threatened the survival of the Austro-Hungarian empire and Austria worked hard to suppress nationalism and it was this nationalism which led to the double murder that led to World War 1.
Serbia is blamed for having failed to respect the ultimatum set by Austria even when she knew that she was responsible for the murder.
Serbia also had false confidence and it was this false confidence which made her to reject this ultimatum and it was Serbia that appealed for support from Russia and it was this which led to the outbreak of World War 1.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Austria-Hungary caused World War 1 because she actively took part in the alliance system which was initiated by Bismarck aimed at isolating France. It should be remembered that Austria was one of the members of the league of the three emperors and the triple alliance of Germany, Italy and Austria and it was the alliance system that caused World War 1.
Austria’s imperialism in the Balkan region caused World War 1. It should be remembered that Austria had controlled Bosnia and Herzegovina and this occupation led to the rise of Balkan nationalism in the Balkan region that led to the double murder of the Prince and his wife and this caused World War 1.
Like any other power, Austria took part in the arms race and military preparedness and the arms race caused tension, fear, and accusations and counter accusations and later made World War 1 occur.
Austria is blamed for causing World War 1 because she gave Serbia a hostile and unfriendly ultimatum which Serbia had to accept within 48 hours and the terms of the ultimatum were difficult to be fulfilled and when Serbia refused/failed, Austria declared war on Serbia.
Austria is blamed for declaring war on Serbia or started the war on 28th July 1914 and this made other powers like Russia and France to mobilize then Germany and Britain and the whole world was at war.
Austria can also be blamed for having refused/ failed to accept t solve the issue diplomatically when she refused to settle the issue at the Hague tribunal.
Austria-Hungary is blamed for having turned a local conflict i.e. between Austria, Hungary and Serbia over the double murder into an international conflict e.g. after the murder, Austria consulted Germany.
Austria can also be blamed for having organized the royal state visit of the prince and the wife to Serbia well aware of the bad relationship with Serbia.
GERMANY
Germany caused World War 1, it should be noted that it was Germany under Bismarck who initiated the alliance system, aimed at isolating France after the Franco-Prussian war and it was the alliance system that divided the continent and later caused World War 1.
Germany is accused of conquering French territories of Lorraine and Alsace and this annoyed the French masses and made them to dream, desire or wish to fight a war of revenge so as to recover the lost territories and the opportunity came in 1914.
Germany also made France to pay heavy/huge war indemnity and suffer an army of occupation. This made France to be filled with bitterness and desire to fight a war of revenge.
Germany also participated in newspaper/press propaganda and competed with Britain and this increased the war feelings/ temperature among the powers (the role of the press) and this led to the outbreak of World War 1.
Germany took part in the colonial struggle in Africa and in the Balkan region leading to the Anglo-Germany conflict in Africa, Morocco crisis and the Germany construction of the railway line from Berlin to Baghdad. This caused misunderstandings among the powers and made World War 1.
Germany actively took part in the arms race and military preparedness and wanted to out- compete Britain especially in the naval field yet it was the arms race which caused World War 1.
Germany can also be blamed for having issued a blank cheque to Austria, it meant that Germany had financed the war and it gave Austria confidence to wage war against Serbia after the double murder.
Germany is also blamed because of the uncompromising leader Kaiser William 11. He was a war monger, highly believed in war to solve problems (he was militaristic) and it was him who conflicted and fired the Chancellor Bismarck a man who had controlled peace and avoided war in Europe.
Germany is accused of violating the London treaty of 1839 which granted Belgium independence and neutrality. When Germany attacked France but through Belgium and it was this incident which dragged Britain into the war.
Germany is blamed for having issued an ultimatum to Russia in 1914 and ordered Russia to demobilize which Russia objected.
Germany is blamed for having declared war on the triple Entente first i.e. Russia and then France i.e. at 1st August and 3rd August 1914 respectively and it was this which marked the start of World War 1.So in distributing the war guilt, Germany took the lion’s/large share
EFFECTS OF WORLD WAR 1 1914-1918
World War 1started in 1914 and ended in 1918, it was between the triple Entente against the triple alliance. It was caused by many factors and it had a number of effects, some were long term while others short term in nature and they included the following;
World War 1 resulted into loss of human lives of both soldiers and civilians during and after the war e.g. it is said that Britain lost around one million, Germany 2.3 million, France 1.3 million, Russia 4 million not counting the wounded and the crippled. In total it is believed that between 53 and 70 million people died of this war.
Shortly after the war, severe epidemic diseases broke out and this also claimed a big number of lives, diseases like Pneumonia, Cholera, and Influenza among others which killed people either in prison or camps where they lived in poor conditions and others died of fatigue and starvation.
The fact that most men died during the war and that many had been forced into the army to defend the interest of their countries. World War 1 led to gender imbalance and sexual inequalities where women outnumbered men in great numbers even up to date.
World War 1 destroyed the economic and military strength of the European powers. Before the war, European powers had diverted a lot of resources into war industries but because of this war, all the resources were destroyed leading to economic decline.
World War 1 led to heavy bombardment/destruction of cities, towns, infrastructures and industries among others and the most hit cities were Paris, Vienna, Berlin etc that suffered seriously. In other words, World War 1 led to the destruction of property.
This war led to the rise of social and economic vices because of the destruction, European economies declined leading to low production, scarcity of goods, unemployment, general suffering of the masses (economic depression) and this gave chance for USA to take over the economic control of Europe by lending them money for reconstruction program.
Social and economic changes took place in Europe as a result of World War 1 and these changes slowly spread to the rest of the world, among them were women liberation movement which started in England when women started demanding for equal rights with men because during the war, women took over the roles of men in offices, work places and performed these roles perfectly. After the war, they wondered why there was lack of equality between men and women.
World War 1 led to the collapse of four European Empires i.e. the German empire, Austro-Hungarian Empire, Hapsburg Empire and the Ottoman Empire. The war made these empires unpopular because of their poor performance during the war and in Germany, it led to the collapse of Kaiser William 11 and the establishment of the Weimer Republic under President Hindenburg.
World War 1 resulted into the defeat of Germany and the allies and perhaps that marked the beginning of the disintegration of the triple alliance and in 1915, Italy defected and joined the Entente and by 1918, Germany and the allies accepted defeat and surrendered.
World War 1 led to the emergence of USA as a super power both economically and militarily. This was so because World War 1 was never fought on American continent but on European continent, so America did not suffer the destructions other European powers suffered. It even joined the war a little bit late but above all, America had advanced technology compared to other European states so World War 1 made America powerful and the richest country in the World.
For the first time, World War 1 brought new weapons on the scene of Europe and many of these weapons were dangerous such as Aircraft bombers, Tanks, use of poisonous gas, electrified barbed wires among others and these claimed a number of lives.
World War 1 led to the signing of the Versailles peace treaty/ settlement of 1919 between Germany on one hand and the victors on the other hand and many other treaties were signed with the defeated powers but Versailles ended the World War 1.
World War 1 led to depopulation because of the many millions of people, soldiers and civilians who died because of the war.
It also caused demographic destruction because off the heavy losses and it created refugee problem in many countries and the associated evils of refugee problems.
World War 1 caused resentment, exhaustion, hatred and neglect in many countries and this led to the creation of revolutions in countries like Germany.
It was World War 1 which led to the discrediting and abuse of liberal people’s government in Europe and this led to the rise of world dictators mainly Mussolini in Italy and Hitler in Germany.
World War 1 led to the violation and destruction of laws relating to naval warfare where countries like Germany started carrying out unrestricted sub-marine warfare on a large scale and nothing was spared in the sea.
World War 1 disrupted family life and during the war many families broke up, the problem of concubinage increased and other social related evils like homosexuality and prostitution.
World War 1 spoiled national and international trade because the war affected the world’s shipping business where ships carrying cargo were destroyed after being suspected to be carrying re-enforcements to enemy forces.
World War 1 violated Belgium independence and neutrality because during the war Belgium became unoccupied territory in the battle field among the powers and this led to destruction of its economy.
World War 1 led to the dropping and neglecting of policies aimed at improving human welfare in the field of education and health and most of the resources e.g. German Zeppelin and aero planes were used, tanks, flame throwers and poison gas, 40 million men killed and many wounded, all these were channeled into war.
The war increased the levels of forced conscription/forced army in many countries. Women worked in equality with men and this was done to raise as many soldiers as possible for countries to sustain themselves in war. World labor was diverted to production of ammunitions.
World War 1, led to the rise of new states and this changed the map of Europe e.g. countries like Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and others emerged on the European map.
World War 1 led to the formation of peace keeping body known as the League Of Nations (LON) to maintain peace in the world and it came into force in 1920.
It was World War 1 that stimulated research and innovation that resulted into a series of new industries producing new items like plastics and synthetic materials.
World War 1 led to merry making and this was done through dances, music like jazz music and parties to bring joy to people who had suffered a lot during the course of the war.
It created psychological and emotional effects on the people of Europe after because of the untold loss of lives and property.
VERSAILLES PEACE TREATY OR SETTLEMENT OF 1919
World War I ended in 1919 and a lot had been changed by this war in Europe. There was an immediate need to put right what had gone wrong during the four years. The victor powers triple Entente decided and designed and amicable way of resolving European problems. So they decided to sing treaties with the defeated powers of the triple alliance. To that effect the following treaties were signed; the treaty of St. Germaine with Austria, the Treaty of Neuilly with Bulgaria, the treaty of Trianon with Hungary. the treaty of Lausanne with Turkey and the treaty of Versailles with Germany.

The Versailles treaty was signed on 28th June 1919 between Germany on one hand as a defeated power and the triple Entente on the other hand. The major representatives at the signing of the Versailles treaty came from four countries or powers.

USA represented by professor Wilson Woodrow
Britain represented by Lloyd George
France represented by Clemenceau.
Italy was represented by Premier Orland. The other states attended but as mere observers and Germany was not represented.

The Versailles peace treaty has been described differently by different historians some call it unrealistic, others unfair while others call it self- defeating. This treaty was designed by Professor Wilson Woodrow basing on his 14 points which included the following:

	All negotiations and diplomacy among states were to be carried out openly. Frankly and in public view.

There was to be absolute freedom of navigation on international waters except in territorial waters.
There was to be equality of trade conditions or trade terms among states and obligation of tariffs as far as possible.
All nations were to disarm to the lowest point consistent with domestic security of safety.
Questions regarding the interest of the colonial people and the colonies were to be given equal weight or treatment compared to the interests of the European powers.
Germany was to vacate all territories taken away from Russia (Brest Litovisky treaty had been dictated by Germany on Russia in 1917).
Belgium was to be completely free.
France was to gain back her territories of Alsace and Lorraine.
Poland was to become independent.
Italy was to receive her proper national boundaries.
States under Austria were to be given an opportunity of becoming independent.
People under the Ottoman Empire were to get autonomy and the Dardanelles to be open to ships and commenced of all nations.
Romania Serbia and Montenegro were to be evacuated and were to get access to the sea.
An international organization was to be formed to give independence to small and big states. This led to the formation of the League of Nations.


AIMS OF THE VERSAILLES PEACE SETTLEMENT.
The major aim of the settlement was to create and preserve peace on the European continent. World War I had caused a lot of Instability in Europe and the whole World. So there was an urgent need to create and maintain peace and for the powers to achieve this they agreed to punish Germany and her allies as this would serve as a warning to future aggressors.

The settlement was to restore and maintain Balance of power that had changed after the emergency of Germany and Italy. When the two countries emerged, especially Germany became a problem not only to Europe but the world at large.

They aimed at redistributing or readjusting European territories and for that matter European state increased from 27 to 33 and the dual dynasty of Austria- Hungary was finally separated and Hungary got her independence. Serbia was enlarged and France got back her lost provinces of Alsace and Loraine.

Another aim of the settlement was to pass war guilt or judgment. And so as if by error or omission the powers declared that it was Germany and Germany alone that caused World War I. It was term that made the Versailles peace settlement unrealistic or self defeating.

Another aim of the settlement was to pass war guilt or judgment. And so as if by error or omission the powers declared that it was Germany and Germany alone that caused World War I. it was this term that made the Versailles peace settlement unrealistic or self defeating.

Another aim concerned reparations or war indemnity having declared Germany guilty of causing World War I the powers worked out reparation terms. Under this Germany was to pay in installments. It was made heavy because of the public out- cry “Hang the Kaiser and make Germany to pay.”

The settlement had another aim of forming an international organization charged with the responsibility of creating and promoting world Peace as proposed by Professor Wilson Woodrow in his 14 points and for that matter the League of Nations was formed.

ASSESSMENT OF THE VERSAILLES PEACE SETTLEMENT

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE VERSAILLES PEACE TREATY.
1.	Assess the achievements of the Versailles peace treaty between 1919 and 1939.
2.	The viability of the Versailles peace treaty of 1919 was questionable right from the 	start. Discuss.

The major aim of the Versailles settlement was to create and preserve peace. Therefore, it was a past war settlement between the victor powers and defeated Germany after World War I like the Vienna settlement. The Versailles settlement was to maintain peace and stability and in doing so it used wrong methods and instead of creating peace it created instability. The following were its weaknesses.

The settlement was based on 14 points prepared by Woodrow Wilson. This was unrealistic because Wilson was an idealist. In addition Woodrow was a foreigner on the European continent therefore, not aware of the problems in Europe. This made Germany to reject the document because it was based on foreign assumptions.

Lack of fair representation: the decisions which were made during the settlement belonged to USA, Britain, France and Italy. Germany and her allies were not represented in decision making as if they had no interests to defend. This was unfair and unrealistic.

The venue of the settlement was organized in France in the suburbs of Paris (Versailles). This was unfair and it made the settlement unrealistic. It should be remembered that during the Franco Prussia war France created enmity with Germany. So having held the settlement in France one expected no kind justice for Germany bearing in mind that the two powers were enemies and France wanted to revenge.

The Versailles peace settlement was a dictated treaty. During its preparation. Germany never participated in the discussions but was forced to sign. Germany representatives were humiliated because they were escorted in and out of the hall of mirrors with guns pointed at their heads. This was unfair and therefore made Germany bitter. It was this that contributed to the rise of Hitler of power so as to undo the Versailles peace arrangement.

The war guilt clause:  the powers singled out Germany and blamed her for having caused World War I. This was unfair because Germany never started the war and never fought alone. Under normal circumstances all powers that took part in the war had to be blamed equally or squarely.

 Under the reparation clause, Germany was to pay unbelievable figure of 6.5 billion pounds. This was questionable and beyond Germany’s capacity to pay. Bearing in mind that like any other power that took part in the war, Germany had lost industries, people and infrastructures, in addition to the rich territories (Alsace and Loraine). The Indemnity was therefore, unfair and unrealistic which was clear that Germany would never pay such money.

Because of the above protests broke out in Germany, Germany suffered social and economic hardships and by 1929 the powers realized their mistakes and reduced the amount of money in what they called the young plan and the issue became what Germany can pay not what Germany should pay.

Territorial readjustments: the settlement was also unfair under this clause as the interests of the victor powers were favoured against those of the defeated powers. Under this Germany lost territories for example, the coal rich region in the Saar valley, Loraine and Alsace were given to France among others. It was this that led to the break of World War II when Hitler rose to power and conquered Czechoslovakia, Poland, Rhineland and Austria to recover lost territories. In so doing the settlement failed to bring lasting peace in Europe.

The Disarmament clause of the Versailles treaty was equally unfair as it failed to disarm the victor powers and only disarmed Germany and her allies. This in itself was self-defeating because not all powers were disarmed. The Germany army was reduced from 4.5 million to 100,000 soldiers and all her strong weapons were destroyed. This was unfair because it was very difficult to think of Germany without a riffles and Germany without a soldier. The worst was that the victor powers did not disarm which left Germany insecure and therefore made the settlement unrealistic.

The Versailles settlement was characterized by selfish interests, mistrust and disagreement. For example, Professor Woodrow Wilson of USA was against revenge on Germany but Chairman George Clemenceau was in favour of full scale revenge on Germany. Britain on the other hand wanted to cripple Germany completely. In face of such disagreements no meaningful and lasting solutions could be reached at Versailles making it unrealistic.

The Versailles settlement has been criticized on the grounds that it brought in an era of USA’s dominations of European affairs. The settlement was based on 14 points as propose by Woodrow Wilson therefore from that time on USA started dominating European affairs. This was a weakness on the side of the organizers.

 The duration of its operation World I ended in November 1918. This was so short a period therefore the document was hurriedly concluded when most people were still under tense emotions of the war. If the document was to work it needed enough time for it to be effective. No wonder therefore, that the settlement was characterized by disagreements among the powers.

Because of its weaknesses the Versailles settlement led to the rise of dictators who later disturbed European peace for example Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini of Italy, Hiro Hito of Japan. These dictators joined hands in the axis powers and caused World War II.

The Versailles settlement is also blamed for its failure to put a strong force or army to enforce its resolutions for example the powers were supposed to disarm but there was no money or resource to  effects its resolutions.

It’s also blamed for putting in place a weak international peace keeping body, the League of Nations which had no capacity to maintain peace in Europe and the World. Because of its weaknesses World War II broke out.

It’s also blamed for creating weak states such as Poland Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia e.t.c. these states were unable to defend themselves in the event of an attack for example when Germany attacked Poland leading to the outbreak of World War II.

The character of the leaders and their experiences made the treaty questionable. The leaders lacked commitment with the settlement for example George Clemenceau of France and Woodrow Wilson of USA who declared to adopt a policy of isolation of USA.

In general, it can be said that the Versailles settlement was unrealistic and unfair. In its attempt to bring about lasting peace in Europe and because of that it failed to stand the test of time and again the World witnessed another catastrophe in 1939 when the World War II broke out.


THE SUCCESSES OR STRENGTH OF THE VERSAILLES SETTLEMENT
Although the settlement has met sharp criticism from different historians some calling it unfair or unrealistic, the settlement can be credited on the following grounds where it scored some successes:

It was the Versailles settlement of 1919 which marked the end of World War I, the war that caused a lot of suffering and misery to the people. The period of peace that followed the settlement of 20 years, can be attributed to the Versailles settlement. In other wards the settlement ended war and created peace.

The settlement had harsh measures or policies against the defeated power, Germany. These were necessary basing on the destruction caused by Germany and her allies if another war was to be prevented in future.

The Versailles settlement established the League of Nation which was an international peace keeping body that attempted to bring about peace and international co- operation. Much as it had short comings we cannot under estimate the fact that it provided an example for the future international peace bodies, i.e.  The United Nations Organization was child of the League of Nations which promoted peace and stability in the world.

It granted independence to small states like Serbia, Hungary, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Iraq and Kuwait. France also got back her lost territories of Alsace and Loraine while Denmark got back Schleswig, it ended Germany occupation of Belgium territories, Memel was given to Lithuania among others.

The settlement promoted international trade by allowing free navigations on international waters it also gave access to land locked countries like Serbia and Poland there by promoting economic progress in Europe.

The settlement is also credited for having promoted international diplomacy and co-operation it brought states together on a round table and solved international problems. This changed the earlier view of politicians which was “Every Nations for Its Self and God for Us All”.

At least, the settlement contained Germany and her allies for a period of 20 years until 1939 when Germany attacked Poland, Czechoslovakia and Austria leading to the outbreak of World War II.

Through territorial re- adjustment, the settlement attempted to restore Balance of Power that had shifted in favour of Germany before 1924, the size of Germany was reduced and territorial disputes were also addressed.

The settlement also created more awareness and taught the European powers about the dangers of using weapons of mass destruction. On that note it encouraged powers to disarm to the lowest point consistent with domestic security. Germany was also disarmed to ensure peace and security in the world.

Germany lost her colonies and this intended to weaken her military and economically.

The Versailles settlement made arrangements for the exchange and resettlement of prisoners of war and displaced persons on either side.

In general, the Versailles settlement scored some successes but it was grossly unrealistic and unfair especially to Germany. It was this settlement among other factors that sowed the seed that led to the outbreak of World War II in 1939.

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 1920- 1939
Soon after World War I, it was realized that there was need for an international peace organization that would provide the means by which states would discuss and solve their problems or differences amicably without resorting to war.

The League of Nations therefore, was formed and it was the first international body to be created in the history of mankind. It was an integral part of Versailles settlement of 1919 which was signed by the victor powers and Germany. It came into force on 10th.Jan. 1920 with 42 original members but later membership increased to 55 when Germany was admitted and its head quarters were in Geneva Switzerland. 

STRUCTURE OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
The League of Nations was composed of 4 major organs which included the following:

General Assembly of the League,

The general assembly of the league was composed of all member states with equal voting powers. It met at least once a year and it made general policies concerning all member states.

The Executive council
Bellow the general assembly was the executive council. This was a smaller body that was supposed to   meet 3 times a year composed of Britain, France, USA, Italy and Japan as permanent members of the council and for other non permanent members that were elected by the assembly to serve for a period of time of 3 years. The number of non permanent members increased to 9 in 1926.

The secretariat
The secretariat council with its headquarters in Geneva Switzerland was the League permanent administrative staff. It carried out the daily functions of the league such as writing resolutions. It coordinated activities of various committees and commissions on health, social conditions, labour disarmament welfare of women and children and finance.


The international court of justice
The international court of justice that was based in the Hague Netherlands was recognized as a valid activity authority for arbitration charged with the responsibility of setting international conflicts. The League of Nations was later formed to cater or monitor the social needs of workers.

AIMS OF OTHE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The League of Nations that was a production of Woodrow Wilsons 14 points was created to perform the following functions.

To maintain peace and stability; the league had ultimate aim of maintain international peace and stability. The league of Nation seemed to have a revised version of the Vienna settlement or congress system. Acts of violence and aggression were denounced by members of the League and several measures were under taken to promote, preserve and maintain peace and stability by use of economic sanctions or collective security or responsibility.

To promote or create a spirit of international co- operative European countries came to realize that isolationism had been partly responsible for World War I. The World as it stood in the post war period needed no country to live in isolation. There was therefore, a need for international co-operation to solve the undesirable effects of World War I such as famine, unemployment, refuge problems and many more. The Philosophy of the contemporary World then seemed to be “United we stand divided we fall”. In short, the aim of the League of Nations was to create unity of diversity in the economic and social affairs of the World.

To solve problems and disasters: the League of Nations aimed at alleviating international problems and disasters. Soe of the problems of post war and the World at large included illness, unemployment inflation, poverty, refugees and enmity among nations. With the presence of such problems there could never be lasting peace. The member states therefore, formed many commissioned organizations charges with the duty to overcome disasters or problems like the World Health Organization committee for refugees.

To settle or solve problems peacefully or diplomatically: the members of the League bound themselves together to seek peaceful means of solving European and international conflicts. It was to serve as the international court of arbitration. It has the responsibility of setting conflicts among nations. Every international conflict was to be referred to the League and nay country that defied the orders of the League and declared war against another could automatically be aggressive and it would suffer joint action.

To reconcile the victors and vanquished states:  the members of the League recognized the fact that even if the war had ended with vanquished and victor states such a state of affairs would not be allowed to continue if international peace and stability was to prevail. The league therefore, was charged with the duty of reconciling powers in an amicable way both the vanquished and victor states after the war.

To stream line the administration of mandate territories. It should be remembered that after the war Germany declared guilty of causing the war. She was therefore, given penalty of loosing her overseas colonies. The former Germany colonies became mandate territories under the League of Nations which established the mandate commission to oversee them. For Example, Tanganyika, Togo, Cameroon, Namibia, extra.

The need to defend the territorial integrity and independence of member states; the League as the World’s umbrella body was expected to find a peaceful way of granting independence to states that were still under the York of colonialism. This was because the continuous domination of people’s sovereignty by European states would not guarantee international peace and stability as it was the case in the Balkans in 1914.

The desire to disarm and limit the production of dangerous weapons: one of the articles of the League of Nations and Versailles treaty bound the members to disarm and reduce their armies if international peace was to be maintained, countries had to control private manufacture of dangerous weapons in order to prevent another arms race. To this effect the disarmament commission was put in place to oversee disarmament and limit weapons manufacture.

To  ensure or  guarantee human  rights; the league  was supposed to monitor and guarantee human  rights in all member states for  example, rights to life freedom of association speech worship. It was also to address the refugee problem and resettle all displaced people. This was so because the abuse of human rights in any state would endanger international peace since such oppressed people would rise up against such injustice.

The need to rehabilitate damaged economies; World War I had resulted into complete destruction of many European economies which faced bombardment during the war. The league was to work hand in hand with USA to provided funds to ruined economies for economic rehabilitation.

To work for improvement in workers’ conditions and prevent their exploitation through the commission of international Labour Organization. The League was to fight for the rights of workers globally in terms of wages, workers’ terms of conditions of service, their safety conditions and retirement benefits.

The League was also set up to control trafficking  and  consumption of harmful drugs like, Cocaine and marijuana as these drugs were a source of permanent danger to consumers but also a source of violence to world communities.

SUCCESSESS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
The League created and maintained peace and security for at least 20 years after World War I. in 1925 the League facilitated the signing of the Locarno treaty through which Germany, France and Britain agreed to co-operate in matters of international peace and security.

The League also promoted peaceful settlement of international dispute through reconciliation and arbitration. In the 1920 it solved disputes between Yugolsvavia and Albania, Sweden and Fenland over the Aaland Islands, Germany and Poland over upper silica extra.

The league encouraged the spirit of co-operation in solving social and economic problems. In this field the League inculcated the spirits of internationalism among various states through international conferences that were held by the League to enhance international co-operation.

Through the mandate committee the League was so successful in supervising the governments of the territories taken from German and Turkey. For example the German territories in Africa, like in Tanganyika, Cameroon and Togo e.tc were given to Britain and France. These countries governed them under the Umbrella of the League of Nations. The care taker states had to submit annual reports to the League regarding social and economic conditions. This prevented exploitation of mandate states by the colonial states.

It also set up a refugee organization commission that settled thousands of refugees especially from Russia. It also helped in settling Germans and Jews who were fleeing Nazi persecution during Hitler’s regime. It also provided relief to the displaced.

The World War I destroyed most of the European economies with industries and firms being bombed and many people crippled and killed. The League played a vital role in securing loans from USA for the rehabilitation of economically affected states such as Germany, Austria, France and Bulgaria.

The League managed to set up the International Labour Organization. (ILO)  that solved unemployment problems and improved labour conditions of the people World Wide. It had the belief that economic and social injustices were a threat to peace and it also set up a secretariat for collecting and disseminating information regarding workers’ conditions.

The League also set up a permanent international court of justice. This court at the Hague dealt with disputes among member states that has breached international treaties. It interpreted the international law and therefore passed Judgment on any dispute of international character.

The League of Nations also succeeded in carrying out research on deadly diseases and other health problems. The war led to the outbreak of many epidemics such as Cholera and influenza. The League did lot of work in investigating the causes of such epidemics and therefore distributed curative medicines or drugs. It also established research centers on diseases like leprosy and succeeded in preventing their spread. Such epidemics had cleared thousands of people especially in Russia.

The League of Nations also succeeded in checking the trafficking and consumption of drugs, because of the increasing insecurity that had cropped a problem of consumption and human trafficking. The League succeeded in setting up a committee that contained drug and human trafficking in Europe.

The League of Nations also scored success in the field of education and research. It set up an international secretariat with professional men and women who promoted international relations in the field of education and research. It was this committee which enhanced the development of education culture and technology among member states. 

It laid a ground or foundation of the United Nations Organization, the League of Nations deserves credit for having laid a strong foundation for the establishment of international peace keeping organization. It’s clear that the United Nations organization that was set up in 1945 and charged with the duty of maintaining peace and stability after World War II borrowed all its functions and frame work from the League of Nations.








WEAKNESSES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

The League was criticized for having ignored nationalism which became a problem  that haunted the League of nation, for  example many Germany nationals  continued to stay against their will in the Rhine lands, Austria, Poland  and Czechoslovakia.

The League of Nations showed weaknesses in that lacked seriousness and commitment by the member states. The League suffered serious shortcomings because the member states were not committed to their obligations. Apart from France, the other member states ignored their responsibility. They did not meet their financial obligations and as a result the League became bankrupt and the other states like Germany and Japan withdrew their membership. Britain was much more concerned with her trade and commerce and USA adopted isolationism.

The League of Nations failed to create or lacked an independent army that would be used to enforce its decisions. On a number of occasions it only blames countries over acts of aggression and it did not take appropriate measures to punish countries. It was therefore branded a toothless dog that could bark but not bit and it failed to keep peace.

It also failed to disarm or enforce the disarmament clause as earlier agreed in the Versailles treaty. However, this was almost impossible especially in the view of the military weaknesses of the League. In addition only the defeated powers were disarmed and not the victor powers. Germany demanded for equality but France rejected it. The disarmament clause was even inconsistent and vague needles to mention is that while Germany was disarmed to level consistent with domestic regulations other power continued to manufacture weapons. This forced Hitler to withdraw the membership of Germany from the League and other states followed leading to the destruction of peace.

The League also failed to control the world economic depression of 1929- 1935 which was characterized by unemployment; persistent decline in consumer goods and services closure of industries and banks and the state of general suffering. The League failed to  put in place effective measures of overcoming this depression and it was a result of this that people like Hitler and Mussolini rose to power promising to overcome economic hardships  in their countries.  These men disturbed world Peace and led to World War II.

The league failed to prevent the rise of dictators to power simply because it lacked an army to suppress their activities. For example Hito- Hito of Japan invaded China and captured Manchiria in 1931, Benito Mussolini of Italy invaded Abyssinia in 1935 to revenge the Italian defeat at the battle of Adowa, and Hitler of Germany invaded the Rhine Islands, Austria, Poland and Czechoslovakia in 1939. Such acts of aggression went on as the League was simply watching.

The League failed to control entry and exit of members. In 1933 Japan withdrew, followed by Germany and Italy later on to form the Tokyo- Rome, Berlin axis powers. These states resorted to bi- lateral agreement and alliances. The Balkans states of Greece, Romania and Turkey also broke away from the League. The League therefore failed to maintain its self and achieve its objectives because it failed to put or create laws regarding entry and exit of members.

Failure to win membership of USA though it was Wilson Woodrow who was the brain behind the establishment of the League of Nations, USA, withdrew her membership when she adopted the isolation policy. This was a bad beginning for the post war Europe and the World League. The league was bound to fail without the 3 powers USA, German and Russia and moreover USA was a very powerful military and economic state whose membership was greatly desired if lasting peace was to be maintained. It was for this reason that the league failed to contain acts of aggression.

Lack of World wide support much as the league of nation was supposed to be an umbrella organization of all world states, it had no world wide support because it appeared to be much of a European organization in performance. Members outside Europe therefore attached very little importance or significance if any and therefore ignored the organization. 

The League was also weak because it identified itself with the Versailles settlement that was rejected by the defeated powers because of its harsh clauses like the disarmament and war guilt clauses were unfair and unwise. They made Germany and their allies to become suspicious of the victor powers and therefore started regarding the League as an organization of the victor powers.

The League structure and covenant provided ground for its failure, voting procedure in the council were very inefficient (It depended on unanimous decision) common sense suggests that its representation and voting powers. This caused disagreement leading to its failure.

Difference in political ideologies of the member state, existence of different political ideologies between Eastern and Western Europe, the communism as opposed to capitalism respectively contributed much to the failure of the League of Nation.

The rise of Hitler, the last nail in the League’ coffin was hit by the rise of Hitler with his Nazi party in Germany. Hitler withdrew the membership of Germany from the League and the years that followed dragged the world into another catastrophic war in 1939. And that marked the end of the League of nation and after World War II, United Nation Organization came into being. 

The outbreak of World War II in 1939, the League failed to stop or prevent the occurrance of this war. The League of Nation in Geneva had been designed with the ultimate purpose of maintain international peace because it was urgently needed. It could have succeeded if the League had only that role unfortunately it was burdened with a lot of responsibilities, for example health refugees’ labour extra. All these responsibilities were over whelming for the League leading to its failure however this does not mean that the League completely failed. One would be distorting historical facts in he doesn’t give credit to the League. The League presided over a period of 20 years in Europe. Though it failed, to maintain lasting peace in Europe, it at least succeeded by providing backbone of the United Nations Organization.

NOTE:  Weaknesses are the reasons of failures of the League.






THE RUSSIAN /BOLSHEVIKS REVOLUTION OF 1917
MAIN ASPECTS.
Background of the Revolution
Causes or factors of the Revolution
Why the Revolution was successful
Effects of the Revolution

The Russian revolution occurred in two phases, the first one was in February/ March 1917 in Petrograd organised by students and workers and the other in November 1917. The first revolution of March overthrew Tsar Nicholas 11 from power therefore it was the March revolution which led to the collapse of Tsardom in Russia.
After the collapse of Tsardom, a provisional government was set up and was led by Prince Lvov who was later replaced by Kerensky, within a short period of time another revolution was organised in November and it was this revolution which led to the collapse of the provisional government and put in place the Bolsheviks government under Vladimir Lenin it was this revolution which was called the Bolsheviks revolution of 1917.
CAUSES OF THE RUSSIAN/ BOLSHEVIKS REVOLUTION
Despotism/the repressive rule of   the   Tsarist   regime.
The weakness   of Tsar Nicholas 11
	The influence of the Rasputin.
The influence   of Tsarina
The desire to eliminate state  coercion     
The grievances of   the   army and police.
The weakness of the Tsarist government 
Lack of constitutionalism and weak Duma
The declaration of political amnesty to political refugees leading to the return of Stalin and Trotsky
Influence of western ideologies/ revolutions
Effects of industrialisation
The rise of socialism
Economic hardships like unemployment, inflation
The land question, feudalism and serfdom
Outbreak of natural calamities and epidemic diseases
The negative effects of World War 1 on Russia
The effects of the Russo-Japanese war of 1904
Outbreak of riots, strikes and demonstrations
	The role played by the middle class, elites, merchants and lawyers	

	Influence of Karl Marx and other intellectuals

The rise of Nihilism
The Russification policy
The effects of the red /bloody Sunday massacres of 1905
Effects of population increase in Russia
The mutiny of the Cossack.

The despotic or repressive nature of the Tsarist government caused the Russian revolution of 1917. It was despotic to the subjects, it never allowed constitutional or parliamentary reforms, no basic freedoms like speech, press, imprisonment without trial, no religious tolerance, discriminative and the leader of Russia refused to accept demands for reforms, dismissed liberal ministers, this caused discontent leading to the Russian revolution.
The weakness of Tsar Nicholas 11 caused the Russian revolution. He was weak in character, lacked personal ability and charisma to handle problems of the country and claimed to be a ruler by divine rights and refused to bend for peoples’ demands for reforms and worked under the influence of Tsarina and Rasputin. They misled him to refuse to accept reforms. This caused discontent among the masses who desired to kill Rasputin first and later Tsar Nicholas and eventually the revolution broke out.
The Revival of the Socialist Reform Party played a vital role in the outbreak of the Russian revolution. In 1905 the leaders organised a rebellion but they escaped and went to exile. By 1917 they had returned and regrouped and started spreading socialist propaganda and their ideas were attractive in solving peoples’ problems. It was these people that created the need for a revolution in the minds of the people.
The effects of industrialisation caused the Russian revolution. Russia started industrialising at a later stage compared to western European countries. Industrialisation in Russia came with a number of social and economic effects like poor working conditions, low payments, urban congestion leading to urban unemployment, development of slums with poor sanitation. The above caused discontent among the people especially the working class and this increased the desire to do away with Nicholas 11’s regime hence the Russian revolution of 1917.
Administrative inefficiency of the Tsar’s government it was characterized by corruption, bribery, unemployment, high inflation rate among others. The above created a hostile, hungry and jobless people who mobilised themselves to remove the unpopular government of Nicholas 11 in what came to be known as the Russian revolution of 1917.
The negative effects of World War 1 on Russia caused the revolution. Russia had joined World War 1 on the side of the allies to fight against Germany. This war had far reaching effects on Russia in that Russia lost thousands of soldiers, this was so because Russia forced many younger untrained with poor equipment and with inadequate supplies which led to their death in big numbers. The survivors decided to join the peasants and organised the Russian revolution of 1917.
The influence of the Tsarina Alexandria caused the revolution. Nicholas 11 over relied on the ill advice of the wife not to carryout necessary reforms which would have stopped the revolution. This was so because Nicholas lacked the ability and the strong statesmanship to rule without the influence of the wife.
The effects of the Russo-Japanese war of 1904 and 1905. Russia’s expansionism provoked Japan into war with Russia and the effects of this war were disastrous to Russia in that she was defeated and lost over 136,000 soldiers and during the treaty of Portsmouth, Russia lost the Korean peninsula, Manchuria and Port Arthur to Japan. This war annoyed the Russians and it earned Nicholas 11 unpopularity leading to widespread discontent, strikes and eventually the 1917 Russian revolution.

Russian revolution was caused by the land question or problem or policy there was unfair land distribution in Russia which worsened the living conditions of the peasants in the rural areas. A number of reforms had been introduced to liberate the peasants from bondage of serfdom, like the peasants were allowed to sale their land as redemption fee i.e. compensation fee for ex- land lords for losing their labour force this left the peasants confused and with increased population, there was scarcity of land yet the peasants had sold off their land and became landless, and suffered from all economic hardships. It was these peasants who organised the revolution with the aim of getting back their land.
The effects of natural calamities and epidemic diseases caused the Russian revolution. Since1912 Russia had a lot of disasters inform of bad weather (extreme winter) followed by poor harvest which caused food shortage the conditions were made worse by the destruction of the wheat fields by the Germany forces and outbreak of diseases. These problems together with high inflation, bankruptcy led to constant hunger strikes where peasants demanded for food and this caused the Russian revolution of 1917.
The granting of amnesty to political refugees and the return of Litvinov from London, Stalin from Serbia, Trotsky from USA led to outbreak of the Russian revolution. These men managed to mobilise and got support of the Russians by promising them reforms, transforming the society and organised the Bolsheviks revolution. They wrote articles promising to establish a socialist society which would solve peoples’ problems and people came to believe them hence a revolution.
The backwardness of Russia, the 18th and 19th centuries changes that took place in Western Europe never affected Russia, like the revolutionary upheavals and industrialisation never touched Russia. For this reason, the Russian masses never wanted to be left out so they organised the revolution to taste the fruits of liberalism and democracy.
Weakness or failure of the Russian Duma, as the parliament it was meant to bring about a number of reforms but this Duma instead of pressing the Tsar for reforms it sometimes sided with the regime to oppress the common man.
The inadequacies of the political and economic reforms introduced by Tsar Alexander 11 in 1861, he had introduced many reforms like emancipation of the serfs, relaxation of censorship, reforms in education among others. However these reforms were inadequate and the serfs never enjoyed real freedom and remained dissatisfied they organised the 1917 Russian revolution to achieve the desired reforms.
The effects of the Red or Bloody Sunday massacre of 1905. This happened when peaceful demonstrators led by a priest were attacked by the palace guard of Nicholas 11 at St. Petersburg. The demonstrators only wanted to deliver a petition to the Tsar demanding for political reforms they were attacked and around 92 were killed and 333 were wounded this incident caused a lot of concern and discontent among the masses leading to the outbreak of the Russian revolution of 1917.
Influence of Gregory Rasputin caused the Russian revolution. He was a peasant who claimed to be a holy man or monk who seemed to be able to exercise some healing influence over the sick, Rasputin had been the uncrowned king of Russia. He caused the revolution because he was responsible for the many changes of ministers especially those whose wives rejected spiritual grace he offered through sexual intercourse. He was unsympathetic to the peoples’ demands against freedom of speech, press and above all he influenced the Tsar to refuse to grant a number of reforms. This created widespread discontent and later caused the revolution in1917.
The influence of Karl Marx and the role played by other intellectuals through their writings they greatly inspired the Russians to rise in a revolution. Karl Marx agitated for the nationalisation of the factors of production to be in the hands of the masses and other intellectuals wrote and suggested possible reforms to better the lives of the masses this inspired them to rise in a revolution.
Role played by the middle class, elites, merchants, lawyers and others caused the revolution. They mobilised the masses, funded and provided the necessary leadership in the outbreak of the Russian revolution of 1917.
Increased population in Russia led to land shortage and hunger. This increased discontent among the Russians who demanded for land to carryout economic activities and settlement failure to achieve their desired goal made them to organise what came to be called the Russian revolution.
The rise of Nihilism/ Nihilists (lawlessness) and hard core personalities in Russia made serious contribution to the outbreak of the revolution. They believed so much in reasoning and it was a violent expression of discontent by the masses against the Czar’s monarchy and advocated for the quick destruction of Russia’s social, political and economic structures for the Russians to be free and live under improved standards of living they were led by Michael Bakunin.
Russification/ assimilation policy also caused the Russian revolution. It was the desire by the Russians to turn other nationalities to be Russians it was noted that Russian language was made official and compulsory among the Poles, Fins, and in other states like Lithuania and Estonia. There was also mistreatment and killing of the Jews in Russia whom he accused of killing Tsar Alexander 11. This made Nicholas 11 unpopular and caused the revolution.
The mutiny of Cossack regiment or Russian army caused the Russian revolution of 1917.  It was a regiment or section of the army also known as Horsemen which was supposed to be guarding Tsar Nicholas11. Due to a lot of causalities suffered by the army during World War 1 the soldiers were forced to organise a number of mutinies, the same soldiers gave their support/ patronised with the revolutionaries instead of suppressing them. The worst came when they arrested and murdered the henchmen of Nicholas 11.  
Organisation of riots, strikes and demonstration in Petrograd (St. Petersburg) when students and workers organised demonstrations which spread to other parts of the country later sparked off the Russian revolution of 1917.
The rise of socialism and bolshevisms these ideologies attracted the attention of the masses who were suffering under the Tsar’s regime. These ideologies advocated for state ownership of the factors of production like land on behalf of the masses such ideas were attractive to the peasants who joined hands and caused the Russian revolution of 1917.
FACTORS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION 1917
By the time of the revolution, Nicholas 11 the Tsar had become a dictator leading to his unpopularity among the Russians. He was even deserted by his own allies in the Government like ministers and soldiers. This made him abdicate the throne in favour of his brother Duke Michael who also refused the offer and this led to the establishment of a provisional Government led by Prince Lvov.
Weakness of the provisional Government established by the revolutionaries it was weak and incapable of solving peoples’ problems this led to its overthrow by the Bolsheviks revolution in November 1917.
Weakness of Prince Lvov he was weak and never put in place the necessary reforms to satisfy the interests of the Russians and this led to the emergence of other personalities like Lenin who continued with the November 1917 Russian revolution.
The Bolsheviks revolution succeeded because of the return of Lenin and Stalin. They had been exiled after the failed revolution of 1905. On their return, they came back with socialist ideas from western Europe, organised rallies and addressed peoples’ need s about reforms and they attracted crowds and by 1917 they were very popular than ever leading to the success of the Russian revolution of 1917.
The support or the role played by brilliant professionals and rich middle class. They had been discriminated by Tsar’s regime when Lenin and Stalin returned back they coordinated and planned with these people and the revolution succeeded
Success of this revolution can also be attributed to foreign assistance when Stalin, Lenin, and Trotsky sought for support inform of funds, arms and manpower from countries like; Finland, Sweden, Germany and Switzerland. Like For Lenin to return to Russia he was smuggled in using Germany train.
The Bolsheviks revolution succeeded because it received overwhelming support of the Russian masses i.e. the elites, workers, peasants, and serfs all united together and supported the revolution leading to its success.
The conditions in Russia that caused the revolution were bound to make it successful. I.e. they were unbearable like there was mal-administration, unemployment, inflation, famine, diseases and the Government of Nicholas 11 provided no solution. Even the provisional Government did nothing to improve the above conditions hence the success of the revolution.
Promises made by Lenin on his return from exile made the Russian revolution successful. In his rallies, Lenin promised to pull Russia from World War 1 and he got the support of the army which had been forced into the war and this army helped him to succeed in the revolution.
The Russian revolution succeeded because it was led by good leaders they were revolutionary, foresighted, flamboyant, had mobilisation traits with appealing speeches and organisational skills like Stalin, Lenin, Trotsky and Kerensky.
The role of the Russian army or the Cossacks, the army had a number of grievances like the army suffered from forced conscription in world war 1, poorly clothed, trained fed and many died during the war even with many deaths Nicholas 11 did not stop sending more troops in the war. This made him very unpopular among soldiers who went ahead and patronised/ mutinied with the revolutionaries.
EFFECTS OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
The Russian revolution led to the total collapse of the institution of Tzardom in Russia and the abdication of Tsar Nicholas 11 on 6th march 1917. He was advised to give up power in favour of his brother Duke Michael who also refused the offer and this marked the end of Tzardom in Russia.
It led to the establishment of socialism or communism in Russia. Lenin’s first decree when he got to power was nationalisation of all land for the sake of the peasants. Land formerly belonged to the monarchy, church and the land lords were now supposed to be transferred to the peasants. 
Russia withdrew from World War 1 by the treaty of Brest Litovisk signed with Germany; Russia agreed to withdraw from the war in March 1918. Here Russia was in weak bargaining position and she lost Poland, Estonia, Ukraine, Latvia, Georgia, Finland and Lithuania.
It led to the establishment of workers councils in Russia to man factories and this helped in improving the working conditions. Private trade was abolished and all major industries were put under state control.
The revolution led to the outbreak of civil wars in Russia between 1918 and 1920 which resulted into the death of about 15 million people in clashes between the white army (Anti-communists) and the red army of the communist. The red army gained an upper hand and this strengthened communism in power.
In addition the disorder created by the civil war led to the decline in trade.
It widened the gap between Western powers and Russia because of the success of the communist revolution. Western powers were capitalists, they did not like communism this later resulted into the cold war the struggle between capitalist west and communist east/ Russia.
It also led to the birth of communism in Europe. Communism started in Russia after the revolution but later many European countries especially in Eastern Europe adopted communism as their political ideology. This destroyed the unity that prevailed in Europe before the revolution.
Russia was eliminated from the League of Nations because of its communist inclination. The Western powers in the League of Nations were bent towards destroying communism.
It weakened the triple Entente alliance especially when Russia pulled out of World War 1. The allies faced setbacks after the withdrawal of Russia but were only boosted later by the entry of USA on their side. 
It led to the rise of fascism in Italy; the fascist revolution in Italy was an outcome of the fear and hatred for communism in Italy the fascist were against extreme communism.
It led to the shift in the balance of power from the traditionally great powers (Britain, France, and Germany) to Russia and USA which became super powers competing against each other.
It weakened the League of Nations this came after the exclusion of Russia which was such an important state. It was excluded because of its communism and only re admitted in 1934 after Germany had withdrawn from the League. But even then Russia was again expelled in 1939.
The revolution led to the rise to power of personalities in Russia after the success of the revolution like Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin who ruled Russia in the years that followed.
There was formation of military camps like NATO (Britain, France, Italy, Canada, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Greece, etc.) and Warsaw pact (Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Albania etc.). NATO was for America and its allies while Warsaw pact for Russia and allies. NATO was established to check on the growing strength of the communist Russia and in response to that; Russia formed the Warsaw pact for defence purposes.
There was the formation of economic camps or organisations to supp0rt the different camps. Countries of Western Europe due to the fear of communism decided on economic corporations. E.g. they founded the organisation of European Economic Cooperation (EEC) and OEEC.
Communism also weakened the UNO because super powers became deeply married to their ideologies and ignored their international responsibilities.
This revolution laid foundation for modern Russia and put in place development in all sectors including industries, agriculture, transport and communication.


THE WEIMER REPUBLIC 1919 -1933 (GERMANY REPUBLIC)
Background of Weimer Republic or Government
Factors for the rise of the Weimer Republic
Factors for the collapse of the Government (Weaknesses)
Achievements or Success of the Government

After World War 1 and the defeat of Germany and the allies in 1919, the defeated powers especially Germany was forced to sign the peace treaty of Versailles. The effects of the World War 1 and the treaty were disastrous to Germany and made the masses to turn against Kaiser William 11 and was forced to abdicate and fled to Holland.
The socialists in Germany armed with the idea of Karl Marx masterminded a revolution and established a moderate socialist Government based in Berlin under the leadership of Fredrick Ebert.
A new national assembly was organized and they were to meet at Weimer town to pass the new constitution and it was this constitution which declared the moderate socialist government Weimer Republic. This government lasted until 1933 when it was destroyed by Adolf Hitler.
FACTORS FOR THE RISE OF WEIMER REPUBLIC.
The disappearance of Kaiser William 11
Economic hardships caused by World War 1
The defeat of Germany in World War 1
Growing forces of liberalism and democracy/ desire to establish a liberal government.
The support of the Germany army
Effects of the Versailles treaty of 1919 on Germany
The radical approach of the Nazi party
Lack of effective organization in other political parties 
Fear or threat of communism/ socialism
Role or support of foreign powers 
Desire to end Prussian dominance
The desire to reconcile and have peaceful co-existence with the rest of Europe
Need to convince the victor powers that Germany was no longer an aggressive power.

The abdication of Kaiser William 11 seemed to be the most immediate factor that led to the rise of the Weimer Republic. At the height of World War 1 Kaiser William 11 was forced to abdicate to Holland and he left a political vacuum which had to be filled. It is a matter of opinion to argue that if Kaiser remained in power, there is no way the Weimer Republic could have come to power.
Economic hardships caused by World War 1 led to the rise of the Weimer Republic. World War 1 caused economic hardships like unemployment, inflation, and total decline of the economy and the government of the time remained insensitive to this economic hardships and this made the people to hate the government and looked for the alternative which was the Weimer government. 
The defeat of Germany during World War 1 frustrated many Germans in that this defeat led to the destruction of the economy hence economic hardships, loss of resources, people among others. Some of the frustrated people were Adolf Hitler and the social democrats that turned against Kaiser and this gave chance to the Weimer Government to rise.
The growing forces of liberalism and the desire to establish a democratic Government in Germany led to the rise of the Weimer Republic. The masses in Germany were tired of dictatorial regimes since the days of Kaiser William 1 and William 11 who dragged Germany into World War 1. After the War the Germans voted for a democratic Republic government known as the Weimer Republic.
Support of the Germany army, the army in Germany was supporting the establishment of a Republican government and when Fredrick Ebert won the elections the army simply welcomed him because the army felt that it was led down by the government of Kaiser William 11 and more so many of the soldiers had lost jobs hence bread they therefore looked for the government that could cater for their interests.
The effects of the Versailles peace treaty of 1919 on Germany led to the rise of the Weimer Republic in that the treaty humiliated the Germans, made them lose people and territories, pay colossal reparation all these made the Germans bitter and they blamed the Government of Kaiser William 11 and therefore channeled their interest to a republican government Weimer hoping that it would be able to overcome the problems of the treaty.
The rise and radical approach of Nazi party. This party was led by the eloquent and skilful politician Hitler who through his propaganda promised to carryout economic reforms and undo the Versailles treaty. His party also had an armed wing known as the Storm Troopers (SA) or Brown Shirts, this was a violent group which always carried out violent activities which threatened the masses and chose to vote for the Weimer Republic which would protect them against the Nazi activities.
Weakness or absence of effective political group to compete against the social democrats led to rise of Weimer Republic. It should be noted that during the elections of 1919 many groups had emerged like the conservatives, communists, catholic centre party and others. Such groups would have won elections if they were organized unfortunately they were disorganized and the Nazi party had become violent this gave opportunity to the social democrats under Fredrick Ebert to win elections and established the Weimer Republic or Government.
The threat of communism who believed in the nationalisation of the county’s resources they occasionally organised strikes, demanded for high pay and threatened the capitalists who turned to Ebert’s social democrats, they supported him in the elections because he had promised to protect their interests and this helped him to win the elections in 1919.
The role played by foreign powers led to the rise of the Weimer government Kaiser’s government had become a problem to Europe and it caused World War 1. The foreign powers hated the Kaiser’s government and needed a puppet government that would dance according to their tune and that is why they supported the Weimer government hence its rise.
The desire to end Prussian dominance in the Germany politics led to the establishment of the Weimer Republic. Since 1871 and 1918 the Prussians dominated all important posts in Germany politics and this left out many other Germany states. More so Prussia was predominantly protestant state and this annoyed the Germany Catholics. So the desire to end this led to the rise of Weimer government.
The Germans wanted to show or convince other powers that Germany was no longer an aggressive power and that it had changed and big powers would reduce or change the unfair terms imposed on her by the treaty of Versailles led to the rise of the Weimer Republic.
The need to reconcile and have peaceful co-existence with the rest of Europe led to rise of Weimer government.  The government of Kaiser William 11 had created many enemies for Germany and therefore isolated her from the rest of Europe, this affected Germany international affairs, peace among others. So the establishment of the Weimer Republic was to bring Germany closer to other powers.
Existence of massive bloodshed and general insecurity in the city of Berlin made the delegates to change from Berlin to Weimer town to pass the new constitution and it was this which led to the declaration of the Weimer Government in the Weimer town.

THE DOWNFALL/ DECLINE OF THE WEIMER REPUBLIC IN 1933
It was hated from the very beginning because it was unpopular.
It failed to contain political opponents.
Lack of respect for a democratic elected government.
The government had weak politicians throughout its life
Economic hardships caused by World War 1
Existence of weak parliament
Effects of the economic slump or depression
France’s occupation of Germany Ruhr industrial region
The rise of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party
Failure by the Weimer government to protect the interests of the capitalists
Outbreak of number of revolts
Acceptance to withdraw from world war 1
Acceptance of the unfair terms of the Versailles peace treaty
Weakness of the Weimer leader Fredrick Ebert
The death of Gustav, Stress man and Hindenburg.

Right from the very beginning the Weimer republic or government suffered from a number of problems some were of its making others not because it a lot of issues to solve. It increasingly became unpopular and by 1933 the Weimer republic collapsed.

The Weimar republic started on unpopular note, from the very beginning the German masses resented the government because after the abdication of Kaiser William 11 Prof. Wilson Woodrow imposed the Weimer government on the German masses and the government was unpopular mainly because it accepted the terms of the treaty and it was blamed for the defeat and the dishonour Germany suffered leading to its collapse.

The Weimer government collapsed because it failed to control political opponents like during the time of elections there were many political parties but they lost to Ebert’s social democrats. Such parties included the Bavarian Peoples Party, Nazi Party Catholic Centre Party among others. After the defeat they started to decampaign the Weimer government in the eyes of the masses especially Hitler who claimed that Germanys’ problems were caused by the Weimer republic.

Majority of the Germans lacked traditional respect for democratic elected government; by 1920 the Germans respected the army and office class as the rightful rulers of Germany, and so the Germans desired the revival of dictatorial government because liberal governments had failed to maintain peace, solve economic and political problems. More so the Germans had had a long history of militarism and dictatorial governments e.g. Kaiser William 1 and Otto Von Bismarck.

The Weimer republic collapsed because it had weak politicians throughout its lifespan, they had no political will and ability to handle violence and insecurity, and they lacked the moral authority to solve economic and political problems. This caused unrests making the Weimer government unpopular hence its collapse.

Economic hardships made the Weimer government to collapse, this economic hardships were as a result of World War 1 in that a lot of resources had been channeled into war industry and World War 1 had caused a lot of economic destructions especially on the defeated powers like Germany and the came with the imposition of the reparation by the victor powers on Germany which drained the Germany economy causing economic misery and all the above were blamed on the Weimer government.

The occurrence of the World economic slump/ depression 1929.This slump was characterized by low production, low prices, and closure of firms, unemployment, and suffering of the masses. The slump affected Weimer government because it was not in position to solve peoples’ problems associated with the slump and millions starved to death and this gave chance to Hitler to rise and undermine Weimer republic leading to its collapse.
The weakness of Germany parliament, the parliamentary system and the constitution put in place were bound to cause the collapse of the Weimer government. E.g. the parliament and the system lacked proportionality i.e. there was no any single party in Germany which would have majority votes to form a government so the parliament was composed of different members from different parties and this created confusion in the parliament, increased opposition and decline of the republic.

France and Belgium occupation of Germany Ruhr industrial region, Germany had failed to pay the expected installment of the reparation in 1923, the French Premier Raymond ordered the French troops to occupy the region arguing that “if Germany cannot pay willingly then should be forced to pay”. This happened when Germany had accepted the disarmament clause and was not in position to defend herself. This defeat and occupation was blamed on the Weimer government or republic for failing to protect the territorial integrity of Germany and Hitler based on this and promised to revive Germany army, glory and recover Germany lost territory.

The effects of the war indemnity imposed on Germany by the victors greatly crippled her economy and this caused social and economic problems inform of unemployment, poverty, famine, starvation and other related problems. This resulted into strikes and demonstrations and this gave an opportunity to the opposition to mobilise the masses and denounced the Weimer republic leading to its decline.

The rise of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party greatly contributed to the collapse of the Weimer government. He was a young talented politician and veteran of World War 1 also the leader of the Nazi party; he undermined the Weimer government through his party propaganda of full employment, strong economy, revive Germany glory and blamed the government for accepting the unfair terms of the treaty. He gained support of the masses, stood for elections and when Hindenburg died, Hitler took over power.

The Weimer republic collapsed because it failed to protect the interests of the capitalists against the growing forces of socialism who demanded for the nationalisation of the factors of production. This was a direct attack on the private ownership of property of the capitalists. The Weimer republic did nothing to protect the capitalists yet Hitler promised to protect them this made them switch their support from Weimer government to Hitler.

Outbreak of revolts in Germany led to the collapse of Weimer republic. These revolts were organized by the communists; monarchists who wanted to come back, C.C.P, B.P.P etc. also organized revolts. These parties kept on revolting they destabilized the government mad it unpopular and this led to its decline.

The government collapsed because of the weakness of its leader Fredrick Ebert, he was dull, very inefficient with no political experience and this made him unable to maintain peace and stability and because of this, there was frequent coups organised to overthrow him. He even failed to arrest Hitler and try him even his successor Hindenburg also messed up and appointed Hitler as a chancellor who used this opportunity to undermine the Weimer republic leading to its decline.

The death of Stresemann in 1929, his death robbed the Weimer republic of a true statesman. He was a foreign minister and a chief negotiator with the victor powers, his death put an end to the years of hope and recovery and the survival of the republic leading to its collapse.

SUCCESSESS OF WEIMER REPUBLIC.

The Weimer Government signed the Versailles treaty of 1919 and this saved Germany from further invasion of the victor powers. Germany signed the treaty by force and if she had refused, then the victor powers would have invaded and occupied Germany.

The Weimer Republic managed to meet the obligation of paying the war indemnity as suggested by the Versailles treaty, the amount would be paid until the indemnity is cleared and the republic fulfilled the payment.

Weimer republic protected the Germany farmers and industrialists from losses they faced during WW1. The government launched a scheme of buying shares in factories that were hit by the war and the economic hardships.

Because of the work of the Weimer republic, Germany was able to re-join the League of Nations in 1926 although as a non-permanent member this was so because Germany had withdrawn from the League of Nations by 1919 when the league was being formed.

Weimer government accepted the French occupation of Lorraine and Alsace which France had lost during the Franco-Prussian war; Germany also promised to keep her forces out of the Rhineland. Germany agreed to this deal in order to reconcile with France for the 1871 defeat.

The Weimer republic tried to check on the rising inflation in Germany, i.e. in1923 German mark of 100,000,000,000 was equated to one pound, and this was valueless money. So in 1923 Nov. a new Germany currency called Rentenmark was put in place.

Weimer republic signed a defensive Lorcano treaty with Britain, Italy, Belgium and France, this treaty was to respect the existing boundaries, reduce the manufacturing of dangerous weapons and maintained permanent friendship and cooperation until the outbreak of ww1. 

The government carried out a number of economic reforms e.g. industrial reforms by investing in Germany chemists, rubber, artificial silk, gasoline and chemical products and this reduced on Germany dependence on imported goods

Weimer republic boosted the economy of Germany when it solicited for loans from USA to help in reconstruction of the economy and received more than 300 million dollars to revive the economy from the Dawes’ and Young Plan.



FAILURES

	It accepted the unfair Versailles peace treaty
	Characterized by instabilities

Failed to control the activities of other political parties
Failed to control Hitler and the Nazi party activities
Failed to protect  Germany territory like when France occupied Ruhr region
Failed to maintain law and order
Failed to consolidate the economic reforms
Did not solve the economic slump
Attempted coups against the Weimer republic
Suffered from the forces of communism
Suffered from the sudden death of the leader of Weimer government.

BENITO MUSSOLINI AND FASCISM IN ITALY 1922-45
MAIN ASPECTS
Back ground information
Factors for his rise to power
Consolidation of power
Achievements
	Failures

The history of Europe between 1919 and 1945 was dominated by efforts of ensuring peace and stability by establishing peace bodies known as the Versailles peace settlement and League of Nations. However the Versailles peace treaty left some states disgruntled and peace could not prevail for long. Due to the prevailing conditions, Europe witnessed the rise of two World dictators who disturbed Europe for the next period of time 1939-1945. They included Benito Mussolini in Italy and Adolf Hitler in Germany.
Benito Mussolini was an Italian born on 29-06-1883 to Alessandro Mussolini a blacksmith and his mother was a school teacher. He attended school and qualified as a teacher, he later moved to Switzerland where he worked as a builder, a butcher man and later as a journalist.
With the outbreak of World War 1, Mussolini joined the army and was not happy when Italy never realized the expected territorial gains at the end of the War, he joined the Fascist Party.
Fascism is derived from the Latin word “Fasces” meaning “a bundle of rods round an axe” symbolizing authority of the Roman magistrate over life and death in the ancient Roman Empire. In Italy it meant a group of people or a squad of people who regarded themselves as the liberators of Italy who would revive the prestige of Italy in Europe, fight socialism and communism by force. Their identification mark was black shirts and Roman salute. Mussolini found and used this Fascist Party to overthrow the Democratic Government of Victor Emmanuel III and set up a Fascist Government in 1922 and ruled up to 1943
FACTORS FOR THE RISE OF MUSSOLINI TO POWER
The social-economic suffering in Italy helped him and the party to rise to power, since the Unification of Italy in 1871; successive Governments had failed to solve the social-economic problems in the country, such problems included, unemployment, inflation, congestion, poverty among others. These problems increased discontent among the masses leading to the rise of socialist workers’ movements demanding for better working conditions. Mussolini exploited such problems, promised better conditions and gained support and rose to power.

The rise and spread of communism and socialism in Italy. In 1917 a communist revolution took place in Russia where workers had taken control over the factors of production. This encouraged the growth of communism in many states including Italy where workers organized strikes affecting the economy. Mussolini and his party strongly opposed socialism and came up with a strong anti-communist propaganda which won him support of industrial capitalists, land owners and the middle class who feared communism as a threat to their wealth and with the support of the above, Mussolini rose to power.

Mussolini’s personality or the role of Mussolini helped him and fascism to rise to power. He passed through hardships; he was ambitious, determined, calculative and always struggled for recognition in society. His quality of eloquence, a critic, he joined the army and became a sergeant. This personality made him popular and through his fascist propaganda, he attracted many jobless youth (BLACK SHIRT) and masses leading to his rise to power.

The negative effects of World War 1 of 1914 on Italy, Italy joined the war expecting territorial gain. But at the end of the war, Italy got Tyrol and failed to get Trientino, Adalia, protectorate of Albania, Aegean islands and Trieste which was disapproved by the former allies e.g. France and Britain. This disappointed many Italians who later denounced the government of the time. During the war, Italy lost over 650,000 soldiers; the war was very expensive and it affected Italy’s economy and left the country economically weak. For all this damage and loss, the government had nothing to show and this made people to turn to Mussolini hence his popularity and his rise to power.

Weak political leadership in the country, the leaders of Italy after World War I were weak, for instance Nitti, Giolitti, and Emmanuel III who was democratic. He failed to take military action against the fascist party, even other leaders made no socio-economical improvements. They were neither revolutionary nor developmental and this left political, economic and social problems unattended to leading to strikes, riots, disunity in the country giving the fascist party popularity.

Worsening financial situation or economic crisis in Italy. By 1922, Italy was facing economic and financial hardships. Poverty was widespread and mainly affected the peasants and government workers, industry and trade were disorganized, agriculture stagnated, the cost of living was high and standards of living was declining, the government had run bankrupt, all economic  activities were in a slump. Such economic decay caused more opposition giving chance to Mussolini using the black shirts to suppress them in complicity of the government. This made the gang popular and helped him to grow more popular and vocal and it led to the rise of Mussolini who preached hope amidst worsening economic situation.

The role played by the Fascist party also facilitated Mussolini to rise to power; the party emerged at the time when the situation in Italy needed another Government or leader. The party recruited ex-service men from World War1; jobless youths among others into special terrorist squad that organized purposeful violence throughout Italy. This party increased insecurity and this discredited the existing Government which was unable to protect the masses. This made them to long for a savior who came in the name of Mussolini.

Failure of the government of King Victor Emmanuel III to control or suppress violence in Italy, this gave way to riots and strikes.  His government was too democratic and it ignored the prevailing lawlessness with the hope that it was the best way to weaken opponents as they conflicted and killed one another and that it would help the monarchy to live long. He even made a blunder of appointing Mussolini as the prime minister in 1922. Mussolini exploited such state of lawlessness to spread his propaganda against the government; he got the necessary support and rose to power.

Mussolini rose to power because of the strong support and followers he had, this was so because of the bad socio-economic conditions in Italy, he had the support of middle class capitalists, ex-soldiers, peasants and jobless youths among others.

Hegel’s philosophy, Hegel was an intellectual in the university. His philosophy stated that, the state was the supreme manifestation of God on earth. He believed in state power and authority. He inspired the growth of nationalism, encouraged the rise and popularity of Mussolini to form a strong Italian state as opposed to the weak, inefficient monarchy. The philosophy made Mussolini popular considering the weakness of the monarchy leading to his rise.

Mussolini’s rise to power was due to confusion and increased representation of fascism in the parliament fascism had only 22 members in the parliament. In May elections of 1921, the number increased to 35 and this meant increased support and chance for him to rise to power it gave chance to the fascist to spread their propaganda against the democratic government of Victor III.

The use of violent means by the fascist against the would- be opponents. This left fascism and Mussolini unchallenged and feared. Mussolini used the black shirts to intimidate torture and kill suspected opponents; this left the party with no serious opponents hence his rise to power.

Mussolini’s appointment as prime minister, with the increasing political crisis in Italy, together with the fascist threat Emmanuel III appointed Mussolini as prime minister. This gave a chance to Mussolini to form a new government consisting of all other parties, fascist squad was changed into a national army by 1923 Mussolini had assumed full leadership, established a one party dictatorship in Italy with overwhelming support and influence.

Support of the army, the army did not interfere with Mussolini’s activities, even when he organized a fascist match in 1922 in Rome, he succeeded without interference from the army this meant success of fascism because the army had no interests in repulsing/suppressing the demonstrators.

Weakness or failure of other opposition parties/ groups in Italy to gang against the fascist party e.g.  Communist and socialists failed to unite against fascism this gave chance to the fascist party to gain 22 seats in the parliament which gave Mussolini a spring board to become popular and rose to power.

MUSSOLINI’S CONSOLIDATION OF POWER
	It should be noted that Mussolini came to power in Italy in 1922 and ruled until 1943 during 	World 	War II. He adopted a number of steps to consolidate his rule.
At the beginning of his regime, he first incorporated all opposition party leaders in his government. This was done to weaken them since fascism had no majority support in parliament. By including them in his government, it was easy to control them from within.

The opposition parties/ individuals who were not incorporated were barred or eliminated like socialists and communists who were his critics; he turned himself into one of the celebrated dictators when he abolished other parties. Such leaders were either imprisoned or exiled or killed e.g. Giacomo Matteoti, a socialist member such acts scared off opponents leaving Mussolini unchallenged.

Mussolini rigidly censured the press so as to control public opinion. After coming to power, Mussolini and the fascist party put an end to freedom of press, only those papers that promoted fascists interest of views were allowed to operate.

Having realized that he came to power after exploiting the weakness of the former government, Mussolini took steps to solve the economic problems of Italy. He embarked on massive public works; roads, bridges, railways etc. were constructed. This helped him to win support from the masses. He established public works, improved transport and promoted industrialization, stabilized the national currency, launched campaigns for economic self – sufficiency to reduce on dependency.

After the elections which brought him to power, Mussolini put an end to free elections in Italy. Without free elections, the party was able to continue their domination of Italian politics with Mussolini as head without interference.

In 1925, he created a new fascist political organization called “The Fascist Grand Council”. It was made up of carefully selected fascist hardliners, the organization had powers to pass laws, it took over the role of parliament, it gave Mussolini powers to dismiss non-fascist ministers as he wished. The Grand Council also changed the parliamentary government into a corporate state system. Under this arrangement, people were grouped according to their occupations in corporations. The country was also divided into 22 corporations of industrialists, workers etc. Mussolini used this to declare workers strikes illegal. This left his government without opposition.

Mussolini took full, personal responsibility for actions of the black shirts including; violence and murder committed, he affirmed that he alone could bring order to Italy
After 1925, Mussolini disbanded the parliament, there was complete censorship of the press and he curtailed civil liberty. 

He filled key posts in police and other important posts in government with new fascist’s officials. They controlled all activities in the government making his stay firm.
By June 1924, he used violence carelessly like he chased the opposition from the parliament, killed Matteotti who strongly opposed him, to consolidated dictatorship further dictatorship he appointed Farinacci one of the most violent of his followers, censored the press, arrested and sent others into exile using the army and police.

He transformed Italy into a police state and used this police to keep law and order and to punish those who opposed him under his party, fascist armed spies were employed to terrorize opponents all over Italy and by 1930 all anti-fascist had been hunted down leaving Mussolini firm.

To win the support of the Catholics who were the majority in Italy, Mussolini entered into an agreement (Lateran treaty) with the Pope Pius X1 in 1929. It should be remembered that in 1870 during the unification, conflicts had come up between the church and the state. To overcome this, Mussolini recognized Catholicism as the state religion, he also wished the church to taste the doses of fascism, catholic religious teachings were made compulsory, independence of Vatican was recognized, paid back the church what it lost and this made Mussolini to win the support of the Pope as well as the majority Catholics.

In consolidating his position, Mussolini embarked on a scheme of reviving the foreign glory of Italy. In 1935, he invaded Ethiopia to revenge the 1896 Adowa defeat, 1939 he occupied Albania and later in 1936 he joined hands with Hitler and formed Rome Berlin Axis and Rome and Tokyo. All those won him support from the foreign glory seekers. He also intervened in the Spanish civil war of 1936-1939, set up fascist government in Spain under General Franco Francisco (formed league of dictators).

Education system also felt him, teaching was supposed to be a long fascist ideology/principles; university professors were forced to swear or take an oath of allegiance to the fascist government. He used education to indoctrinate Italians.

He updated and strengthened his army called the Black Shirt. He turned it into a national army; it had the duty of protecting the state, Mussolini and his ambitions. The army was well equipped.

He made party membership to be a yard stick or requirement for getting jobs. He encouraged youth organizations to support him and get jobs making his stay firm.

He used economic tools such as industrialization, Hydro Electric Power, Agriculture, urban development, discouraged rural urban migration and encouraged large families.

Through racial consciousness, Mussolini passed laws preventing inter racial marriage and adopted anti- Jewish laws e.g. the Jews were fired from employment, deprived of property, excluded from schools.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF MUSSOLINI
There was constitutional development for one year, new laws were passed, and there was law and order.
His government reconciled with the Catholics and the Pope in 1929 when he signed the agreement with the pope called Lateran Pact
Made Rome a capital of Italy and Vatican declared independent and he made Catholicism to become a state religion.
He compensated the church for the losses and legalized their privileges.
He created a large army and equipped it with modern weapons and also set up an air force
He promoted Italian glory abroad by annexing Abyssinia and creating an empire there.
In 1936, he signed the Berlin, Rome, Tokyo axis to fight communism.
He encouraged industrialization, iron, steel, production doubled, motor vehicles, art craft, railways etc.
	Hydro Electricity Power doubled by 1938.
	Public works improved e.g. roads, railways doubled.
Agriculture improved e.g. wheat and grain production doubled.
He created a cooperate state liberal and eliminated class conflicts and ideological differences.
He brought social order and passed a number of pro – business policies.
	He promoted education and fought illiteracy.
FAILURES OF MUSSOLINI
He was a dictator, he abolished party systems.
He censored the press and constitutionalism.
He established a fascist state.
Protectionism which led to high levels of unemployment.
	Excessive corruption and embezzlement failed to be stamped out.

His aggressive foreign policy and hostility leading to World War 11.
Failed to stabilize Italian economy, he failed to re-value currency.
Wages were low, poor working conditions and cost of living.
Social services were not extended to people in rural areas.
He ganged with Hitler causing insecurity in Europe.
Failed to control the economic depression.
	His land reforms of 1923 created a class of land less, hostile people in rural areas who remained divided and indifferent to him.
QUESTIONS
Why did liberal Italy collapse easily to fascism in 1924?
Account for the rise and consolidation of Mussolini into power.
Assess Mussolini’s contribution to Italy.
ADOLF HITLER 1889-1945 AND NAZISM
Adolf Hitler was born in Austria in 1889 on the boarder of German. His father was Alois Hitler a customs official. Hitler did not do well at school; he wanted to join the Art Academy but rejected it for having failed to get a school-leaving certificate. Thereafter, he did odd jobs to earn a living and lived in poor conditions. 
In 1913 he went to Munich a city in Germany, the following year 1914, World War 1 broke out and many young men flocked to join their country’s armies and Hitler was among them. He was a brave fighter and was awarded the rank of corporal and won the iron cross.
After World War 1, Hitler was not convinced that Germany had suffered real defeat. In his view Germany was not “defeated” but “betrayed” by the traitors as he called them (Jews, Communists and the Socialists and the leaders of Weimer Republic).
In 1919, he joined a semi-military organization called National Socialist German workers party (NAZI) with the aim of denouncing the Versailles Peace Treaty and deal with the traitors and rebuild German to its former status.
In Nov. 1923 with Lunden, Adolf Hitler attempted to capture power in Munich. When the move failed, he was arrested and imprisoned. While in prison Hitler wrote his book called  ”Mein Kampf” (My struggle) which later became the guiding book of the Nazi. It contained his autobiography, political ideas and military tactics to use to gain supremacy of German. In this book, he showed that German were a superior race and other races were of low order and fit for subservice i.e (servants). So he advised the German to be the masters of Europe and do away with the Jews. To achieve this goal and expand German, a strong army had to be built.
FACTORS FOR HIS RISE TO POWER
The economic slump and its effects; this helped and brought Hitler to power. Hitler took advantages of the slump to get support of the already impoverished and humiliated Germans. The slump caused social unrest, made people hate the Weimer Republic, the middle class also feared the strength of communism, they turned to Hitler and Nazi who gave them support for the elections hence his rise to power.

Popularity of Nazi party, it became popular because it raised people’s hopes for national duty, revive the economy, and improve the living conditions of people. He used the party’s propaganda to gain support from a cross section of Germans i.e. middle class, ex-soldiers, civil servants etc. would have been affected by the war, depression and the Versailles peace treaty using the party Hitler promised to revive German and give them a better living.

Using the party he created personal army (SA) Storm Troopers. He used this army and party to rise to power. By 1933 he had strong support of the army. The army was composed of              un-employed youth, ex-soldiers and other groups of people thirsty for blood shedding. He used the army to intimidate and fight opposition. It created tension and fear among people and Hitler began to appear as a real hope for Germany as a competent leader.
His personality, like great leaders of his time, his personality helped him to rise to power. Though academically dwarf/poor, he was brave in army/military, leadership, attractive with a gift of eloquence, a writer and courageous with the ability to mobilize, he used these qualities to gain support and rise to power.

Hitler’s propaganda, as early as 1918 Hitler had captured the attention of the Germans in a beer hall when he started speaking, he even shed tears to show them his determination to revive German to its former glory. He organized a series of campaigns throughout Germany and convinced so many especially ex-soldiers who were disgruntled with the Versailles Peace Settlement and the Weimer Republic and wished to revenge against the allies and the settlement. They gave him support and rose to power.

Effects of World War I, it was this war which in the first place opened chance for Hitler as a military and political leader. It was there that he showed his bravery and got the rank of corporal and the iron cross. He got comrades plus discipline, gained military tactics and experience which he used later. In addition, German lost in this war but to Hitler German was not defeated but betrayed and so desired to revenge. He was also angered by the unfair terms of the treaty of Versailles. It were these that forced him to join active politics and gained popularity.

Weakness of the government of Hindenburg- (Weimer Republic) There was political crisis, economic slump, disunity and generally people lost confidence in the government of Hindenburg. This forced him to invite the Nazi support then headed by Hitler himself with the aims of helping him and perhaps to control Hitler closely. He was made chancellor later became a complete leader and dictator.

The threat of communism, majority of the Germans were capitalists who saw Hitler as the only defender of their interests against the communists and socialists who had grown strong and advocated for the nationalization and redistribution of wealth. It was this threat that forced the capitalists and land owners to pour their support to Hitler helping him to rise to power.

The support of several men who worked with him before 1923, such men included Herman Goring a WW1 pilot who helped in the re-organization of (SA),Rudolf Hess also a pilot helped in party organization and Joseph Goebbels who developed the Nazi propaganda techniques that made many Germans to join the party, Ernst Rohm re-organized the army.

The Enabling Bill of March 1933 that supported the idea of giving Hitler full powers. This bill was supported by the capitalists and the Catholic Party who believed in his promises. The climax came in 1934 when Hindenburg died and Hitler assumed full presidency, chief of the armed forces and what remained was to deal with his opponents which he did in what came to be known as the Night of the long knives, of June 30th 1934.

Humiliation of Germany, the Versailles Peace Settlement was unfair and showed that the victor powers wanted to revenge against Germany for its deeds. It was punished such that she will never threaten European peace again. It lost people; it was re-divided and lost territory among others. Through his campaigns, Hitler talked against the Versailles peace settlement and accused Weimer Republic for accepting to sign it, such campaigns and humiliation imposed on German helped him get support from German nationalists who offered him support and Nazi to rise to power.

The support of the capitalists, Hitler rose to power because of the support he got from them. They wanted him to protect their interests against the socialists. By this time German had greatly industrialized and had great influence in German. The communists had also grown so a strong and advocated for the nationalization and re-distribution of wealth, it was strong among the workers who had been exploited by the capitalists and land owners. The capitalists supported him because he would protect their wealth.
HOW HE CONSOLIDATED HIMSELF IN POWER
After becoming a chancellor in 1933 and having won majority votes in elections, he organized his party and Hitler possessed/acquired all political powers between 1933 to1945 he embarked on    strengthening or consolidating his position and used a number of methods which enabled him to rule for 12 years.

DOMESTIC POLICY
The Enabling Bill/law of March 1933, this bill gave Hitler full powers and he could introduce laws without the approval of the parliament which means he ignored the constitution, All laws of the state were drafted and passed by the chancellor himself Hitler. In other words, he was the law, himself. Using this law Hitler consolidated himself in power.

His next move was to dissolve the parliament and fresh elections were organized. A week before the elections, the Reichstag (parliament building) was “burnt down” by the communists but it’s believed that it was the Nazi party behind this to discredit the communists. In the elections, the Nazi party got overwhelming majority votes and formed a parliament full of Nazi supporters.

In August 1933, he assumed full control of German, he passed a law that gave him more powers, and he proclaimed himself the Fuhrer (head of state) as character, president and commander in chief. As head of the state, he introduced new policies making German a super power, all these made him a complete dictator for the next period to come.

Dealing with the opposition, Hitler had another policy of turning German into fascist state (totalitarian) i.e. many aspects of life had to be controlled by the state. All political parties were banned apart from his nationalist, socialist party, all political activities were restricted, civil service controlled, the Jews were removed from sensitive government posts and trade unions were banned. Their funds were confiscated and leaders arrested and this policy left Hitler with no opposition.

Censorship of the press, he rigidly controlled all the activities of the press, theatres, music, Art and all publications, books which were considered to be un-German carrying dangerous messages (communists) were banned. Through these methods, public criticisms/opinions were controlled and it reduced internal opposition because of lack of communication.

Hitler also consolidated his power through the education system, he used it to propagate Nazism/Nazi philosophy. Children and teachers were inducted with Nazi philosophy which emphasized German race to be superior over others, it also emphasized hatred of the Jews, books were written to fit in Nazi philosophy, subjects had to be changed e.g. History + Biology, lecturers and teachers were closely watched, children were organized into Hitler-Youth (6-10 years “little fellows”) and learnt that Hitler and Nazi was always right. Children were encouraged to report and betray their parents who criticized Hitler, in this way Hitler made his position firm and felt.

Through religion and the church, Hitler dealt with Catholics and Protestants since they were the source of opposition. He first made an alliance with Catholics and advised them not to involve themselves in politics but when they created the Catholic youth league, he closed their schools. The Protestants who opposed him were arrested like the Catholics and sent into concentration camps and he brought the church under his control, through his patronage then, he made everybody cool down.

He strengthened his position when he dealt with and improved the economic status of German; he established industries/factories to fight unemployment, encouraged exports, set up technical institutions to provide German with skilled labour. He also encouraged agricultural production by paying farmers well.

He further improved public works, like roads, railways and other infrastructures were constructed to boost the economy. Through this policy, unemployment, filtration, high cost of living, poor working conditions improved, slump clearance etc. Though he was a dictator, evil service was strictly controlled; the Jews, Communists and other enemies of the state were fired from places of key position and replaced by Nazi supporters.

At least he improved the economic conditions of Germany, he had a policy of persecuting the Jews, he killed many whom he would send into concentration camps and others died in gas chamber, the lucky ones were forced into exile.

Hitler’s next move was to create a strong police machinery and strong army. He used it to strike terror to his enemies and these two provided Hitler with necessary secrets and information on daily basis, It was hard to criticize his government, he transformed the storm troopers (SA) into a national highly qualified, trained, equipped and disciplined army (Black strip) which he wished to use to destroy the Versailles peace Arrangement. In 1933 he withdrew from the League of Nations and by 1939, German’s military might had been revived and used it to regain lost territories and people and if possible conquer other European states which caused WW11.
FOREIGN POLICY
In his foreign policy, Hitler was a success; his major aim was to destroy the unfair Versailles peace treaty, which had been imposed on Germany, he conflicted with France, which wanted to keep German weak and small. He also wished to reunify Germany and acquire Germany lost territory.  He also wished to make Germany strong and get back to her former status.
In 1933, Hitler having established a strong army, he quit the League of Nations and denounced the Larcano treaty. In 1935, he remilitarized German and conquered/gained back the Saar Coalfields, in 1936 he annexed the Rhine lands; in 1938 he matched over Czechoslovakia and Austria.
In the same year, the three dictators formalized their axis of Germany, Italy and Japan (Berlin, Rome and Tokyo axis) and the details of this axis remained secret but the strategy for it was to dominate the world.
Hitler signed the non aggressive pact with Stalin of Russia and this encouraged him to invade and occupy Poland and controlled a large part in Europe.
Hitler after conquering the Sudetenland (Czechoslovakia), he surprised Britain and France when he began to demand the Polish Corridor and claimed some areas of Poland. In 1939, September Germany (Hitler) attacked Poland a country that Britain and France had both given guarantees of support in case they were attacked. British demanded German evacuation of the Polish territory. When Germany overlooked the ultimatum, on 3rd Sept 1939, Britain and France declared war on Germany and this marked the beginning of WW11.
From the above, it can be said that his foreign policy helped him to consolidate his position but at the same   it made him lose his position and life too and it led to the outbreak of WW11.
THE GREAT ECONOMIC DEPRESSION 1929- 1934
	Main aspects
Background of the depression
Causes of the depression
Effects
Solutions
An economic depression refers to a general decline in the economic activities of the economy. It is a situation of inactive, reduced economic activities. It refers to a slump in the economy; in fact it is the opposite of monetary inflation. It was triggered by the collapse of the stock exchange on Wall Street in New York in October 1929
This situation was characterized by low production, unemployment, poverty, collapse of banking institutions, insurance companies, and closure of stock exchange markets. This state of affair led to total stagnation of the entire economy. This in turn led to general suffering of people, they starved and others even died.
The economic depression slowly but surely started in 1927-1928, it began in Canada and spread in other sectors and the whole world. It was followed by the collapse of the wall stock exchange market in New York on ‘black Thursday’ 24th October 1929. Several factors have been put forward to explain its occurrence; they include the following;
CAUSES OF THE DEPRESSION
Effects of World War 1
Collapse of the Wall Street stock exchange market
Increased production versus the limited market
The operations on the vanquished states
Conscription of peasants into the army during World War 1
The policy of protectionism and isolationism caused the depression
The gold standard system operating in most economies
Psychological announcement effects
Fall in income due to unemployment and income inequality
The rise of socialism in Europe
Overpopulation
The policy of total ban on immigration
Failure of League of Nations to solve the economic crisis
Political crisis instability
The negative effects of World War 1 caused the depression; the war devastated European countries and left them in a poor state or state of a limbo and heavily indebted as they sought loans from USA to carry out rehabilitation (construction program). Unfortunately USA demanded immediate repayment of her loans at very high interest rates from European states, such states had to withdraw large amount of money from their economies in order to clear USA debts. This led to reduction in money supply in most European states and prices had to go down, industries closed because of limited profits, unemployment set in, poverty and money flowing from one direction i.e. Europe-USA hence causing depression.
The wide availability of capital enabled the US to lend abroad, about three billion dollars between 1925 and 1929, in particular to European states, of which Germany was the main beneficiary, to recover from the effects of the First World War
The great crash/collapse of the Wall Street Stock exchange market in USA in 1929, (collapse of confidence) New York stock exchange market the largest in the world collapsed. This began to link up with other factors which later caused the depression; about 13 million shares were sold causing a loss of 40,000 million dollars to investors. In post War, stock values had been pushed up to unrealistic heights by investors and speculators. However, when they collapsed, people hurried to sell their shares leading to further fall in the prices of shares consequently International business collapsed e.g. Banks, Hotels Factories or Companies were greatly affected forcing many to run away from business causing unemployment, poverty etc and in the end economic depression occurred. 
By 1920s there was increased production which did not march with the available market in Europe and therefore responsible for the depression. This was as a result of technological advancement especially after World War1 e.g. there was use of machines, better methods in Agriculture leading to high yields and steady fall in prices. The production of goods in Europe and outside Europe outdistanced the ability of industrial World to absorb it all. Though that was the situation elsewhere (China, India) people were starving and could not even afford to buy food however low the price was.
Reduction in purchasing power due to stock market crash, people feared further crisis and stopped buying items to save money. This led to reduction in workforce and unemployment this further led to inability to pay installments for already bought products and were repossessed.
Bank failures also caused the depression over 9000 banks failed at the time since deposits were not insured, people lost all the savings and the surviving banks stopped giving loans due to fear of further crisis
The reparations on the vanquished states caused the depression. After World War 1, defeated powers were compelled to pay huge sums of money in form of reparation to the victors; this meant that defeated states had to tax heavily the masses in order to pay the debts. This made them poorer than ever before and could not afford to buy essential goods despite their existence. Even the capitalists were taxed heavily and this forced them out of business or alternatively charge high prices on their merchandise to cover the taxes. This was later responsible for the depression since it reduced money in circulation.
Conscription of peasants in army during World War 1, peasants were conscripted to fight hence reducing labour force and this affected the level of Agricultural production in many World economies. After the war, famine set in and many world economies suffered e.g. Russia and Germany, many died of hunger. This greatly disturbed such economies leading to a depression since people were poor to afford buying essential goods.
The policy of protectionism and isolationism caused the depression, this policy was begun by USA during and after WW1. USA insisted on exporting her goods to European states but sealed off her economy from European imports. In response to this, European states also retaliated by introducing the policy of protectionism and isolationism, and as a result, economies became flooded with domestic goods, yet domestic markets were inefficient. This resulted into reduction in price levels, following low demand and supply hence the depression.
The gold standard system operating in most of the world economies before 1929 created a situation that led to the depression. In this system, every economy had to propose a certain amount of money in circulation which was exactly equivalent to the total of gold in its reserves. This therefore limited money supply and this in turn affected effective demand of those with limited gold reserves. What made matters even worse was USA’s attempt to demand her debts in terms of gold. This greatly affected the economies of the indebted states and they had to reduce prices, production, unemployment set in, poverty and the whole situation was of a depression.
Psychological or announcement effects, this particularly triggered off depression in most European economies e.g. following the collapse of the Wall Street Stock exchange market, many prominent traders, politicians through paralyzing rumors of speculators and the press sold off their shares causing panic and disorganized economic activities even before the depression could occur. This forced many European economies to suddenly freeze and businessman rushed to withdraw their monies from banks, investors cut down production, laid off workers and the crush took full shape ploughing a fertile ground for the depression.
General fall in income, due to unemployment and income inequality or poverty of the people, caused the depression. Though it’s true that most states e.g. Britain, France, German etc had an economic boom, people’s social-economic welfare had not been improved. So they remained unemployed hence poor and this led to a lot of products unsold because of low levels of income.
The rise and spread of socialism (communism) in Europe, following the success of the Bolsheviks revolution in Russia 1917; a communist government was established and after World War 1, many European states adopted Russian communism e.g. Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia etc. therefore the 1920’s Europe was balkanized into communism against capitalism. This greatly hampered international trade since capitalists could not trade with communists. As a result, goods flooded domestic economies in the respective countries, prices went down, industries closed down, workers were laid off, and poverty became the order of the day leading to the depression.
Overpopulation caused the depression, after World War 1, there was rapid population increase in USA, France, German etc. this population growth was not counter balanced by economic development and it caused unemployment, overcrowding, diseases etc. the purchasing power was low, governments of the time were incapable of providing unemployment benefits and welfare service. This left products unsold leading to a depression.
Failure of the League of Nations to solve the economic crisis of the time, led to the depression. The League seemed to be weak in economic sphere e.g. it failed to put/effect the measures to control the levels of unemployment, it also failed to put up policies aimed at free trade therefore in accounting for the economic depression of 1929-1934, the League of Nations cannot be left innocent.
Political crisis or instability, the period between 1919-1939 was  characterized by chaos, revolutions and lack of diplomatic co-operation, war against communism in Russia, Nazi in German, labor strikes in Italy, all these were not conducive for economic growth and development hence depression.
The policy of total ban on immigration also made the economic depression occur. Different states banned free movement of people especially from poverty stricken countries. This meant blocking skilled and efficient labor force where it was needed hence full employment and this resulted into involuntary employment which worsened the economic situation.
Outbreak of natural calamity that hit the US and central Canada like the long drought when the soil dried up becoming dust and was blown away mostly in large clouds on 14th April 1935 that came to be known as the “Dust Bowl” or Black Sunday” this was one of the worst storms which caused extensive damage and turned the day into night it came as result of inappropriate farming techniques and lack of crop rotation. It affected 14 states forcing farmers to sell their lands without any profit catalyzing the depression.

EFFECTS OF THE ECONOMIC DEPRESSION

The depression of 1929 had great effects both long and short term in and majorly negative and positive for the US, European economies in particular and that of the World at large and they include the following;
It led to the collapse of several governments, the governments in power at the time of the slump all suffered consequences during the next elections for example in Germany, the Weimer republic collapsed giving way to the rise of Nazi party under Hitler, Franklin D Roosevelt a democrat in USA rose to power against Wilson Woodrow, Lloyd George against Joseph Chamberlain in Britain etc.
In relation to the above, the depression sparked off insurrections or rebellions in different countries because of a cute unemployment, poverty, income inequality etc. this situation forced the masses to riot, organize strikes hence denouncing their governments for being insensitive and inconsiderate to people’s suffering e.g. Germans against Weimer, in Italy etc.
The depression partly led to the failure/collapse of the League of Nations, this was so because world economies/states started abandoning the League’s concept of International alliance, free trade etc and pursued individual policies for individual national survival. Even the members had no time and resources to keep the league alive. Without funds to run the league, it automatically had to die.
The depression worsened the acute unemployment, with the closure of many industries; prices sharply went down with unsold goods. This led to cutting down production, laying off factors of production, poverty was worse, people starved to death e.g. in USA, 16 million people were unemployed, Britain 4 million, German 10 million and France 3 million.
Many industries collapsed, this was as a result of persistent reduction in general price levels which affected profits. Many industries had to close down, similarly banking institutions also closed down e.g. central bank of Austria, Germany and other 500 banks in different world economies.
International relationship broke down or worsened among nations especially between European states who condemned USA for her economic nationalism and isolation and above all USA continued to demand for her repayments of war debts despite the hardships caused by the depression.
A large number of banks were closed, collapse of real estate prices, reduction in industrial production by 2 times and unemployment rose to 12 million people and farmers went bankrupt.
It led to starvation and death of thousands of people who died in USA, Britain, Germany and Russia and others were forced to migrate into new world.
Spread of Russian communism, Russia was not much affected by the economic depression; this can be attributed to the nature of the economy laid out by Lenin and Stalin i.e. communal ownership of the means of production and collective agriculture. Many European states therefore adopted communism as a solution to overcome economic crisis in the world e.g. Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Poland. This led to the division of the world into two camps (capitalism vs. communism)
It destroyed the international trade because most economies were not in position to import or export from one another. They also started believing in a policy of self- sustaining than a free trade policy, international alliance etc
The depression cultivated a fertile ground/sowed the seeds of WW11. In the first place, it was depression that led to the rise of World dictators like Hitler who believed that the Germans suffering was because of the Versailles settlement and that France and Britain were responsible for German’s suffering. It were mainly these dictators that caused WW11 after forming alliances of dictators i.e. Nazi, Fascists and Japan (Berlin, Rome and Tokyo axis)
It led to the abandoning of the gold standard system up to today. Countries started issuing out money that was not backed by gold, this aimed at improving the terms of trade and correcting inequalities.
There was political change and rise of world dictators because of poverty, starvation and general suffering. This made people lose trust in their liberal leaders and longed for military dictators who promised changes to stop the depression e.g. Hitler and Mussolini.
Banking institutions closed down as they ran out of money. Many customers withdrew their savings and banks closed down since they could no longer continue without working capital e.g. Austria Central Bank, Central Bank of Germany etc.
General fall in prices led to losses to investors e.g. stores were full of surplus goods, manufacturers stopped the production process. This in turn reduced workers salaries, some were laid off, and purchasing power went down.
It led to the rise of economists like J M Keynes (theory of unemployment) and analyzed cyclical unemployment and suggested solutions to the problems facing Europe at the time. e.g. adoption of new economic policies and agencies to fight the depression.
In the UK the great depression helped to revive the economy and this led to the influx of investment in the old industries.
In Italy the depression led to rise of the fascist government with the promise of overcoming the this great depression and provide lasting solutions to problems of the masses
SOLUTIONS (SUMMARY)
A conference of 66 states was held in Geneva 1993
Drastic measures were adopted e.g. dictatorship
Raising quotas and tariffs
Violating Versailles peace treaty
USA depreciated the dollar
USA abandoned isolationism
Postponed the reparation payment
Socio-economic policies were adopted e.g. agriculture and industries
Britain and France paid unfit benefits
Pursued a foreign policy e.g. getting colonies
Restricting lending
The economic depression was a situation of inactive, reduced economic activities with very little money supply in the economy. It was characterized by the cutting of production and the factors of production, high levels of unemployment, steady falling of price levels, acute conditions of poverty and suffering.
The following were the measures adopted by the European nations to recover from the 1929-1933 Great Economic Depression.
The American government stopped lending money abroad and even withdrew their short term loans and this increased money in circulation.
In Germany, President Hindenburg issued emergency decrees or strict laws aimed at cutting expenditure and imposing new taxes.
Through Chancellor Brunning, Germany sought help from Britain for reconstruction programmes.
On the 20th June 1931, President Hoover of USA issued his famous “Moratorium” (a delay or suspension of an activity or a law) postponing for a year all payments on debts owed to USA by other countries and this lessened the burden on those countries.
In Britain, the national government composed of the Conservatives and Liberals passed a special supplementary budget with stringent conditions like pay cuts in the armed forces.
The national government took Britain off Gold system and allowed the value of the pound to resettle about 30% below per quality of value.
Most of the European governments and dominions abandoned the gold standard system and countries started issuing currencies into circulation regardless of the amount of gold in reserve this increased money in circulation and uplifted the purchasing power.
Many governments tended to assume more drastic powers to control currency and exchange rates, raised tariffs, imposed stiffer taxes on imports.
Many countries adopted and sought regional or sectional arrangements like the “Oslo group” of Scandinavian states, the agricultural lands of Eastern Europe and the British common wealth of the Ottawa agreements of 1932.
Countries adopted more comprehensive, collective action like the ending of the reparations by the Lausanne convention of July 1932. E.g. German blamed the terms of 1919 Versailles treaty and she refused to pay the remaining balance on the war reparation, occupied the Saar coal fields, begun rapid industrial strategies with bias in re-armament policy.
There was the calling and convening of the world economic conference which was attended by 66 states in London in June 1933 to discuss ways of overcoming the slump.
The election of Franklin D Roosevelt in1932 brought to USA the politics of courage, vigor and determination and with his slogans of the thing we have to fear is “fear itself” hence restoring economic hope and certainty in USA.
In USA Roosevelt, launched his “new deal” the basic idea of the plan was state intervention in all areas of life, based on stringent federal control of credit, his glass steagall act of June 1933 where he tried to restore confidence in the American banking, regulated powers of the treasury department and tried to counter the effects of the crisis on industry by regulating production and mass unemployment.
Another important measure to overcome the depression was the organization of public works and civil works, the government focused on the construction of infrastructures and land development this proved to be effective and the US economy began to recover.
In Britain the national government used emergency powers to re-organise tariffs, cutting expenditures and presenting a series of balanced budgets.
There was gradual recovery of trade that was strengthened by agreements signed by Britain on one hand and Denmark, Germany, Argentina and even the Soviet Union on the other.
In France, the government governed by a decree, laws to control wages, prices and rents were introduced
In Russia, though less suffered the effects of the depression, the first five years plan led to the re-organization of Russian industry, doubled general industrial production and a vast public investment program.
Some countries began to restrict immigrations both in bulk and nationality to limit the escalating levels of unemployment like Canada, Argentina and Brazil.
In Germany, Hitler violated the Versailles settlement and stopped paying reparations, industrialization programmes were rejuvenated and the economy slowly recovered from the slump.
European leaders resorted to dictatorship like force was applied against the demonstrators as strikes; quota system was also imposed on both exports and imports.
Many countries adopted unemployment relief schemes; countries started giving unemployment benefits or allowances to the unemployed above the age of 18 years for survival in states like USA Britain and in other countries.
Some countries embarked on a radical foreign policy or economic aggression to spill over the effects of the depression like external market and exposure of unemployed labor. Japan invaded Manchuria, Italy invaded Ethiopia and Germany invaded the Rhineland and Czechoslovakia in 1938 leading to the outbreak of world war II
Policies were adopted to restrict borrowing and lending since this reduced money in circulation from the lending countries.
In America, the government of Roosevelt carried out great intervention in economic affairs like farmers relief act, federal aid to farmers and big schemes of public works that provided housing and other better conditions of living.
The revival of international trade and removal of tariffs especially between America and far East-Japan, China and others, this helped to reduce the surpluses.
There was the revival of international relations through diplomatic talks and economic conferences that were held and came up with policies to solve the depression like free trade policy, currency stabilization, uniform, import and export taxes which opened ways for economic co-operation that eventually reduced surpluses in home markets.
SECOND WORLD WAR 1939- 1945
MAIN ASPECTS OF WORLD WAR II
Background of the war.
Main participants in the war
Causes of the war
Effects of the war
Reasons why the allies were victorious.

At least after World War 1 most people in Europe had a deep conviction and hope that peace would prevail in the world and a number of measures were taken to avoid the occurrence of another war. So the Versailles peace treaty and League of Nations were put in place. Unfortunately in 1939 Europe and the world at large witnessed yet another catastrophic World War II. It was fought between Germany, Japan and Italy with the allies also called central powers/axis powers against Britain, France, Russia and USA with the allies also called allied powers. It lasted until 1945.

World War 1 had threatened world peace and leading statesmen seemed to have learnt what exactly war meant. Powers therefore wanted peace unfortunately whatever they did was challenging what had been suggested like the Versailles peace treaty and the principle of collective security or peace proved to be weak or hard to maintain.

Generally the outbreak of World War II was because of the prevailing conditions that had become complex for the peace body the League of Nations to handle. It occurred with serious economic, social and political effects on the World. It started with Hitler’s invasion of Poland 1st Sept 1939 and ended with the bombing by America the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 8th. Aug.1945.


CAUSES OF WORLD WAR II
The unfairness or weakness of Versailles peace treaty, led to the outbreak of World War II, the settlement had been blamed for filling the Germans with bitterness and desire for revenge. After her defeat in World War I, Germany was forced to sign the Versailles treaty, this truce did not consider Germany interests and concern, it humiliated Germany in that Germany lost territory and people to newly created states such as Czechoslovakia, Poland and Netherlands and her overseas possessions. She was to disarm, reduce the army to 100,000 only, paid heavy preparation, lacked sincerity and justice, failed to promote co-operation, it increased or bred Germany’s discontent leading to aggression and hostility and aroused  militant nationalism, the timing, place and decision making all prepared Germany for another war. These terms were unfair to Germany and it stirred or sowed seeds of emotions among the masses to revenge against the victor powers.

Effects of World War I, the war caused disastrous effects on the defeated powers. These conditions made the occurrence of another war inevitable. The settlement that could have solved them was hurriedly concluded and it was also unfair to the defeated powers. It were such  conditions that forced Hitler when he rose to power to oppose the allied powers, embarked on re- armament program, violating the principles of  the League of Nations making conditions ripe for war.

Weakness of the League of Nations led to the outbreak of World War II, the League of Nations which had been formed in 1920 to ensure the idea of collective peace and security using diplomacy to solve conflicts was toothless, it was criticized because it failed to secure general disarmament and to control potential aggressors. The League was an organization of peace but it had no capacity and authority to do so. In addition the league under the Anglo- French hegemony, like Vienna and Versailles settlement, it came to be detested by the defeated powers for they were not incorporated in it, they were humiliated instead. More so, it failed to contain major aggressors such as Japan, Italy and Germany and the worst of it came when it failed to win membership of U.S.A and to contain its members who withdrew from it and later threatened World Peace.

	Appeasement policy caused World war II, this was followed by the British premier Chamberlain and later by the French representative Edward Deladier, of avoiding war with the aggressive powers/ dictators e.g. Japan, Italy and Germany by giving way to their demands provided they were not too unreasonable. E.g. Japan acquired Manchuria; Hitler acquired the Rhineland, Austria and Czechoslovakia and embarked on re- armament programme. The appeasement policy reached its climax at Munich where Britain and France were so determined to avoid war with Germany and allowed Hitler to liberate the Germans in Czechoslovakia. In the process, Germany acquired vast lands in Europe; such conditions produced tension and forced the powers to re-arm themselves because the more they appeased the aggressors, the more they strengthened themselves militarily. This caused threat to international peace in 1939 and no action was taken against aggression and dictatorial powers and this resulted into war, i.e.;


	Hitler and Mussolini gained support at home because of this policy and this scared other powers.

By 1930s. Britain was ready for war against Germany.
Some allied military powers felt that Germany had genuine grievances because she felt cheated by the terms of Versailles treaty.
Chamberlain argued that the League of Nations was weak and he decided to have personal contact with Hitler and Mussolini.
There was fear of communist Russia by Britain and France who thought that the threat of communism was more dangerous than Hitler. Therefore many British politicians were ready to overlook Hitler’s aggression policies and hope to use him to prevent communism instead of containing Germany aggressions, the policy strengthened the aggressors there by causing the war.

	The effects of World economic depression of 1929 – 1933, the depression had negative or disastrous effects on world economies, it has been mentioned to have caused World War II in that, it caused inflation, unemployment, poor levels of agriculture and industrial output, international trade collapsed and general suffering of the masses leading to the outbreak of the war since without it, world dictators e.g. Hitler would probably never have come to power and interstate political cooperation would not have worsened.


	The rise of world dictators with their parties e.g. Nazism and Fascism, in Germany and Italy respectively. These organizations had different objectives to satisfy, their leaders used them against their international enemies as they called them. The dictators like, Hitler, Hirohito and Mussolini United and were more determined to oppose and reverse the unfair terms of the Versailles treaty and League of Nations and disturb the peace of the world again. Hitler caused the war in that he made Germany masses hate victor powers after WW 1, he wished to revive Germany Glory, re- build Germany army, re- conquer Germany territories and nationals, his aggressiveness and desire to undo the Versailles treaty made WW 11 inevitable. When Mussolini on the other hand, became the premier of Italy, he embarked on the policy of revenge against France and Britain, he also showed his ambitions in colonial expansion and it was for this reason that he occupied Abyssinia to revenge for the defeat of the battle of Adowa. When the League condemned him, he withdrew from the League and started arming Italy with the blessing of Hitler and the 2 joined hands together against world peace.


The anti- Semitism policy mainly carried out by Adolf Hitler, it was Nazi policy or philosophy which emphasized hatred against the foreigners especially, the Jews. Hitler cherished everything German to the end.

	The revival or re- occurrence of the alliance system, this system had largely been responsible for WW1 and equally caused WW II. Chamberlain who thought of solving European problems through the policy of collective action and security started this policy. He urged members to join hands against aggressors in an attempt to unite against aggressors; the policy gave a chance to the aggressors also to group themselves as a counter force against the allied powers and formed the axis powers. (Berlin, Tokyo and Rome axis/ alliance threatened France, Britain and USA who hurriedly concluded theirs. Once again, the continent had been divided into two hostile camps, this increased tension, arms race and the possibilities of another war.


	The revival of the Arms race and military preparedness. Caused World II, whereas the Versailles treaty had proposed disarmament, powers never observed it. More so the policy was one sided the victor powers never disarmed this made Germany to embark on the re- armament program when powers fore saw the possibility of the occurrence of another war, they turned to arms race and military preparedness .e.g. Hitler who withdrew from the League of Nations and embarked on the re- armament and re- militarization and other power did the same making World War II inevitable.

Conflicts between democracy and dictatorship or ideological difference led to the outbreak of World War II, the war was between two conflicting ideas. I.e. democracy versus dictatorship, Britain, France and U.S.A versus Japan, Italy and Germany e.g. Mussolini had once remarked, “the Struggle between the two worlds present no compromise, either we win or lose”. And liberalism of democratic states was reflected in Chamberlain’s statement that, “we do not want to fight, but by jingo if we do, we have the ships, we have the guns and we have the men too.” So the conflict between the conflicting ideas caused World War II.


Change in balance of power in favour of the axis powers made Britain and France attempt to destroy the Germany power. This change of balance of power was due to the Versailles treaty that reduced Germany’s economy and military power. The treaty provoked Germany to re- arm especially after the rise of Hitler and this made Britain and France to be more determined to destroy Germany because she had started threatening World peace once again leading to the occurrence of the war.

The role of the press and newspapers had profound effect in causing World War II, Nazi books on Hitler’s race theory, magazines, newspapers and radios were used to mobilize support of the Germans against their enemies. Even Chamberlain after the Munich agreement he made a number of press releases which were intended to prepare the masses about possible war on radio broadcast and in news papers like the English or London Times. When Germany attacked Poland, Britain declared war on Germany and followed after making press releases and so were other countries and the World was at war once again.

Hitler’s  invasion of Austria in 1938 caused World War II, his aim was to re- unify Germany, get back the lost territories and peoples and  also undo the Versailles treaty but above all revive Germany glory in Europe. The invasion was treated as an open Germany aggression aimed at disturbing World peace, it also encouraged other dictators to violate international law, revive the arms race and alliance system. It also encouraged people like Mussolini to invade Ethiopia and Albania.

Japan’ imperialism in the East and her invasion of China- Manchuria and Mukden incident, the invasion encouraged re- armament and conscription among the aggressive powers, it also encouraged Hitler to sign the non- aggressive pact with Stalin of Russia which encouraged him to attack Poland. It further allowed Hitler to control large areas with the necessary resources like timber, manpower and many others, the invasion further encouraged Hitler to attack other states like Czechoslovakia in 1938 and  later Poland which  sparked off the war.

The Spanish civil war of 1936- 39 which brought Gen. Franco to power caused World War II in the civil war divided continental Europe and increased hostility between dictators like, Germany, Italy and Spain against democrats like Britain, France and Russia. This war brought together dictators who teamed up against World peace and caused World War II.

The rise of imperialism in Europe as it was witnessed by Italian occupation of Ethiopia, Japan’s occupation of China (Manchuria) Germany invasion of Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland which sparked off world war II.

The most immediate cause of World War II was Germany’s invasion or attack on Poland in 1939. After occupying Austria and Czechoslovakia Hitler made plans to occupy Poland, he demanded that Dazing which was part of Poland be incorporated into Germany. Within less than a week Hitler occupied Poland against Britain’s and France’s consent. So on September 1st 1939, Germany’s armies attacked Poland, on 3rd September 1939 Britain declared war on Germany, France joined and World War II had begun.

EFFECTS OF WORLD WAR II
The war resulted into high death rates where over 50 million people lost their lives. Its believed that Russia lost 15 million, over 6 million Jews died, Germans 3.7 million, 2 million polish Yugoslavia 1.6 million, Japan 1.2 million, Italy 1 million, Britain 600,000, Romanians 500,000, the French 300,000, America lost 292,000 while China lost 22 million among others died during and after the war.
World War II led to the death of two world dictators. i.e Adolf Hitler of Germany and Benito Mussolini of Italy. 

It led to destruction of property.i.e houses, factories, communication networks, nearly all Germany cities were destroyed; Agriculture disrupted leading to food shortage hence famine and starvation. However, some countries gained from the through supplying of war material and these were, Switzerland, Canada, USA and Sweden this strengthened their economies.
There was population re- organization, the war caused many people to be displaced and consequently became refugees in various countries and others had been taken as prisoners of war. E.g. million people were taken to Germany into forced labour and many Jews fled to avoid persecution. After the war allies had to transferring these people back to their countries, so the allies had to transfer the German – speaking people from Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary and Austria.

The destruction of World War II also touched the economic sector. I.e. the economies of different states remained devastated and this led to scarcity of food leading to famine, decline in the standards of living. In countries like Russia, People resorted to eating dogs, cats and grass, fuel was scarce and this caused great suffering during winter.

The war resulted into change of balance of power; there emerged super powers like USA and USSR as leading powers of the world. USA emerged powerful because it suffered relatively little from the war, this was so because no war or actual fighting took place on America’s soil so it never suffered causalities, infrastructures instead it gained from the war through supply of equipment and USA was rich in resources so the war did not affect her. American influence or domination over the world started in 1947 with the Marshal plan which was aid given to European countries to recover from the effects of the war. This gave USA political influence in Europe, so USA emerged out of the war militarily powerful while Russia came out as an enlarged entity. The rise of these super powers led to the outbreak of cold war.

World War II led to the spread of communism in Eastern Europe, communist movements begun and this affected many states like, Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania and Finland. Communism also spread to the under- developed Asia and Africa.

Rivalry between Russia and USA began leading to the cold war. During the war the Soviet Union (Russia) and USA had been close allies forgetting their ideological differences, however after the war the friendship and cooperation died and was replaced by antagonism, this antagonism made the world to be divided into two hostile blocks both countries highly suspected each other.

German was defeated and divided into two .i.e. the federal Republic of German led by USA, France and Britain in West German and the German democratic republic formed by Russia Eastern Germany. It explains why they constructed the Berlin wall to demarcate the Eastern Germany from Western Germany.

It led to the de- colonization of Asia and Africa. Armed revolts came up in Asia and many countries started securing their political independence. In 1947 India and Pakistan got their independence and later Indonesia, Burma, Sir- Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam got their independence. The same trend was experienced in Africa were Sudan, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria e.tc got their freedom from western domination.

.The war need prompted progress in science and technology e.g military weapons were produced in large numbers. In 1945, an atomic bomb was used in the war in Nagasaki and Hiroshima and the world was left under threat of a nuclear war. AK 47, RPG 56, MIG 57 all were manufactured during and after the war.

The post war period brought the need for re- construction and integration e.g. after the war the European countries saw the need of integrating which  led to the formation of the European  Economic  Community in 1952.

The most lasting effect of the war was birth of internationalism. The UNO came into being to replace the League of Nations as an instrument of peace and human development and it has been successful compared to its predecessors.

European domination of the World ended.e.g. Countries like Germany had been devastated; Italy and France were on the verge of bankruptcy while Britain had been affected by the costs of war. She had overseas debts, many of her former colonies had been sold off and her ability to export had been reduced.

War  brought about the fall of dictators Hitler committed suicide because he feared to fall in the hands of the Russians  who were already fighting them while  Mussolini was murdered by some  of his countrymen.

The war disrupted the processes of recovery, which started from 1930s, leading to economic crisis due to payment of heavy war debts.

USA took over control of Japan after the latter had been bombed seriously. USA became dominant in the World affairs up to now. i.e.  Acting as the policeman of the world.

Korea was divided into two i.e South Korea under USA and North Korea under Russia.

FACTORS TO EXPLAIN WHY THE ALLIES WERE VICTORIOUS OVER THE AXIS POWERS;

World war II started in 1939 and ended in 1945 it was between the Axis powers of Italy, Germany, Japan and the allies against the allied powers of Britain, France, Belgium, Russia and USA later. From July 1943 to August 1945 the allied powers defeated the axis powers because of the following reasons.															
	The axis powers were weak, among them it was only Germany that was strong industrially therefore economically sound. Italy and Japan were still weak. More over Italy had proved a liability because at times Hitler had to direct his forces to help the Italians during the war.


	Britain and France used the common wealth forces i.e. from their colonies whereas Italy had no colonies, Germany had few territories from which to draw reserves and most of its colonies   had been taken in 1918.


	The allied powers enjoyed vast resources of Russia and USA where as the axis powers had no country whose resources could measure to the ones as USA and Russia.


	Britain had an effective navy power and air force. The strength of Britain lay in her navy and air power, which was superior, compared to the axis powers. These attributes were used to advance over the axis powers.


	The entry of USA into the war in 1941 tilted the balance of power in favor of the allied power because she provided the badly needed equipment like tanks, clothes, amendments, food e.t.c. whereas the axis powers had no external boost.


	The leaderships of Churchhill and Roosevelt were good and able leaders like Hitler on the other hand was a dictator, rigid and frequently clashed with his generals where he lost loyalty of his forces; this undermined the moral ability to continue with the war.


	In every territory occupied by Germany, there developed resistance movements among the people as they carried out acts of sabotage on the Germany force. They provided information to the allied troops and this enabled the allied troops to succeed.


	For the allies, the war was total struggle for everybody. i.e. men and women. All the people rallied behind the fighting soldiers, they provided food, clothing and attended to the sick. The population put up heroic resistance against the axis power in Russia, Burma and France.


	The axis powers underrated the mighty of the allied powers. The allied powers had been greatly affected by World War I and were still recovering and more over had adopted the appeasement policy, which to the axis powers was a sign of weakness.


	The effects of weather, the Germans were affected by the Russian weather where it was very cold below Oo C it was extreme winter which   the Germany forces couldn’t manage.


	Russia was a big country and this helped it to stage a prolonged resistance against the Axis powers, which had begun invading it in 1914. This prolonged resistance, exhausted the axis powers thus leading to their defeat.


	 The Axis powers had not expected the war to take such a long time. Their military ability was over stretched and therefore became exhausted especially when USA joined on the Allied side.


	The atomic bomb which was thrown on the 6th August 1945 on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on 9th May 1945 greatly weakened and demoralized the Axis powers. Germany consequently surrendered on the 15th August 1945.


	The Russian withdraw from the Axis side in 1941 put Germany into a permanent disadvantage of a two front’s war. Russian withdrawal from the war on the Axis side was because, Stalin had refused to withdraw from Lithuania and Estonia and because Hitler’s Hatred of communism, that broke relations between Russia and Germany. As a result, Hitler was forced to organize operation Barbados against Russia. Russian withdrawal made Hitler lose the support yet Russia was very rich in resources, which would have made the Axis powers to win the war. Now combined with the resources from the British Empire, Chances of Axis victory appeared very slim.


	 The frequent Axis power’s mistakes led to their defeat in 1945. The Axis powers made grave tactical mistakes. Hitler’s attack against Russia was a great mistake since he didn’t provide for the winter campaigns were about 300,000 of his soldiers perished and about 100,000 were forced to surrender. The losses were brought about by the fact that Hitler refused to withdraw as advocated by his commanders thus leading to serious losses.

	     Also the Japanese concentrated in production of warships, which could easily be 	              	     destroyed through aerial bombing instead of producing Aircrafts, this was a big 	  	      blunder. USA already had produced about 120,000 aircrafts and his was too much for 	          	      the Axis powers. The Germans and Japanese couldn’t match   with the Americans in        	     the 	war.

	International hatred against Axis powers also led to  their defeat, this was so because it generated poisonous public  resentment against the Nazi and Fascist dictators, which  created sympathy among the neutral states to support the allies, this strengthened their side making the axis powers to be defeated.


	The determination of the allied side also led to the defeat of the axis powers. The leaders from USA, Britain and USSR were determined to defeat the axis powers. Following the defeat of France in Dunkirk in 1940, Churchill the British Prime Minister warned with determination. “We shall fight in the seas and Oceans, we shall fight with growing confidence in the air, we shall defend our island whatever the cost may be. We shall fight in the beaches, we shall fight on the landing ground, we shall fight in the field and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills and in valleys we shall never surrender”. With such determination German defeat was expected. It was a question of time and place and occurred in 1945 with USA bombing the Japanese cities.


THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANISATION 1945-1970
	Main aspects
Background of United Nations Organisation
The Structure or Organs of UNO
Agencies or bodies of UNO
Aims and Objectives of the UNO
Assessment of UNO
Sample questions

By the principles of the Atlantic charter, the 26 countries came together to promote peace in the World and this resulted into the formation of the United Nations Organisation. 
It was formed in Oct 24th 1945 after Second World War. It was to replace the League of Nations which had failed to ensure lasting peace. i.e. It had proved to be incapable of stopping World aggressors like Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini.
The UNO had six (6) main organs or bodies to carry out and implement its aims and objectives with its headquarters in New York i.e. The General Assembly composed of all members of the UNO. Its function was to discuss and make decisions about international problems, consider UN Budget i.e. what amount each member should pay, elect Security Council members and supervise work of the other UN agencies, meets once a year i.e. Sept- Dec, but special sessions could be called in times of crisis.
The Security Council, it was the most powerful body, composed of 15 members i.e. 5 permanent USA, China, France, Britain and Russia. The representative members chosen by the General Assembly elect the other 10 every after 2-years term the work of the Security Council is to restore peace when conflicts arise; it defines what threat to peace is and how to respond or take action around the World.
The Secretariat; this was the office staff; it governed the UNO operations and was supervised by the Secretary General who was appointed by the General Assembly on recommendations of the Security Council. Secretary General held office for 5 years.
	Prepared minutes of meetings.

Carried out translation in to 6 official UN languages English, French, Russian, Chinese, Spanish and Arabic.
Passed all information to the members.

The International court of Justice, with its headquarters at Hague in Holland. The court dealt with legal matters. It has 15 judges of different nationalities elected 9 years, it deals with issues of international law, and it acts as a forum for peaceful resolution of disputes among states.
The Economic and Social Council (Ecosoc) was set up to ensure respect for the observation of human rights and fundamental freedom for all. Organizes projects for health, education, population problems, drugs, human rights, status of women, coordinates the work of ILO, FAO, UNESCO, UNICEF, United Nations Relief and Work Agency (UNRWA) took 90% of UN expenditure. 
Trustee Council; Established to provide international supervision for all trustee territories/ mandate territories administered by 7 member states and ensure that adequate steps are taken to prepare those territories for self government or independence. After completing its work, the council now consists of only the 5 permanent members of the Security Council.



AGENCIES
UN had specialized agencies which assisted in realising its objectives they include; 
	ILO (International Labour Organisation) -formulated policies to improve working conditions and employment opportunities, and set standards used worldwide.

WHO (World Health Organisation) - coordinated programmes aimed at solving health problems.
UNESCO (UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) – promoted education for all cultural development, protection of the world’s natural and cultural heritage.
UNICEF (UN Children Education Fund) –its programmes focussed on immunization, primary health care, nutrition and basic education.
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation) –worked to improve agricultural productivity and food security.
IMF (International Monetary Fund) – facilitated international monetary co-operation and financial stability.
World Bank (IBRD) – Provided loans and technical assistance to less developed countries to reduce poverty and advance sustainable economic growth.
UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) it provided grants for sustainable human development.
UNEP (UN Environment programme) help countries carry out environmental programmes.
UNIDO (UN Industrial Development Organisation) promoted the industrial advancement of developing countries through technical assistance, advisory services and training.
IAEC (International Atomic Energy Commission) worked for safe and peaceful uses of atomic energy
IFAD (International Fund  for Agricultural Development)  mobilized financial resources to raise food production and nutritional levels among the poor in developing countries

AIMS/ OBJECTIVES OF THE UNO
The founders of the UN defined objectives and aims of the UN in article 1 of the charter and they include;
	Its primary and greatest benefit to its members is to maintain international peace, law, order and security around the world.

To control the actions of aggressive leaders to ensure world peace.
 Effect the disarmament policy i.e. ensures that members keep arms consistent enough for the security of the world. It was to reduce use of chemical weapons.
To promote economic co-operation/ development and encourage business and international trade, extend assistance to members experiencing economic crisis.
Encourage self-determination among nations and end racial segregation and discrimination in some countries.
Protect the environment by effecting principles of sustainability and conservation and regulating arms manufacture.
Protect women’s status and children’s rights.
Provide relief to homeless people displaced by civil wars and natural catastrophes namely; Floods, Earthquakes, Earth tremors, Volcanic eruption and outbreak of epidemics.
To resettle the nation less and persecuted people of the world.
It was to punish war criminals through military tribunals.
To control drug trafficking which causes social unrest.
To promote democracy around the world i.e. providing forum for world leaders to discuss matters affecting the world before they get out of hand.
To promote health standards around the world.
To assist colonies struggling for independence to get it.
To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self determination of peoples.
To co-operate in solving international, economic, social, cultural and humanitarian problems and in promoting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms
To be a centre for harmonising the actions of nations or to serve as symbol of international order and global identity in attaining these common ends.
  
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
It is based on the principle of sovereign equality of all its members.
All members are to fulfil in good faith their charter obligations.
Members are to settle their international disputes by peaceful means without endangering international peace, security and justice.
They are to refrain from the threat to use force against any other state.
To give every assistance to the UN in any action it takes.
ACHIEVEMENTS
Concerning world peace and security, the UN registered some success than the League of Nations. It maintained international peace and security at least there has not been another World War 111 on world scale since 1945.
Many disputes or conflicts of local and international nature among the small and major powers in the world were solved through roundtable talks and it solved the following disputes;
	Dutch East Indies became independent from Holland and became Indonesia in 1946. In 1962 UN gave West Iran to Indonesia because this had caused armed clashes.

The Arabs – Palestine/Jew conflict in 1947, The UN divided Palestine into two hence creating an Israel state in 1949.
In 1956 – 1973, the UN sent a military contingent to settle conflict between the Arabs and Israel.
	In 1950 – 1953 UN successfully intervened in the Korean War helping South Korea rebel attack by communist North Korea.
In 1956 Suez Canal crisis where the UN stopped the French, British, and Israel invasion of Egypt.
The Cuban missile crisis 1962 the UN under U-Thant intervened and succeeded in diffusing the situation
The Biafra war 1967
1960 -1964 in the Belgian Congo civil war/Zaire where the UN sent troops to restore peace. Defeated Katanga’s rebels.
1963, 1974 in the civil war in the Cyprus between the Greeks and Turks each wanting to annex the island.
1965 the UN called to resolve the Kashmir conflict between Pakistan and India.
The solved the conflict between Iran and Soviet Union and eventually on 23rd May 1946 Moscow and Tehran normalised their relation.
It cooled down the conflict of interest between Britain and Soviet Union during the Greek civil war in 1946
It called for ceasefire between Egypt and Israel after Egypt closed the straits of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba.
It settled the fate of the former Italian Empire in Africa like Libya and Libya was established as an independent state the same applied to Somalia
.    
 The UN achieved a marked level of arms reduction and control through the disarmament committee that sits regularly to review its achievements. Its achievements included;
	In 1963 a treaty banning nuclear weapon in space was passed and in 1967 the manufacture of nuclear weapons in South America was passed. Nuclear Non –Proliferation Treaty (1968)

1972, the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) was signed between USA and USSR limiting the manufacture of nuclear weapons in Europe and America.
 UN put pressure on Iraq and North Korea to stop manufacture of nuclear weapons, and establishing nuclear free zones.
It also tried to reduce and eventually eliminated all weapons of mass destruction by negotiating, making recommendations and initiating studies so as to reduce the production and stock piling of chemical / Biological weapons.

Improvement of peoples standards of living, the UN set up international bodies to oversee that the peoples conditions of living are improved upon consequently the following came into existence, ILO to ensure full employment, UNICEF to protect children’s rights, WHO to promote general health, FAO to ensure food security, UNDP to increase people’s incomes and UNESCO to encourage research.
Minimizing drug trafficking, the UN was able to limit movement of drugs such as cocaine Baugh, Marijuana across borders. The exercise was very expensive and the UN partly failed to control trafficking on land and in air.
 Promoting democracy, the UN came up with a declaration of universal human rights. Human rights were also enforced through the International Court of Justice, which punished those who committed offences against humanity. The UN also encouraged setting up of human rights organisations i.e. Amnesty International.
The UN speeded up the decolonisation process and it helped many countries to secure their independence especially in Africa, Latin America and Asia i.e. Indonesia. They were aided in all possible ways to get independence and democracy.
Promoting international trade; the UN tried to promote trade and commerce among member states. The body extended loans and man power to member states. It gave grants to members for reconstruction and development programs. This was achieved through UNCTAD and IBRD, FAO, IMF and World Bank.
Unlike the L.O.N, the UN changed the procedure for the general assembly and Security Council (uniting for peaceful resolution) gave the secretary General more power and took more decisive action than the League.
Attracting more membership; the UN had a much wider membership. Both USA and USSR were both founder members. Between 1963 -1968 about 43 new members joined the body. By 1985 there were 159 members yet the LON never raised 50 by 1993, membership was at 183, today there are 189 countries.
UN addressed the social and economic needs of refugees and other victims of disaster. After WW11, UN agencies e.g. UNHCR tirelessly resettled refugees and offered medical, food and clothes to the affected people. It was commended in this area may be without it many people would have died e.g. in Guatemala.
Ensured health through its WHO agency, the UN was able to tackle the choleric epidemic in Egypt in 1947; it eliminated small pox and other killer diseases. The organisation carried out research and kept governments informed about developments.
Human rights; the UNHCR investigated and publicised human right violations under repressive regimes i.e. the military governments in Chile and Zaire, issued universal declaration of human rights (1948) it set out basic rights/ freedoms e.g. right to life, the rights are divided into civil, political rights, economic, social and cultural rights.
Peace making and building; the UN tried to bring hostile parties to agreement through diplomatic means. This was been done in an effort to maintain internal peace /security. It’s been done through mediation, quiet diplomacy, sending special envoys, a fact –finding mission or use of regional peace-making efforts and it worked in countries e.g. Cambodia, Guatemala.
Humanitarian assistance, Human disaster occurs anywhere and at any time. They include droughts, floods, earthquake, displacement, etc. UN supplied food, shelter, medicines etc. to the victims e.g. giving assistance to refugees in Indonesia, Thailand, Somalia, Sudan, Liberia and this was achieved through formation of UNHCR and UNRWA.
In the field of social and economic front, UN gave assistance to 93 developing countries by 1970. In 1959, it gave 1,300 million dollars to people in Africa, Middle East and Asia through its organs e.g. I.M.F.
The UNO tried to provide habitant to the nationless and persecuted people of the world e.g. it created a home for the Jews in the heartland of Palestine 1947.
UNO enhanced the liberation of women and protection of their status through sponsoring programmes to sensitize women on their rights and role in development, financing NGO’s geared towards women development and emancipation.
UNO formulated measures to protect rights of children between 0 – 18 years of age of all nations has laid children’s rights like parentage, health right to education, nationality, name, leisure and balanced diet. This was achieved and implemented through formation of child oriented NGO’s like World Vision, Action Aid, save the children’s fund among others to protect their rights.
UNO protected and preserved the World Environment through setting up agencies like UNEP based in Nairobi to run world environment conferences and means of creating health environments, Biodiversity treaty was rewarded and compensated.
The UNO passed many resolutions against the discrimination policies of the Apartheid policy in South Africa de-campaigned cultural and racial imperialism e.g. Apartheid in South Africa (during Youth Conference in 1970)
It tried to check on the aggression of leaders like Ho-Ki-Mink of North Vietnam in 1961 and many others. 
The UNO established subsidiary organisations for dealing with relief and rehabilitation of war torn Europe thus many millions of lives were saved from the effects of famine, diseases and general economic breakdown.
In 1970, the UNO general assembly passed a resolution condemning the hijacking of aircrafts by the Palestine Liberation Organisation
FAILURES
The body became a fighting ground for different political ideologies, which frustrates its work.  The struggle between ideologies led to continued civil wars like Banyamulenge in Zaire, the Anyanya in Southern Sudan, the Israel – Arab conflict.
The UN failed to stop the cold war between Eastern communist bloc and Western capitalist bloc and continued spreading of their ideologies which threatened world peace.
Despite the universal declaration of human rights, people’s rights were violated or abused and the UN did not do much to stop the abuse e.g. Hutu – Tutsi conflict in Rwanda, Apartheid regime in South Africa and the Somali crisis.
The decolonisation process was at the mercy of the colonial masters. Some countries are still under colonial rule hence continued conflict i.e. Chechnya, the Bosnia – Serbia conflict etc. 
Drug trafficking and consumption continued to be traded between borders and the UN did not set up an effective and strong body / force to reduce or even stop the trafficking of drugs and their use and this affected many youths who are left mentally disturbed and become social misfits.
Failed to condemn 1956 USSR invasion of Hungary (failed to check on activities of aggressive leaders) e.g. Nikita Khrushchev, the UN called for his withdrawal and remained adamant and UN did nothing.
Arab – Israel conflict not totally solved due to ineffective sanctions on Israel. 
There has never been peace in the Gaza strip since the creation of Israel state in 1948.
Failed to prevent the outbreak of civil wars in a number of states e.g. 1955 – 1972, the civil war in Sudan led by J. Jagu, civil war in Chad, 1964 Somalia, Hutu – Tutsi 1959 leading to miseries and deaths.
For a long time, it failed to solve world crisis that threatened international peace e.g. Kashmir, Korea crisis, Congo crisis etc.
Its activities have been hijacked by super powers especially USA thus prompting their economic social and political interests.
Sometimes the aid given to LDC’s had strings attached which retarded development It was tied to the interests of the donors and it was tied to non - productive areas e.g. financing agriculture, non – developmental projects etc.
The body had no executive power, no armies, or weapons of its own, if it wanted to carry out any military operation; it relies on member states to contribute troops and logistics.
UN tried to prevent warfare between states, the principle of settlement of disputes by peaceful means is still a dream e.g. Turkey against Kuwait etc.
It failed to secure any real co-operation between super powers / countries as they continued to produce weapons of mass destruction despite the mechanism put in place.
UN failed to establish its own sources of funds to run its activities. It depended on hand-outs from member states and at times fails to meet their duty.
UN failed to control pollution, which contributed to the global warming thus exposing world environment to a great risk through mushrooming industries; desertification increased worldwide, all these call for UN intervention which was nowhere.
It failed to carry out the disarmament policy as witnessed in the competitive manufacture of atomic bombs, hydrogen bombs earth satellites “the sputnik”, “ballistic missiles”, “space rockets” among others.

REVISION QUESTIONS
Assess the achievements of UNO as a world peace making body since 1945.
How far has the UNO achieved the aims of its founders?
How has UNO tried to preserve and maintain its intended objectives?
“The formation of UNO has created more harm than good” Discuss
To what extent has the UN lived up to its expectations?
THE COLD WAR POLITICS 1946 – 1970
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Effects of the Cold War
This was an extreme stage of tension or fear or suspicion which involved military campaigns and tactics. It was a conflict between the Eastern bloc led by USSR with its satellite states like, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and East Germany against Western bloc led by USA with the satellite states like Britain, France and others. It was a conflict that did not result into an open or physical fighting/war between the concerned camps.
The cold war started slowly way back in 1917 with the success of Bolsheviks revolution in Russia and it developed after 1945 (Second World War).This cold war spoiled the prevailing harmony between the two blocs leading to suspicion and hostility. Here rival camps began to attack each other with propaganda, harsh measures and policies.
The struggle was cold because there was no actual fighting between the powers concerned and it was war because it was a conflict of more serious and deadly nature/kind.
CAUSES OF COLD WAR
 Examine the causes and the consequences of the cold war between 1945 and 1970.
Emergence of big powers with conflicting ideologies /philosophies caused the cold war. Two blocs developed i.e.  The communist bloc led by USSR and the capitalist bloc led by USA. Communism as an ideology called for communal ownership of the factors of production e.g. land , capital, among others and they claimed to have had the most advance human progress along democratic institutions or system and accused the western bloc. The capitalist on the other hand emphasized private ownership of property or wealth and advanced development. So the existence of these different ideologies caused suspicion and fear and marked the beginning of cold war.
The effects of world war 11 caused the cold war Hitler attacked Russia in June 1941 and within few weeks; Russia appeared as if it was going to be defeated. So it contacted the west for assistance and there was no response forth coming. This made the Russia leader Stalin to use all his effort to defeat Hitler, by 1943 when Stalin was about to capture Berlin, USA and the allies joined the war. This annoyed Stalin who felt betrayed, broke away from the American alliance and this caused the cold war.
The failure of the Yalta and the postdam conferences of 1943 and 1944 also known as the Teheran conference caused the cold war,                                                                                    these conferences were intended to determine the future of Germany and other territories under occupation by the big powers. Here the big powers failed to agree e.g. Britain wanted to establish a democratic government in Germany; France wanted to establish a strong army. Russia on the other hand wanted to spread communism. So the conference which was to solve problems ended up creating conflicts between the two camps hence cold war. 
The rise of Stalin and his policies, Cold war is blamed on Stalin’s policies.(Stalinisation) Stalin was in hurry and wanted to dominate the world and for that matter he occupied states like Latvia , Estonia , Bessarabia , East Germany , Yugoslavia , Romania , Serbia , and also established other satellite states like North Korea , Cuba , Vietnam among others . His policies worried the western states who wished to control communism and Stalin by spreading capitalism. This made the two blocs to move into different directions leading to confrontation between the west and east hence the cold war.
  Arms race/ nuclear competition caused the cold war politics. After the failure of the Yalta and Potsdam conference , Russia embarked on rearmament programme that proved to be a threat that caused fear and tension to USA and the allies  e.g. in 1949 , the west got news that Russia had successfully developed an atomic and Hydrogen bombs previously owned by America.
 The Russians were also moving in the direction of developing nuclear weapons, this disturbed USA and the allies who also started rearming themselves with sophisticated military weapons in preparation for physical war e.g. 1952 Hydrogen bomb was developed by the Russians a year later.
 They also rivalled in space exploration e.g. in Oct.  1957 Russia launched sputnik 1 the 1st artificial satellite and Nov 1957 sputnik 11sent in 1958, USA launched Explorer one with Neil Armstrong (after a year in January) then in march sent another rocket and in July they established the National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) and in October 1959 the Russians sent their rockets Lurik 11 and 111 respectively to the moon, and USSR sent Yuri Gagarin. All these increased the cold war conflicts
The Cuban missile crisis or October crisis or Caribbean crisis as it is known was confrontation between Soviet Union and Cuba against United States in 1962 when Soviet Union began to build bases in Cuba for a number of medium-range and intermediate-range ballistic nuclear missiles with ability to strike United States. It was in reaction to USA’s attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro (Bay of Pigs operation) and building of missiles in Italy and Turkey with the ability to strike Moscow this crisis had worsened the cold war. However, following an agreement between Nikita Khrushchev and John F Kennedy under the supervision of UN secretary General U Thant the missiles were removed in 1962
Decolonisation process also caused the cold war when USA and USSR struggled to support countries to attain independence from their former masters. Russia wanted colonised countries to get independence; USA on the other hand supported conservation.
The Germany question caused the cold war, following world war 11, USA, Britain and France occupied Western Germany. Russia on the other hand established or occupied East Germany. The former desired to establish liberal democracy and leave the Germans to rule themselves. Russia on the hand wanted to tighten her hold over East Germany and this resulted into what came to be known  as the Berlin blockade 1948 where Russia aimed at starving both the local people and the western powers but USA and the allies reacted by organising what came to be known as the Berlin air lift. This struggle caused what came to be known as the Cold War.
The Rebirth/ Revival/ Resurrection of the alliance system and counter alliances after WW11 caused the cold war, In 1948, a group of western countries (Britain, France, Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg, and later Italy, Portugal, Norway, Ireland, USA, Canada met in Brussels capital city of 
Belgium and signed a treaty of mutual support in an event of armed attack from Eastern Europe, North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). On the other hand, Russia also made a lot of defensive arrangements with her satellite states like Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Romania signed the pact which came to be known as Warsaw Pact. The existence of these two alliances caused tension between the East and West hence cold war.
The policy of sovietism/Russia’s expansionism caused the cold war. Russia was determined to plant firmly communism in Eastern Europe and by 1946, Russia controlled a wing of satellite states covering every country in Eastern Europe, this didn’t go well with USA and it caused tension hence cold war.
The Truman’s Doctrine, he was the president of USA who took a number of measures aimed at availing  aid to any country, threatened by external forces of communism or helping the minorities and strengthening these states by giving them aid for reconstruction programmes/ purposes and he set aside 400 million dollars. In reaction to this USSR came up with Molotov plan intended to give aid to communist states and this intensified the cold war.
Marshal Plan or Aid, this was introduced by the secretary of state USA General George Marshall. He proposed aid /support to reconstruct the shattered economies in Europe with the aim of containing the spread of communism and he set aside 13 Billion Pounds to be given to states that agree to become Capitalists and Russia reacted by putting in place the Molotov plan.
The struggle for world leadership caused cold war. Some thinkers have described international conflicts after WW11 as a struggle for world leadership between USSR and USA, each tried to get as many allies as possible and as many satellite states in Asia and Africa. This struggle caused suspicion, tension, fear and cold war.
The coming to power of Truman The friendship between USA and USSR was possible because of the existence of President Roosevelt. When he left power, the cooperation that existed between the two powers died especially with the rise of the hard core/ hardliner Harry Truman.
The desire to control world resources such as minerals e.g. diamonds, gold and oil made USA and USSR to find themselves clashing in different parts of the world e.g. in 1960’s , they clashed in Congo and it was this that brought about the cold war.
The death of comprising leaders like Roosevelt who was replaced by hard core Harry Truman in USA and Chamberlain who was replaced by Winston Churchill in Britain and Stalin who was replaced by Molotov worsened relations between the East and West causing the cold war.
The formation of spy networks by either side caused the cold war, the two camps each established a secret spy network with the aim of spying or discovering military secrets of the other e.g. USSR established KGB (Committee of state security) while USA established CIA and FBI. The two caused suspicion, hatred and fear in the concerned camps hence cold war.
Churchill’s ‘iron curtain speech’ in reaction to the spread of Communism increased the chances for the 0ccurance of cold war, He was negative about communism, so was Stalin who said that ” communism and capitalism could never live peacefully together and that future wars were a matter of agency” in reaction to this Churchill said ,” from  Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has descended across the continent…”. This speech widened the gap between the two camps hence the cold war.
The struggle to dominate or control areas of strategic importance e.g. outstanding deserts e.g. in the Middle East, important ports such as Mombasa, Danzig, Cape of Good hope, Major water bodies like the Mediterranean Sea and Baltic sea, Indian ocean among others for testing weapon, carrying out research and for trade and commerce increased the cold war
The weakness of UNO	.It was to maintain peace in the world through collective efforts and by stopping the manufacturing of weapons of mass destruction/ the rise of world dictators who were aggressors and the concerned camps failed to respect the resolutions of the UNO and embarked on re armament and this caused fear hence cold war,
The Influence or the role played by the press through Newspapers, Textbooks, Novels, Magazines, Radios, and T.V’S using their presenters or editors they traded in news propaganda from either camp and made the cold war occur.
SUMMARY
Existence of different ideologies.
Effects of WW11 and the Germany question.
The failure of the Yalta and Post dam conferences.
Stalinism or Stalin’s desire to dominate the world.
Arms race and nuclear competition and missile crisis.
The decolonisation process
The Germany question and Berlin Blockade.
The rebirth/ resurrection of alliance system and counter alliances.
Truman’s doctrine.
Marshal plan.
11. The coming to power of Truman (hard-core)
The struggle for world leadership between USA and USSR.
The desire to control world resources.
	14. The death of compromising leaders and the rise of UN compromising       leaders.
	Formation of spy networks by either sides.
Churchill’s speech of the iron curtain
The struggle to control areas of strategic importance.
The weakness of the UNO.
The role of the press.
The Cuban missile crisis

IMPACT /EFFECTS OF COLDWAR UP TO 1970
The cold war was an international political situation which was characterised by persistent tension, suspicion, fear and conflicts between the communist camps led by USSR with the satellite states against the capitalist camp led by USA. The cold war had a number of effects on the world and they included the following:
Cold war led to the division and the spread of communism or socialism to Eastern Europe in countries like Poland, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Romania, Estonia, and Bulgaria.
Cold war led to direct threats or political unrest between the communist camps against the capitalist camp (USA against USSR) as each camp struggled to acquire power.
Cold war led to the establishment of communist regimes with communist ideologies. This was done by Russia which supported communist countries to establish communist government with communist ideologies in states like Bulgaria, Albania, Yugoslavia, among others.
Cold war led to the giving of military assistance to satellite states e.g. Russia used to give aid to Angola while USA gave military aid to South Africa
Cold war led to political propaganda and press hostilities between the two camps during international meetings and international organisation.
Cold war influenced the formation of the NAM (Non Aligned Movement) in 1955 especially among the third world countries especially Asian and African countries as a counter weight against either camp.
Cold war led to the maintenance of dictatorial regimes in power because of the support they had from their communist or capitalist states e.g. in Zaire Mobutu Sesseko was maintained in power and Fidel Castro of Cuba was maintained in power.
Cold war intensified / increased international conflicts among states e.g. Arab (Palestine against Israel) or Israel against other Arab neighbours e.g. Egypt, Syria and Jordan.
Cold war caused military coups in Africa hijackings, suicide bombings. It also caused the Suez Canal crisis and the civil war in Angola.
Cold war increased the flow of aid into the economies of third world countries there by influencing their political policies or ideologies.
Cold war led to the division of Europe and the world into two hostile blocs or camps i.e. communism vs. capitalism and lived the life of disharmony, rivalry, tension and conflicts.
Cold war increased scientific in military research in military hardware, nuclear science, re armament programmes in Europe among others.
Cold war led to the division of Germany into West Germany (along capitalist line) and East Germany (along communist line) and the division of the city of Berlin after the building of the Berlin wall.
Cold war promoted Economic and Political integration based on political ideologies and this led to the establishment of organisations like EEC (capitalist) against OECC (communist).
Cold war led to the formation of regional military organisations to support rival camps e.g. the capitalist formed the NATO while the communist on the other hand formed the WARSAW pact.
Cold war led to the formation of secret international intelligence organs to spy over the opponent camps e.g. Russia formed KGB (committee of state security) and the capitalist under USA formed CIA and FBI.
Huge amounts of money /resources in terms of finance was wasted by the two camps who invested heavily in the manufacturing of weapons, finance private organisations like spy networks and sponsoring satellite states.
Cold war facilitated and quickened the decolonisation exercise of Asian and African states. The two camps helped them and financed their struggles to attain independence.
Cold war led to the awarding of educational scholarships to advance the cause of their ideologies.
Cold war increased nuclear technology, space exploration and arms race which caused stiff competition in the production of dangerous weapons e.g. Ballistic missiles / scuds leading to crisis e.g. the Cuban missile crisis against America during the time of President Kennedy.
The cold war also led to the withdrawal of the Soviet Union’s nuclear missiles from Cuba and United States withdrew her missiles from Turkey and Italy.
It led to the signing of agreement between Soviet Union and United States that never to attack or invade Cuba and the creation of nuclear hotline between Washington and Moscow
Cold war led to the Vietnam War of 1964-1973 where America was defeated by Vietnam and this led to the resignation of president Nixon of USA.
There was loss of lives and money (property) during the many wars and campaigns that were fought in order to promote the different ideologies.
The cold war led to the Congo crisis which resulted into the death of UN secretary general Dag Hammarskjold.
Cold war delayed the independence of some countries. This was so because the nationalists found it difficult to fight colonialists because of the support they used to get from the west e.g. in Namibia, Zimbabwe and Angola.
Cold war undermined the work of UNO because UNO relied mainly on USA and USSR for its survival.
Cold war created a new form of colonialism by promoting imperialism and neo-colonialism through the aid given to countries e.g. Trumann’s and Marshal Plan (USA) against the Molotov (USSR).  
De- colonization came about because of the weakened colonial powers that were no longer effective in controlling their colonies.
There was formation of NATO an organization for defense purpose and emergence of EEC an economic organ for European powers 
THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANISATION (NATO)
AND WAR WAS PACT.
NATO was the agreement for mutual help formed after World War II in 1949 by the western European countries and north Atlantic area against aggression of the communist East. It was meant to acquire military cooperation in time of war but later became an institution (NATO). It was formed as a result of the cold war especially after the communist took over the government in Czech Republic and the Berlin blockade of 1949. 
It was signed in Washington on 4th April 1949. The countries which signed it included USA, Britain, and Norway, with a military headquarters in Paris under supreme commander Europe (General Eisenhower)
Berlin blockade 1948 - 49 Russia set out to tighten her hold over Germany by blocking road and railway transport crossing from Western German to Berlin. (Britain, USA and France) to create scarcities to force them withdraw, to counter attack this, European powers organized airlifts (Berlin Air lifts).
The western allies were ready to leave Germans and govern themselves and make sure that Democracy is firmly established there. On the other hand Russians weren’t ready to leave German. They wanted to remain influencing events there. This led to conflicts between Russia ans the western powers. This later led to the cold war which culminated into the birth of NATO which the western powers saw as a means of protecting themselves against Russia.
President Truman’s doctrine (supporting states threatened by communism Aid was to be available to state (Greece) and the Manshall secretary of state recovery programe, plan ans Russian plan reaction. They were the American aid which was to become available. Russia countered this by the formation of the communist. Information bureau (com inform) to co-ordinate the activities of European communist parties. This is a clear indication of the suspicion that existed between the two blocks; this suspicion later resulted into the formation of NATO and Warsaw pact.
Stalin’s communist stand and the Berlin blockade contributed to the NATO formation. Fear here Russia made it cliff for the western powers to transport supplies through its German East Berlin occupied zone into Western Berlin. This increased enemity between the two blocks and made the western allies to devise all means possible to suppress Russia thus formation of NATO.
Brussels treaty of 1948 further emphasized division of the post war Europe. In 1948 a group of western European countries such as Britain, France, Holland, Belgian and Hoxernburg signed a treaty of mutual support in the event of an armed attack in Europe. In 1949 this defensive alliance came to be signed by Italy, Portugal, Norway, USA, Iceland ans Canada. This assumed the name NATO therefore March 1949 NATO was born.

THE IMPORTANCE OF NATO AND WARSAW PACT IN THE MAINTANANCE OF WORLD PEACE AND SECURITY IN THE POST – WAR PERIOD.
The formation of NATO created tension in Europe leading to the formation of the Warsaw pact, this brought about balance of power despite the cold war.
The presence of NATO and the WARSAW pact checked any would be advances from either block towards any weaker country.
After formation, NATO led to the strengthing of cooperation and links ans defence between Western Europe and North American continent.
NATO and Warsaw pact also gave assurance against isolated defeat; member countries were now sure of help in case of any aggressive attack from Russia ans the reverse was true.
As a reaction to the formation of NATO and Warsaw pact, NAM, a third force was formed which took a neutral position and contributed to balance of force. This further strengthened security in the world ans created peaceful conditions
In June 1950 North Korean communists invaded South Korea, USA sent troops and planes to Korea. It also sort sanctions of UN for its action ans receives it China joined North Korea in November 1950. However this war didn’t go very far it remained a limited war.
In the last month of 1950, America and French troops were placed in Germany under NATO. There was creation of a supreme command. This added to bring about peace and security there.
Greece and Turkey which were a centre of interest of Russian attack were admitted in NATO effectively in 19.
NATO authorized the re- armament of West Germany by the treaty of London and Paris agreement of December 1954. Western German was admitted to NATO of authorized to raise an armed force of about 500,000 troops as a NATO contingent.
NATO equally took steps to solve difficult in 1952 when there was blood  shed in Hungary.
The Soviet Union was seriously threatened when she started building a missile launching site in Cuba. Soviet Union retreated and this avasted the possible war between USA and Soviet Union.
It is stressed that there had been no war in Western European since NATO became into being. This fact testifies the effectiveness of NATO and the Warsaw pact as instruments of peace.
The dialogue and diplomatic talks between NATO and Warsaw pact postponed the possibility of the 3rd World War thereby maintaining international peace ans security.
The building of military bases by NATO and communist countries in the Mediterranean Sea, red sea, the Cape, Cuba, Mombasa, Japan and Korea helped to keep the World peaceful.
The formation of NATO and Warsaw pact strengthened political economic ans military cooperation between USA and the western countries. The NATO fore example encouraged the formation of O.E.E.C as a common market for western European states. The economic development acquired made it possible to avoid the occurrence of another depression. Formation of the Warsaw pact also led to formation of centralized socialist economies in Eastern Europe.
The two alliances tried t control terrorism by acting as watch dogs against abductions, hyeiks of aero planes, assassinations, overthrow of governments e.t.c they used intelligence organizations such as KGB, CIA, MOSSAD e.tc to watch over any would be instruments of insecurity.
WEAKNESSES OF NATO AND WARSAW PACT
After 1955 NATO was subjected to trials that weakened it.
Stalin’s death in 1953 led to an improvement of relations between East ans Western Europe. NATO relaxed and even authorized its commander’s to use nuclear weapons supplied by USSR. This raised public criticism of NATO.
NATO failed to handle the Suez Canal crisis of 1956. In this USA associated with Russia and condemned the actions of Britain ans France before the U.N Security Council.
Canada withdrew her troops from NATO in April 1959.
American dominance of NATO created concern of other members.
Difficulties of raising a unified military force to achieve their objectives. In 1950 Britain proposed to member states to contribute a joint force according to their resources. This meant that Britain and USA would provide nuclear weapons and other states would provide the bulk of the conventional forces. But France rejected this proposal. As a result close military organization wasn’t possible the French were particularly not happy about the America’s dominant role in NATO. And in 1956, De- Gaulle withdrew from it.
The formation of NATO and the signing of the Warsaw pact made it clear that any future war would be a grand battle.  
NATO’s weaknesses seen in that of failed to control the activities of communism in Eastern Europe.
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC)
This was an economic organization formed by western capitalist countries to promote social, economic, military and cultural operation. E.E.C was formed in 1957 by the treaty of Rome and it came into operation in Jan 1958. The E.E.C consisted initially of countries such as Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherland, France, Italy, Britain, and West Germany. E.t.c since then Europe Economic Community has expanded its membership. 
AIMS OF THE FORMATION OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
To coordinate the economies of western European states to recover from the losses of World War II.
To spread capitalism as the political ideology of western powers as opposed to commnunist of European power.
To extend Neo- colonialism through trade since many former colonies were getting independence ans the western countries still wanted to keep an eye on these former colonies.
To facilitate efficient exploitation of nature and artificial resources of Europe for effective exploitation.
To facilitate free movement of factors of production through the formation of the common market.
It was formed for the a common external 
For the achievement of political stability.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Its formation has led to the enlargement of market for the products of the member countries. It has created an everlasting market for agricultural products from LDC’s as well as industrial products from western European countries themselves. This has led to establishment of larger industries producing those goods.
European Economic Community encouraged specialization among European nation leading to increased output and raising standards of living.
European Economic Community removed obstacles to capital movement, man power technological transfer through free movement which was encouraged.
European Economic Community encouraged optimum exploitation ………….   Of the existing resources among members. It also increased employment, thus transforming the member countries.
European Economic Community increased foreign exchange earnings of member countries through promotion of exports leading to improvement of GNP and B.O.P position.
European Economic Community promoted the propagations of capitalist ideology to many countries. Those countries that accepted to take on capitalism were admitted as member countries have been provided with investment funds, agriculture department program, industrial development and stabilization of forex rates.
PROBLEMS/ FAILRUES OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
European Economic Community has failed to maintain permanent peace in Europe because of the cold war thus leading to increasing conflicts even in LDCs like the Caribean verses Grenada, Elsalvador verses Cuba.
Strict systems of trade through imposition of Embargos boycotts ans exports, total ban, quotas, tariffs fixing of price of products from LDCs weakened many member countries.’
European Economic Community was unfair to LDC, by buying their products at lower prices and sells to them at high prices.
European Economic Community has been biased in the development of agriculture in developing countries. They have also hindered industrialization in these countries for selfish sectoral imbalances, between European members and non European members of European Economic Community.
The formation of USE (United States of Europe) is far from being realized because of rising international differences. In 1960 France under De Gaule continued “to do it alone” in 1965 the threatened to withdraw from the Union. France even decided to have her own nuclear weapons ans air crafts. She also objected to import cheap win from Italy or Lamb from Britain which was a breach against community regulations.

Britain also began threatening “her oil is not for the community”.
There was a problem with the agriculture policy where each country tried to increase prices of her own agricultural products leading to surplus of products like Beef, milk butter, wine .e.t.c.
Countries far from the centre incurred high transport costs which affected the union.
Some powerful members took the greatest number of seats and this affected the union for other members became discontented.
There was failure towards establishment of a common currency and this affected trade due to the different currencies and exchange rates.
Level of development of member states affected the Union.
Questions;
Describe the significance of Truman’s doctrine, to Mashal plan, the Berlin blockade and the Cuban crisis in the development of the cold war.
Assess the role of NATO and the Warsaw pact in the maintenance of World peace and security in the post war period.
Discuss the achievements of European Economic Community and its problems.
Ideological conflicts between the West and East were primarily responsible for the outbreak of the cold war after World War II. Discuss.
	Account for the occurrence of the cold war in the post war period.

